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Abstract
This study examines the history of cotton production and trade in Igalaland of Central
Nigeria, 1900-1986. Cotton was a major crop in Igalaland particularly during the
colonial period because of its use as raw material in British textile and allied
industries. As a result of this, concerted efforts were made by the colonial state in
collaboration with expatriate firms towards its development. These efforts manifested
in the forms of enactment of Cotton Marketing Ordinances and establishment of
facilitative measures like the construction of road and inland waterway networks to
enhance easy transportation of cotton from the hinterland to ginnery for onward
shipment to Britain. Furthermore, this study interrogates the historical patterns of
transformation that occurred in the local Igala society as a result of the production and
marketing of cotton from the early twentieth century upto1986. The major findings of
this study are multilayered. The study demonstrates how the industrial revolution in
Britain spurred the quest for raw materials, in this case, cotton in Igala land. The study
notes that in the bid to maintain steady supply of cotton, the colonial state established
the British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) in 1902 and by 1906, BCGA
established a Ginnery at Lokoja and Igalaland was a major area in which the bulk of
the cotton was obtained from. In addition, the BCGA had Licensed Buying Agents
who ferreted the nooks and crannies of Igalaland with the bid to buying cotton and
propagating the culture of cotton to the natives. Using the Vent for Surplus theory of
Hyla Myint, this study further argues that the upsurge in cotton production in this area
within the period under study was a result of the creation of institutional, legislative
and facilitative measures designed and consolidated by the colonial state and imperial
merchants companies coupled with favourable environment which supported the
cultivation of cotton. Besides, this study demonstrates the precarious placement of
Igala cotton peasant farmers within the gamut of colonial cotton export production.
The local farmers were exploited and exposed to the vagaries of incessant price
fluctuations in the international market. The imposition of taxation coupled with the
manipulation of local agency especially the Native Authority by the expatriate
merchants led to the exploitation of the natives. This study traces the tapestry of the
transformation of the cotton industry during the turbulent years of First World War,
World Economic Depression and the Inter war periods. Methodologically, both
primary and secondary sources of historical data were adopted. The study concludes
by asserting that enormous potentials and opportunities existed in the Igala cotton
industry as a veritable tool for economic diversification and development.
1CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to the Study
Igalaland is ecologically located in a transition belt region of Nigeria,
oscillating between the high forest conditions of the coastal belt and the drier and
more open conditions of the savannah belt. Consequently, forest and savannah crops
flourish in the region. It is an area with an average rainfall pattern of 50 inches a
year.1 Andthese favourable climatic and weather conditions in addition to good soil
types, humidity and temperature supported and still support agricultural production
such as the cultivation of crops like yam, cotton, millet, beans and cassava. Besides,
these climatic factors in addition to human labour provided further fecundity for local
crafts economic activities like cloth weaving, blacksmithing, iron smelting,
sculpturing and others.2
Cotton production was one of the major economic activities which developed
in Igalaland prior to colonial rule. The traditional cotton industry provided the fulcrum
upon which Igala indigenous textile industry thrived. Historically, Igala people were
famous for the production of high and expensive quality fabrics using local cotton
which were traded both within and outside Igalaland in areas such as Ejule, Idah,
Idoma, Nsukka and Kano.3As a result of the prominence of the Igala textile industry
that relied absolutely on home grown cotton, tremendous efforts were made by
various communities to ensure sustainable production of cotton. Thus, large numbers
of Igala were gainfully employed through involvement in cotton farming and trade.
Major centres of cotton production in Igalaland were Ejule, Abejukolo, Bagana,
Ogodu, Oliya, Idah, Akpanya, Odolu, Alloma, Olowa, Amagede, Ibaji among others.4
It was the preponderance of these cotton communities in Igalaland that drew the
2attention of European colonial state into Igala cotton industry in the early twentieth
century.
Strangely, however, there have been denials, particularly in mainstream
Western scholarship that the colonial state never intervened or played any role in the
economy of the colonies including the Igala cotton industry during the period of
colonial domination. The Vent for Surplus Model theorists are the major proponents
of this view. They argue that the economy was propelled by the free market forces or
laissez faire. A.G. Hopkins and Hyla Myint specifically argued that it was only after
1945 that the colonial state started intervening in the natural workings of the open
economy.5 The state intervention to them, manifested in a deliberate government
planning and sweeping reorganization of the market structure, particularly through the
introduction of the Marketing Boards and the inauguration of sustained government
researches into major cash crops. Carl Liedholm notes that “the government played a
conservative and essentially passive role in the economy, except for a few major
outlays on transportation facilities, the colonial regime devoted itself to balancing the
budget and trying not to interfere with the market system”6 from the perspective of the
Igala cotton industry, these European scholars seem to be very far from the truth.
Generally, it was in the export economy that the colonial state interventions
through imperial trade or marketing strategy came into play forcefully. The high
production of cotton in Igalaland attracted foreign commercial interests for several
reasons. First, the industrial revolution in Britain which led to the emergence of
manufacturing industries including those in textiles and allied industries made the
demand for cotton intense and inevitable. Textile industries in the British towns of
Lancashire, Liverpool, Bristol, Newcastle, Birmingham and Manchester led to
increase in demand for raw material (Cotton) in order to keep the machines afloat.
3Besides, the adverse effects of the American Civil War (1861-1864) which
undermined the steady supply of cotton from America to Britain made the British
government and merchants to find alternative sources of cotton supply.6 Prior to this
era, the Queen of England had signed a treaty with the Atta of Igala in the 1840s
following the successful pacification by the Niger River Expedition team led by
Captain Henry Trotter, Commander William Allen and William Cook and later
expanded by Dr William Balfour Baikie in 1854.7
This resulted in the operations of European Firms like the Miller Brothers,
West African and Central African Company. These were later merged into the United
African Company (UAC) in 1879. By 1900, UAC and John Holt dominated Igala
trade. This was part of the global capitalist expansion into rural African societies by
European imperialists.8
However, by 1902, new cotton production and trade initiatives were introduced
by the British Colonial authorities in collaboration with European mercantile trading
companies which had serious implications for the Igala indigenous cotton industry.
The new production initiatives involved the introduction of new foreign exotic cotton
seeds, establishment of an institutional framework particularly the British Cotton
Growers Association (BCGA) in Manchester in 1902, and later the Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation(ECGC) in 1921, the introduction of Cotton Marketing Board
and the consolidation and centralization of produce buying regulations through the use
of License Buying Agents, and the sheered intervention of the colonial state at various
levels in the production and marketing of Cotton in Nigeria and Igala land in
particular.9
The events in the international scene particularly the outbreak of the First and
Second World Wars and the Economic Depression of the 1930s adversely affected the
4prices of cotton which the Igala farmers largely depended on to meet the obligations
of the colonial economy such as the payment of taxes and return on investment.9 The
collapse of the global economy orchestrated by the depression made the prices of
cotton higher at the local markets compared to the international market. However,
concerted efforts were made by the colonial administration to ensure that Igala cotton
farmers remained tied, forcefully to the international cotton market even in the midst
of fallen prices. But this strategy presented a challenge for both the colonial
authorities and the local farmers which has not been critically investigated and
documented.
For instance, how was the British colonial authority able to exploit and extract
surplus from the local cotton farmers in a collapsed economy? In other words, how
were the Igala cotton farmers able to meet their colonial economic obligations or eke
out a living? How and what marketing strategies did the colonial administration in
collaboration with trading merchants employ to ensure the steady supply of cotton
from Igala land in the face of a collapsed global economy? What was the nature of
competition and commercial maneuverings between the expatriate firms especially
with regards to the high demands for cotton at the local Igala markets and the lower
prices offered by foreign commercial firms operating based on fixated pricesfrom the
international market? As Candotti clearly observes:
During the colonial period, there were undoubtedly long-term sources
of higher productivity and increased food security in African
agriculture, like the adoption of new crops and crop varieties. But the
costs and changes that occurred in the domestic organization of
production are still a matter for discussion. On the other side, the
colonial administration’s efforts to promote crop production for export
through market incentives foundered on the imperfections of the
colonial export market itself. Indeed, the colonial cotton policy must be
understood as a set of struggles between African cotton growers and
consumers of cotton and yarn, colonial administrators, local and
European merchants, against the background of both the ideology and
practice of colonialism 10
5It is important to note that British trading firms monopolized cotton export trade in
Igalaland and forcefully turned indigenous entreprenurs into buying agents while
profits were repatriated. The peasant cotton farmers though active participants in the
production chain were however exploited. Though the colonial state interventions
culminated to increase in cotton production and trade, but on the contrary, it stunted
the transformation of the peasant farmers and equally did not lead to development of
local textile industries in Igalaland as production were expressly made for British
Lancashire industrial complexes
Retrospectively and lamentably, the post-colonial political leadership in
Nigeria is unable to transform the fortunes of the cotton industry in Nigeria. The
skewed nature of centre-periphery relations coupled with the adoption of the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) in 1986 which culminated to the
dismantling of the Commodity Boards, including that of Cotton Marketing Boards
had deleterious consequences on cotton farmers in central Nigeria generally and
Igalaland in particular, which has not been given adequate attention in the literature.
Therefore, this study is concerned with the history of cotton production and
trade in Igalaland of Central Nigeria from 1900-1986, it transcends the colonial and
post-colonial development in the sector and documents the changes that emerged
when Igala cotton industry became integrated into the global capitalist economy and
how the local producers responded to such changes and continuities at various
historical epochs. Furthermore, this study transcends the vent for surplus theory by
demonstrating how both the colonial and post-colonial state intervened in the colonial
cotton economy and trade using the instrument of local governance agency such as the
Igala Native Authority, Igala Cooperative Unions, and Local chiefs, among others.
61.2 Statement of the Research Problem
Cotton was a major economic crop in Northern Nigeri and Igalaland in
particular especially during the colonial and early post-colonial periods. In fact, prior
to the advent of colonialism, cotton flourished in the Sahel Savannah and provided a
viable source of employment, local entrepreneurship and trade development. It
provided the forward and backward linkages in local textile and allied industries.11
However, the emergence of British colonial administration created immense problems
for the Igala cotton industry. For instance, by the beginning of the twentieth century,
emphasis was shifted from the growing of raw cotton for local textile production to
production for export mainly to British textiles industries in Lancashire, United
Kingdom.12
The British government intervention in cotton production through the activities
of British Cotton Growers Association (BCGA) and its Licensed Buying Agents
(LBA) in Igalaland contributed in diverse ways to the displacement and
disorganization of both local textile entrepreneurs and craftsmen and women
respectively. BCGA, through fierce legislative measures, obtained monopoly rights
over cotton production and trade. This was even made worse with the introduction of
Produce Control Board and later Cotton Marketing Board in the late 1940s.13 These
Boards determined the prices of cotton which were in most cases below the prices at
the international market. Apart from the fact that British colonialism in Nigeria
created centre-periphery relations in which cotton produced were geared towards
satisfying the techno-industrial needs of Britain, the colonial trade or marketing
structures led to the exploitation of farmers engaged in cotton production.
Generally, the research problem of this study can be subsumed more broadly
under two philosophical planks; first is the fact that the British colonial administration
7efforts to promote export crop, in this case cotton in Igalaland, faltered and foundered
on imperfection of the colonial economic ideology. The imperfections had ripple
direct and indirect effects on the local Igala cotton driven economy, particularly in the
bid to consolidate indigenous sustainable industrialization. Though the colonial state
influenced what type of cotton was grown, how it was grown and even how it was
priced and marketed, yet the British colonial cotton policies in this region were in
many cases ambivalent, sometimes promoting exports and at other times limiting it.
The struggles manifested in the quest to balance competing African and European
interests by colonial administrators and trading companies. In the struggles in the
colonial Igala cotton and cash crop economy, the peasants reacted and responded in
epic manners (protests, revolts, petitions, adulterations) to the hostile policies of the
colonial state which undermined their productivity but little is known about these and
entire Igala cotton industry. This study investigated some relevant posers such as; how
did British colonialism lead to the transformation of the Igala cotton industry and
trade? What were the nature of the struggles, reactions and responses of the peasants
engaged in cotton production and trade?
Secondly,the choice of Igalaland, North central Nigeria is deliberate, this is
necessitated by the paucity of literature in this aspect of Igala economic history. It is
germane and imperative to note that Igalaland was one of the leading cotton
producing communities in colonial Northcentral Nigeria but scholarly attempt to
document the history of this cash crop had remained a mirage. Extant works on the
Igala include J.S Boston, The Igala Kingdom, J.E. Ukwedeh, History of Igala
Kingdom Circa 1830: With Reference to the Rise of Attah, and M.S. Abdulkadir,
Economic History of Igalaland, 1896-193914. This study is therefore an attempt to
examine an aspect of the economic history of Igalaland and fill the lacuna.
8This study, therefore, interpretes the nature of cotton production and trade in
Igalaland of North Central Nigeria 1900-1986. Basically, this study investigated the
following research questions;
I. What was the nature of the socio-political and economic systems of Igala on
the eve of British colonial rule?
II. What was the pattern and organization of cotton production and marketing in
Igalaland on eve of British colonial rule?
III. What was the nexus between British colonial rule, cotton production and trade
in Igalaland, 1900-1960?
IV. How did the World Wars and the global economic depression influence cotton
production in Igalaland?
V. What were the imapct of cotton production and trade on Igala economy and
society?
1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study
The central aim of this study is to interpretes the History of Cotton Production
and Trade in Igalaland of North central Nigeria, 1900-1986. The mainobjectives of this
study include;
i. To examine the nature of the socio-political and economic systems of Igala on the
eve of British colonial rule
ii. To interpretes the pattern and organization of cotton production and marketing in
Igalaland on eve of British colonial rule
iii.To analysis the nexus between British colonial rule, cotton production and trade in
Igalaland, 1900-1960
iv. To examine how the World Wars and the global economic depression influence
cotton production in Igalaland
9v. To examine the imapct of cotton production and trade on the Igala economy and
societybetween, 1900-1986?
1.4 Research Methodology
This study adopted the historical methods of data collection, namely primary and
secondary sources. Primary sources were obtained through the conduct of oral
interviews. As a result of this, extensive oral interviews of reliable and knowledgeable
informants were conducted across Igalaland of Central Nigeria to enable us have first-
hand information on the subject matter of this study. The interviews were both
structured and unstructured. Those interviewed included cotton farmers, traders,
scholars and individuals with sound knowledge of cotton production and trade in Igala
within the scope of this study. Interviews were conducted in areas that were notable
for cotton production and trade like Akpanya, Odolu, Abejukolo, Abocho, Ejule,
Alloma, Anyigba, Ibaji, and Anyigba among others. Overfifty (50), people were
interviewed. What determined the choice of informants ranged from knowledge,
education and life experiences. Apart from oral sources, archival records, government
publications, colonial diaries and memoirs which are also parts of primary sources of
data were used.
The above category of sources provided first-hand account or information on
an occurrence, or phenomena of the past, in this case the cotton production and trade
in Igala land, 1900-1986. Theyserved as indispensable sources of information in this
research. Archival records for this study were sourced from the National Archives,
Kaduna (NAK) and Arewa House, Kaduna. The researcher spent several weeks at the
National Archive Kaduna in April 2017 consulting colonial documents on cotton
textile production in Igala and Northern Nigeria while major oral interviews were
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administered in May 2017 and early 2018. Individual and group interviews were
conducted. Notes were taken.
This study also made use of secondary sources of data which deal essentially
with second hand or written accounts of past events. Secondary sources of data
therefore, exist largely in book forms either as published or unpublished works.
Examples of secondary source materials that were consulted for this study included;
books, journals, articles, projects, dissertations, theses, seminar papers, internets etc.
These were consulted for the reconstruction of the subject matter of this study.
Secondary sources provided a great deal of information to this study. These sources
were accessed in both public libraries, school libraries as well as personal libraries
and from the World Wide Web. Some of the libraries consulted for historical data
include Kogi State University, Anyigba library and Benue State University Makurdi,
Library, Makurdi. More books and journals were also obtained during the researchers
three months Ford and Rockdale Foundations sponsored fellowship at the West
African Civil Society Institute, Accra, Ghana and the Institute of African Studies,
Universitiy of Ghana, Legon from June-to August, 2017.
This study also adopteda multidisciplinary approach for the data analyses. This
approach deals with the study of a phenomenon from a diverse or multi-disciplinary
point of view through the collection, interpretation, evaluation and analysis of data
used in the study. The method of data analysis used for this research is both
descriptive and analytical.
1.5 Scope and limitations of the Study
This study is on the History of Cotton Production and Trade in Igalaland, 1900-
1986. Therefore, Igalaland, located in contemporary Central Nigeria is the primary
geographical scope covered in this study. Igalaland (that is, Ane Igala) is
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geographically located between longitudes (60301 and 70501 East of the Greenwich
Meridian and Latitudes 60301 and 80001 North of the Equator.15 This study covers the
period between 1900 and 1986. 1900 is significant because it marked the beginning of
effective British Colonial Administration of Nigeria and Igalaland in particular.
Between, 1900 and 1986, series of colonial cotton policies were initiated in Nigeria
and Igalaland which affected in diverse ways, cotton production and trade. In fact,
arrangement for the establishment of a cotton ginnery in Lokoja began in 1900 but
was effectively established in 1906 just four year after the BCGA was established in
Manchester. On the other hand, 1986 is highly significant for this study as it marked
the formal adoption of the neo-liberal Structural Adjustment Programme(SAP) in
Nigeria, which led to the removal and dismantling of commodity boards including
that of cotton. Apart from this, 1986 was one of the most dramatic years in the history
of cotton production and trade in Nigeria mainly because of the abortive attempts by
the Manufacturers Association to take over the monopolistic functions of the
Commodity Board following the recommendation of World Bank and IMF, the
promoters of SAP.
By 1986 cotton season, it was decreed that cotton must be sold at the
government-guaranteed price and this wrecked severe havoc to cotton farmers as the
market, a source noted, was in disarray.16This particular event had serious impact on
Igala cotton industry. Furthermore, it was by 1986 all the marketing or commodity
boards including Cotton Marketing Board were abolished in Nigeria following the
introduction of SAP
The choice of Igalaland, North central Nigeria is deliberate, this is necessitated
by the paucity of literature in this aspect of Igala economic history. Although
Igalaland was one of the leading cotton producing regions in colonial Northern
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Nigeria no scholarly attempt has been made to interpret the economic history of
cotton as most extant works focused on politics, chieftaincy and other issues17 This
study is therefore an attempt to examine an aspect of the economic history of
Igalaland and fill the lacuna.
This research, like many others in history, suffered some limitations, however;
concerted efforts were employed by the researcher to overcome these limitations. One
of the limitations of the research was the paucity of written literature, particularly
published books on this aspect of Igala economic history. Books that were heavily
relied upon for the study were sourced from outside the study area. They included
books that focused on the global, National and regional histories of cotton production
and trade during the colonial and post-colonial periods. It is from these extant books
in addition to archival and oral interviews that, the researcher relied on to reconstruct
the history of cotton production and trade in Igalaland, 1900-1986. Besides,
identifying informants with accurate oral information on this subject particularly on
the early colonial phase was also a challenge but archival documents were used to
address this. All these challenges were addressed through the adoption or adherence to
basic historical research tenets.
1.6 Significance of the Study
As O.N Njoku has correctly observed, “the economic history is still, largely, an
insufficiently explored aspect of Nigerian history even though some modicums of
inroads have been made in this genre of history since the 1970s”18. Okpeh, O. Okpeh16
further corroborate this view when he laments that, this is even made more
challenging with the neglect of the history of minority ethnic groups in Nigeria like
that of the Igala, Idoma, Igede within the larger Nigerian economic history. In the case
of Igala, some appreciable inroads have been made leading to production of scholarly
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literature but not directly on the history of Cotton Production and Marketing. For
instance, M.S. Abdukadir’s Economic History of the Igala, JS Boston’s work The
Igala Kingdom, J. Ukwedeh’s A History of the Igala Kingdom with Specific Reference
to the Rise of Atta and Tom Miachi has published on different aspects of Igala
history.19
However, it has been discovered that the main focus of majority of the extant
literature on Cotton in Nigeria has often been on places like Kano, Ilorin, Bida,
Katsina, Sokoto, Zaria, and other Yoruba and Igbo towns. In fact, even when scholars
deal with central Nigeria, they focus mainly on the Tiv, Idoma, Ebira, Bunu, and
Nupe. For examples of such extant works are; R.A. Olaoye’s Ilorin Textiles Industry
and the Development of Ilorin Emirate, and A.D. Igirgi, A History of Tiv Textiles
Industry 1850-2000AD.20Only a few journal articles and book chapter papers exist on
the Igala cotton or textiles industries. Thus, on the basis of existing studies, the
uninformed may be tempted to wrongly believe that Igalaland was not an important
cotton production region in Nigeria, as most studies on Igala people are heavily biased
towards trade, politics, religion and chieftaincy. For example, in a bibliographic index
published in 1970, the Igala ethnic group attracted thirty- eight published entries. Out
of these entries, J.S. Boston had nine entries, J.C. Moncton had five, Murray Kenneth
Richmond, Charles Patridge and others had other entries as well. Even under this
circumstance, most of the entries were anthropological and linguistic in nature and
none was on the history of Igala cotton Industry.21
Therefore, the choice of a history of Cotton Production and Trade in Igalaland,
1900-1986 reflects the need to extend the analysis of the history of cotton production
and trade in Nigeria beyond the core Emirates Provinces and Divisions of Northern
Nigeria. In other words, the discussion of the Igala experience within the global cotton
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history illustrates the effects of British colonialism on economy and trade on a
colonial administrative unit largely neglected in previous economic history studies.
This study is significant in terms of extension and modification of existing knowledge
on the history of Cotton production and trade in Igalaland. In this context, a detailed
analysis of traditional cotton production particularly among the Igala will help place
the dynamics of Igala traditional cotton industry and trade into proper historical
perspective. Furthermore, this study is equally significant as it is a useful addition to
the existing literature on the cotton industry in Nigeria and also serves as a useful
reference material to scholars, policy makers, students and the like.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE, THEORETICAL AND
CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATIONS
2.0 Introduction
In order to understand the changes and continuities in cotton production and
trade in Igalaland Central Nigeria, 1900-1960, a grasp of the contents, strengths, and
weaknesses of extant literature in this field is necessary. Therefore, books, journal
articles, book-chapters, and newspaper articles dealing with issues related to this
research are assessed. The essence is to illuminate the gaps in previous studies and to
help define the focus, justification, and significance of this study. Also, for the sake of
convenience, the literature reviewed in this study are divided into three sections.
These include reviews of relevant literature on West Africa cotton production, Cotton
production and trade in Nigeria and Cotton Production in Igalaland, central Nigeria.
In fact, because this study is on an aspect of economic history, much emphasis is
placed on economic issues as it relates to Cotton production and trade in Igalaland.
The necessity for this categorization is to underscore the background from which a
study on Igala Cotton industry is assessed.
2.1 Review of Related Literature on the History of Cotton Production and Trade in
West Africa and Nigeria
Collen Krigger, Mapping the History of Cotton Textile Production in Pre-
Colonial West Africa1 is ahighly significant literature to this study. This is because the
author examines the eponymous transitional history of cotton textile production and
trade taking into account the early farmers and manufacturers of cotton and cotton
textiles in the entire West Africa sub-region. The author using archaeological,
botanical, and historical data asserts that the idea of cotton textile production may
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have diffused to West Africa from North Africa particularly from ancient Egypt,
Nubia and Aksum.
It was from these North African communities that cotton reached West
African ancient towns of Jenne, Segu, Tokolor, Oyo and Sokoto in Northern Nigeria.
Krigger argues that the spread of cotton to West Africa was facilitated by the activities
of early merchant traders, Migrants and Islamic clerics and European explorers.
Copious accounts of early travellers in different parts of West Africa on the
preponderance of cotton were also discussed.
However, Krigger laments that one of the challenges in mapping the history of
cotton textile in West Africa is the absence of written documents and that relying on
the reports of European travellers may be misleading in tracing the evolution of cotton.
This is because, it is not clear, whether such cotton being reported were imported or
domesticated. The essay also describes the earliest types of cotton textiles grown in
West Africa to include G. herbaceaum, G. babadensa and G.arboreum. With the
advent of European colonialism by the early twentieth century, new species of cotton
were introduced. These were the American Allen Staple, American Short upland
staple, among others.
Krigger also specifically identifies and discusses the various centres of cotton
production in West Africa, circa 900-1500 paying attention to cotton production areas
like Nubia and Askum which flourished prior to the Muslim era. Based on
archaeological and colonial botanical reports, Krigger states that it was from North
Africa that cotton probably spread to West Africa. This was supported with a
cartographical map showing the earliest centres of cotton textile production in West
Africa C.900-1500. Inter group relations promoted through the factors of Trade and
commerce and religion were identified as reasons for the dissemination of cotton
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textile in this region within this epoch. In addition, Krigger also provides useful
insights on the factors that encouraged the production and sprad of cotton in West
Africa from circa.1350 -1800. In this perspective, specific focus was placed on the
role of the Trans Saharan Trade and Islamic revolutions in different parts of Africa
including West Africa.
Krigger also provides penetrating historical insights on the evolution of cotton
in Nigeria. He states that from archeological discoveries of Nok and Igbo Ukwu in
Nigeria, there are strong evidence that the early man in Nigeria farmed and processed
cotton into finished products. Prominent centres in Nigeria where cotton flourished
prior to the advent of British colonialism were highlighted and analysed to include
Kano, Zaria, Sokoto, Bida, Oyo, Edo, Iseyin, and others in the Niger-Benue Area. In
fact, within the Niger-Benue area, Krigger records the accounts of Royal Niger Staff
and Bishop Ajayi Crwother on the early economy of Lokoja which mentioned cotton
as a crop that was well cultivated. Arising from this finding, Krigger’s work therefore
provides a formidable launching pad upon which the history of early cotton
production in Igalaland can be gleaned and factors responsible for its diffusion
analysed. Furthermore, the diffussionist theoretical framework which Krigger adopted
in his work is also useful in studying the history of cotton production and trade in
Igalaland of Central Nigeria as it provides basis for testing the validity of both written
and oral data for this study.
Duggan, E. Dec’s, The Cotton Growing Industry of Nigeria2 is yet another useful
literature to this study. Duggan’s research is one of the earliest researches published
on the history of cotton in Nigeria in the early twentieth century. The author dwells
on the general geographical and historical dynamics of cotton growing in Nigeria. In
this regards, he observes that the Northern and south western parts of Nigeria
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provided suitable vegetation upon which the pre-colonial cotton and textile industry
thrived. The author in an attempt to establish how ancient or age-long the idea of
cotton cultivation and textile were in Nigeria, he quoted, copiously, the comments of
the early European explorers and travellers in Nigeria such as Henry Bart, Hugh
Clapperton, Lander Brothers among others. Specific examples of places where cotton
were well cultivated in Nigeria were identified to include Kano, Zaria, Sokoto, Iseyin,
Oyo and the Niger-Benue trough. It is in this Niger-Benue Trough or Valley that
Igalaland, which is the primary focus of this study, is geographically situated. The
author further discusses how cotton was cultivated, the role of women and children in
the organization of production was illuminated and analysed.
From his analysis on pre-colonial cotton structure, Duggan moves on to
discuss how and why the British imperial state became interested in issues of cotton
growing in Nigeria particularly from the early twentieth century. In his submission
which is quite similar to that of others discussed above, he anchors his analysis on the
desire of British Lancashire cotton industrial to diversify its sources of cotton which
hitherto came from the United States of America. He further argues that with the
growth of industries, the United States of America began to consume more cotton
leading to a reduction in cotton exports to Britain. Other issues were the bool weevil
diseases and the difficulty encountered in the transportation and general development
of cotton in India, a British colony. As a result of this, Spinners, weavers, traders and
politicians met in Manchester in 1902 to form the British Cotton Growing Association
(BCGA) to help secure, develop and buy cotton for the British Lancashire industries
from all British colonies. By 1921, the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation was
formed to take over the scientific role of developing new speicies of cotton while
BCGA remained with the sole duty of buying cotton in Nigeria.
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In fact, Duggan further documents the early BCGA investment across the
length and breadth of Nigeria and their profit margins. Also the challenges that BCGA
encountered in its attempt to pioneer plantation cotton farms were isolated and
analysed. The reasons for the failure of plantation based agriculture with regards to
cotton was linked to fears of poor return on investment, perceived crisis arising from
land tenure system and labour. This literature is highly relevant to this study as it
provides background information on the early development of cotton in Nigeria.
Through the prism of Duggan essay, the role of BCGA and ECGC coupled with the
imperial state and its local emergent comprador collaborators is illuminated. This
study on the Igala is an attempt to explore and analysed the pattern and historical
trajectories of cotton growing in Igala land, which was not specifically discussed by
Duggan. It is surprising that Duggan did not comment on the contributions of Igala to
Nigeria cotton industry even though Igalaland played active role in the early colonial
cotton growing industry of Nigeria. It is this lacuna that this study tackles.
Dunggan E. Dec The Cotton Prospects of Northern Nigeria3 is perceptively, a
useful literature to this study. Dunggan examines the specific opportunities and
prospective in the development of cotton in Northern Nigeria. He states that cotton in
Northern Nigeria is an age-long crop which had been cultivated several centuries
before the advent of British colonialism and the subsequent resurgence or emergence
of BCGA in Nigeria. He demonstrates how various Northern Nigerian towns had
thrived due to developnative textile industry that relied absolutely on home grown
cotton. Some of the notable cities included Sokoto, Kano, Zaria, Wukari, Kastina, and
the Niger-Benue valley which early European visitors Laird, Oldfield, Lander
Brothers had reported to have a highly flourished cotton industry.
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Dunggan further argues that Northern Nigeria, due to a favourable climate and
weather condition and indigenous technological industry coupled with a modicum of
human labour supported peasant cotton production. This received a further boost
shortly after the BCGA was formed and the imperial government wrote to the
residents and other colonial administrators to intensify efforts towards cotton
development in Northern Nigeria. In this perspective, Duggan reiterates the factors or
reasons for the British intervention in Northern Nigeria cotton to be due to the impact
of the American Civil War which caused a sharp fall in supply to Britain, rising cost
of cotton import from India and the need to transform the colonies towards reaping
the benefits associated with the development of agriculture and international trade.
Duggan clearly identifies and discusses the benefits of a developed cotton
industry in Northern Nigeria to the colonial state, farmers and the commercial firms.
In this regards, he surmises that one of the ways through which the British
government could lessen her financial burden on her colonies including Northern
Nigeria was by ensuring that colonies become self-sufficient. Cotton alongside other
cash crops like palm produce, groundnuts, ginger and others were identified as
profitable crops which the natives must be implored to cultivate. On the other hand,
Duggan asserts that cotton holds immense potentials in bettering the lot of the peasant
farmers and natives in colonial Nigeria. He avers that the the cultivation of cotton
must be impressed on the natives if they are to effectively meet up with their colonial
obligations especially the payment of tax and participation in trade or purchase of
European cum British finished products. With regards to the commercial firms, if
they are to meet up with the demands of their shareholders, they must intensify efforts
in the expansion of cotton and other cash crops.
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Duggan further provides statistics on early volume of cotton from Nigeria to
Britain and elucidated on some of the factors responsible for the growth in cotton
export from Nigeria up to 1926. In this regards, he pointed out the role of the native
farmers and the native agency especially the local chiefs in Northern Nigeria. The
genesis of centralization and state monopolization in cotton trade in Nigeria up to
1923 when the trade was liberalized were also discussed. The role of colonial
infrastructure especially the railways, seaports and road networks as necessary aid to
cotton trade was analysed.
Duggan demonstrates how the poor state of road constituted a major challenge
to cotton trade especially with regards to the transport of cotton from hinterlands to
ginnery. Typical instances of situations whereby cotton had to lay waste due to poor
state of road were given. He summarises his essay by asserting that with an
astronomic surge in population of colonial Northern Nigeria, there was the need to
promote cotton cultivation and trade. Similarly, the British merchants and textile
industrialists stand to benefit from such as they will export finished cotton fabrics and
allied products to Northern Nigeria and even make further profits. Dungan essay
provides penetrating historical insights and data on the early history of cotton trade in
Northern Nigeria. From the data provided, a study on the Igala experience within the
gamut of Northern Nigeria is investigated and established.
2.2 Review of Related Literature on Cotton Production and Marketing in Central
Nigeria.
Allister Hinds’s Colonial Policy in Nigerian Cotton Exports, 1939-19514 provides
useful historical insights on the British externally induced policies and programmes
that culminated to the transformation of the pattern of cotton production and export in
Nigeria. The author has divided his analysis into three distinct phases. In the first
phase, he argues that the development of cotton particularly from 1939 to 1941 was
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determined and geared towards pre-war policy of export maximization. In the second
phase was influenced by the pursuit of post-World War II economic recovery
programmes.
Arising from this, the British colonial authority made frantic effort to ensure
that the large chunk of cotton textiles produced in Nigeria were shipped to the Britain.
This phase therefore, saw the centralization of cotton trade through effective
legislation and the establishment of Cotton Marketing Board to galvanize resource to
promote unfettered export of cotton from Nigeria to Lancashire. Hinds states that the
third phase in the annals of colonial cotton exports from Nigeria was from 1945 to
1960 in which efforts were made to ensure that a modernized textile industry was
developed in Nigeria to absorb the local cotton produced. This for instance,
necessitated the establishment of textile training centres in Ado Ekiti, Auchi, Ilorin
and other areas. However, this policy failed to build a sustainable textile and cotton
industry in Nigeria due to the fact that the training centres were modelled alongside
British industrial patterns not taking into account local dynamics. More lamentably,
ex-servicemen with little or no interest in neither textile nor cotton production were
trained.
Hinds further discuss the nature of traditional cotton industry in Nigeria prior
to the advent of British colonialism. He explained that cotton farming had been in
existence in Nigeria since the pre-colonial period and this accounted for the
emergence of outstanding textile and cotton producing towns across Nigeria like
Iseyin, Kano, Zaria, Katsina, Okene, Igala, Kabba, among others. Besides, the author
demonstrated how through the use of indigenous technology, natives were able to
process the locally produced cotton and turn into cloths and other beautiful fabrics
which served diverse socio-economic and cultural purposes in the society.
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Fundamentally, Hinds’ provides reasonds for the intervention of British
colonialists in Nigerian cotton industry during the early twentieth century. The
reasons, which Allister Hinds argues, ranged from the need to diversify British
sources of cotton, avert the debilitating consequences of cotton famine in Britain
which was caused by the boll weevil infestation and the American Civil War.
Furthermore, the role of Imperial mercantile organization and institution like the
British Cotton Growing Association and the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation
were equally identified and analysed. Hinds’ essay provides useful historical insights
on the early development of cotton in Nigeria, particularly with the role of the
colonial state and the British imperial mercantile companies.
Although Igalaland was not the core focus area of Hinds’ paper, this study
benefits from his findings and arguments on the factors that undergirded British
intervention in colonial economies in Africa particularly in Nigeria of which Igalaland
played active role. In spite of this, however, this study differs and disagrees with
Hinds’ proposition that the continuous supply or export of raw cotton from Nigeria
and Igalaland to Britain affected the development of British cotton industry as they
were unable to modernize and adapt to new technologies. This is strand of thought
stands on a weak wicket because the cost of labour in Nigeria was cheaper compared
to that of Britain. Besides, most of the peasants in Nigeria farmed and sold cotton to
agents of imperial companies because of the quest to meet colonial obligations
especially colonial taxation. British peasnts were not subjected to the same horror,
abuse and exploitation which the Nigerian and Igala cotton farmers were made to face.
Thus, this study through refraction from the secret files of the colonial government
reflects and documents how the cotton exchange drive culminated to and sustained the
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exploitation of the Igala and the pattern of policies and strategies which the colonial
government used to achieve such interest.
In the same vein, Steve Onyeiwu’s Deceived by African Cotton: the BCGA and the
Demise of Lancashire Textile Industry5 provides analytical information on how the
Anglo-African cotton trade nexus between led to the underdevelopment of the
Lancashire textile industry. Steve documents the history of cotton production and
trade in Africa taking into consideration the values or uses of cotton and the various
traditional trade networks which enhanced inter and intra African cotton production
and trade.
Steve critically interrogated the diverse strategies through which the British
imperial state in collaboration with the British Cotton Growing Association acquired
raw material, in this case-cotton, from all the British colonies in Africa. The author
also isolates and analyses the kind of internal and external alliances which the BCGA
and the British colonial state entered into to undermine production for domestic
market imperative for meeting the raw material needs of the imperial Lancashire
textile industrial needs. In this perspective, the author argues that the BCGA,
dissatisfied with the diversion of cotton to domestic use, used legislations through the
enactment of Cotton Ordinance to prevent the sale of cotton to non-BCGA licensed
agents. The BCGA strategies were analysed to include the maintenance of buying and
ginning stations, price incentives, and speculative incentive for production of high
quality cotton, technical support, provision of free seed and support for infrastructure
development necessary for transportation of cotton.
In terms of the maintenance of buying and ginning stations, Steve argues that
by the early twentieth century when the BCGA was established, the local textile
industries in Africa gulped up over 50% of all cotton produced but the BCGA
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reasoned, correctly but selfishly too, that an effective buying strategy would wrest
much cotton from the local textile and this they did in collaboration with the imperial
state through obnoxious, fiat legislations and price distortions manifest in offering of
prices above global equilibrium level. Steve also discusses the problems that the
BCGA encountered and its failures to spur sustainable cotton industrialization
especially in North and West Africa.
Steve’s essay provides a continental perspective on the role of BCGA in
Africa. He offered diverse explanations, though without adequate data on why the
Lancashire textile industry collapsed despite the enormous interventions of the BCGA
in cotton production and trade in Africa. He concluded that the BCGA was deceived
by African cotton. A major weakness of the Steve’s essay lies in his submission that
Africa cotton and the BCGA trade was responsible for the inability of Lancashire
textiles to sustain itself.
Steve forgot that BCGA made enormous profits from the under-pricing and
exploitation and manipulations of the native African peasant cotton farmers. The
exploitation accounts for reactions and revolts in many parts of colonial Africa. This
was more common during the World War I and II and the Great Depression era.
Drawing from oral accounts and available archival documents, this study on a history
of Cotton production and Trade in Igalaland differs from the conclusion of Steve. The
pattern and organization of cotton trade in Igalaland shows that the BCGA working in
consonance with the imperial state and their native agency (Native Authority) clearly
knew what they wanted as regards cotton. They BCGA had a more educated staff and
economic advisers in London and in Nigeria who offered constructive consultancy
services which determined their trade strategies in this region.
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Ajorin, A.OCotton Industry in Northern Nigeria6 during the colonial era
provides an incisive analysis of the changes and continuities in the cotton industry of
Nigeria particularly Northern Nigeria orchestrated by the emergence of British
colonial administration. Ajorin argues that the history of cotton industry in Northern
Nigeria dates to the pre-colonial period. He reiterates the fact that prior to the advent
of colonialism, there were already flourishing native textile industries in Northern
Nigerian towns of Zaria, Kano, Sokoto, Borno, Katsina, among others. These
handicraft textile industries manufactured highly valued and expensive clothes which
were even exported to other countries through the Saharan Trade route.
These strand of economic activity thrived because of the favourable weather
and climatic conditions coupled with aged-longed girded specialization of different
families in cotton production and textile manufacturing in Northern Nigeria. The rich
alluvia soil of the Northern Nigerian region promoted the cultivation of cotton. The
abundance of land and labour to a large extent supported the cultivation of cotton.
The farm implements which the people used for cultivation especially cutlass and
hoes were easily made available by blacksmiths which ferreted the region. This
scenario gave fecundity for the emergence of cotton entrepreneurs who propagated the
trade in cotton and other allied products.
Ajorin further observes that the Northern Nigerian region had since the pre-
colonial era developed both in internal and external trade networks. Internally, there
were traders who transacted between Zaria and Kano and even between Northern and
Southern regions. These traders carried with them items like salt, cotton, clothes,
food item, fish and others. Also externally, Northern Nigeria had a well-developed
long distance trade networks with various West African states and even up to the
North Africa. Ajorin argues that the centrality of Hausa traders across the national
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frontiers can be gleaned from the early reports of explorers and visitors to Northern
Nigeria like Hugh Clapperton in 1824 and Henry Barth in 1851. He observes that
Hausa traders were found practically everywhere in West Africa playing the role of
middlemen in such famous commercial centres as Timbuktu, Kintampo, Salaga and
Grassfield in Cameroon. Others traders travelled as far as Goa, Jenne in Mali and in
many parts of Ghana.
Ajorin’s main arguments were primarily to show how British colonialism
engendered rapid transformation of the Nigerian cotton industry. This transformation
he notes started with the disarticulation of the domestic economy from the production
of cotton and other crops generally for the domestic economy production for the
export or international market (in this case, Britain). The author adumbrates reasons
for the sudden upsurge of British interest in Northern Nigerian cotton particularly by
the late nineteenth century to include the impact of American Civil War which
disrupted the supply of cotton to Lancashire textile mills in Britain. Another
challenge was the cotton Bowl invasion destroyed large cotton farms in British colony
in India coupled with the need to diversify British sources of cotton supply which
prior to this epoch had focused mainly from Southern regions or states of the United
States of America.
As result of the urgency to diversify Britain’s sources of cotton and to address
the challenges posed by sudden shortfall in supply, the imperial government mandated
the Governor General of Nigeria, Sir Lord Lugard to intensify efforts towards the
spread of cotton culture in Nigeria. In the bid to realize this mandate, Lugard
recommended that Northern Nigeria be surveyed and a detailed technical study and
recommendations on how to develop the native cotton industry identified. The second
important recommendation of Lugard which Ajorin identified and analysed was on
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the need to develop the transportation system. Lugard’s view was that agricultural
production especially cotton cannot thrive in Nigeria and Northern Nigeria in
particular without a well-developed transport networks. Transportation was
imperative in facilitating the movement of people and also the shipment of cotton
seeds and other cash crops from the remote villages to the centres of evacuation. It
was as a result of these recommendations that Lugard intensified efforts towards the
development of railways in Northern Nigeria which by 1912 had reached Kano, Baro
and Kaduna.
Prior to this period, an institutional framework or agency known as the British
Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) had been established in 1902 and by 1917,
another agency known as the Empire Cotton Growing Association (ECGA) was set-
up.7 These two institutions though private in outlook enjoyed the total backing of the
imperial government. Their central objectives were related and mainly focused
towards the development of cotton in Nigeria and other part of Africa. In fact, the
operation of both extended beyond Africa to all British empires. The BCGA in its
early years of existence in Nigeria observed that Northern Nigeria holds the key to the
actualization of the cotton need of Britain. Ajorin quotes an official of BCGA saying
that the possible salvation of the British cotton trade, for of all countries in Africa
with the exception perhaps of the Sudan, Northern Nigeria is probably the only one
which could produce millions of bales of cotton.8
Ajorin also discusses how the various events in the early twentieth century
impinged on Northern Nigeria cotton industry. In this case, Ajorin’s essay explains
the impact of the First World War (1914-1918) on the cotton industry. In addition, the
impact of the World Economic Depression (1929-1930s) and the the subsequent
outbreak of the Second World War (1939-1945) affected the Northern Nigerian
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Cotton industry. Generally, the author demonstrates how these events culminated to
the incessant falls in prices of cotton which the local farmers in Northern Nigeria had
depended on. Also, these events obstructed steady sale and transportation of cotton
and other cash crops to Britain. Furthermore, the author also shows graphic impact of
economic depression of the 1930s the cash crop economy of Northern Nigeria. In this
perspective, Ajorin states that the depression led to a fall in prices and values of
cotton. Furthermore, the Depression created immense famine and scarcity of currency
in circulation in Northern Nigeria.
The relevance of Ajorin’s essay to this study is in the fact that it establishes a
solid foundation upon which an understanding of the Igala cotton industry will be
studied. In other word, Ajorin’s study provides useful historical insights on the factors
that were responsible for the development of cotton industry in Colonial Northern
Nigeria. In addition, the essay also analyses the various colonial policies and its
implications on Northern Nigeria cotton industry. Two major weaknesses of Ajorin’s
study however are anchored upon the fact that the Igala experience was not captured
even though Igala land made appreciable contributions to the Northern Nigeria cotton
industry. Second, little or nothing is known about the peculiarities of Igala cotton
industry from the entire study of Ajorin. In other words, it is unclear from his study,
how the colonial policies of Britain influenced Igala cotton industry. This study on the
history of Igala cotton industry is therefore aimed at filling this lacuna.
Another useful literature this study is Ekundare, R. Olufemi’s An Economic
History of Nigeria 1860-19609 which discusses the corpus of issues that undergird
Nigerian economic history since the nineteenth century. The book documents from
the pre-colonial period, how the various political, economic and social forces in
various Nigeria societies interacted to entrench social change and sustain human
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existence. In this perspective, Ekundare in the first part of his book shows the nature
of agriculture, trade, transportation, local industrial manufacturing complexes,
communications, commodity-currencies and foreign exchange. He opines in this
section that prior to the advent of European colonialism in Nigeria; the native
economic structures were actively transformational and not static. What propelled
indigenous economic development initiatives across the length and breadth of
Nigerian communities during the pre-colonial epoch, Ekundare notes were due to
differences in natural resources endowment orchestrated by geography and
divergences in human or societal specialization. During this period, there were
appreciable positive developments in Nigerian cotton industry. Ekundare draws
relevant examples from the Northern, south western regions of Nigeria where there
were thriving local textile industrial complexes that relied absolutely on home grown
cotton. For example, the Iseyin people of Ilorin, Igala, Igbira, Hausa, Yoruba and
Igbo of Akwete had developed excellent traditional cotton industries that formed the
fulcrum upon which clothes that served the socio-cultural, political and economic
needs of the people were anchored upon.
In Part two of his book, Ekundare reflects on the first British foothold in
Nigeria particularly from 1860-1900. In this regards, issues like the role of church
missions and colonial educational institutions, colonial infrastructural facilities like
transport, communication, agriculture, mining, money, currency and banking and
foreign trade were illuminated. The crux of arguments in the part two section of
Ekundare’s book were to interrogate the economic basis for British occupation of
Nigeria and the various measures that were put in place to sustain the exploitation of
the economic and human resources of the native during the early days of colonial
administration.
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The analysis in this section is important to the present study as it provides
useful insights to the understanding of the ideology and underlying motives behind
the intervention of British imperial government in Igala land particularly with
reference to the Igala cotton industry. It is instructive to note that Ekundare has clearly
established the centrality of cotton and textile in the economy and society of Nigeria
from the preliterate period up to the colonial period. Apart from acknowledging that
cotton production was an indispensible aspect of Nigeria agriculture which supported
livelihood and economic development, he also observes that cotton provided a viable
exchange commodity which was traded across Nigeria borders.
More fundamentally, Ekundare book shows how and why the British imperial
government suddenly became interested in the traditional cotton industry of Nigeria.
He argues that as a result of the drive towards improved and sustained
industrialization of Britain particularly the Lancashire textile mills that needed steady
supply of raw cotton, there was the need to seek new supply outlets and Nigeria
became a viable option. The decision to explore the cotton potentials of Nigeria by the
British colonial authorities was also propelled by the blockage of cotton supply from
the United States of America as a result of the American Civil War. The American
Civil War caused the disruption of the cotton supply and this had negative
consequences on the domestic economy of Britain hence the need to seek alternative
cotton outlet in Nigeria.
The British government therefore set up the BCGA, Empire Cotton Growing
Corporation (ECGC) and supported the colonial personnel in diverse ways to initiate
steps and strategies that would lead to the development of cotton in Nigeria. Railways,
road networks and seaports were also further developed to help in the opening of
cotton producing areas and to also ease the transportation of cotton and other cash
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crops from areas of production to seaports for onwards shipment to Britain. Northern
Nigeria and South western Yoruba land were chosen as early centres of
experimentations.
Another major significance of Ekundare’s work which is highly relevant to
this study on the Igala cotton industry is in section fourteen in which the author draws
extensive analysis on agricultural production and the dynamics of Marketing Boards.
The crux of analysis in this section is to demonstrate how the British colonial
authorities at various regions and levels in Nigeria engaged in the transformation of
agriculture in order to satisfy the raw material needs of Britain. The first attempt was
to introduce cash crops like cotton, oil palm, rubber, ground nuts, and others and
further consolidate the cultivation of these crops through the imposition of taxation
and forced labour.
In the areas of cotton, the colonial government only wanted a situation
whereby Nigeria would remain only a perpetual producer of raw cotton and a
perpetual consumer of finished manufactured textile materials from Britain. This
strategy was pursued with the aid of taxation and colonial propaganda. However, the
impact of the First World War, the World economic depression and the Second World
War caused severe damage to the economic fortunes of the natives who had been tied
to the apron strings of British capitalist market. As a result of these international
events and their negative implications on the prices and values of cash crops, many
farmers suffered untold hardships as a result of the collapse of the world economy. It
was therefore in the bid to engender price stabilization and equalization and protect
the farmers from exploitation that the marketing boards were established. The cocoa
marketing board was established in 1947 while the cotton, groundnuts and oil palm
marketing boards were established in 1949.10
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Ekundare’s analysis shows that the marketing board did not achieve the desire
positive result especially with regards to protecting the farmers from exploitation
through price stabilization and equalization. Instead, the Middlemen and Licensed
Buying Agents became beneficiaries of the Board as the further emasculated the
farmers through price distortion, bulk buying and exploitation. This study is thus an
attempt to deepen the economic history of cotton production in Igalaland by situating
the local peculiarities of the Igala Agriculture and the operations of the Marketing
Board in colonial Nigeria.
Another important relevant literature to this study is that by Mike Odey
entitled “Early Growth and Development of Commodity Production in Nigeria: the
Case of the Lower Benue Province, 1900-1960”11which examines in details the
historical trajectories of cash crop production in this region of colonial Nigeria. Odey
traces how the favourable Benue Province’s climatic and weather conditions provided
a necessary avenue for the flourishing of cash and even staple crops. Odey further
abserves that the decision to engage in cash crop production by European powers in
Africa and in Benue Province was an offshoot of the abolition of the horrendous
Transatlantic Slave Trade in the early nineteenth century. The industrial revolution
which culminated to the invention of new machines which replaced human labour
coupled with humanitarian crusades or movements against slavery and slave trade all
contributed to the abolition of the obnoxious trade in human. The abolition of Slave
trade further paved way for the emergence of a new trade in cash crops known as
legitimate trade. Basically, Odey central concern is to demonstrate in historical prism,
how the Europeans particularly the British colonized Nigeria and went about
developing their key strategies and objectives aimed at opening up the economy of the
Benue Province for integrated and enhanced trade with the national and international
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markets. Odey further goes ahead to analyse the development of cash crops as the
basis of the colonial economy in Nigeria using the Benue Province experience which
was made up of the Idoma and Tiv divisions of the defunct Northern Nigeria.
In this perspective, He also examines the dynamics of British colonial
strategies of commodity production especially as it regards to Cotton, benniseed and
soya beans as the major Nigerian exports during the colonial period. In the first part of
the essay, Odey establishes the foundations of cash crop economy in Nigeria. He
argues that it was the need to extract the raw materials and minerals of Africa that
propelled European powers to colonize Africa. As a result, the central Nigeria had
before the amalgamation of Northern and Southern Protectorates of Nigeria in 1914
been adequately conquered and pacified by the British colonial government.
Consequently, this scenario paved way for the easy integration of the economy
into the global capitalist system through trade networks. British scholars especially
the Classical economists like Adam Smith and Hla Myint further advanced arguments
for the need for European countries especially Britain to engage and promote oversea
trade and development through effective colonial occupation and administration.12
As a result of this thinking, there was the need to introduce new crops,
establish experimental or model farms where new crops and agricultural methods
could be surveyed, build new road networks and intensify the drive for revenue
generation from the colonies through taxation. Odey specifically observes with
regards the development of Cotton that the British colonial power pursued policies
and programmes that sustained the generation of surplus by peasants farmers which
was expropriated by Britain. This took the form of the introduction of taxation, the
commercialization of agriculture, the introduction of European goods and other
infrastructural facilities. For instance, the author specifically documents the
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transformation and dynamics of events, both local and external which influenced the
development of cotton production and trade in the Lower Benue Province. Odey in
this perspective, centres his analysis on the role and activities of the British Cotton
Growing Association (BCGA). This he notes was because the BCGA was at the
centre of all the operations of the development of cotton production in the British
cotton industry.
In this regard, Odey opines that the BCGA was formed in 1902 in Manchester
with Sir Afred Jones, the then Chairman of Elder Dempster Shipping Line. The
mandate of BCGA, he further notes was among others to find for Lancashire a new
source of raw material to replace that of the Southern states of the United States of
America (USA). He also narrates how the American Civil War coupled with boll
weevil plague undermined the supply of cotton from America and directly negatively
affected the British cotton and textile industries.13
In addition, Odey has demonstrated the various strategies of operations of
BCGA in the Benue Provinces particularly in Tiv and Idoma areas. The pattern of
propaganda and legislative mechanisms implemented to promote the cultivation of
and centralization of cotton trade in the province was interrogated. Interspaced within
the analysis were the effects of the World Wars and the World economic depression
on cotton trade and farmers in the region. The mode of cotton trade and transportation
were identified to include the use of head porterage by farmers, the use of bicycles by
Middlemen and Licensed Buying Agents and rives in the movement of raw cotton
from the entire Benue Provinces to Lokoja ginnery. In all the analysis, Odey central
argument seems to be that in all the gamut of trade exchange that existed especially as
regards cotton in this region, that the farmers were highly exploited and that it was a
classic display of unequal capitalist exchange.
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More importantly, Odey also discusses how the indigenous cotton industry in
Benue Province provided the raw materials for traditional textile industries in both
Tiv and Idoma land. However, with the onslaught of British colonialism, production
of cotton was no longer intended for the local market but for the international market.
This perhaps marked the beginning of centre-periphery relations theory of
underdevelopment espoused by Andrew Gunder Frank.14 Besides, under British
colonial rule, cotton trade within the lower Benue Province was largely in the hands
of middle men who bought cotton from farmers in the villages. The role of these
middlemen and their international agents were also analysed by the author. In fact,
the cotton produced from this region was classified as ungraded and lower prices paid
on them.
The relevance of Odey’s work to this study cannot be overemphasized. For
instance, Odey has established the historical and philosophical foundations of cash
crop economy in Nigeria and this study on the Igala benefits from the findings and
analysis of the author in this regard as Igalaland is located within the Nigeria
geopolitical space. Furthermore, this literature also provides key information on how
the British colonial authorities initiated certain cash crops economic policies and
strategies which ultimately undermined the socio-economic status of the peasant
farmers. What is left to add, which this present study hopes to fill is to critically
refract from history the Igala experience taking into cognizance that the Igala Division
was under a different province (Kabba Province). Even more interesting to investigate
is how were the cotton policies and programmes in these two provinces similar and
different taking into account that all the cotton produced in both Igala and Lower
Benue province were destined for the same ginnery at Lokoja and mainly purchased
by almost the same trading companies(John Holt and UAC).
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Gavin Williams, Marketing Without and With Marketing Boards: The Origin
of State Marketing Boards in Nigeria9is another important literature for this study in
diverse ways. Gavin provides information on the organization of trade and cash crops
production in Nigeria before the advent of European (British) colonialism in Nigeria.
Gavin asserts it was the various commercial companies such as Niger Company, John
Holt, Royal Niger Company that dominated the buying of export agricultural produce
from peasant producers before the early twentieth century era of effective occupation
and subsequent state monopolization. The author further explains the various
challenges that affected export agricultural produce trade in Nigeria which included
price distortion, unguarded cut-throat competition, incessant fall in price and inflation.
More important was the need to ensure that all cash crops produced in Nigeria were
exported to Britain only. From this point of view, Gavin gives various reasons that
necessitated the establishment of marketing boards in colonial Nigeria.
The Marketing Boards were also intended to promote price stabilization and
equalization and to ensure that farmers benefit from their agricultural produce through
effective and equitable pricing policy. However, Gavin has shown from his study that
the Nigerian peasants did not benefit from the activities of the board both during the
colonial and early post-colonial periods. During the colonial period, the Marketing
Boards in Nigeria were the Coca Marketing Board established in 1947, Cotton and Oil
Palm Produce Marketing Boards established in 1949. These boards were parts of the
British Post-World War II economic recovery programmes. Through the act
establishing these Boards, there became a monopolization of trade and direct state
interference in the economy.
Gavin also describes the functions of the marketing boards and their strategies
of operation. In this perspective, analysis of the role of the middle men and the Boards
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Licensed Buying Agents coupled with the role of traditional rulers were also
discussed. He surmises that generally, the activities of the Board led to the
exploitation of the producers (local peasants). The main beneficiaries of the board’s
establishment and activities in Nigeria were the BCGA, their LBAs, Middlemen and
local chiefs. With Nigeria’s independence in 1960, the emergent political class and
new regional governments and later state structures inherited the structure and
continued with the exploitation of producers through the boards.
Fundamentally, Gavin’s essay provides background history of Marketing
Boards in Nigeria. However, this study benefits from his analysis and submissions but
differs in scope and context. Consequently, this study dwell more on the activities of
cotton marketing board, the BCGA and their LBAs in the production of cotton and
trade in Igala land of central Nigeria. This is order to illuminate at micro-level and in
specific terms the experience of the Igala cotton farmers when they came in forceful
contact with the marketing boards and the subsequent monopolization of trade in a
supposedly free trade global economy.
Another relevant literature to this study is that by Kware, Abubakar A. and
Murtala Rufai, A. British Imperial Firms and Commerce in Colonial Northern Nigeria:
A Reflection on the Activities of the Royal Niger Company, 1886-190016 which
captures in historical perspective the role of imperial trading firms in the economy of
Northern Nigeria. The main argument of the authors was that the Royal Niger
Company (RNC) was a conduit pipe through which the economy of Northern Nigeria
was exploited and underdeveloped during the period of colonialism. In this
perspective, they examine the formation of the RNC and identified the reasons for
British economic interests in Northern Nigeria which hinged primarily on the quest
for a viable source of raw materials and a market outlet where manufactured products
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could be sold and profits realized. The operations of the company was deemed
exploitative because the various prices paid by the RNC for the various cash crops
produced in Northern Nigeria was below the international standard and thus it never
reflected equity and fairness. Treaties were dubiously entered into between RNC and
Northern Nigerian chiefs who had little or no understanding of the meaning and
characters of such treaties.
The authors also discussed the commercial strategy of the RNC which
cornered the market and disproportionately favored the company’s shareholders to the
detriment of the local farmers who produced diverse cash crops. The RNC
monopolization of trade before the revocation of its charter in 1900 meant that the
local farmers had no choice to determine who and where to sell their produce
including cotton.
The authors opine that through exploitation of the natives, the company made
huge profit from Northern Nigeria particularly under its manager Sir George Goldie.
The relevance of this work to this study on the Igala Cotton industry cannot also be
overemphasized. First, this study provides useful insights on the similar operational
experiences of the various marketing companies that operated in Northern Nigeria
shortly after the revocation of the Riyal Niger Company Charter. It is instructive to
note that in the Igala cotton industry, several trading companies existed such as the
United African Company (UAC), John Holt and others. However, little is known
historically about the operations and activities of these imperial firms on the Igala
society and in the cotton industry in particular. Therefore, this study benefits from the
findings of Kware and Rufai to juxtapose the Igala experience with focus on
understanding the difference and similarities of British imperial firms or companies in
different parts of Nigeria.
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Steven Becket,Empire Cotton: A Global History of Cotton17 is a critical
historical literature for this study which examines the changes and continuities in
cotton production and exchange from the pre-colonial era up to the contemporary
epoch.
The relevance of Becket’s book to this study is that it provides a global
perspective on the emergence and transformation of cotton and how different state
and non-state actors from Europe, America, Asia and Africa including Nigeria were
webbed in the global quest for cotton production. This present study on the Igala
differs remarkable from Steve Beckets work by providing local historical insights to
the factors that shaped the development of cotton production and trade in rural Igala
region of central Nigeria. Through a critical study of the policies and programs of the
British colonial government in Igalaland, and the responses or reactions of the Igala
peasant farmers to such colonially mediated cotton policiesthis study on the Igala
illuminates the hitherto undocumented local voices of the peasant cotton farmers.
Isaacman and Robert18 is another useful literature for this study. The book
examines diverse historical, economic and social issues that underpinned cotton
production and the dynamics of European colonialism in Africa. In other words, the
authors examined the socio-economic forces that shaped the pendulum of Afro-
European trade and interventions in cotton production outlining critically the roles and
intersections of the colonial state, foreign merchants and local farmers in cotton
production and marketing in Sub-Saharan Africa.The book main argument is to
document and demonstrate how and why cotton became a central export crop in the
region during this epoch and to weave discussions on how the various actors
especially the colonial state, European merchant companies and local comprador
bourgeoisie manipulated the system by exploiting the local cotton producers. In this
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perspective, it is germane to add that the book illuminates, in historical context, the
knitted nexus between European colonial governments and private interests in cotton
production and trade in West Africa during the colonial era.
The authors also narrate how the internal dynamics especially in West Africa
affected and influenced the contours of cotton production and exchange within the
convoluted climate of uncertainties that characterized the export trade as a result of
the world economic depression. They stated that the local market competed alongside
colonial expatriate interest and asserted that the upsurge in domestic market following
the collapse of export crops at the world market increased local consumption of cotton
and greatly challenged and undermined colonial economic pursuit in West Africa.
This colonial state and European merchants did not want and efforts were made to
thwart and underdeveloped indigenous cotton industry. They aver that the contending
survival of domestic handicraft production became a major factor in the failure of
cotton colonialism because African growers could obtain better prices on the internal
market than on the European controlled export. Given their ignorance about local
conditions, colonial officials were asking for the impossible when they expected a
strong African response to the export market. Thus, in West Africa, the free market
option, supported by most administrators, failed in the face of peasant rationality.
The response of the state everywhere was increased and as result generated
intense socio-economic dislocations in the society. For instance, the coercion to force
production for the export market disrupted the pre-colonial economic and social
structures. State policies centered on quality control, marketing and interventions in
the labour process and in each case, solutions were seen as technical fixes. They
authors further stated that in spite of this scenario and given world market conditions
and African realities, it proved extremely difficult in most colonies to transport
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African cotton to the metropolitan factories at a competitive price and quality. During
the inter war period, the negative impact of cotton colonialism on peasant
communities was often exacerbated by tax increases and labour recruitment. Forced
cotton growing led to heightened exploitation and civil disobedience in much
countryside as chiefs acted as colonial subjects, enforcing cotton regulations and at
the same time enriching themselves.
P.T. Zeleza 18 is another important literature to this study. The book sheds light
on the rudiments and fundamentals of African economic history and its implications
for the socio-economic, political and cultural development of the continent. T.P.
Zeleza’s further provides an articulate historical analysis of the economic changes and
continuities in Africa taking into account issues of environmental and demographic
changes, agricultural production systems like land use, agrarian relations of
production and colonial agriculture.
In addition to these, the book also examines the various local crafts industries
in Africa such as mining and metallurgy, handicrafts and industrialization and the
beginning of colonial industrialization coupled with the significance and dynamics of
domestic and regional trade. Several sections of the book dwell on the history of
cotton production and trade in different parts of Africa. Zeleza documents the
transformation of Africa’s indigenous cotton industry as a result Africa’s encounter
with European colonialism. He avers that many African societies especially in Nigeria,
Egypt, Ghana and others had a flourishing textile industry that survived because of the
preponderance of cotton farmers and entrepreneurs in the region.
Expectedly, the author situated the props for European involvement in African
cotton industry to the consequences of the industrial revolution which culminated to
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the inordinate quest for Africa’s raw materials, profitable sources of market and
investment opportunities.
Retrospectively, Zeleza discusses the pre-colonial patterns of agrarian relations
in the African cotton industry stating that peasants with indigenous technologies
cultivated cotton using human labour. Production was gendered as men often
performed the daunting tasks of clearing the land and cultivating using hoes while
women and in some cases children did the planting, wedding and harvesting of cotton.
Rotational bush fallowing was a common practice because of the preponderance of
land. Apart from family labour, cooperative and slave labour were equally dominant
in traditional African cotton industry.
Zeleza however, noted that with the onslaught of British colonialism in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, indigenous African cotton industry
encountered and suffered a setback intentionally orchestrated by the imperialist
powers. The economic motive was to ensure that Africa remains a perpetual producer
of raw cotton and a consumer of finished textile fabrics from Europe. This imperialist
drive was intended to create and sustain the core-periphery relations between Britain
and Nigeria and Igala land in terms of cotton production and marketing.
Therefore, new measures were introduced such as the introduction of new
currencies, transport systems, laws and institutional frameworks to pursue the
realization of such goals. Zeleza specifically argues that it was in this line of thinking
that the British Cotton Growing Association, (BCGA) and the Empire Cotton
Association (ECA) were established to birth ideas and recommend practical strategies
for the advancement of cotton production and its marketing or trade regulations within
the region including Igalaland.
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Further parliamentary supports were offered to these two institutions (BCGA
and ECA) through the lobbying influence of major cotton merchants, labour unions
and politicians with vested interest. Soft loans and grants were made available
especially to the British Cotton Growing Association in Nigeria to ensure that it
carries out its mandates as relates to cotton production and trade unfettered. Zeleza
discusses how the foreign trading companies and their local collaborators
monopolized cotton trade and in Africa and sustained exploitation without redress.
The role of Native Authority Administration in facilitating the consolidation of cash
crop economy in Africa were isolated and analyzed. Citing the Northern Nigerian
experience, Zeleza demonstrates the application of brute force and coercive measures
by the colonial administrative personnel in the exploitation of the native farmers.
The merits of the work and its relevance to this study includes its findings that
prior to the advent of colonial rule, African societies had a well-developed cotton
industry which supported and sustained the various local textile industrial complexes
that relied on the use of local raw materials to manufacture different types of apparel.
This scenario when juxtaposed with that of the Igala experience is quite similar. The
only difference is that not much scholarly attention has been paid to the study of how
and why the Igala carried out the complex processes of cotton production, the actors
involved and its webbed relationships with the textile industry. P.T. Zeleza also
identified textiles as a major handicraft that provides the African society with its
fabrics which served different roles in the growth of socio-economic, cultural and
political development of Africa. He further argues that:
The antiquity of textile manufacturing in Africa has been attested to by
archaeological… written and oral sources. Woven fabrics are found
in....Egypt, Zambia, Nigeria, in North and West Africa....by the
beginning of nineteenth century, the textile industry in Africa was an old
one indeed....its organisation defiles simple generalisation, for its
methods of production varied because different raw materials, machine
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and forms of labour were used… processes involved in the
manufacturing of most fabrics range from harvesting and collection of
fibres, to soaking, drying, softening, cleaning and spinning,.... their
reconstitution and elaboration through weaving, embroidery, and
appliqué etc. The fibres employed in the manufacture of cloth in Africa
were bark, bast, Raphia, silk, wool and cotton.20
He also examines the technological significance of textiles particularly in promoting
industrial growth, trade and exchange. This book is important to this research as it
provides a continent-wide (based) analysis of cotton production and trade in Africa
and an apt perspective to the origins of cotton and textile ideas in Africa. Also, as
captured in the quotation above, it is impossible for one to generalize on cotton and
textile manufacturing because the technology, raw materials and techniques used
varied across regions.
On the other hand, this study on the Igala textiles industry will be more specific
driven as it will demonstrate the ideas that are specific to the Igala textile production
processes and to account for the changes in Igala cotton and textile industry especially
with the onslaught of British colonialism. Although the book acknowledges the
impact of colonial cotton policies on the local cotton farmers and the implications of
the great economic depression or the interwar periods on the traditional cotton
industry of Africa, the reactions or responses of natives especially the Igalaland were
not captured. This study illuminate and analysis the web of historical issues that
undergirded the changes and continuities in this industry within the period under
study.
Karim Hussein, Christopher Perret and Leonidas Hitmana21 in their work
examine critically the economic and Social Importance of Cotton in West Africa
taking into specific accounts the role of cotton in regional development, trade and
livelihood transformation. Through a historical approach anchored upon the political
economy dynamics identifies the indispensable role of cotton in socio-economic
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development of West Africa since the precolonial era. Cotton has played an important
part in the economic development of a number of West African countries and has
remained a key source of livelihood for many farmers.
Cotton has been grown in West Africa for more than a hundred years and a
significant traditional textiles industry has existed in the region for more than 50 years.
Hundreds of varieties of cotton grain exist in Africa. Some of them are indigenous and
have been traced back to the 10th century. Cotton is produced all across the sub-
humid and semiarid zones in areas benefiting from 600-700mm to 1200/1300mm
annual rainfall. Its cultivation at low latitude in Togo and Benin is the result of the
southern distortion of the 1200mm isohyet in West Africa. Cotton production in West
Africa has rapidly increased over recent decades, rising from some 150,000 tonnes of
cotton lint in the 1970s to over 1 million tonnes in 2003-2004.
Most West African cotton is produced in Sahelian areas of West Africa,
although a significant amount is also produced in the inland areas towards the
Sahelian zone of coastal countries such as Benin, Ghana, Nigeria and Côte d’Ivoire.
The CFA Franc zone, which has benefited from long term investment in structured
national commodity chains, produces more than 80% of the region’s cotton. They
note that:
Cotton production is usually one, among several agricultural and non-
agricultural activities undertaken by farmers, that is normally part of a
diverse production system involving the production of cereal, vegetables
and other activities that are designed to satisfy farmers’ consumption and
income needs. West African cotton is produced using relatively low
levels of inputs and relatively cheap family labour compared to Northern
producers. It is hand-picked and therefore of higher quality than
machinepicked fibre in the North (longer fibres). Due to this
price/quality ratio West Africa could be expected to have a natural
comparative advantage in producing cotton. This comparative advantage
partly explains why the production of cotton dramatically increased in
terms of area cultivated and volume produced over the past forty years.
Indeed, cotton has been seen as one of the key "success stories" in
Sahelian agriculture where it has contributed to the improvement of
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incomes, livelihoods, and access to social facilities (education, health
centres and pharmacies, etc.). It also correlates to rapid increases in
cereal production thanks to the cotton production support system
(maintained by the state and national cotton companies) and its
promotion of agricultural innovation processes. In zones that have
benefited from the cotton production support system, a cotton boom
might have been accompanied by an agricultural revolution that
contributed to increased cereal production and has had positive impact
on pastoralism and milk production via animal feeds from cotton.22
African farmers have demonstrated that they are ready to adapt their livelihood
strategies where possible and beneficial, to respond to demand and diversify when it
is possible to do so and incentives exist. Various proposals have been made for
diversification over time, such as promoting production of gum Arabic, vegetable
fuels, or cashew nuts or diversification strategies combined with water retention
methods.
However, diversification may be very difficult in many parts of the Sahelian
zone and in many cases new activities require initial investment that funders have
often failed to support. This will be the case for remote areas poorly connected to
urban grain markets. Indeed, there are limited alternatives to cash crops and other
income earning opportunities. Even where diversification possibilities are feasible, a
long term decline of cotton production could therefore be accompanied, at the local
level, with a decline in the cultivation of maize and other associated cereals with
perhaps unintended consequences for supply of food grains to urban centres, farmer
incomes and food security. At the national level, a decline would threaten the stability
of state budgets through the fall in export earnings.
They also observe that the need for a very gradual process of cotton system
reform appears to be necessary in African countries given the sub-sector’s important
contribution to wider agricultural innovation, development and livelihoods, and the
continued agricultural support provided to the cotton sub-sector in OECD producer
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countries, particularly in the US and European countries that may have a downward
effect on prices. The North as well as China remains net consumers of cotton most
years as they require enormous amounts to satisfy their textile industries. They
identified three dimensions of cotton production sustainability in West Africa which
need to be addressed. They aver thus:
Economic sustainability by strengthening access to inputs, supply and
marketing; developing quality and traceability of products to ensure
capacity to sell to international markets…Environmental sustainability
by increasing soil fertility; increasing the use of organic fertilisers and
pesticides where feasible; and developing both regional markets for
cotton products and international markets for cotton of African
origin…Social sustainability by strengthening of cotton producer
organisations; increased participation of producers in international value
chains; gender equality and equitable access to services.22
They also identified some critical issues that need to be tackled in order to address
difficulties faced by the West and Central African cotton sub-sector in the future.
These include;
(1)Poverty reduction efforts and public awareness of the importance of
policy coherence in richer nations in order to support development need
to be improved. (2) Specific actions are necessary to enhance the quality,
efficiency and competitiveness of West African cotton on international
markets (in terms of cost of inputs and labour, yields, price…(3)
deepening opportunities for rural diversification need to be explored
over time and related upstream and downstream infrastructure
developed. However, diversification will not solve the current price
crisis. Time will be required to develop viable economic alternatives. (4)
Developing processing capacity in the region to allow for increased
value added to cotton fibre, grain and oil products is a key
recommendation of the WAEMU. However, West African textiles may
not be able to match the price / quality ratio of Chinese or other Asian
textiles for a very long time, especially now that the textile trade quota
system has now been removed. One option to be more competitive in
textiles might be to subsidise the prices of lint sold to domestic mills
and textiles industry, but this would be at the expense of prices paid to
growers. 23
The authors further provide useful insights on how the neo-liberal economic policies
of deregulation and trade liberalization are undermining the development of cotton in
West Africa and Nigeria in particular. The policies of World Trade Organization
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(WTO) and the interventions of the United States of America in cotton production
through subsidizations have placed West African cotton farmers in a precarious
situation. They also assert that if properly harnessed, cotton is capable of addressing
the region’s current economic and social challenges in West Africa such as poverty,
inequality, youth restiveness, unemployment, low income generation and hunger.
This literature is relevant to this study in several ways. First, it lays bare the direct and
indirect benefits associated with and derivable from a developed cotton industry in
West Africa, Nigeria inclusive. This is imperative to this study as it presents a
contemporary dynamics and picture of the current state of cotton production in
Nigeria and Igalaland.
Gunilla Andrew and Bjorn Beckman’s Industry Goes Farming: The Nigerian
Raw Material Crisis and the Case of Textiles and Cotton25 is also another relevant
literature to this study. Using the examples of cotton and textiles, the authors
chronicle the genesis of Nigerian industrial crisis arising from the unavailability of
raw cotton to meet the local needs of Nigerian textile manufacturers. The
consequences of the rapid cotton famine that accompanied the liberalization of
Nigerian economy in the 1980s and how it impinged on the cotton and textile
industrial complexes were identified and analyzed. From a historical perspective, the
authors examines the earliest origins of cotton and textiles in Nigeria and documents
the changes and continuities in Nigerian cotton and textile sectors.
They assert, correctly too, that prior to the emergence of British colonialism,
the Nigerian society had made appreciable progress in the evolving an indigenous
cotton industry that supported the growth and development of traditional textiles.
Some of the pre-colonial prominent centres of local textiles, they noted were located
in Kano, Zaria, Okene, Katsina, Akwete, Nsukka, and in communities along the
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Niger-Benue trough especially in Tiv and Idomaland. During this period, cotton
farming was carried out at peasant level involving men and women in the various
farming stages. For instance, while men cleared and tilled the land for cotton
cultivation, women and in some cases, children provided ancillary farming services
like weeding and harvesting and marketing of harvested cotton. Local cotton seeds
which were suitable for the local textile industry were cultivated.
Gunilla and Beckman also document the tapestry of British colonial
interventions in the Nigeria cotton and textile industrial complexes and how such
interventions influenced the transformation of Nigeria industrialization particularly as
regards cotton. Specific reference was made on the activities of early European
explorers, merchant companies and entrepreneurs. They demonstrated the role of the
Manchester textile manufacturers, who lobbied the British parliament towards
granting a Royal Charter to the BCGA and later the Empire Cotton Growing
Association. They surmise the reasons for the formation of the BCGA in 1902. They
specifically identified the deleterious consequences of the American Civil War, which
disrupted the steady supply of cotton to the Lancashire textile manufacturers. Another
reason for the establishment of BCGA, they noted was to promote the technological
and industrialization needs of the United Kingdom through sustained steady supply of
raw materials, job creation and profit maximization especially on the parts of the
cotton and textile entrepreneurs who paid taxes to the government.
Furthermore, the authors also examine the activities of British Cotton Growing
Association and the Empire Cotton Growing Association in Nigeria. In this regards,
they identified their interventions in the promotion of cotton farming through the
provision of farm inputs such as cotton seeds and fertilizers in colonial Nigeria. In
addition, the Association also played immense role in setting up model farms and
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agricultural demonstration centres across Nigeria. These farms were aimed at
diffusing the ideas of cotton production to the rural dwellers in Nigeria. In most of the
centres, agricultural experts like engineers, technologists, extension workers and
managers were employed and saddled with the onerous task of advancing arguments
for the cultivation of cotton in Nigeria.
Apart from discussing the dynamics of cotton production in Nigeria, Gunilla
and Beckman also examine the nature and transformation of cotton and textile
marketing initiatives in Nigeria particularly from the colonial epoch up to the twenty
first century. The essence of this, they argued was to demonstrate the genesis of
cotton marketing crisis in Nigeria and how it undermined the consolidation of Nigeria
techno-industrial development. During the era of British colonialism in Nigeria, they
surmise that trade in cotton especially in large quantities across international frontiers
were exclusive preserve of the British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA).
It was the BCGA that fixed the prices of cotton, appointed middlemen and
Licensed Buying Agents who interfaced directly with the cotton farmers in different
parts of Nigeria. Furthermore, BCGA also determined the prices of cotton and
determined or fixed the months in which cotton were to be bought and sold. In fact,
buying stations were designated by BCGA and legislations on cotton were equally
determined by them. Besides, the formation of Marketing Boards in Nigeria during
the halcyon days of British colonialism in Nigeria were intended at boasting the
volume of cash crops exported from Nigeria to Britain. In this regards, the role of
Northern Nigeria Cotton Marketing Board was discussed and its impact on cotton
production isolated.
More significantly, Gunilla and Beckman’s book captures in detail, the travails
of Nigeria’s raw material crisis with specific emphasis on cotton and textile in post-
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colonial Nigeria. Unlike other scholars who have often paid attention to the colonial
phase, these authors document the chain of events in post-independent Nigeria that
disarticulated the indigenous cotton industry. Comparing the changes in colonial with
the post-independent development, they assert that:
The Lancashire textile manufacturers in the colonial period were denied
the option to enter into direct cotton production in Nigeria. Instead they
sought to solve their raw material by trading with the peasants,
establishing ginneries and pushing their own cotton seed. In the late
colonial period, direct produce trading was taken over by the state
marketing boards. With the abolition of the boards in 1987, Nigeria's
textile industry, which had no experience of cotton buying on its own,
was suddenly placed into a position of responsibility for organizing the
trade in cooperation with state governments.26
They argue that the post independent political leadership in Nigeria failed to initiate
pragmatic economic reforms that could have ushered in a new era in Nigeria cotton
and textile industry. They pointed out that by continuing on the colonial model, the
post-colonial economic managers of Nigeria failed to chart a new paradigm for rapid
sustainable economic development. Emphasis was placed on the various National
Development Plans and how it relegated the place of cotton and textile industries in
national development. They stated that peasants had no place in the National
Development Plan even though they were critical in building a viable cotton industry.
To them the, Peasant production has been exposed to heavy pressures, including loss
of labour and rising production costs. The fact that peasant farmers abandoned cotton,
however, cannot be taken as evidence of the decline of the peasant economy as such.
The authors also argue, correctly too, that the discovery of crude oil in Nigeria and the
subsequent oil revenues made the leaders to abandon the development of agriculture
including cotton farming in large scale in post-independence Nigeria.
They argue that the future of cotton production in Nigeria belongs to the
peasant but lamentably, the peasants have remained subjected to exploitation and
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manipulation by the post-colonial state and its international agents. More importantly,
Gunilla and Beckman examine the implication of the neo-liberal policies of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank on the Nigerian agricultural
sector taking into account the cotton and textile industries. The neoliberal policies in
Nigeria culminated to the deregulation, privatization and liberalization of the
economy. The dismantling of commodity boards, devaluation of National currency
(Naira) and removal of agricultural subsidies negatively affected cotton and textile
industries in post-independence Nigeria including the Igala cotton industry in
contemporary North central Nigeria.
The authors also discussed the challenge that the state and the Manufacturers
Association encountered in an attempt to take over the Marketing boards following
the adoption of the Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in 1986 in Nigeria. They
observe that:
Government policies continued to vacillate, both at the federal and the
state level. This came out most strikingly in the announcement by the
Federal Government in early 1987 of a decision to go back on the policy
of dissolving the marketing boards… Reference was made by the
Minister to the need to protect the employment of the tens of thousands
of workers working with the boards. They had been laid off at the end of
1986 but were now called back. The Government suggested that the
board shou1d be retained but privatized by capitalizing assets and
converting them into equity. The original position that they shou1d be
abolished outright was, however, reasserted after a few weeks'
confusion…. With the abolition of the boards, the political responsibility
for marketing arrangements had shifted to the state level. The intention
of the international sponsors of the move had no doubt been that there
should be as little state intervention as possible. This, however, was not
how it was seen by the state governments. Intervention was rampant and
often contradictory. Most of the governments in the cotton growing
states insisted on controlling the trade, including the demand that all
buyers should be registered and licensed by the state 27
Several measures were initiated towards cotton industry control in post-colonial
Nigeria. They noted that some “State sought to restrict purchases to a small number of
organizations, including its own Farmers Supply Company. The Governor promised
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to ensure that no middleman would be allowed to buy cotton. An edict prohibited the
sale of cotton outside approved markets with up to one year's imprisonment for
culprits (including the forfeiting of vehicles to the state but the Government also
decreed that cotton must be sold at the government-guaranteed price. As a result, there
was an attempt to prevent cotton from being traded across state boundaries
The significance of Gunilla and Beckman’s work to this study are many. First,
their research provides an up to date analysis on the crisis of raw materials in Nigeria
and its implication for industrialization. With specific reference to this study, they
have provided useful analytical framework to the understanding of post-colonial
cotton and textile crises in Nigeria and the consequences of such crises on economic
development and industrialization. By documenting what went wrong with Nigeria’s
cotton industry particularly with regards to the supply of raw cotton to textile
manufacturers, this present study on the history of cotton farming and marketing in
Igalaland, North central Nigeria stands to benefits from background historical and
statistical data on salient issues in the cotton industry at the national level.
Furthermore, by establishing the linked history of global cotton policy within the
Nigerian context, Gunilla and Beckman work critically illuminates the effects of the
Structural Adjustment Policy (SAP) in Nigeria on the cotton and textile industry.
One major defects of their work is that their study was essentially from an
industrialist perspective and less emphasis was placed on the historical contexts and
responses of the local cotton farmers in Nigeria to the changes orchestrated in the
industry by international forces. This study therefore attempts to document the history
of cotton production in Igalaland of Northcentral Nigeria from 1900 to 1986. The
essence of this is to understand the changes and continuities in the chain of cotton
production and marketing from the time of British colonial administration up to the
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Structural Adjustment period. This is important in order to understand the genesis of
the trials and travails of peasant cotton farmers in a neo-liberal state in a global world.
O.N. Njoku, Economic History of Nigeria,19th and 20th Centuries28 focuses on
the precolonial, colonial and post-colonial economic history of the various Nigerian
communities. He notes that since the 19th century, major economic and political
changes, which derived their impetus from both the local and external events, have
produced far-reaching consequences on Indigenous economic industrial complexes in
Nigeria. Njoku book is structured into two parts. The first part examines the economic
history of Nigeria during the pre-colonial epoch. Topical issues that he appraised
ranges from agriculture, industries (extractive and non-extractive), trade and
marketing. In part two, Njoku provides in-depth analysis of the changes that were
initiated by the emergence of British colonial administration in Nigeria in the
twentieth century. In this perspective, the ideology and strategies of British
colonialism are articulated thematically.
More specifically, Njoku identifies trade in cotton to have been the prop for
the emergence and flourishing of many empires and Kingdoms in pre-colonial Nigeria
societies. In addition, he adumbrated the place of Igala migrant traders and itinerant
dyers and weavers in the diffusion of weaving culture in Nsukka areas of Ibo land in
the 19th century. He also examines the indispensable significance of local textiles by
asserting that whether an individual or group of individuals in any society is or are
asleep or awake, at work or play, sick or well, rich or poor, everyone uses cotton
textiles and that cotton textiles have throughout history, been in universal demands.
Cotton Njoku argues was extensively cultivated in the savannah and the
transition belts particularly in Igalaland. Men and women were involved in the various
stages of cotton production and it was a central economic activity second to perhaps,
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yam cultivation. He reiterated the reports and memoirs of foreign visitors like Oldfield,
Lander Brothers, Ajayi Crowther which contained various reports on the
preponderance of cotton production, processing and marketing in various parts of
Nigeria. Although cotton was produced in many parts of Nigeria, it was in the
Savannah belt that cotton cultivation was most extensive.
This Njoku noted was because of the role of the British Cotton Growing
Association (BCGA) formed in 1903 to advance high level propaganda on the need
for locals to cultivate cotton. This was given more fecundity following the
establishment of a cotton ginnery at Lokoja in 1906. Through concerted efforts
anchored upon the use of Native governance institutions, churches and the colonial
merchants, the British Cotton Growing Association recorded positive results in the
production of cotton in this region. Njoku asserts that in the first year of BCGA,
through effective marketing system that crossed many villages, the Association
bought 1847 bales of cotton which weighed about 160 tons. By 1904, BCGA
leapfrogged its buying capacity to over a million bales and it was the success recorded
that propelled the colonial government to sustain its intervention in the Igala cotton
economy.
Furthermore, Njoku discusses the reasons for the preeminence of cotton in
colonial Nigeria. He specifically noted that cotton cultivation in Nigeria was a subject
of special interest to the colonial government because of the dominant place cotton
textile production in Britain’s industrial economy. Form the 19th century to the turn of
the 20th century, cotton textile exports held a dominant position among the British
exports. But by the opening of the 20th century, the British textile was in troubled
waters. Njoku avers that the challenges posed by reduced imports from the United
States of America orchestrated by the debilitating consequences of the American Civil
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War and the boll weevil plague culminated to a drastic drop in export of cotton goods
from Britain which ultimately led to the popular Lancashire cotton famine of 1902
In order to address the challenge posed by “Lancashire Cotton Famine”
institutional and legislative frameworks were initiated by the British colonial
government which in turn had immense influence on the local Igala cotton industry.
One of the first measures taken by the colonial government was the decision of the
British Parliament to set up the Empire Cotton Growing Committee. This committee
was mandated to study the possibility of growing cotton at a larger quantity within the
Empire and to advice and recommend to the British Government the appropriate
policy measures to be adopted.
Njoku observes that the committee recommended two measures. First, that
cotton growing should be funded by the British Treasury, the British cotton industry
itself and with local revenues from the cotton growing areas. Second, it was also
recommended that the cheapest means of growing cotton in Nigeria should be the
local farmers. In order to address the Lancashire cotton famine, funds were urgently
released by the British government in collaboration with Liverpool and Manchester
Chambers of Commerce. A formal institution known as the Empire Cotton Growing
Corporation (ECGC) was formed and by 1920, ECGC had established 2246 acres of
farm centre in Daudawa area of Katsina Emirate and by 1932, ECGC had over 640
acres under cotton cultivation.
Similarly, Njoku book discusses the role of the BCGA and its relationship
with ECGC in the propagation of cotton and marketing related strategies in Northern
Nigeria including Igalaland. The author further examined the role of BCGA in Nigeria
in general and central Nigeria in particular particularly after the establishment of a
cotton ginnery in Lokoja. In this perspective, Njoku notes that BCGA distributed
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cotton seeds free to farmers and established mechanical ginneries and bailing
equipment at strategic locations and also played important role in buying and
coordinating critical cotton marketing initiatives in Northern Nigeria including
Igalaland. Furthermore, Njoku also discusses trade in colonial Nigeria and how the
various actors were involved in the exchange of goods and services. In this regards,
the author examines the role of European merchant companies in Nigeria’s export
trade, the role of the colonial state and its local collaborators (that is the Native
Authority) in the promotion of exploitation of the local farmers. Besides, the role of
modern transportation system like railways, roads, seaports, airports and financial
institutions like the banking and insurance companies were also discussed.
The significance of Njoku’s book to this study cannot be overemphasized.
First, it provides a veritable historical platform for understanding the general contours
of Nigeria’s economic history and the place of cotton production and marketing the
entire value chain analysis of the colonial economy. In other words, Njoku book
provides useful historical insights into the economic history of Nigeria and the role of
cotton in the making of the colonial state in Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. The
point of departure from this present study, however, is that in this study, a deeper
historical investigation of the changes and continuities in cotton production and
marketing is illuminated and documented.
Claude Ake’s A Political Economy of Africa29 is another useful literature
which provides a continent-wide perspective to the understanding of the intersection
between European colonialism and African societies and how such encounter shaped
and reshaped the socioeconomic and political trajectories of the latter. Anchored upon
the Marxian historical dialecticism otherwise known as political economy approach,
Ake argues that pre-colonial Africa was undergoing sustainable transformation until
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the onslaught of European colonialism driven by the quest for raw materials, profit
and market usurped the growth pattern. He discusses the nature of pre-colonial,
colonial and post-colonial economic structures of Africa and identified their salient
features within these epochs.
More specifically relevant to this study is the sections on colonial and post-
colonial African political economic dynamics. The author adumbrates theoretically,
reasons for European colonialism in Africa illuminating the theories of J.A. Hobson,
Schumpateter, Luxemburg, and V.I Lenin among others. He theoretically agrees with
Lenin that it was economy that was the driving motive behind European imperialism
in Africa. Critical examples of how trade in export crops and mineral resources from
Africa such as cotton, groundnut, cocoa, tin, copper, iron ore, coal and other became
preeminent in Afro-European relations were isolated and discussed.
Within the context of this study, Ake’s argument that the colonial economy
was disarticulated, incoherent and that colonial policies and agro-allied programs
impeded the development of indigenous industrialization and economic initiatives
becomes very instructive and significant to the understanding of the travails of Igala
cotton industry. Ake states that there was no creation of backward and forward
linkages in the production processes and trade that characterized the colonial economy.
In other words, Ake argued that the cotton and other cash crops that were produced in
large quantities during the colonial epoch did not lead to the development of
indigenous textile manufacturing and allied industries as they were destined for the
metropolitan markets. A coherent economy is ideally a system of such linkages, its
regions and sectors will be complementary, and there will be reciprocity of exchanges
between them. The colonial economy generally lacked these linkages,
complementarity and reciprocity. Other issues which the author discussed include the
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disarticulation and development of export commodities, manufacturing sector, market
imperfections and the consolidation of dependence.
The book also covers the post-colonial political economy dynamics of Africa
and adumbrates reasons for the failure of post-independent leaderships in various
parts of Africa to restructure the economy and engineer rapid transformation and
development. In this regards, the author was emphatic in his observation that the
consolidation of a centre-periphery relations coupled with lack of post-indepence
political will, excessive corruption and military interventions in Africa had made
sustainable industrialization difficult. The book is important to this study in
understanding from a political economy genre, the failure of cash crop agriculture in
Nigeria including cotton. This by extension is imperative in understanding the tragedy
of the Igala cotton industry in contemporary North central Nigeria.
Moses Ochonu, Colonial Meltdown: Northern Nigeria in the Great
Depression discusses in detail the impact of the Great depression of 1929-1930s on
the Northern Nigerian economy and society. The author argues that with the
incorporation of the local economy into the global capitalist economy, the bubble in
the world market had collateral damaging effects on the people. first, by the nature of
the colonial economy which revolved export crops production and marketing of
agricultural produce like cotton, rubber, groundnut, palm oil and palm kernels, the
effects of the great depression were catastrophic for the locals whose major source of
income were these aforementioned cash crops.30
The colonial economy thrived on the exploitation of the natives and their
economic resources. But such exploitation was met with severe challenge following
the fall in global prices of major cash crops in the 1930s. The depression manifested
in the form of falling export prices for crops, minerals and in declining trade profits
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and revenues. This caused many British firms to either cease importing raw materials
or seek government supports. This development affected northern Nigerian cultivators
and rendered a colonial state long accustomed to balancing its budgets, extracting
agricultural raw materials and minerals cheaply and profitably and accumulating
reserves in London from the taxes of the colonial subjects. In response to this, Ochonu
observes that the Northern Nigerian colonial subject initiated diverse measures such
as paycut, retrenchment of workers, suspension of public works, expansion of export
crops and price controls. The British colonial authority also enforced the imperial
preference systems which created distortions and market imperfections. As a result,
new tariffs and laws were enacted to prevent the sale of colonial raw materials to non-
British Empire buyers.
Moses Ochonu’s arguments primarily hinges upon three issues, namely; that
although the Northern Nigerian colonial government response to the depression was
intended to promote export by incorporating more Africans into the export economy,
it ended up alienating colonial subjects already ravaged by a collapsed economy,
thereby forcing them to seek alternative economic survival measures. the second
argument of Ochonu is that the depression and interwar years era was not an epoch of
lull or stagnancy in Northern Nigerian economic history but a period of intense anti-
colonial struggles, and thirdly, that Northern Nigerian economy during the depression
was epochal as it belied the failure of the colonial state to keep to the economic
rhetoric of free market or laissez faire ideology.
In a detailed analysis, the author demonstrates how cotton farmers and
labourers in the mine fields had their means of livelihood undermined as a result of
the depression. British textile companies which had hitherto remained the sole buyers
of raw cotton from Nigeria had their companies under trouble due to the depression.
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This scenario led to low demand for cotton which had devastating consequences on
the local farmers in Igalaland.
Moses Ochonu’s book is very relevant to this study as it provides useful
historical insights into the dynamics of colonial economy in Northern Nigeria
particularly during the depression era. His essay is theoretically of benefits to this
study. Through a historical materialist approach, this study deconstructs the age-long
view of the supremacy of the vent for surplus theory in Northern Nigeria economic
history. In this regard, the Igala economies through a specific focus on the history of
cotton production and marketing in Igalaland. Even though Ochonu acknowledged the
negative manifestations of the great economic depression and the interwar years, on
the Idoma economy and society, that of the Igala was left out. It is interesting to note
that for a work that suggests by its title to have focused on Northern Nigeria, it is
however, strange that the experiences of the Igala were left out. In the entire book,
Igala appeared only once in the cartographic map contained in the book. Thus, this
present study is an attempt to document and extend the frontiers of historical research
on North central Nigerian economic history by focusing on Cotton production and
marketing in Igalaland from 1900 to 1986.
Mamman Musa Adamu,31 examines critically the Role of the Colonial State in
Cotton Production in Maska District, Katsina Emirate, 1903-1960. The basis of his
argument was to demonstrate, how, contrary to the popular vent for surplus model
theorists, the colonial state played active role in the colonial economy especially in
the production of cotton in Maska District. To Adamu, the state played active role in
ensuring that the peasants engaged in export crops production particularly cotton.
Some of the measures the author identifies include the introduction of taxes, the use of
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propaganda, supporting the British Cotton Growing Association to boast cotton
production and the establishment of Empire Cotton Growing Association.
He further argues that the British colonial tax policy was instrumental in
promoting export crops production including cotton. The taxes were significant in
order to ensure that colonial subjects remain active and consistent in colonial export
production. Besides, taxes were necessary for the maintenance of colonial
infrastructures and for the upkeep of the British colonial personnel or administrative
officers. Another measure which Adamu identified as been germane in the
advancement of colonial cotton production in Maska District was through the use of
propaganda. As early as 1910, the Governor of Northern Nigeria openly mandated his
subordinate administrative officers and chiefs to make concerted efforts towards the
propagation of cotton culture in all parts of Northern Nigeria including Igalaland.
The Governor specifically noted that his officers will do all they can to open
the eyes of the chiefs and people as to the advantage and probably profits of growing
cotton, and I believe attention will be paid to their advice. Chiefs, town criers, and
merchants were saddled with the task of promoting the advancement of cotton
production in the entire Northern Nigeria. The British Cotton Growing Association
(BCGA) provided the services of trained agricultural extension experts who toured
various parts of Maska district to educate the village heads and farmers on the
potentials and benefits inherent in cotton farming. Adamu further observes that each
district was encouraged to set up cotton farms as a way of boasting local revenues.
Native Authorities were used in the distribution of free cotton seeds given by the
British Cotton Growing Association.
This measure of free distribution of seed cotton yielded positive result in terms
of increase in output. Adamu states that: “in 1911, 250 sacks were distributed in the
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district. In 1921, about 146327 Ibs weight of cotton seed was distributed to the
farmers. By 19222, this had risen to 263486Ibs of cotton seed. This led to a
corresponding increase on the volume produced. In 1932, for example, the BCGA
bought cotton worth 2900000 Ibs from Maska District alone. This rose to 2,997,293
Ibs in 1924 and 6941 tons in 192532 The author surmises that the propaganda yielded
result but left the native in a precarious situation particularly during the depression era.
Another critical issue which Adamu discussed in his essay which is of
relevance to this study is the role of the British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA)
formed in 1902 in Cotton production in Masaka district of Northern Nigeria. The
reason for the formation of BCGA was adumbrated to include the need to ensure
consistency in the supply of cotton to British textile industry in Lancashire. Other
issues which account for the formation of BCGA, Adamu avers is the need to provide
a suitable alternative source of supply of cotton to Britain following the outbreak of
American civil war and the cotton boll weevil plague which negatively undermined
the supply of cotton to British textile companies.
This finding propelled the British parliament to provide facilitative supports to
advance cotton production in this region. Railways were constructed to link viable
cash crops producing communities to the coastal regions. The Baro-Kano rail line in
1907 which was completed in 1911, and reached Zaria in 1910, while BCGA opened
its headquarters and a ginnery in Masaka in year 1912.Furthermore, Adamu observes
that BCGA played domineering roles in colonial cotton production in Nigeria which
had diverse implications for local cotton producers. For instance, BCGA through it
legislative power, monopolized cotton trade in Northern Nigeria.
As Adamu noted in the Masaka district, from the time when BCGA was
formed upto 1922, it acted as the sole purchaser and exporter of cotton on behalf of
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the colonial government. Other merchants who traded in the district were merely
incorporated into its buying networks on commission basis. Adamu further gave a
tabular representation of the cotton markets in Masaka district and the number of
established ginneries in the district. He avers that the reasons for the establishment of
cotton ginneries were among other things aimed to easily separate the cotton seed
from the cotton lint and to also ease transportation of cotton and the distribution of
seeds.
Furthermore the ginneries enabled the colonial government and its merchant
representatives to ship only the lint without the seed to their industries in Europe
thereby reducing freight charges. More specific attention was also paid to the role of
merchants in colonial cotton production in Masaka. In this perspective, the author
states that merchant companies played dual roles. They purchased all the export crops
including cotton from the farmers and sold manufactured goods and interfaced with
the textile industries in Europe who bought the cotton. The employed local buying
agents who made advanced payments to cotton farmers and even bought bicycles for
the middlemen to ease their movements.
The author asserts that the middlemen underpaid the farmers for their cotton in
most cases. They middlemen where often invited by the cotton farmers to their houses
and without a weight system measured with local baskets thereby ending up in most
cases buying cotton by merely guessing the weight. The author concluded by
asserting that the claims made by the vent for surplus model theorists in relation to
cotton production in Masaka and Northern Nigeria are spurious and without substance
made with the intention to obfuscate the reality about the exploitation of the cotton
producers.
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Adamu’s essay is highly significant to this study because it has thrown more
light on the colonial dynamics of cotton production in a Northern Nigeria district. His
arguments on the manipulations of the natives by agents of western colonialism in
Nigeria will definitely help to provide a formidable insight into the Igala experience.
Besides, the facts and figures on colonial cotton trade in Northern Nigeria and Masaka
district in particular will aid in understanding the broader picture of export trade in
colonial Igala land which was part of the then Northern Nigeria. Such facts and
figures when cross examined along those on cotton production and marketing in
Igalaland will further aid in making a comparative analysis and in understanding
similarities and differences in colonial enterprises across various Nigerian societies.
A.M. Abdullahi, critically examines in historical context, the place of Cotton
Production in the Colonial Economy of Gombe Emirate, c.1903-196033. He states
that cotton occupied a central place in the colonial economy and society of Nigeria
because of both the local dynamics and its demand in the international market. Many
pre-colonial Nigerian economies and societies thrived and flourished as a result of
cotton which provided opportunities for people in farming, trade, spinning, weaving,
and dyeing among others. The author demonstrates the pattern of cotton production in
pre-colonial Gombe and its significance to the socio-economic development of the
people.
However, with the onslaught of British colonialism, there was a sporadic rush
for the development of cotton in the colonial empire by colonial state. This was
necessitated by the need for raw materials (cotton) by British textile companies and
the need to have a secured steady source of supply of raw cotton following the
challenges posed by civil wars and cotton bolls attacks in the Southern States of the
United States of America. Arguing from a Marxiam prism, Abdullahi observes that
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with the advent of British colonial rule whose major target was the exploitation of the
economic resources of the people, there was the need to grow crops and organize
markets to suit the needs of the colonial state and its agents. This transformation was
achieved through the imposition of colonial economic policies of cash crops
production, tax, labour, transport and marketing among others. He surmises that the
central concern of the colonial state in cotton production and marketing were mainly
intended to benefit the colonial state and not the welfare of the locals.
Using the Gombe Emirate case, the author documents how the colonial state
exploited the local farmers of cotton. First was the consolidation of effective colonial
administrative and governance structures to ensure law and order germane for
economic activity. Shortly after this, new economic and agro-allied policies were
introduced to ensure that farmers engaged at all cost in the production of export crops
including cotton. New hybrid of cotton seeds were introduced and traditional rulers
used to disseminate information to the farmers. In some cases, traditional rulers were
mandated to set up community farms were new exotic cotton seeds were planted.
Such community farms were intended to serve two purposes; first, to boast internal
revenue drive and second to serve as a community agricultural experimentation
centres were community leaders and members could be educated by colonial
agricultural extension workers on the benefits of cotton and other allied cash crops.
The British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) played a dominant role in both the
advancement of propaganda for the cultivation of cotton and in marketing of cotton in
colonial Nigeria. BCGA provided farm support mechanisms and established ginneries
across the length and breadth of the country intended to promote easy processing of
cotton for onward transportation to the colonial state.
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Abdullahi further argues that through a historical survey of cotton in this
region, it is clear that British colonialism was not a humanitarian venture. He surmises
that it was intended for the maximum exploitation of the human and material
resources for European countries. He specifically noted that in order to encourage
cotton production in the area, the economy was monetized leading to the introduction
of new British currencies and coins, taxation, marketing boards, labour and transport
policy were employed. These new economic measures helped to accelerate interest in
cotton production in the colonial state. Furthermore, the activities of licensed buying
agents, merchant companies and local entrepreneurs who colluded with the expatriates
to exploit the local cotton farmers were identified and discussed.
More lamentably, the obnoxious activities of the Marketing Boards which
monopolized trade issues in cotton and other allied cash crops like groundnuts, palm
oil and palm kernels were clearly isolated and adumbrated. The author further
identified three challenges that the economy and society of Gombe witnessed as a
result of the excessive interventions of the colonial state in cotton production. First, he
noted that it heightened the incidence of food insecurity. As a result of over
concentration on export crops especially cotton, many families were unable to feed
themselves. This Abdullahi further noted was aggravated by the negative
consequences of the Second War and the economic hardship that characterized the
Inter War years. He poignantly noted that “the shortage of food was due to two causes,
increased cultivation of cotton to the detriment of corn and ever increasing non
farming communities. The increase in acreage devoted to cotton cultivation meant a
decrease in acreage set aside for corn, the consequences was general hunger, abject
poverty, and indebtedness”34 although the veracity of this sweeping statement by
Abdullahi cannot be determined or verified, it is instructive to note that excessive
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concentration on export crop production had modicum deleterious effects on colonial
societies food security architecture.
Another salient issue that Abdullahi noted in his essay is the fact that British
colonial policy on cotton production led to the gradual disarticulation of the
traditional economy and its eventual incorporation into the global capitalist system
which has been the bane of development. In other words, production of cotton in
colonial Nigeria was no longer intended to serve the interest of the domestic economy
but to satisfy the economic needs of the metropole.
The relevance of Abdullah’s paper to this study cannot be overemphasized.
First, it helps to explain the nature and interlocking actors in the cotton industry of
Gombe Emirate in Northern Nigeria. Second, the study has helped to demonstrate the
motives behind colonial interventions in this region and the implications of such
interventions in production and marketing of cotton in the general gamut of colonial
economy polemics in Northern Nigeria.
Third, this present study also benefits from Abdullah’s submissions
particularly from a theoretical framework perspective. In spite of this relevance, the
essay has some obvious shortcomings. For instance, the author did not demonstrate
the reactions and responses of the local cotton farmers to changes in the international
markets particularly during the great depression in which the prices of cotton fell
drastically. Agreed that famine was witnessed in the region as a result of excessive
concentration of the farmers to cotton production but the question of how the farmers
were able to eke out a living at a time that cotton prices fell drastically remain
unknown. This present study focusing on the Igala of Northcentral Nigeria hopes to
document the history of cotton production and marketing in Igalaland and to identify
how the local agency responded to a failed international economy especially in cotton.
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R.L.B Maiden35 in a comprehensive survey book to ascertain the possible of
cotton production in the Northern Region of Nigeria during the halcyon days of
colonial rule provides useful historical insights on the dialectics of colonial cotton
production and marketing in Nigeria including the Igalaland. Maiden traces the
development of cotton industry from the earliest stages up to the colonial epoch
noting that the earliest written references to cotton cultivation in West Africa was by
Leo Africans, the celebrated Moorish traveler in his description of Africa which was
written in the early part of the sixteen century to the river Niger, along whose banks
he discovered that the various types of local crops included cotton. He also identified
the various species of cotton that were predominant in colonial Nigeria. These include
the Gossypium, G. Barbadense, G, Hirstutum, G. Vitifolium and G. Perivianum.
The role of Cotton Supply Association which was the first association
committed to encouraging the sale of West African cotton in the Manchester Market
were discussed. He notes that the earliest cotton from Nigeria sold at the Manchester
Market came from the Abeokuta region. Though in small quantity at the initial time,
the outbreak of the American Civil War spurred interest in the import of cotton from
Nigeria and other West African communities. By 1870, five hundred tons were
purchased and there were spasmodic increase in the years that followed. Maiden
further takes a critical stock of the formation of the British Cotton Growing
Association (BCGA) and its role in the advancement of cotton production and
marketing in Nigeria. He observes that the growth and expansion of cotton production
in commercial quantity would have been impossible without the interventions of the
British Cotton Growing Association particularly providing new exotic seeds to
replace native species, pioneering research in different parts of Nigeria to understand
the possibilities for cotton cultivation and agricultural extension programme.
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Maiden, more specifically documents how BCGA entered into partnership
with the colonial government to establish various model farms and experimentation
centres to determine soil and seed viability. This was made possible following the
granting of a Royal Charter on August 27th 1904. At the time, members of the
Association included spinners, manufacturers, merchants, shippers and representatives
of various industries and labour bodies concerned with the cotton trade. He also avers
that the association undertook to purchase all seed cotton at fixed minimum prices, to
establish buying points and ginning centres, and to pay all expenses, including the
cost of seed and agricultural implement. Trained engineers from and business
managers were sent from England to monitor production and oversee the day to
administration of BCGA centres across the country.
The politics that culminated to the granting of a Royal Charter to the BCGA
by the British colonial government and the implications of such intervention of
colonial subjects were discussed. The author further asserts that with the granting of a
Royal Charter, BCGA established rapidly more farms and experimental stations and
even took over hitherto government owned farms. Also, more ginning installations
were carried out. The first major problem which the association sorts to address was
to find a seed suitable to Nigerian conditions and that was capable of producing cotton
for export, with a lint-yield of at least 30 per cent. Maiden further argues that in most
of the stations, many varieties of seed cotton were experimented like the American,
Egyptian and Peruvian cotton seeds. American upland type was however, the most
suited for the Lancashire industry.
Maiden also discusses the nature of traditional cotton industry in Nigeria prior
to the advent of British colonialism. In this perspective, he noted that at the time when
members of the British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) arrived Nigeria, they
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found a native cotton industry that was flourishing for centuries, indigenous cottons
providing raw material for the local spinning and weaving industry. Maiden
specifically states that almost every village possessed its own weaver, while important
centres like Kano and Iseyin which were always renowned for their cotton cloth and
that the cotton was hand-ginned or by other primitive methods, spun into yarn and
woven on simple loom into narrow strips of cloth. The involvement of the Association
in cotton plantations and experiments in seed varieties development were discussed.
Much of the work of improvement of the local varieties by selection was carried out
in bulk at the ginneries. Samples were sent to England from each lot of cotton and
instructions issued to reserve certain lots for sowing purposes and to destroy or return
seeds that were from undesirable cotton.
Similarly, Maiden also examines the involvement of the British Cotton
Growing Association (BCGA) in exports of cotton in Nigeria. Stating that in 1903, the
BCGA exported 3000 bales from the Lagos are and by 1913, it had risen to 13000
bales. The fixation of prices of cotton at both local and international markets by this
Association was discussed. Specific attention was also paid to the activities of BCGA
in Northern Nigeria. Areas of initial interests like Zaria, Kano, Bauchi, Sokoto,
Katsina, Mina, Kaduna and the Kabba and Benue fringes were isolated and analyzed.
Further transformations in Northern Nigeria cotton industry particularly with the
introduction of Allen Long Staple by Mr. P.H. Lamb was discussed and the
significance of such transformation in cotton exports discussed. Copious statistics on
trade volumes and prices at various epochs were equally provided.
More significantly, Maiden’s book provides historical hindsight on the role of
the colonial state in the distortion of cotton markets in Nigeria. Apart from
demonstrating how Sir Frederick Lord Lugard cooperated with the BCGA to deepen
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cotton cultivation and trade, the work also captures how the colonial subjects were
exploited in Nigeria particularly in the areas of cash crop production. Maiden
observes that Sir Lord Lugard understood the centrality of cotton in the economic
transformation of Northern Nigeria society and economy and made pragmatic efforts
towards its propagation. He reasoned, correctly too, that cotton, if properly developed
will boast the revenues of the colonial state enhance the socio-economic welfare of
the natives and promote empires development.
Furthermore, the nature and influence of the First World War on cotton
production and trade were briefly illuminated. The failure of the international market
to absorb all the cotton that was produced in the colony as a result of the deleterious
consequences of the War, he noted gave fecundity for the resurgence of a viable local
market. Maiden, notes that in 1918, about seventy per cent of the cotton grown in
Nigeria was not being exported but was being used for local consumption. Maiden
however, did not explain how the native farmers reacted to such a lull in cotton export.
It remains unknown, from Maiden’s survey, how new cotton entrepreneurs emerged
during this period of collapsed cotton prices orchestrated by the effects of the First
World War and suddenly displaced, albeit temporarily, foreign merchants who
hitherto monopolized cotton export trade in the region. The focus of this study is
therefore an attempt to document the web of changes and interactions that emerged
between farmers, merchants and the state in Igala cotton industry, 1900 to 1986.
The relevance of Maiden’s survey to this study cannot be overemphasized.
Apart from providing useful data on colonial cotton trade in different parts of Nigeria,
the survey has helped to provide background information on the earliest history of
cotton in West Africa and Nigeria in particular taking into cognizance the actors and
events both local and external that have impinged on cotton production and trade in
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this region. Second, Maiden survey work perceptively provide information on how the
British colonial authority articulated plans for the development of cotton in Northern
Nigeria and the steps it took towards achieving such plans. More importantly,
Maiden’s survey has a section that specifically touches on the Igala cotton industry
within the defunct Kabba province in Northern Nigeria. He opined in his survey that
Igalaland has a soil that had support agriculture since the pre-colonial era and
discusses the earliest processes of cotton production and textile processing the region.
Maiden’s book provides a five year comprehensive survey of cotton
production and the need for expansion in Northern Nigeria. Areas that were covered
in the survey are the Adamawa province, Bauchi, Benue, Borno, Ilorin, Kabba, Kano,
Katsina, Plateau, Sokoto and Zaria. The survey provides adequate data on colonial
cotton trade within these regions especially in the early phase of the colonial
administration. Besides, the survey benefits this study from a cartographical
perspective. Maiden provided fine-grained maps of centres of cotton production and
marketing in Northern Nigeria taking into consideration the opportunities and
challenges in each of the zones identified.
2.3 Review of Related Literature on Cotton Production and Marketing in Igala area
M.S. Abdulkadir’s Economic History of Igalaland, Central Nigeria: 1896-
193936 is another useful literature to this study. Abdulkadir’s examines the emergence
of traditional political centralization in Igalaland taking into cognizance the ideology,
intricate rituals of kingship and democratic norms that promoted harmonious
relationships. The author provides useful historical insights into the dynamics of Igala
people, their history, and traditional political structure, social and cultural settings.
Furthermore, He also discusses the nature and organization of the pre-colonial
economy of Igalaland with a view to demonstrating how transformation and
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development emerged prior to the advent of the European colonialists. In this regards,
the author historically illuminated and discussed the significance of diverse economic
activities such as agriculture, labour organization, oil palm production, blacksmithing
industry, cloth production processes like fiber preparation, weaving industry, dyeing,
pottery and salt.
Other critical ancillary economic activities that were discussed are hunting,
fishing, leather work, canoe making, trade and transport. One of the significant issues
raised on the chapter on the pre-colonial Igala economy which relates to this study is
on the centrality of cotton production and traditional textile industrial complexes. In
other words, he captures how the Igala cultivated cotton and processed the raw cotton
into finished products to serve their daily needs using indigenous techno-scientific
means. This finding is important as it further demonstrate how the indigenous textile
industry thrived because of the abundance of cotton locally. Without a viable cotton
producing population, the traditional textile industry could not had existed and
flourished in pre-colonial Igalaland.
Abdulkadir further examines the dialects of state control over the economy
and the political system and the challenges it posed in the 19th century Igalaland. He
advanced arguments, using the Igala experience, the centrality of economic motive in
the domination, conquest and colonization of Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. The
roles of the United African Company (UAC), Royal Niger Company (RNC) in the
monopolization of trade in cash crops were explained. Also, specific attention was
paid by the author to the experience of the Igala under British colonial rule. The
pattern and strategies of colonial conquest, British administration and partition and its
implications on the economy and society were isolated and analyzed.
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The roles of the colonial state and Native Authority in the exploitation of the
natives were discussed. He argues that the British colonialism underdeveloped and
exploited the Igala economy through its skewed integration or incorporation into the
global capitalist system. The monetization of the economy, the introduction of cash
crops, new currencies, intensification and monopolization of trade by expatriate
merchant companies, price regulation, taxation and forced labour were highlighted.
The impact and reactions to colonial demands were also analyzed.
Abdulkadir poignantly argues that:
With the integration or incorporation of the Igala economy into the
global capitalist system, the social relations and political institutions
were partially transformed. Rural producers were subordinated to the
metropolitan markets exporting capital and wealth and forms of
government to which they had little access. Colonial rule radically
undercut the internal dynamics of economic and political organizations
while preserving the discreet features of them. Producers were forced
to produce and sacrifice for the defence for the Empire, while their
lives and living standards deteriorated and drastically declined leading
to passive and violent resistances. 37
More importantly, Abdulkadir’s book dwells extensively on the dilemma of the Igala
economy and society during the years of the world-wide great economic depression.
This chapter is highly relevant to understanding through a broader perspective, the
effects of the depression on export crops trade including that of cotton. He observes
that the depression itself had a tremendous and devastating impact on Igalaland and
the people of the area as the prices of the peoples main source of income plummeted.
Income shortfall had deleterious effects on the welfare of families. Scarcity of
currencies further worsened the plight of the locals who in some cases abandoned
their crops to waste in the farm as their prices were seemingly worthless. The author
focused more on palm produce especially palm kernels and Rubber and no concrete
evidence based analysis or data was provided on cotton.
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The book is relevant to this study in several ways. First, the book provides
useful historical background knowledge on the general economic history of Igalaland
from the nineteenth century up to the end of the great economic depression period.
The ideas and findings in the book are germane and imperative to understanding the
ideology of the colonial state involvement in economic activities especially cash crop
production in Igalaland. Through this intellectual frame, a better approach to
unlocking the inter-webbed dynamics of cotton production and marketing can be
investigated and documented in historical context.
Although the book deals with the economic history of Igalaland largely during
the colonial epoch, no adequate attention was paid to cotton production in Igalaland.
This is in spite of the fact that Igala land had a well-developed cotton industry which
the colonial authority depended on. Granted that colonialism was exploitative and that
Igalaland was a viable cash crops producing zone during the halcyon days of British
colonialism, little is known, from the book on the nature and experience of the cotton
production and trade in specific terms in entire Igalaland particularly from the early
twentieth century up to 1986. Therefore, this study hopes to fill this gap in knowledge
by focusing centrally on the dialectics of cotton production and trade in Igalaland
during the convoluted periods of colonialism, depression, interwar years and upto the
early post-independence era. This will help to enrich further, the economic history of
Igalaland.
R. Smith in his assessment of Adoru District, Idah Division in 1913 provides
an indispensable account of the early dynamics of British colonialism and the local
response in this region of Igalaland. In his report, Smith documents the various
attempts made by British colonial authority to ensure that the economy of Adoru
district and by extension Igalaland was transformed. He asserts that role of colonial
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agricultural extension workers, missionaries and local chiefs in ensuring that cash
crops or income generating crops were consolidated in Adoru district. He expressed
worry that the inability of the natives to pay taxes regularly could only be
permanently addressed if they were made to see reasons to shift planting of more land
and more export crops compared to insignificant crops with low international value.
Smith further argues that the only way the people can be mainstreamed into
international economy and made to benefit from potentials were for them (natives) to
cultivate crops like the new exotic cotton, Ground nut, Palm produce, Kola nuts,
Rubber among others. In the bid to justify colonial exploitation, forced labour and
imposition of taxation, the socio-economic lifestyle of the native were painted in a
very wrong and negative image. Robert Smith stated that the rich alluvial soil of
Adoru district as in other parts of Igalaland supports agricultural production but that
unfortunately the attitude of the natives and their sheer laziness did not allow them to
engage in meaningful economically rewarding ventures. He avers that:
Their character leaves much to be desired. They have a reputation for
lying even among other natives…the men appallingly lazy though this is
usual among races inhibiting a country whose soil is as fertile as that of
Adoru. They fare just enough for food, drink and seed and a little over
in the case of... The young men amuse themselves going from village to
village, drinking all that they can get and running after such women as
happened to be without husband. 38
He recommended that more punitive measures should be introduced on tax defaulters
and surmises that cotton and oil palm hold the key to the unlocking of the potentials
of the district. It was in the bid to develop the economy within the context of
European imperialist pattern that cotton farms and plantations were established in
various parts of the district. The British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA)
working through the agricultural officers and the local chiefs distributed free cotton
seeds to the farmers.
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District and village heads were mandated to set up cotton farms which served
as an advocacy, propaganda and experimentation centre. Colonial touring officers
routinely visited such farms to observe and report to the district officers on the state of
affairs and recommend possible means of transformation. Smith also documented the
various economic activities of the people especially within the cotton and textile
manufacturing industries in this part of Igalaland. He stated that the district, from oral
accounts have a reputation for being a viable cotton farming zone in the Southern tip
of Igalaland. He lamented that the native or inhabitant of this district have remained
poor and unable to pay their taxes because they had refused to rapidly embrace the
new cash crops which have been the source of transformation in core Northern
Nigeria.
Further insights on the mode of taxation and the challenges the early tax
assessors encountered in the district were isolated and discussed. From Smith’s point
of view, it is clear that colonial taxation was indeed a conduit pipe to ensure that the
native engaged in the cultivation of cash crops and perpetually remained at the
consumers of finished manufactured textiles. Smith also documents the nature of land
tenure system in the district and the role of women in agriculture and trade. The
market systems and how were organized were also isolated and analyzed. The
relevance of this paper to this study cannot be overstated. For instance, Smith report
shows the earliest account of the British colonial authority attempt in establishing
cash crop economic infrastructure in this region of Igalaland. In this regard, this report
documents how cotton became entrenched in the local economy of Adoru district of
Igalaland and how the native responded to this sudden economic transformative
initiative that was forcefully implemented.
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One major defect of Robert Smith’s report is that it is more anthropological
and lacking in historical depth. Besides, the report only documented the state of
economy, law and order in Adoru district in 1913 and did not delve into the historical
fundamentals of cotton production and marketing in the entire Igalaland. Even within
the district covered, only passive remarks on cotton, oil palm and kola nut were made
within the context of the attempt been made by the British colonial state to transform
or modernize the rural economy of Igalaland. In other word, the report on cotton was
made only to justify the imposition of taxes and why certain tax regimes must be
sustained.
This present study is an attempt to document the history of cotton production
and marketing in Igalaland, central Nigeria, 1900-1986 with a view to understanding
the general ideology of British colonial cotton development in the entire Igalaland and
to further transcend the argument beyond the colonial epoch to the late twentieth
century (1986) to understand both the local and external forces that influenced, shaped
and undermined the development of cotton in this region.
V.O. Edo and Attah, N.E,39 examine the nexus between cash crop Production
and Trade in Igalaland of Nigeria and its manifestation and consolidation of class
formation. Challenging the vent for surplus theorists, they assert that in the relentless
search for market and raw materials in colonial outlets, existing traditional capitalist
structures were used by foreign firms to facilitate export of agricultural products,
especially in the colonial period. They demonstrate how cash crop production and
trade in Igalaland became characterized by class formation, which was thought to be
absent in the colonial economic system because of its perceived traditional nature.
The identified some of the basic cash crops in Igalaland during the halcyon days of
colonial administration to include cotton, rubber, palm oil and palm kernels.
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They argue that these crops alongside other staple food crops thrived in
Igalaland because of the rich alluvial nature of the soil and the favorable weather and
climatic conditions of the area which supported agriculture and allied crafts. The
preponderance of these crops provided the meeting point for both production and
markets. While farmers ensured that these crops were available, it was through the
marketing systems that they got to the final consumers or industrialists who
transformed them into finished products. Edo and Attah also documented the pattern
and colonial strategies of incorporating the Igala economy into the global capitalist
economy. These included the pioneering military expeditions of 1841 by Captain
Trotter William and Allen which explored the Niger and exposed its rich economic
potentials to the world. The role of early European merchant companies and their
interventions and direct involvement in politics, administration and economic
governance were appraised. Further emphasis was placed on the activities of Sir
George Goldie Taubman and the Royal Niger Company (RNC)
This literature is highly significant to this present study on Cotton production
and marketing in Igalaland. They demonstrated the preeminence of cotton in Igalaland
tracing it to the precolonial era when textile industries flourished in Igalaland. They
noted that the pre-colonial Igala textile flourished because of the preponderance of a
viable cotton industry that provided the needed raw materials and sustained the local
entrepreneurs. They poignantly observe that by the 19th century, important centres of
textiles, which depended on cotton production, existed in Idah, Ejule, Abejukolo and
that the bulk of Igala’s cotton crop was cultivated by peasants on mixed plots mainly
in Abejukolo, Olliah, Amagede. However, with the emergence of British colonial rule,
new quest for cotton from Igalaland became intensified. This they noted was in order
to ensure steady supply of cotton to the textile industry in Lancashire.
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It was a result of the need to satisfy colonial textile needs that Igalaland joined
Hausaland to export cotton to the United Kingdom in commercial quantity
particularly from the early twentieth century. They showed that there was an increase
in the volume of cotton exported from Igalaland from 1902 to 1913. About 25 bales in
1902. In 1903, it rose 750 bales and 16200 bales in 1913 Although efforts were made
to introduce exotic cotton seeds but it yielded infinitesimal result due to the attitude of
the people and the effects of the First World War.40
They also discussed the reasons for the involvement of the colonial state in
cotton and how such interventions undermined and exploited the local farmers. They
asserted that due to the high interest of the British government in cotton:
political officers-Residents and commissioners who worked through
the chiefs to force peasants to cultivate cotton on a large scale...the
colonial authority through the British Cotton Growers Association
(BCGA) encouraged the distribution of seeds of the best American
Cotton species to the peasants farmers. It was believed that the
production the best American cotton varieties needed in Lancashire
would replace the short staple species of Igala. However, the result of
that experiment was disappointing …the American varieties were
unsuited to the climate and vulnerable to various diseases. The Igala
peasant farmers even mixed the long staple with the short staple lint of
the local variety, which resulted in the production of low-grade lint, not
wanted in Lancashire 41
Edo and Attah also discussed the various attempts made by the colonial government
to expand cotton in some parts of Igalaland especially with the establishment of a
cotton plantation at Lokoja, Acharu and Ochaja which lamentably failed. This
propelled the colonial authorities to revert to the use of peasants for cotton. They
appraised the contribution of Igalaland within the entire gamut of export trade in
Northern Nigeria.
The relevance of Edo and Attah’s work to this study cannot be
overemphasized. Their study provide insights on the role of cash crops especially
Rubber, Palm produce and cotton in Igalaland and how it culminated to exploitation
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and engendered capitalist class formation. Their arguments on cotton, though very
brief, provide background historical information on the significance of cash crops and
trade in the colonial economy.
Despite these, the work has some weaknesses. First, it did not provide
explanation for the role of local agency in cotton production in Igalaland nor
demonstrate the implications of the great economic depression on Igala cotton farmers
particularly at time that they could make meaningful income from the sales of cotton.
Furthermore, little is known about the implications of the inter war years and how the
post-colonial state intervened in cash crop production and marketing and the
experience of Igala cotton farmers within this scenario. This study hopes to fill this
lacuna.
A.A. Baba in his work examines the development of Cotton Marketing
Initiatives in Ife Area of Igalaland up to 1976. He discusses the central role of cotton
in the economy and society of Igalaland since the pre-colonial era. He states that prior
to the advent of European colonialism, Igalaland just like many Nigerian societies,
had a flourishing cotton industry that supported the indigenous textile industrial
complexes through the provision of raw materials (Cotton). The favourable
environmental conditions of the area coupled with an active farming population
enhanced the cultivation of cotton and other cash and food crops. Commenting of the
nature of pre-colonial Igala cotton industry, he specifically observes that:
The Igala people had a highly developed cotton industry. The people
were famous for the production of very high and expensive quality
cloth, using home grown cotton which commanded a very high
demand from neighbouring communities…because of the prominence
of the Igala Igala textile industry that absolutely used home grown
cotton; tremendous efforts were made by communities to ensure
abundant production of cotton 42
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The major centres of cotton production in Ife area of Igalaland were Abejukolo,
Bagana, Ogodu and Oliya. Others include Akpanya in Adoru district, Idah, Ejule,
Alloma, Ollamaboro among others. These communities produced the bulk of the
cotton which the Lokoja ginnery depended on. In the bid to ensure steady supply of
cotton, effective marketing strategies were designed by the colonial merchant
companies in collaboration with the colonial state. As Baba further argued, an
effective and efficient marketing is germane and imperative to every production
process and it was a critical component of the colonial administrative infrastructures
upon which cotton industry thrived in Nigeria. The author also identifies some of the
colonial cotton marketing initiatives which started with the construction and
maintenance of evacuation routes with little or no compensation, use of town criers in
collaboration with government officials to pass information on cotton trade from the
metropoles to the natives.
He surmises that the failure of the Ife cotton industry of Igalaland and that of
the Nigerian cotton industry is linked principally to the collapse of a marketing
strategy. Besides, Baba also discusses the role of merchant companies and the
colonial military in the conquest and subjugation of the Igala area and outlined the
hidden economic motives behind such adventure. In this regards, the need for a
secured source of raw materials particularly cotton, palm oil and palm kernels,
rubber and an investment or market opportunities or outlets were analyzed as the
driving economic motives that underscored British colonial conquest and exploitation
in Igalaland. With specific focus on cotton, Baba observes that the British Cotton
Growing Association (BCGA) with support from the colonial government had
monopoly rights in the purchase of cotton in Igala area. The upsurge of interest in
cotton development in the zone was linked to the deleterious consequences of the
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American Civil War, which culminated to a drastic reduction in supply of cotton from
the United State to the United Kingdom.
The cotton marketing system in Ife area of Igalaland, the author observes,
revolved around the Producers or farmers, Licensed Buying Agents (LBAs) and
trading firms. The local producers or farmers of cotton had no knowledge of what
happened to their cotton even at the ginnery. More lamentably, they had no power to
determine or negotiate prices for their cotton as these were monopolized by the British
Cotton Growing Association which fixed cotton prices under the pretense of
prevailing circumstances or prices at the international market. This unfortunate
scenario was exploitation without redress. The farmers knew that they were been
exploited and cheated through price manipulation but had to power to seek redress.
During the depression eras and the inter war periods, some farmers had to abandon
their cotton to rot away in the farms because of the ridiculous low prices of their
produce.
He described the patterns of cotton trade in Ife area noting that cotton markets
were usually, officially, opened annually between November and December by the
Marketing Board. This was adequately communicated to the farmers and other
necessary trade information publicized through town criers. The mercantile buying
conglomerates had established buying stations in designated places and weighing
scales were used to determine the quantity of cotton and the corresponding price to be
paid. The prices were often written in a book called the recorder. Most farmers lacked
the understanding of the readings of the scale and were often at the mercy of the
buyers. Apart from the scale determiner, other people worked at the buying stations to
provide supportive roles in bagging, stacking and security of cotton until they are
transported to the Lokoja ginnery.
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Baba further provides penetrating insights on the undergirding factors that
influenced cotton marketing in Ife area of Igalaland. Some of these are the availability
of cheap cotton, the availability of farm inputs like free cotton seeds by the British
Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) in addition to obligations to pay taxes to the
colonial state and to remain relevant within the export cash economy. The obnoxious
roles of the Licensed Buying Agents who intermittently engaged in price distortions,
for their own selfish reasons were discussed. Some of the LBAs through barefaced
exploitation became established middlemen in the society. Baba avers that
There was alleged maneuvering of weighing scales by the LBAs. This
involved tightening of the scale to interrupt its actual readings. The
peasant farmers was only suspicious that he was been defrauded, but did
not actually know the level of the fraud…the consequence of this was
that even when the producer prices rose, the producer income continued
to fall 43
Apart from the role of the LBAs, the author also shed light on the role of Marketing
Board in the cotton export trade. Tracing the history of the marketing board to the
West African produce control board, the author asserts that the Marketing Board was
designed to ensure more efficient price stabilization and equalization through
determining and fixing of the seasonal prices of cotton. The Board was also intended
to provide fun for the economic development and rehabilitation of cotton producing
areas but unfortunately the Ife area never benefitted from such an intervention.
He described the statutory powers of the Board and outlines the various
sections of its functions and how it impinged on cotton production and marketing in
Nigeria and Ife area of Igalaland. Special attention was paid to the Northern Regional
Marketing Board (NRMB) established by the Northern Regional Marketing Board
Law, No.7 of 1954. Parts of its functions which relates directly to cotton, the subject
matter of this study is that which reflects on theoverbearing powers to make
marketing arrangement for seed cotton and in fixing seasonal prices of cotton,
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engagement of License Buying Agents, Opening and closing of cotton markets and
other related functions. Tabular representation of some seasonal prices of cotton in
Nigeria from 1957/58 up to 1974 buying seasons were given and analyzed.40
Baba also noted that the Board had the sole power of giving approval to cotton
evacuation routes and determined the cost of evacuation and equally appointed
License Buying Agents whose duties ranged from grading, purchasing, bagging,
storage and transport of cotton to the appropriate ginnery. Apart from this body, the
author also discusses the role of cooperative societies in Ife Igala cotton marketing
system. Specific instances of the Igala Cooperative Union (ICU) and later the Idah
Produce Trading Company (IPTC) were analyzed. He concluded by arguing that the
Ife cotton industry encounter and subsequent incorporation into the global capitalist
economy accounts for the poverty and underdevelopment of the industry since the
colonial epoch. He said that the initial interventions of the British colonial
administration through the BCGA in Igala cotton industry were never genuine as it
was all intended to serve the economic interest of the British industrial needs.
He states that:
The establishment of cotton plantations or experimental stations,
distribution of free seedlings and other incentives to cotton farmers
were all imperialistic devices and strategies aimed at making the
people to ignore their looms and to perpetually remain the producers of
raw cotton for the British textile industries. They were only aimed at
creating a core-periphery relation between the peasant economy and
Europe…rather than boasting the Ife cotton industry, the activities of
the foreign firms and their agents stifled it…local cotton was replaced
with exotic variety…the exotic variety was considered too coarse for
the native textile industry …various persuasive and coercive strategies
of government were put in place to achieve the objective of replacing
the local variety without due consideration to local consideration. 45
This essay by Baba from all intents and purposes deals directly on the aspects of
marketing strategies that developed from the colonial epoch up to the 1970 in the
Igala cotton industry. In this regards, the relevance of the work to this study can be
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appreciated when gleaned from it methodological approach to unravelling the salient
dynamics in colonial cash economy of Igalaland particularly with regards to cotton
tectile production and trade. Although the scope of Baba’s essay is on one area of
IgalalandIfe, it nevertheless provides a modicum of historical knowledge on the pre-
colonial and colonial cotton industry in the region which will help for a comparative
analysis of the entire cotton producing communities in Igalaland.
Marisa Candotti42examines Cotton Growing and Textile Production in
Northern Nigeria from Caliphate to Protectorate c. 1804-1914. She surmises that
first economic aim of the British colonial administration shortly amalgamation was to
develop the cotton industry. The cotton industry development was however not to
serve the economic and development interests of the local farmers or service the
textile industry but to principally serve the economic and industrial interests of the
colonizing state-Britain. Candotti further explored how the changes in the
international scene particularly the outbreak of World Wars and the great economic
depression brought African cotton farmers into collision with the European cotton
merchants. In fact, careful analysis of the factors that spurred British interest in
Nigeria’s cotton industry were identified and analysed. In this regards, Candotti
explained the influence of the American Civil War and the concomitant need for a
diversified source of raw material supply to the British textile industries as props for
the meteoric imperial interest in Nigeria’s cotton industry. Candotti noted that:
During the American Civil War 1858-1865, the powerful British Cotton
Growing Association sought for Lancashire new sources of raw material
to replace the cotton that had formerly come from the southern states of
the USA, and thus attempted to make Northern Nigeria a vast new
centre of cotton cultivation. Due to the long distances separating the
area from the sea, nearly 700 miles in all, better transport was an
obvious necessity for a large-scale export trade. The British government
was convinced to build the railway in 1911 and ordered its officials to
undertake propaganda for cotton in the countryside. The colonial
administration also promoted the cultivation of a new species of cotton
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for export through market incentives. But cotton prices in the domestic
market were almost always higher than the export market could support.
British colonial cotton policy, based on investment in railways and
irrigation to yield huge cotton plantations, failed and the main export
crop from Northern Nigeria became groundnuts. Its failure was
probably due to its inability to capture the robust domestic economy of
handicraft textile production, which satisfied West African continental
demand for cloth.43
Candotti further provides useful insights on the growth and transformation of
Hausaland particularly in the nineteenth century noting that the economy of pre-
colonial Northern Nigeria thrived because of the indispensable role of cotton which
spurred the growth of textile industries thereby promoting socio-economic and
political development. Prominent examples of Kano and Zaria textile industries were
cited as areas that witnessed an upsurge in urbanization as a result of cotton and
textile industries.
The author also demonstrated how the local textile industries competed with
foreign Lancashire based textiles for cotton. It is instructive to note that during the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries due to the global economic downtown, cotton
became more expensive at the local market than at the international market. This
forced many farmers to sell their cotton to the local textile industries who used local
raw techniques in the processing and transformation of the raw cotton. In this regard,
Candotti, therefore, asked some salient questions which are germane to this study on
the Igala. For instance, Candotti observed; how could a local handicraft industry,
using a low level of technology, compete with a modern, market-oriented industry?
Why did Europeans fail and when did they acquire and maintain their comparative
advantages in the manufacture and export of cotton textiles?
Candotti further situates the nexus between land, cotton and labour in her
analysis within the historical contours of Myint’s vent-for-surplus theory.
Commenting on the relevance of the theory, the author observes that:
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the rapid growth of African export agriculture during the early colonial
period in West Africa could be explained by the bringing into
production of previously unused supplies of land and labour. This
theory has been the starting point of any debate within the field of
African economic history, and it is indispensable for an analysis of the
history of cotton growing and textiles during the period of transition to
the colonial period 47
Candotti also argues that most of the colonial administrations in Africa were founded
on well-established existing socio-economic organizations. During the colonial period,
there were undoubtedly long-term sources of higher productivity and increased food
security in African agriculture, like the adoption of new crops and crop varieties. But
the costs and changes that occurred in the domestic organization of production are still
a matter for discussion. On the other side, the colonial administration’s efforts to
promote crop production for export through market incentives foundered on the
imperfections of the colonial export market itself. Indeed, the colonial cotton policy
must be understood as a set of struggles between African cotton growers and
consumers of cotton and yarn, colonial administrators, local and European merchants,
against the background of both the ideology and practice of colonialism.
The paper also discussed the nature of Nigeria’s cotton export and colonial
policy. Special attention was paid on the role of the British colonial government and
on the influence of the BCGA, mercantile entrepreneurs and Northern Nigerian
traditional rulers. Candotti linked the history of Nigeria’s colonial export to the
intervention of the Church Missionary Society attempt to export from Yoruba land in
the late nineteenth century. This was however, given more fecundity with the
formation of the BCGA in Manchester in 1902, following the cotton famine in Britain
as a result of the negative consequences of the American Civil War.
Candotti asserts that “British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) was
formed to provide supplies to Lancashire cotton manufacturers as an alternative to
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cotton from the United States”48 However, attempt towards the development of Cotton
in Northern Nigeria by the British colonial government started in 1904.
The BCGA therefore, took keen interest in Kano and Zaria by virtue of their
historical antecedence as cotton and textile zones for the development of cotton
production and marketing initiatives in the entire Northern Nigeria. Subsequent
development in transportation particularly in terms of railways was anchored upon the
fact that Northern Nigeria would provide viable sources of raw materials for the
empire manufacturers. The role of BCGA in the production and marketing of cotton
in Northern Nigeria such as the formation of ginneries, distribution of free cotton
seeds to farmers, establishment of buying station and fixing of prices were also
discussed The role of government in the advancement of cotton farming was equally
adumbrated. Consequently, the author states that:
The Northern Nigeria government was also greatly involved in
promoting cotton growing, and local rulers were urged to play a role in
the propagation of cotton. For example, the Emir of Katsina had
instructed four district heads to get every adult male to put in at least
one acre of the crop. In 1910, it was also suggested that a preferential
rate of taxation could be applied to farmers who planted the fibre and an
experimental cotton farm was started at Maigama near Zaria.50
The paper is of immense relevance to this study as it provides deeper historical
reflections on the early history of cotton farming and the dynamics of textile
production and marketing in Northern Nigeria particularly from the late nineteenth
century up to the twentieth century. By linking the earliest history of cotton trade to
the Church Missionary Society, the book sheds new light on the history of cotton
production in Northern and will therefore help to illuminate the place of Iglala cotton
farmers and traders in the entire gamut of colonial cotton production in Nigeria.
John Ebute Agaba’s Colonial Agricultural Policies in Idomaland, 1920-1960
is another useful literature to this study.51Although not directly on the Igala, it dwells
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on the Northcentral Nigerian experience in the colonial economy. Agaba’s examines
the various agricultural policies of the British colonial government in Idomaland,
Northcentral Nigeria and how such policies impinged on the economy and society.
Generally, in Nigeria, the author outlines four major areas of in which the colonial
government intervened in agriculture to include experimentation, education, and
diversification of crops and organization of agricultural cooperatives but however
observes that in the Idoma experience, colonial agricultural policy took two distinct
dimensions. He surmises thus:
The first showed the move by the colonial administration to implement
agricultural policies compatible with the general interests of the colonial
economy …this represented the efforts by authority to stimulate the
growth of suitable cash crops such as cotton, rubber…and fibers all with
the singular aim of boasting exports. The second was shown in the
strategies adopted by Idoma farmers to adjust their productive
capabilities to meet the challenges of the emergent cash economy. 52
Agaba also examines the reasons for the intervention of the British colonial
administration in the agricultural sector. He asserted that it was the need to boast the
rural economy through the enhancement of the major cash crops in the area that
spurred the interest of the colonial state in Agriculture. Apart from this, he also
discusses how the quest for the production of viable quality raw materials especially
cash crops suitable for the techno-industrial needs of the metropole created and
sustained British interests in Idoma agriculture. The peasant farmers, he noted needed
to engage in the cultivation of cash crops in order to meet their colonial administrative
obligations such as the payment of taxes and to also enable them “patronize a host of
imported consumer durables from the profits of cash crop production”.53 The
intervention of colonial authority in agriculture he further stated also involved the
development of special agricultural schemes like mixing farming, introduction of
improved seedlings, soil conservation, irrigation and agricultural extension services.
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He also stated the central thrust of colonial agricultural policy in the entire Benue
Province to include experimental work to test, improvement of farming methods,
maintenance of soil fertility and improvement of crops and extension work-that is
passing of information to the farmers, when such information has been thoroughly
tested and proven experimentally.
The role of institutional frameworks such as the Colonial Agricultural
Department in the establishment of Yandev Experimentation Centre coupled with the
role of the centre in the distribution of cotton ideas in the zone was discussed. He
further outlines the role of the Native Authority in the development of Agriculture in
the Benue Province and the challenges that early colonial agricultural officers
encountered in their attempt to entrench and stimulate the interest of the local farmers
in adopting new species of crops developed and distributed by the colonial
government freely to the people. The effects of the First World War and the great
depression on the economy and the reactions of the natives to the fall in the prices of
agricultural produce including cotton were also analyzed. Agaba acknowledged that
the development of agriculture in colonial Benue Province encountered certain
challenges which ranged from acute shortage of trained personnel, financial
challenges orchestrated by the general global downtown.
In addition, the author also discusses the five years Agricultural Development
Plan of the colonial government and how it affected the Idoma Division. The purpose
of the plan, he noted, was to promote the production of export crops, in order to meet
the raw material needs of the British industrial manufacturing companies, including
those of the Lancashire textile giants that were desperately in need of cotton. The
collaboration between the colonial state and the Native Authority and merchant
companies in the development of colonial Agricultural policy and the general
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dissatisfaction it generated among the locals were also discussed. Apart from this, the
establishment of plantation in different parts of Idomaland, the introduction of
mechanical processes or agricultural mechanization and crop reticulation processes
were equally isolated and analyzed from an economic history perspective.
Strangely, the author discloses that despite the enormous investment of the
colonial government in the transformation of agriculture, the natives were unprepared
and unready to forego their traditional agricultural practices to the new techniques.
Agaba cited copious instance of cases were local Idoma farmers, out of fear of the
viability of exotic new species of crops, had to combine both the old and hybrid crops
in the same farm. In other words, some cotton farmers, for instance, had to mix both
the old cotton seedlings with the new cotton seedlings generated from the colonial
agriculture experimental stations. This created problem for the buyers as the
traditional cotton was unsuitable for the international market due to its poor fibre
content.
The extension workers whose duty it was to educate the farmers on the
consequences of this were unfortunately ill-equipped, poorly motivated and lacked the
resources to traverse the entire Idomaland. Most of the colonial agricultural extension
workers could “not inspire much confidence on the part of the farmers hence their
negative reaction” for instance, commenting on the disinterest of the native farmers, a
colonial report states that “on the need to engage in the use of compost and soil
conservation techniques, the farmers were obviously refusing to accept them” In order
to ensure that the farmers adopt by force most of the colonial agricultural policy in
Idomaland, fiat legislative measures were adopted. The Native Authority Agricultural
Ordinances were passed and violators punished. Adoption and practice of new
agricultural policy became a yardstick for obtaining Agricultural loans.
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Agaba also examines the general impact of the colonial agricultural policies.
He stated that such policies impacted on the local farmers in both negative and
positive dimensions. He avers that it led to the consolidation of cash crop economy
and created a centre-core periphery relation between the Idoma and the Empire
economy. The negative consequences of the great depression of 1929-1930s in which
the prices of the major export crops including cotton collapsed had disastrous
consequence on the socio-economic welfare of the native farmers. He concluded by
noting that the real motive for colonial agricultural policies in this region was
intended to promote the production and marketing of export crops like cotton, palm
produce, soya beans, and others through sheered propaganda. The colonial
government’s central concern was to produce these crops to feed the British industries,
a strategy that culminated to exploitation and the underdevelopment of African
societies by Europe. In fact, in spite of the propaganda, colonial agricultural policies
in Idomaland had little impact on the people.
Agaba’s work is of immense relevance to this study. First, from a historical
context, this present study benefits from the fundamental background information
which is discussed in the work. For instance, the policy implications of the colonial
state with regards to export agricultural development in Benue province and
Idomaland are important in understanding the Igala experience. Although his work
worked on Idomaland, it is instructive to note that both Idomaland and Igalaland were
both under the same Northern Nigeria prior to the post Second World War
administrative reorganization and most of the colonial policies had semblance but
their effects and reaction from the natives varied.
William Moseley and Leslie Gray53 provide a comprehensive historical and
developmental overview of the changing trajectories of cotton production and textile
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manufacturing in Nigeria in particular and in Africa general. The authors articulated
clearly the way cotton production is linked between the poor farmers, wealthy
consumers, Non-Governmental organizations, industrial giants and agronomic
laboratories in Nigeria. They aver that in Nigeria and other parts of Africa, the history
of cotton dates to antiquity and that over the years, the history of why cotton is grown
in which locales, by whom, in what quantity, and with which techniques involves
international politics, colonial power, environmental factors, and in many instances,
coercion. They opined that:
African farmers sell their cotton to private companies and parastatals
whose stakeholders depend on the sale of the crop and who may have
instituted a number of policies and programs to guarantee the continued
production of this crop and the flow of money into their
coffers…African cotton is sold on the international markets at a price
largely related to the actions of the global powers…and to the whims of
international consumers…so cotton is not just a crop, it is a commodity
rooted in African soil, with consequences for local livelihoods, that is
situated in an international web of economic transfers reflecting
historical and contemporary power structures…cotton can be seen as an
important thread of the globalization in Africa. Through a set of linked
case studies, we can comprehend the nested dynamics of crop in the soil,
in local African communities, in national political economies, and in
international circuit of power and commerce.54
The role of textile manufacturing in Britain and how it spurred rapid transformation in
African cotton industry were identified and discussed. The role of the industrial
revolution in Britain with its remarkable transformation in textile and chemical
industries , energy and engineering, the influence of American Civil War(1861-1865)
and the cotton famine orchestrated by boll weevil attacks were enumerated for being
responsible for the sudden upsurge in the development of cotton cultivation in Africa.
Furthermore, the authors also outlined the role of early missionaries, the colonial state
and trading companies in the development of cash crops in Africa.
The book also examines the potentials of cotton in addressing poverty through
rural transformation. They demonstrate through a commodity chain perspective, the
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role of cotton in the transformation of rural economies especially in Sub-Saharan
Africa. The gendered dimension of cotton cultivation and its trajectories were
discussed. Narrating the emergent place of women in cotton cultivation, they observed
that:
while women historically grew cotton in small gardens in many areas
of West Africa, the crop is now largely grown by male-headed
household and by young men… this transition from a crop that that is
grown by men and women to one that is almost exclusively grown by
men, relates to the change during the colonial era from cotton being
grown for local cloth production to its cultivation as a cash
crop…colonial authorities, and postcolonial African governments,
targeted men over women for extension services, agricultural credits
and land rights inhibited women.55
The book also examines how cotton is producing poverty in post-colonial West Africa.
In this case, the age-long unequal trade relations and exploitations of African farmers
by global economic giants were discussed. The power relations and price formation
in cotton commodity chains in West Africa were isolated and analysis. Critical case
studies were drawn from cotton production in Burkina Faso, Mali, Kwazulu Natal,
South Africa, Benin, and Nigeria among others.
One of the weaknesses of this book is that it focuses on the commodity chain
angle and forgets about the dynamics of political economy, especially between the
developed North and the periphery countries and also the role of World Trade
Organization (WTO) in consigning African export crops to the fringes. By focusing
on the commodity chain level of analysis to explain post-colonial underdevelopment
of Sub-Saharan African cotton, the authors fail to reflect the historical roots of the
globalization process which is the harbinger of poverty in the African cotton industry.
By documenting the changes and continuities in Igala Cotton Industry from the
colonial era up to 1986, this study hopes to shed light on the intersections of global
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mercantile power play, state intervention in trade undermined the growth and
development of Igala cotton industry.
The book is relevant to this study in many areas. First, the book provides
useful up-to-date insight on the dynamics of cotton production in post-colonial West
Africa which further deepens understanding of the global and local issues that
underscored debate in cotton production and marketing upto 1986 in Nigeria and how
it impinged on the Igala cotton farmers. Furthermore, as the author acknowledged, the
globalization process had impinged and manifested in Africa in several dimensions
which had heightened the incidence of poverty in the region. In Nigeria, this process
had its most deleterious effects on cotton industry following the entrenchment of the
neoliberal economic policies of the Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in Nigeria
in 1986. SAP was an International Monetary Fund and World Bank policies which
culminated to the liberalization of the economy through the dismantling of the
Commodity Board, devaluation of national currencies, privatization and
commercialization among others. William and Gray’s book therefore provides a
sound intellectual framework upon which the impact of this neoliberal policies and
the globalization process on Igala cotton industry could be illuminated and
interrogated to reflect the peculiar experiences of the people.
Another theoretically relevant literature to this study is J.S. Hogendorn’s the
Vent-for-Surplus Model and African Cash Agriculture to 1914.56 He discusses the
vent-for-surplus model, developed by Hla Myint in explaining the sudden growth in
export crops trade between third world countries and developed countries in the early
twentieth century. Hogendorn, using five major export crops from colonial Africa
asserts that the model is highly relevant in understanding socioeconomic
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transformation that characterized African societies as a result of European colonial
rule.
The five products Hogendorn examined include, Kola in Asante, Palm
products along the southern coast of West Africa, Cotton in Uganda and Nigeria, and
Groundnut in Senegambia and Northern Nigeria. The author avers that the Model is
useful and accurate in identifying demand increases, a land constraint, the role of
imported incentive goods and improvement in transport as sound thesis in the
understanding of the surge in cash crops exchange in Africa. Apart from this, another
relevant section of Hogendorn’s paper to this study is the section that dwells on cotton
in Uganda and Nigeria.
Testing or juxtaposing Hla Myint’s model against this crop, the author
demonstrates, clearly, factors responsible for the sudden increase in demand for cotton
from Uganda and Nigeria. In this perspective, the challenge posed by the American
Civil War (1861-1865) and later the boll weevil plaugue of the 1890s in the United
States were discussed as reasons for the international interest for the cultivation of
cotton in Nigeria during the colonial epoch. In addition, Hogendorn argued, correctly
too, that demand for cotton from Nigeria, Uganda and other African countries were
also created by the industrial revolution in Europe which culminated to rapid
transformation in textile manufacturing in Britain.
The author also reiterated that development in transport systems especially
railways, seaports and roads were instrumental in promoting the development of
cotton production and trade exchange between Northern Nigeria and Britain. Practical
statistical data on the volume of trade between Nigeria and the imperial power-Britain
were discussed. The role of British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) in the
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expansion and consolidation of cotton cultivation and marketing particularly in the
core Norther cities of Nigeria like Katsina, Sokoto, Zaria were briefly analyzed.
Despite the usefulness and relevance of Hla Myint’s model in understanding
cash crop production in colonial Africa, Hogendorn, however, surmises that there are
certain shortcomings associated with the model. First, he stated that Myint model did
not take into consideration the role of indigenous entrepreneurship in African
economies during colonial epoch.He debunked the claim of lack of local initiatives
among African farmers and showed how local Hausa traders were at the centre of
cotton and ground nut trade during the period of world economic depression. During
this volatile period, cotton prices became more favourable at the local market than at
the international market and the local textile industry experienced a boom until the
colonial authorities made concrete effort through fiat legislations to displace these
local entrepreneurs. Hogendorn further argued that the Hausa local entrepreneurs
contrary to Myints model accumulated capital and became a class which to a large
extent challenged, albeit minimally the dominance of the foreign firms at a time of
global glut.56
The relevance of Hogendorn’s essay to this study cannot be overemphasized.
First, theoretically, Hogendorn provides further philosophical and theoretical insights
to the understanding of the props for the emergence of colonial export crop production
and trade in Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. Through Hogendorns theoretical
prism, this study on Igala benefits from his analysis of the tenets of Myints Model and
its weaknesses. Furthermore, this study hopes to examine the role of local
entrepreneurs and indigenous capital initiatives in the development of Igala cotton
industry particularly during the colonial epoch.
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Agaba John57 provides further penetrating historical analysis of the
multifaceted dynamics of issues that paved way for the entrenchment of British
colonialism and the introduction of cash crop agriculture in Idomaland in Northcentral
Nigeria. Agaba chronicles the changes that were initiated by the colonial authorities
towards transforming the native agricultural system to a new western agriculture
patterned along the production of crops that were destined for the British market. The
impact of such changes and how the local farmers responded to the introduction of
new cash crops in Idomaland were identified and analyzed.
Retrospectively, the following cash crops were isolated and discussed by the
author: Cotton, Groundnuts, Palm produce, Benniseed, Soya Beans, and Ginger
among others. The various strategies that were entrenched by the colonial authorities
to consolidate these cash crops such the introduction of colonial taxation, free seed
distribution, demonstration farms or agricultural experimental stations were also
discussed. The role of colonial state in commerce in Idomaland, especially the
interventions of the merchant firms and the creation of legislative and institutional
mechanisms like the Cotton, Groundnut, Palm produce and Cocoa marketing
ordinances coupled with the enactment of trade or commercial laws to guide export
trade were also discussed.
Within the context of this study, Agaba’s essay critically examines the place of
cotton production and trade in Idoma society during the halcyon days of British
colonialism. He acknowledged that prior to the expansion of cotton production in
Idomaland particularly from 1917 and 1922, that the Idoma had a developed local
cotton industry which provided the raw materials for the local Idoma textile industry.
He, however, remarked that with the internal changes in Britain orchestrated by the
industrial revolution and the challenge posed by the America Civil War which
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undermined the supply of cotton to Britain, there was the need for British government
working in collaboration with industrialists to advance course for the cultivation of
cotton in its colonies particularly in Northern Nigeria and Idoma area by extension.
The indispensable roles of British politicians and the BCGA, in colonial
exports were also analyzed. He documents how the imposition of effective
colonialism in Idomaland and the entrenchment of taxation and other colonial
infrastructure generated a radical turn around in the indigenous economic of the
people. The author argued that exotic Cotton was introduced in Idomaland from
Lokoja via Loko where the European had earlier established cotton ginnery in
addition, during farming season, the cotton seeds which were distributed free to
farmers were shipped from Lokoja via Lokoja and it was the duty of District Heads to
communicate the arrival to members of the society. The author also observed that
Idoma cotton farmers were skeptical about the viability of new cotton seedlings and in
some cases combined both the old and new species of cotton. Furthermore, the author
identified three challenges that undermined effective and efficient consolidation of
cotton in Idomaland during the early phase of British colonial administration. He
avers that: firstly, was the nature of the crop, and secondly, was the prices offered to
the local producers which was accentuated by the problem of marketing and thirdly,
because cotton was soil exhaustive and difficult crop to produce, it was necessary to
pay prices commensurate with labour and other inputs in its cultivation
The author also discusses how initial price incentives for cotton spurred local
production. Statistical figures of cotton prices and export volumes during the colonial
epoch were isolated and analyzed. In some cases, the author reiterates the exploitation
of cotton farmers by the Licensed Buying Agents particularly through the use of
weighing system which the local farmers never understood its workings or readings.
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Apart from the challenge of pricing, Agaba also laments how poor marketing structure
undermined the interest of local Idoma farmers in cotton production. He states that:
for the people to sell their cotton they had to take cotton loads either on
bicycles or on the head for long distances to such places like Loko and
Bagana on the Northern banks of the Benue. Within Benue province,
the Cotton trade was largely in the hands of middlemen … the Idoma
cotton producers had to transact their cotton trade through Hausa or
Ibira agents of the United African Company(U.A.C)…A government
circular to all residents forbade the buying of cotton lint by any person
except the company or its agents.in the same vein, it forbade the selling
of commodities outside buying stations…the introduction of Produce
Control Boards in 1942 and Marketing Boards in 1945 and with the
establishment of Cotton Marketing ordinance 1949 exacerbated the
problems of Idoma farmers. These Boards designed initially to stabilize
prices, increasingly siphoned the profits of producers as it paid them
very low prices.58
Agaba further demonstrates how the trade restrictions imposed by the British colonial
authorities in Idomaland negatively affected the farmers and engendered exploitation
without redress. The nefarious activities of the Middlemen particularly in underpaying
the local cotton producers were discussed. Copious evidence of instances of
exploitation of the local cotton producers in some parts of Idomaland were isolated
and analyzed.
Although Agaba’s work focuses on Idomaland, it is very significant to this
study on the Igala cotton industry and marketing in Igalaland in several areas. First,
the merit of the work primarily is on its findings of the local and external dynamics
that spurred the growth and development of cash crops in Idomaland which shares
common boundaries with Igalaland and constitute a microcosm of North central
Nigeria. Besides, the findings of the author that the growth of agricultural production
for export was in response to the incentives offered by the emerging cash economy
provides a sound intellectual foundation upon which a study on the Igala cotton
industry during the colonial epoch will be interrogated. By delving into the role of
British Cotton Growing Association, (BCGA), Agaba’s work provides a nuanced
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historical perspective to understanding the interventions of colonial agencies and state
in the economy of North central society and this provides a veritable platform for a
comparative analysis which will help to understand the similarities and peculiarities
associated with colonial administration in Igalaland and other adjourning ethnic
groups such as Idoma within the context of cotton production and marketing.
2.4 Conceptual Clarifications: Production, Trade, Cotton, Colonialism, Neo-
colonialismand Peasants
Production is a process of combining various material inputs and immaterial
inputs (plans, know-how) in order to make something for consumption (the output). It
is the act of creating output, a good or service which has value and contributes to the
utility of individual. Economic well-being is created in a production process, meaning
all economic activities that aim to directly or indirectly to satisfy human wants and
needs.59 Production in economic parlance could either be intended to satisfy
household needs or market demands. The Igala cotton industry represented a classic
case of production because the native farmers, using local technology (tools)
cultivated cotton. The cotton was harvested and processed either for household use
for sale. In this study, production is taken to mean the process of farming or producing
raw cotton for either local consumption or for exchange.
Trade which is used synonymous with marketing in this study, on the other
hand, is the art of buying and selling of goods and services. Trade involves a complex
process of exchange of goods between a producer (seller) and a buyer. Basically trade
could exist as either internal or external trade. Internal trade also known as local trade,
involves the buying and selling of goods and services within a community, region or
country. On the other hand, external or international trade connotes the buying and
selling of good and services across national frontiers or boundaries.60 For instance, the
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trade that exist between Igala land and Igbo communities is known as internal or local
trade while that which exist Nigeria and Britain is known as external or international
trade. In the context of Igala cotton industry, trade was a critical component. It had
both internal and external dimensions. Thus, Cotton had both internal and external
markets. In this study, trade is taken to mean the art of buying and selling of cotton.
Cotton: cotton, botanically known as gossipuim spp is a shrub that is indigenous to
tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world, including America, India and Africa.
Cotton plant grows to an average height of 3-6 feet (0.9-1.8 metres).61 The stalk
usually grows to a diameter of about 1 inch (25 mm). As a plant, cotton is well known
for its fluffy fibres. The fibre also known as cotton consists of spiral and unicellular
hairs of varying length from 1-2 or more inches.62 Cotton plants bear seeds which are
enclosed in the fibres. The seeds are usually very small. The fibres are well attached
to the seed. Both the seeds and the fibre have enormous industrial uses especially in
textiles manufacturing and agro-allied and industrial uses. Different varieties or
species of cotton exist. These include; g. arboretum, g.herbaceum, g. barbadense, and
g. hirsutum.63 Cotton fibre is used in textile industries where it is spurned into yarn
and other uses. The seeds have enormous oil potentials and chaffs used animal feeds.
2.4.1 Colonialism
Colonialism as historical and politico-economic concept connotes the forceful
conquest, domination, manipulation, exploitation and outright control of the socio-
economic, political and cultural spheres of a nation or society by another stronger and
more powerful nation.64 In African context, colonialism is seen as the systematic
processes that culminated to the effective occupation and control of Africa by
European countries particularly following the Berlin West African Conference of
1884/1885. Colonialism can be gleaned to mean the outward drive of certain people to
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build empires- both formal colonies and privileged positions in markets, protected
sources of materials and extended opportunities for profitable employment of
labour.65Colonialism is the economic control and exploitation of foreign lands arising
from the necessity for counteracting the impediments to accumulation of capital
engendered by the internal contradictions of the domestic capitalist economy.
European Colonialism in Africa was driven and sustained by the quest for raw
materials and the quest for profitable market where European manufactured goods
could be sold and profits made. Colonialism paved way for the introduction of cash
crops like Cotton, Cocoa, Groundnut, Rubber and the neglect of food crops from the
nineteenth century Africa.66 Bade Onimode explicitly argues, correctly too, that
colonialism in Nigeria manifested in the conquest by indigenous societies by the
British colonial agents using brute force and other techniques like Indirect rule to
extract compliance and total control of the people.67 Onimode clearly outlines the
strategies and manifestations of British colonialism in Nigeria to include the
monopolization of the economy, commodity production, manipulation of the local
agency, establishment of infrastructure of exploitation like roads, banking and
currency boards, taxation, forced labour, price manipulation and market imperfections
and the consolidation of cash crop economy.
Okpeh Okpeh citing H. Magdoft observes that colonialism undermined
Nigerian development through the consolidation of dependency and exploitation. He
specifically observes that colonialism negatively affected all facets of the economy
through:
the disruption of traditional self-sufficient and self-perpetuating
communities, introduction of private property in land, extending the
use of money and exchange, imposition of forced labour and
recruitment of labour force depending on wages, destroying
competitiveness native industry, creating new elite groups as political
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and economic junior partners of the imperial powers and the
imposition of the culture of metropolitan power. 75
Within the context of this study, colonialism is seen as a process and phenomenon that
manifested in the sudden conquest, domination and control of the Igala economy and
society by British Government. This conquest and domination clearly played out in
the introduction and propagation of the idea of new species of crops especially cash
crops like Cotton into the local economy and society of Igalaland. In Igalaland,
colonialism culminated to the introduction of taxation, forced labour and new trade
and marketing regulations like the centralization of trade by imperial merchant firms.
Traditional rulers were co-opted and in some cases, harangued to ensure the
unfettered colonial administration. New District Heads and Divisional officers, in
many cases, Europeans were appointed to administer the natives without their consent.
In the areas of trade, the right to market cotton was an exclusive preserve of the
colonial state and its agents while the local had no significant inputs.
2.4.2 Neo-colonialism
Neo-colonialism is the highest stage of imperialism. To those who practice, it
means power without responsibility. Kwame Nkrumah defined neo-colonialism as the
process of handing independence over to the African people with one hand only to
take away with another.69 He further sees neo-colonialism as clientele sovereignty or
fake independence: namely the practice of granting a sort of independence by
metropolitan powers with the concealed intention of making the liberated country a
client state and controlling it effectively by means other than political ones’. Neo-
colonialism is the superficial approach to dominating and controlling of an
independent nation by a hitherto colonial power. It is known as farce or flag
independence. 70
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Okpeh Okpeh avers that neo-colonialism is “the survival of colonial system in
spite of formal recognition of independence in African countries who became victims
of indirect and subtler forms of domination by political, economic, social, military and
technical forces... it is always the logical consequences of the lopsided or dependent
relationship between the country or colony and its colonizing power”71 Generally,
neo-colonialism is the reason behind the contemporary underdevelopment of Nigerian
and Igala cotton and textile industries. The introduction of the Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) in 1986 is one of the manifestations of the neo-colonial structures
which helped to undermine the cotton and textile sectors of the country and Igala land
in particular.
2.4.3 Peasants
The concepts of peasantry and peasants have been contentious among scholars.
However, in this study, attempt is made to clarify this and establish a working
definition for the purpose of this study. Daniel Thorner in his essay Peasant Economy
as a Category in Economic History72 defined peasant society as a society whose
primary constituent unit are semi-autonomous local communities with semi-
autonomous culture. This semi-autonomous culture is further broken down into
economic, political and cultural dimension. Within the field of economic history,
Daniel Thorner clearly identifies four basic features were as the defining
characteristics of a peasant economy which include;
To be termed a peasant, an economy must be primarily
agricultural…The typical and most representative units of production
are the peasant family household. The principal activity of the peasant
households is the cultivation of their own lands, strip or allotments.
The household may also engage in other activities; for example in
handicrafts, processing or even petty trade. 73
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John S. Saul and Roger Woods, African Peasantries74 sees peasant as a social-cultural
and economic category which is underpinned by dominance of agriculture, rural
livelihood techniques, predominance of indigenous knowledge system in the
production process. They specifically see the peasant as
those whose ultimate security and subsistence lies(sic) in their having
rights in land and in the labour of family members on the land, but who
are involved, through rights and obligations, in a wider economic
system which includes the participation of non-peasants…the colonial
situation was everywhere one is which the local population were both
exposed to new goods and services, and in many cases, subjected to
specific government enforced economic or labour demands with the
result that new needs were generated which could only be met by
participation in the cash- based market economy. Two ways of
participating were open to them: sale of their labour or sale of their
agricultural produce. 75
In fact, Daniel Thorner corroborating Saul and Rogers view further used four basic
variables that define African peasantry. In summary, these variables were identified as
“the presence or otherwise, of centres of labour demand such as industries, mines…
presence of suitable local environment for the production of agricultural crop sale
combined with the degree of availability of marketing opportunities for these
crops…presence of competitors with local producers and later the presence of
indigenous elites.”76
Chima Korieh in his book, The Land has Changed77 uses farmers, traders and
peasants to refer to the groups of people whose lives, economic activities and social
activities are largely tied to land. Chima observed that the African peasant is uniquely,
a social category because ofthe pursuit of an agricultural livelihood for subsistence
and commercial purposes; reliance on family labour as a unit of production;
subordination to state authority and market forces through which peasants’ surpluses
are extracted, and membership of a community that defines peasants’ outlook, attitude
and worldview.78
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Peasant as used in this study refers to the group of people whose means of
livelihood depended on agricultural production using local farm tools with common
socio-cultural and economic structures. They are not just mere producers of
subsistence but also producers for market. In the Igala case, this description is true as
the peasants were the cotton farmers whose livelihood depended on land while as the
cotton produced were intended for the international market. Just as Chima equally
observed correetcly too, African peasants and in this case, Igala peasants in particular,
were fluid social-economic class who alternated between farming and trade and in
some cases, simultaneously. The Igala peasants in this context were tied to land
especially agricultural activities including trade and craft industries and production
especially during the pre-colonial period were mainly for household need. Household
labour was the predominant source of labour. However, with the advent of
colonialism, the Igala peasants economy experienced certain changes as a result of the
introduction of cash crops and integration of the economy into the global imperial
market. This led to extraction of the peasants labour surpluses through imperial
designs like taxation, forced labour, marketing boards among others. Using local
technologies, the peasant produced all the cash crops which sustained the imperial
economy.
2.4.4 The Vent-for-Surplus Theoy and its Application toCotton Production and Trade
in Igalaland
The Vent-for Surplus theory is one of the theories that is relevant to the
understanding of the history of cotton production and trade in Colonial Africa and
Igalaland of central Nigeria in particular. The vent-for-surplus theory was first
mentioned by Adam Smith and later named by J.S. Mill and became popularized
through the work of Hla Myint of the London School of Economics.79 Other scholars
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who have adopted this theory to study the growth and development of one export crop
or the other in colonial Africa are Robert Shenton, W.M Freud, J.S Hogendorn, Sara
Barry, and G.H. Helleiner.80 As Hogendorn observes, Myint in the Vent-for-surplus
theory sees traditional societies prior to the opening of international trade as subject to
substantial underemployment of both land and labour, with international trade
providing the eventual vent for this surplus.
Hla Myint theory also known as the classical economic theory of international
trade is anchored upon five pillars which are briefly discussed here in order to lay bare
the applicability of the model to the understanding of the history of cotton production
and marketing in Igalaland. First, Myint opines that in the nineteenth century, the
African economy was isolated and subsistence in nature due to lack of transport
facilities and the corresponding high cost of transport for internal and external trade,
before the advent of international trade. Secondly, Myint further argued that the
isolated or closed economies of the Third World had potential surplus capacity for
output (vent) but was incapacitated due to the underdevelopment or absence of certain
means or factors of production. Myint argued that where land was the abundant factor
of production and labour the relatively scarce factor of production, labour supply
therefore became a challenge to increased production. He also states that even if
surplus land were matched with surplus labour, the labour will still be an
unproductive labour by virtue of underdevelopment that characterized colonial
territories in the third world.81
The third issue which underpinnes Myint theory is the narrowness of home
market as the reason for the lack of productive capacity and subsequent economic
isolation of colonial territories. As a result, Myint observes that improved transport
and communication systems could either promote international trade or trade could
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spur the growth of such infrastructure. The fourth central point of Hla Myint is the
view that it was the international trade that provided a vent and an effective demand
for the export commodities of the third world of which the Igala of Central Nigeria
under British colonial domination was part. In this perspective, it was the international
demand for cash crops especially cotton that brought the Igala into international trade.
Fifthly, Myint argues that the African peasant producers were encouraged or
motivated to participate in the export trade because of the availability of European
manufactured goods. This brought an incentive for increased efforts in form of the
energy and thought of the natives.
J.S. Hogendorn summarizes the key elements of the vent-for-surplus theory as
follws:
An area is isolated by high transport cost in both internal and external
trade…the area has a potential surplus capacity for output to the
existence of underemployed factors of production. Since land is the
abundant factor and labour the relatively scarce factor, the supply of
labour becomes the primary constraint on potential production…a
major role of international trade is to provide the effective demand for
a country’s export commodities. Increasing demand is the vehicle
which allows an areas surplus resources to be brought into
production… Improvements in transport and communication may
make trade possible, or alternately these improvements may be spurred
by the onset of trade…producers are stimulated to enter the export
market by the availability of manufactured goods imported from
abroad which provide the incentive for increased effort.82
The application of this theory to the understanding of the history of cotton production
and trade in Igalaland,1900-1986 cannot be overemphasized. From all indication,
Myint model is seen to be accurate in identifying demand increases, a land constraint,
the role of imported incentive goods and improvement in transport as import in most
cases. However, the model does not, place sufficient emphasis on indigenous capital
formation and the appearance of indigenous economic initiative in the explaining the
very large expansion of Africa cash agriculture before 1914. Hogendorn, examined,
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using cash crops, the application of the Vent-for-surplus modes on cotton in Uganda
and Nigeria.
Thus, to Hogendorn, the vent-for-surplus operated for cotton and some other
cash crops which ultimately led to increase in European demand for raw cotton textile.
This transformation was orchestrated by two principal factors. Firstly, orchestratedby
America Civil War (1861-65) and secondly then the Boll Weevil plague of the 1890s
which made industrialists in Manchester to set up the BCGA. The Growth of railway
in Northern Nigeria, creation of farm plantations and cotton trade ordinances were all
responses to boosting international trade in cotton.
G.K. Helleiner who uses the vent-for-surplus theory to explain the growth and
development of Nigerian exports from the early twentieth century has demonstrated
that cash crop expansion and consolidation in Nigeria was made possible through the
medium of international trade. To Helleiner, when world trade first made its strong
influence felt… it did so by reaching into the very midst of peasant
economy …through steady bringing of more land under cultivation and abandonment
of former leisure activities in response to higher returns. This transformation was
further spurred by the expansion of new transport and communication systems which
promoted the cultivation of cash crops in colonial Nigeria.83
The Hla Myint’s model has been challenged especially by his claim of African
economies being closed and isolated to international trade prior to the emergence of
European colonialism. In the Igala cotton industry, it is instructive to note that the
industry and economy in general was not isolated or closed as it had interacted and
engaged in long and short distance trade since the pre-colonial trade. However, it is
also imperative to note that British colonialism opened a new radical vista in the
African economy by introducing new trade dynamics which had remarkable impact
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on cash crop production even in Igaland for instance, the role of BCGA and the
Licensed Buying Agents and other merchant companies helped in the
internationalization of cotton trade in Igalaland and Central Nigeria at large within a
context that was unknown during the pre-colonial period.
Land was abundant and labour for the production of cash crops and in the
Igala cotton industry for instance were sourced from different means. First, land
ownership was communal and worked on the arrangement of every family or
household having customary rights to land. Although land appeared surplus, it was
however, owned by individuals family members who held it in trust for the AttahIgala.
Apart from family labour, there was also the cooperative labour in the Igala cash
economy during the colonial epoch. Labour migration from Igboland was also
common and provided the stimulation for the growth and development of the Igala
cotton Industry. 84
On the question of effective demand which Hla Myint model is harped on, this
study benefits from this theoretical premise. Although there was the local demand for
Igala cotton prior to the advent of British colonialism, it was the activities of BCGA
and the incessant demand for raw material (cotton) by the British textile
manufacturing companies in Lancashire that created and sustained the demand for
effective demand for Igala cotton within the international trade context particularly
from the beginning of twentieth century.85
The colonial state in collaboration with the local chiefs propagated the idea of
cotton cultivation in large quantities in this region. Free cotton seeds were distributed
while colonial taxation and the need to adapt to the changing social dynamics created
by colonial rule made the cultivation of cotton inevitable. The external market and
events in the Southern States of America created the demand for Igala cotton. Closely
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related to the issue of effective demand is the role of transport in promoting the
development of cotton production in colonial Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. The
railways, roads and the seaports which were constructed and dredged in different parts
of Northern Nigeria had cataclysmic effects in boasting trade especially cash crops.
From all indications, it is clear that this theory provides a better explanation to the
corpus of issues that undergirded the history of cotton production and marketing in
Igalaland within the period of this study and is a result adopted.
This theory aligns with the subject matter of this study in diverse ways.
Fundamentally, this theory deepens an understanding of the historical trajectory of the
Nigerian economy orchestrated by the development of colonial infrastructures. And
its relations to cash crop development. In other words, this theory provides reliable
answers or explanations to why cotton became a viable export crop in Igala land at a
certain epoch in Igala society (colonial period). This theory is useful in interrogating
the historical issues in the cash crop economy of this region particularly during the
interwar and post-world wars periods. The reason for this is due to the fact that
international development orchestrated by the global glot and strife had debilitating
economic consequences on the Igala economy especially as regards cotton production
and trade.
2.5 Conclusion
From the foregoing review, it is clear that there is a yawning gap in the
literature on the history of cotton production and trade in Igalaland of Central Nigeria,
1900-1986 hence the need for this study. Even though there eixist ample historical
evidence to buttress the fact that cotton production and trade thrived conspicuously in
this area during the colonial epoch, no scholarly historical effort have been made to
interrogate and interpret the nature of transformation that occureed in the Igala cotton
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industry from the early twentieth century upt to 1986. Besides, from the above review,
the uninformed may be tempted to believe that the Igala region was not an important
cotton producing region. Therefore, using the Hyla Mint’s Vent for Surplus Theory,
this study clearly interpreted the pattern and dynamics of cotton production and trade
in Igalaland of North central Nigeria.It is imperative to note that a study that
documents the changes and continuities in Igalaland cotton industry within this epoch
is necessary for leapfrogging economic development and industrialization. This study,
therefore, fills the gaps identified in the aforementioned reviewed texts. This study is
also important in adding value to existing literature on cotton production in Nigeria
from the perspective of Igala ethnic group in contemporary central Nigeria. In fcat, in
order to achieve the current government economic diversification programme, cotton
needs to be given its pride of place hence the choice of this topic and the period.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE IGALA SOCIO-POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM DURING THE PRE-
COLONIAL RULE
3.1 Introduction
The essence of this chapter is to provide a historical background or platform
for understanding of the history of the Igala, the geography, socio- political and
economic systems the pre-colonial period.
3.2 Geographical Location and Features
Igalaland (that is, Ane Igala) is geographically located between longitudes
60301 and 70501 East of the Greenwich Meridian and Latitudes 60301 and 80001 North
of the Equator. This strategic location, according to T.A. Miachi, places it within an
area corresponding roughly to South (Left bank) of Lower Benue and east (left Bank)
of the Niger Rivers in the area of their confluence covering area of about 13,150
square kilometers.1 J.S. Boston observes that Igala is ecologically located in a
transition belt region of Nigeria oscillating between the high forest conditions of the
coastal belt and the drier and more open conditions of savannah belt.
It is an area with an average rainfall pattern of 50 inches a year and this
favourable climatic and weather conditions support agricultural and non-agricultural
activities such as farming of different crops like yam, maize, cotton, millet, beans,
cassava, and other non-agricultural activities like indigenous crafts.2 Also,
geographical features like rocks, hills/mountains, rivers have also impacted on the
history of Igala. Some notable rivers in Igala land viz: Umabolo, Ajuna, Inachalo,
Ogugu, Olamaboro had served and still are serving as good sources of drinking
water ,food and means of transport to the people. Fishing which was a major
economic activity in Igala. Other human activitie like trade, hunting and farming were
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promoted by river transportation. In terms of boundary, the Igala shares boundary
with seversl other ethnic groups. J.N. Ukwedeh captured this situation thus:
Igala land is bounded by Rivers Niger in the West and Benue in the
North, Along the Niger, ane-Igala begins at Adumugu, a few
kilometers North of Onitsha and continues up to the confluence, from
where it protrudes linearly North-eastwards along the Benue,
terminating at Amagede in the Igala-Agatu boundary, the Eastern
boundary is demarcated by the Idoma polities of Onyagede and Otukpa
and Northern Nsukka areas of Eteh, Enugu-Ezike, Itchi, Edem, Uvuru,
Adani and Ogurugu on the River Anambra.3
In fact since the pre-colonial era, the proximity of the Igala to other ethnic groups has
promoted inter-group relations. These relations existed in the areas of economy,
society culture and politics. Furthermore, other geographical factors such as rainfall,
temperature, soil types and seasons equally influenced and still continue to influence
the pattern of agricultural production including cotton production and trade. In Igala
land, three different types of soil exist. These are; loamy, clay and sandy soils. These
soil types supported the growth of different kinds of crops. For instance, Loamy soil is
the most favourable soil for the cultivation of yam, maize and cassava while clay soil
supports the growth of cowpea and benniseed. Common economic trees like cashew,
oil palm and kola nuts gow luxuriantly in sandy soil.
Also, the rainfall pattern in Igalaland is such that it favours agricultural
production. Rainly season usually started around March/April and ends around
November, while dry season starts around December through March. For instance,
during dry season, clearing of land and bush burning are carried out. The land is
cleared through the use of locally made cutlases while large trees are ostracized
through bush burning. In this case, a farmer sets fire around a large tree through the
tap roots to ensure that the tree does not prevent humidity and virile temperature from
reaching the cultivated crops. Hunting activities are also mostly organized during dry
season. On the other hand, during rainy season, concerted efforts are geared towards
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cultivation and planting of crops. The average temperatures of 35-40 degreee Celsius
provide the needed stability for the planted crops to flourish.
Demographically, the total population of Igala which was at 1952 361,119
had by 1991, had reached 1.06 million.4
3.3 Igala History, Migration and Settlement
According to scholars of Igala history and culture like J.S. Boston, J.N.
Ukwedeh and T.A. Miachi, there are about four different versions on the Igala
tradition of origins, migration and settlement. These extant accounts are: the Arab-
Yemen and Ethiopian perspective, the Yoruba version, Benin, Hausa-Jukun versions.
These views are examined and appraised in this study.
According to Yakubu Omalle,The Igala people originated from Hausa land
around the 12th century A.D. Their migration was led by a Hausa Warrior known as
Queen Amina who fought her way to Idah in the 12th century. 5 According to this
version, it was Queen Amina, a powerful warrior that conquered many Hausa and
non-Hausa ethnic groups during the 12th century that later migrated to Igalaland and
particularly settled at Idah. The account also holds that it was Queen Amina
followers that latter began to re-settle in different parts of Idah and thus, began to
increase in population in Igalaland. This version has however been criticized by some
Igala scholars for several reasons. According to Ernest O. Abah, the view that the
Igala migrated from Hausaland is insufficient as there were Igala people already
living/existing in Igala land before 12th AD. He observed that though people tend to
trace the origin of the Igala to the Hausaland, probably, because of the existence of
Hausa and Nupe Quarters in Idah there are chances that these links maybe due to
trade and not necessarily a reflection of common traditions of origin.6 Catherine Edeh
equally observed that this view of Igala originating from Hausaland is quite
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unsatisfactory as “one can not satisfactorily and objectively link the Igala to the Hausa
simply because of the presence of large Hausa-Nupe population or settlements within
Igalaland. She argued that external factors like trade and religion could have been
more responsible for this.7
On the other hand, the late Atta of Igala, HRM, Chief Dr Aliyu Obaje (RIP),
in 1969 stated that the Igala people migrated from the Arab country of Yemen. He
stated that the Igala migrated from Yemen with other ethnic groups in Nigeria like the
Yoruba, Jukun and the Kunuri. The same Atta in 1970, in an interview with a
Journalist on the same nagging questions of origin of Igala said that the Igala migrated
from Ethiopia particularly from the “Gala” tribe of Ethiopia.8 He stated that the “Gala
tribe of Ethiopia constitute the kins and kiths of the Igala in Nigeria today” This view
on Igala origin, is, no doubt, related to the Hamitic hypothesis of Eurocentric
scholars.The existence of an ethnic group known as Gala in Ethiopia is not a
sufficient reason to link the Igala origin to them and further argued that there are no
legends, myths or proverbs in Igala oral traditions to validate the fact that the Igala
migrated from Ethiopia.9
Another version of Igala origins claims that the Igala had a common origin
with the Yoruba people of South Western Nigeria but that their separation (between
Yoruba and Igala) took place prior to consolidation of Yoruba at Ile-Ife. This version
is gaining popularity or acceptance probably due to the common linguistic terms
between Igala and Yoruba languages. P.E. Okwoli argued that: “The Igala were a
branch of the Yoruba group of people but broke off from this group before the Yoruba
founding fathers settled at Ile-Ife or reached Western Nigeria and that is the reason
(why) the Igalas have no Ile-Ife tradition of origin.”10
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Okwoli’s position is rather a response to the critics of the Igala-Yoruba
common traditions of origin which rebuffed such view by asserting that “the Igala
folklores” have no account of Igala origins traceable to Ile-Ife which is believed to be
the traditional seat of the Yoruba race.
According to Segun Mathew, the Yoruba and Igala are brothers and
originatedfrom one source (place). Lingusitic similarities often tend to validate this
point. It is from this perspective that Femi Nurudeen observed that language
similarities between the Igala and Yoruba though, insufficient for conclusion, are
pointers to the fact that both have a common history of age-long intergroup contacts.11
In the same vein Omalle 12 in an attempt to demonatrate how the Igala is
linguistically related to the Yoruba gives a list of words that the two tribes have in
common. These terms are listed in the table below:
Table 1.Some Common Words Among Igala And Yoruba
S/No Igala Yoruba English S/No Igala Yoruba English
1 Eji Eji Two 11 Oya Oya Wife
2. Eta Eta Three 12 Ewe Ewe Bird
3. Efa Efa Six 13 Alu Enu Mouth
4. Ejo Ejo Snake 14 Iye Iye Mother
5. Oko Oko Husband 15 Eja Eja Fish
6. Obi Obi Kolanut 16 Ege Enge Egg
7. Owo Owo Hand 17. Omi Omi Water
8. Eju Eju Eye 18. Oko Oko Farm
9. Ekpo Ekpo Oil 19. uJa UJa Fight
10. Wa Wa Come
Source; BC Omalle, The Igala Ethnic Group, Ilorin Journal of History,Vol.2No.1. p.14.
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Proponents of this school of thought such as Okwoli assert that the existence
of common linguistic relationship which cut across words and phrases is strong
enough to justify the assertion that Igala and Yoruba are one or possibly that the Igala
migrated from the Yoruba. J.S. Boston seems to have threaded Okwoli’s path when he
expressed the view that:
It seems probable that the two peoples (Igala and Yoruba) had a
common origin in a remote period and they have subsequently
separated and migrated to their present location. The obscurity of the
traditions and the apparent lack of interest in the historical aspects of
the relationship seem to show that the two peoples have little contact
with one another for a long period and this is borne out by the way that
they are geographically and socially distant from each other at the
present time.13
The above view argues that the Igala probably migrated from the Yoruba. However,
bearing in mind that both views are mired in mere linguistic similarities and oral
traditions, a slight nuance must be clearly pointed out here for historical
reconstruction. This is because as O.T. Otshadare noted is that; the fact that two
ethnic groups tend to share identical origin because of certain cultural or linguistic
similarities does not and must not be taken to imply that one is a branch of the other.14
What we can say here is that both Igala and Yoruba share some certain socio-cultural
traits which is an indication of an age-long inter-group relations that has led to inter-
cultural exchanges or borrowings and thus, we can not assert with all certainty that
Igala is a branch of the Yoruba until a further deeper linguistic, archeological,
anthropological and historical investigation is carried out.
Generally, it is imperative to observe that existing linguistic evidence are
quite conjectural and insufficient for people to assert that Igala migrated from the
Yoruba or that one is a scion of the other. The Benin tradition of origin of Igala states
that the first Attah of Igala was a Benin prince who was sent out to Idah as a Chief by
the then Oba of Benin (Oba Esieghae). This version holds that Benin dynasty imposed
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its royal totem Ejeh (Leopard) and the pectoral mask known in Igala as “ejubebeju
ailo”’ (that is fearing eye) that has become part of Atta regalia Igala history.15
C.K. Meek, in an extensive ethnographic study of the Jukun Kingdom, 16
reinforces the tradition of a Jukun origin for the Igala ethnic group. He noted that the
Jukum came from Middle East and that a break away group of the Jukun moved
eastward from Wukari close to Benue valley and settled at Amaggede in the North of
east of Igala before finally across the country to Idah. He stated that prior to this time,
the Igala had no centralized political nor kingship institution. It was the Jukun who
introduced it there.
This version is however the most popular thesis among Igala. This is because
of the crucial socio-political role the Aku Uka of Jukun Kingdom has continued to
play in Igalaland even upto this contemporarary era. He, for instance, sends his
eunuchs to Igalaland to perform some important role whenever a new Atta is to be
installed. These eunuchs at Ugwalawo section of Atta coronation, turbans the Atta in
a Jukun cloth, thereby reminding the Atta of its origins and links with the Jukun, they
are also responsible for the burning of the Atta house after completing three days at
Ugwalawo. They also guide the Atta from Ugwalawo to Idah in the compulsory
journey by foot.
Another version of oral traditional on the origin of the Igala is that linked to
Akpoto phenomenon (also known as Koto, kwoto, Okpoto, Kwato). Y.A. Ochefu
quoted J.N. Ukwedeh thus “The Igala, Ebira, and Idoma have their antecedence...the
status of Akpoto is akin to a proto-culture of the present Idoma, Igala and Ebira”17 A
Writer in reiterating the Akpoto connection in Igala origins averred thus: Igala
community called Apa tribe are of unknown origin, their identity is however merged
in that of the Akpoto in whose country they settled at the end of the 15th century, and
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with whom they intermarried, so that their history and custom must of necessity be
treated together”.18 It is important to note that this version of Apoto has been rejected
by the Igala people. Majority of the Igala today believe that the Idoma people were
known and described as Akpoto prior to the advent of colonialism.
Y.A. Ochefu observed correctly too, that the fact that the word “Idoma” is a
colonial creation as there was no ethnic group known as Idoma during the pre-
colonial era, what existed was Akpoto and the Igala group had from ages been
designated and known with Igala and never was Igala a corrupted word of Akpoto and
thus, there is no link between in terms of Igala originating from Akpoto.
3.4 Economic Structure
The structure of the Igala economy was based or centered on agricultural and
non-agricultural productions and distribution of various commodities. Agriculture was
imperative because it provided food for survival. Apart from production of food, it
also extended to rearing of animals. Also, a shift from band system of hunting and
gathering lifestyle meant more concentration in the practice of agriculture in a more
organized and settlement oriented manner. The abundance of land was equally
instrumental in promoting farming related activities. Besides, the quantity of one’s
farm produce determined his status in the society.20
Land ownership was critical in the socio-political milieu of the Igala because
agricultural production relied totally on availability of suitable land and labour.
Although the Atta was by virtue of being a divine king, owned all of the land in
theory, in practice, Land was vast and ownership was also traceable to ancestry.
Acquisition of land for farming was via inheritance particularly through the family
lineage. Communal ownership provided a sufficient basis for an individual’s
identification in Igalaland. Another major feature of land ownership was that it was
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based on usufractory, and integrated the principle of shifting cultivation and rotational
bush fallow. Bush fallowing was practiced because land was abundant. It helped a
given piece of land to regenerate, and regain its lost nutrients after a period of
successive farming.
Thus, a piece of land was left uncultivated for five to seven years to enable it
regain its lost nutrients. The communal system of land ownership gave further support
to this system as every member of the society had equal rights to own and utilize
land.21However, despite the land being communally owned, it was vested and initially
controlled byEarth Priest (onu ane) who controlled all the economic activities relating
toland. Ukwedeh argued that, due to the growing population and settlement dispersal
around Om'doko area of Idah, further problems emerged between earth priestsand
farmers who became disgruntled by the unwarranted proliferation and autocratic
actions of these land owners 22 This scenario culminated to the shift in land ownership
to the clan elders (ogujo olopu) the elders governed and oversee the land according to
traditional norms, rules and regulations. The clan eldersthus, became responsible for
the equitable distribution of lands to clan members.23
The cultivation and clearing of land was done with the use of local tools such
as hoes, cutlasses among others. Farming was widespread Igalaland because the
environment was (and is still) highly conducive for farming. This was why J.S.
Boston observed that:
Ecologically, the Igala live in an area of transition between the high
forest conditions of the coastal belt and the drier and more open
conditions of the savannah belt. The rainfall averaging about 50 inches
a year is high enough to support the principal crops of the forest zone,
such as yams, cocoyam, maize, pumpkins, cassava…millet, guinea corn,
beniseed and various types of beans24.
This favourable nature of environment accounted for why Igalaland has several types
of soils which supported agricultural practices. These included: clay soil (ane ama)
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alluvia soil, (ane aruwa), sandy soil (ane alanyi), loamy soil (ane eyele) and
granite/stony soil which supported the growth of different kinds of crops.25
Agricultural activities were often centered or organized at the family level.
Comprising, the head of the family (husband), the wife or wives, children, relatives
and slaves. These people played different roles in the family and farming processes
which ranged from clearing of land of farming, to burning of grasses, harrowing,
cultivation, weeding, harvesting, threshing and storing. The farming season starts
during Oloji (raining season) prior to this time, the land must have been cleared and
burned earlier during dry season. Clearing of land started from December to March
while cultivation starts from April (and in some places in Igala like Ibaji, Olowa,
Igabada, Imane, Iffe, and Odolufarming activities especially cultivation starts earlier
due to their proximity to rivers) to early September.26
Among all the crops cultivated,yam (uchu) was the king of all; although the
precise origin of yam in Igalaland remains unknown, scanty researches tend to
suggest that yam never originated from Igala but entered Igalaland through the
activities of explorers, and later gained prominence and became a popular food among
the people. Prominent centers of yam production in Igalaland on the eve of colonial
rule included; Ibaji, Akpanya, Ankpa, Anyigba, Idah, Dekina, Alloma, Ejule etc.
However, Ibaji was the most prominent because of its rich alluvia soil. Yam was very
important because it served other socio-political and cultural functions. For instance,
it was (and is still) a major food required during marriages. No marriage was deemed
complete without the preparation and presentation of large quantities of yam and
pounded yam(oje uchu) respectively. Political titles were conferred on men who had
large barns of yams. An example of people of in this category in Akpanya for instance
included; the legendary Okpanachi Okanyaand Osheru Idokowho had over thirty
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barnsof yams each. Oshaeru was a title given to anybody who achieved this rare feat,
this title was accompanied with expensive and extravagant display of wealth acquired
via hard work. The special position occupied by yam accounts for it veneration in
Igalaland. Thus, traditional yam festivals were common among prominent Igala yam
producing communities such as Ibaji, Akpanya, and Idah among others.
Besides, yam as an economic crop was highy venerated and ritualized. During
planting and harvesting of yams in Igalaland, certain rituals were observed. In the pre-
colonial era, people were not expected to eat yam in Akpnaya area until the traditional
ruler had venerated the ancestral gods. This was followed by the offering of sacrifices
to the gods as a sign of thanksgiving. Also, during the ibegwu festival, the traditional
ruler performs the ceremony of libation. Kolanuts, fowl and palm wine are offered to
the gods/ancestros for a plea for bountiful harvest. The essence of the ritual was also
to appease the ancestors and solicit their support in averting famine and disease
infestations on crops particularly yam. Apart from yam, other crops were equally
grown. These include beans (egwa), Caasava, Maize (akpa) been seed,rice, Bambara
nut, Groundnut 27. Bean (egwa) was and still sis an indispensible crop in Igalaland.
As a staple food, it could be cooked as food or used as soup recipe. In other words,
egwa could be cooked alone or mixed with rice or yam. Beans soup is a popular soup
in Igalaland which is used as popular delicacy during marriage, burial and other
traditional or social ceremonies. The cultivation of beans is both a feminine and
masculine duty. In other words, both men and women cultivated beans. While some
farmers planted beans on ridges other planted it on heaps. Some were intercropped
with other crops like yam and maize. Another crop which also occupied significant
place in Igala economic eschatology is maize. Maize just like bean could be cooked
and eaten or used in making of soup. Maize could be roasted or fried. In some cases, it
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was pounded or grind and mixed as flour with cassava. Maize was often intercropped
with yam and cassava. There was no ritual attached to the planting and harvesting of
maize.
Farming calendar in Igala land varied according to seasons. In other words, it
was the season that determined the kind of afrming activity that the people engaged in
at a particular period of time. Clearing of land was carried out during dry season
especially from November through May. Cutlasses were used in clearing of grasses.
In some cases, bush burning was encouraged to ease the clearing of tick forest. On the
other hand, during rainy season, cultivation starts through the use of hoe. Ridges and
heaps are the common cultivation patterns in Igalaland. The Igala practiced both sole
and mixed cropping. In the case of yam, no other crop was mixed or inter-cropped
with yam. This was based on the need to enhance productivity. However, in maize
and beans cultivation, other crops like groundnuts and okra were intercropped. The
essence of inter-cropping was to boast productivity and enahcne annual farm yields.
Apart from crop production, animal husbandary equally constituted another
major significant aspect of pre-colonial Igala economy. They people were very much
aware of the importance of improved diet and nutrition. Thus; domestic animals like
goats, sheep, cock/fowl, pigs, etc were reared. They served as a formidable source of
animal protein to the people while some were used during or before marriage, social
anthropologist equally hold that they were presented to the ancestors to appease or
celebrate them by the living during certain period of time. Also, some animals were
forbidden by some clans in Igala. For instance, dogs were forbidden and therefore not
domesticated by angwa clan of Idah. In other areas, dogs played important economic
and security functions. They were used for hunting and also kept at home to wade off
criminals.
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Another major economic activity in pre-colonial Igalaland was (and is still)
fishing. Fishing among the riverine communities of Idah, Igabada, Ankpa, Ibajietc
provided a good source of employment to the people and a source of trade exchange,
while adding value to the dietary and nutritional condition of the people. Fishing is
considered one of the oldest economic activities of the Igala because the presence of
rivers in Igalaland predates even the emergence of the Igala in their present place of
abode. Fishing in pre-colonial Igalaland was principally carried out by men, usually
youths who used locally made canoes and hook (uwor). And bait attached to the hook
to attract fish. The significance of fishing as a major genre of economic activity of the
Igala can be seen in the coteries of fishing festivals in Igala land, which cut across
many communities/clans.28
Labour played an important role in the economic history of Igala during the
period under survey. This is because without labour, production cannot be achieved.
Labour was organized at different levels; namely; family labour, cooperative Labour,
and voluntary labour.29At the family or household level, agricultural and non-
agricultural activities were carried out within the unit of family. Thus the household
comprised of the husband or father (ene uyi/oko) who is the head, while the wife or
wives, (oya), children (abimoto) and relatives made up the household. As a result of
this, each member of the household played separate roles in the process of production.
The duties of the head of the household included the provision of seeds, clearing of
land, tools, marriage, shelter, food, allocation of plots of land to members.30 Besides,
while the head and male children engaged in clearing and tilling of the land, planting
and weeding of some crops were done by the wife or wives and children. Female
members were more useful in agriculture in time of weeding and harvesting and were
often confined to domestic activities during planting.
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The need to have a large expanse of land cultivated, more labour was needed
in order to record high quantity of yields,therefore, Igala farmers were forced to
practice polygamy. In fact, it is commonly agreed by scholars that the need for
increased labour for farming was the principal reason for the proliferion of polygamy
in pre-colonial Africa. Polygamy apart from the sexual pleasures and choices of
choosing from many, Igala men needed more family labour in agriculture and this was
why many of them frowned at, and even rejected Christianity and embraced Islam
more easily because the former preached against polygamy while the latter promoted
it.31
In addition to household labour, there was another way through which
economic activity was carried out in pre-colonial Igala economy. One of this was
through cooperative or Age-group or labour association system. This system was a
reciprocal system of getting agricultural or non-agricultural activities done. In Igala
land it was called Allo or OweAllo and simply involved few individual who were
connected by friendship or kinshipwho worked together in turn for each other, on the
task appointed the group at a particular time. On the other hand, Owe comprised of
every willing member of the community and thus was opened to all. Voluntary labour
involved the concerted effort by youths within a given community to work for an
elderly man in the area. Voluntary labour could also be gleaned from community.32In
the pre-colonial Igala economy, labour was not directly paid for on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis as we have it today. Labour was rather paid in two distinct forms; first,
labour was paid in form of feeding, housing, clothing and protection. The second form
was slaves who constituted a large labour force were bought (manumission) only a
few potentates could acquire enough capital to buy many slaves. In this context, the
capital outlay on slaves was in a sense a payment for the labour they rendered.
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Hunting which involved the capturing and killing of wild animals with the aid
of guns and dogs for the purpose of consumption constituted another major economic
activity of the Igala. This was an economic activity that dated back to the pre-NOK
era especially with the discovery of iron technology. Furthermore, the existence of
large tick forest supported the existence of wildlife like leopard, lion, pythons,
elephants, bush cow, squirrels, rabbits, hyenas and others. Some of these forests were
located at Oko Idu (in Akpanya, which literary means lion den) Amaka, Ibaji, Olowa,
Ofu, Anyigba, olla. Hunting activities were mostly done during the dry season when
farming activities were less. The hunters (aje ode) were highly skilled especially in
the bush. They enjoyed effective techniques including magical powers to overcome
dangerous game and evil spirits in the forests. Thus, hunters used different
implements like spears, bows, arrows, knives, cutlass, traps and charms often obtained
from smiths and medicine men.
Furthermore, pre-colonial Igala hunters developed various techniques and
developed a special relationship with the spirits of the bush in carrying out their
activities as they could move slickly and quietly in the bush with hardly any noise.
They perfectly imitated animal movements and sounds. Special poisons were
prepared and rubbed on the arrow heads such that when it hits any animal, it was sure
to die.33 Hunting activities were either done individually or communally. Communally,
a group of people in a community could converge at a rendezvous with the aim of
hunting while an individual could set out alone in search of game. In fact, the totems
of most ethnic groups in central Nigeria area including the Igala are riddled with
myths and legends of hunters who played immense roles in the emergence of these
ethnic groups.
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Traditional titles were conferred on hunters who killed big game like Lion,
Leopald, Hippopothamus, elephant etc. this explains why names like Idu (lion) Agbiti
(ever powerful), Ebije (strong iron), are common in Igala. After large communal
hunts, some parts of the animals are given to the traditional ruler of such an area. The
1941 assessment report of Igala Ogwa district noted about hunting thus: “hunting is
practiced as extra…there very little individual hunting for most of it is done in the
large communal hunts that are organised towards the end of the dry season. The catch
varies so tremendously thatit is impossible to estimate either the total or individual
share in it. The traditional head (Ochai Achadu) ought to know for he gets a hind-leg
off every beast slain.”34
Blacksmithing industry contributed enormously to the economic and socio-
political development of Igala in many ways; first was through the provision of
instrument of offence and defense (armoury) such asdane-guns, cutlasses, and traps.
Also, other miscellaneous tools/ornaments like bangles, bracelets, ritual and
incantation knives and most importantly agricultural implements like small cutlasses
and hoes were manufactured by blacksmiths. Blacksmiths were indispensible people
in most pre-colonial societies of Africa because of the widespread nature of wars
which was an aspect of intergroup relations. Success or defeats in wars was
determined directly or indirectly by smiths, Without them, hunger and starvation
would reign in the land as there will be nobody to manufacture farm
implements.31Thus, repairs and manufacturing of farm tools was their primary
responsibility.
Pottery (abucha) was also another major sector of the pre-colonial Igala
economy. This industrial complex provided the people with household domestic items
such as pots and plates needed for survival. The favourable environmental condition
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of Igalaland gave prop to this. The availability of raw materials-clay and firewood as
a source of fuel promoted the production of pottery. For instance, local pots were
produced at Ejule, Anyigba, Itobe (along Lokoja road), Dekina, Odoluetc. some of the
pots produced were used for storing grains like maize and beans, it also served as a
refrigerator for storing water and palm wine.
Some pots were used for cooking food and soup, other were used in storing
and preserving shrines and deities. It is common for one to see a pot covering shrines
(ebo) in Igala and land up to this present era. It is important to observe at this juncture
that pottery production in pre-colonial Igala was dominated by women. From the
above analysis, it is very obvious that pre-colonial Igala pottery stimulated growth
and development in agriculture by providing farmers with storage facilities and
equally helped in the socio-cultural transformation of the people. It should be noted
that pre-colonial Igala depended largely in the application of indigenous medical
pharmacopeia in the treatment of ailments/diseases such as head ache, typhoid fever,
fractures, pottery vessels were the major apparatus used in preparations of local
medicines such as in boiling of parts tree bark, roots, stem, and leaves.32
Furthermore, wood carving was an aspect of Igala economy. Wood carving
was widespread because of the availability of trees necessitated by the guinea
savannah vegetation that Igala is geographically located. Some of the trees used
include prosopisAfrircana (Okpoye) Daniella Oliveri (Agba) Afzelia Afrieana
(Mahogamy) Khaya gradefolia (Anwa), ivirngia. (Ugba) This economic sector
provided the Igala people with home furniture and anthropomorphic items used by
herbalists and idol worshippers as ritual symbols in their temples or shrines. Also, the
products of this industry served as production tools or equipment used by indigenous
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Igala craftsmen and women during producton processes. Apart from this, N.E Atta,
while appreciating the values of Igala wood carving industry averred that:
Traditionally, there are items and objects meant for home use and of
economic importance carved from wood in Igala. Some of these are
apete (Igala chair or stool), ukpolo (a long kitchen spoon), mortar and
pestle, hoe handle etc, there are others that… served social interest,
such as drums Okelegwu (a small drum) mask, echa used during burial)
and shrine items.35
He further opined that though carvers operated on a part time basis, especially mainly
because of farming activities, quite a large number of Igala engaged in the profession
after undergoing some vocational training. They became indispensible in the society
because virtually everybody had one or two things to do with their products on a daily
basis. Major centers of carving include Akpanya, Itobe, Dekina, Ankpa, and Olowa.
Closely related to the above is the canoe making which was practiced in Idah.
However, the art is claimed to have been transferred to the Igala by the Ijaws. Canoes
were in high demand by fishermen, traders and title holders who traded for the Atta.
In fact, prior to the advent of colonialism and subsequent construction of roads in
Igala, canoes were the major means of transportation on the major rivers in Igalaland
especially rivers Niger, Benue, Igabada, Owe, etc. and this stimulated rapid growth
and development.
The Textile industry (ukpo) was another important local craft industry that
contributed immensely to the growth and development of pre-colonial Igala economy.
Textile production is adjudged as on of the oldest economic activities in Igalaland.
Although the origin of textiles skills remains elusive and a subject of debate among
scholars, available evidence suggest that it was internally developed by the people. In
fact, A.E Afigbo strongly argued that it was from Igalaland that the idea of textiles
production got to the Igbo.35This view is even supported by the existence of dye pits
at Idah, Iffe, olawa, and Akpanya textile production involved a multiplicity of stages,
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such as weaving and dyeing. Weaving was a process of interlacing of cotton fibers in
order to fabricated cloth through the use of local technology. Several fabrics were
wooven with fibers which were obtained from bark of trees or raffia without a loom.
However, looms later became integrated into Igala textiles.
A loom is a frame which allows the weaver to separate all alternate wrap
thread and the weft that passes through the use of a smooth neatly designed stick. It
could be either a vertical or horizontal looms. Dyeing is important in providing
colours and design to cloths. Thus, red, yellow, black, green colours were common
among Igala. The indispensible role of textiles was captured by Njoku when he
observed thus: “Asleep or awake, at work or play, sick or well, rich or poor, everyone
uses textiles have throughout history, been in universal demand… it is one of the most
important of West Africa’s manufacture in pre-colonial tim es”.36
As a result of this, different kinds of cloths were produced by Igala in pre-
colonial era, these ranges from okpe, ekwoji, Ona, Ashi, and agbasha. These clothes
were locally woven and Dyed in such places like Idah, Dekina, Abejakolo-Ife, Ejule
and Akpanya. Cloths in pre-colonial Igala served many functions such as been used
for dressing (that is covering ones nakedness) royal regalia, ceremonial dressing,
ritual purposes, social status (that is as a determinant of one’s social status in the
society) and as a means of payment (tributes). Women and men engaged in this sector.
In fact, the lists of activities that constitute the pre-colonial economic history of pre-
colonial Igala are ad infinitum. However, the table below gives a summary of local
craft industries which constituted major economic activities of pre-colonial Igala
economy.
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Table 2. Crafts Industries in Igalaland
Home Crafts Outside Crafts by Group Individual Crafts
Palm Oil Manufacturing Smithing Charcoal burning
Spinning Dyeing Firewood collecting
Weaving, baskets and mat making Potting Tanning
Salt making Fishing Leather working
Soap making Hunting Wood carving
Brewing /wine tapping Canoe making Manufacture of
plates
Flooring Cloth weaving Drums/gongs
Source: Abraham Victoria One “The Role of Women in Pre-Colonial Igala
Economy” JAPS Vol. 1 No.2, 2012,p.236.
Trade is not complete until it reaches the final consumer. Thus, trade became
inevitable in order to meet the needs of the people. Trade was a major economic
activity of the pre- colonial Igala society. Trade existed in pre-colonial Igala land
because production of Agricultural produce and industrial goods was beyond the
subsistence needs of the producers. Though most households produced enough for
their basic family needs, there was still need to buy certain goods that were not
produced locally coupled with variations in natural resources endowment and
differences in specialization further created the need for economic- interpendence
among Igala and non- Igala communities. Therefore, Trade became a very crucial
component of the economy. For it was through trade that disparities in productive
capacities between communities are bridged 37
Trade was promoted through markets and use of local currencies. Markets
where centers for the exchange of goods and services. They existed at different
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communities in Igala land each at alternate days. The locations of these markets were
determined by the people and at times by traditional rulers. This explains why some
markets existed (and still exist) beside the palace of traditional rulers particularly the
Atta of Igala and royal fiefs and along or besides some in river banks.38
Besides, major pre-colonial markets in Igala were Ejule (the largest
international horse market in West Africa), Ede market at Akpanya, Nkwo Agbokete,
Idah, Anyigba, Ankpa, Dekina, Odolu, Pandah, among others. The pre- colonial Igala,
had daily, four day, five day, seven day,eight or nine day markets. Different kinds of
articles of trade were involved in Igala commercial exchanges at these markets. Some
of the products were of internal origin while others were external such as Oil, fish,
salt, texile products, pots, hoes and cutlasses. These markets provided the oil that
lubricated the Igala economy. Abraham noted that; “The most important in facilitating
factors for traders visiting other major markets like Dekina, Ankpa, Idah, Mozum, and
Oguna markets… Ejule and Mozum was important for horses, Mozum for fish,
Dekina And Anyigba for palm produce, Ankpa for cotton – all destined for Ejule”39.
Abraham’s postulation should however be taken with caution because Ejule was
mostly important in external trade as many local markets served the immediate day-
to-day needs of the people who live outside Ejule.
Her assertion that all agricultural goods and industrial produce produced
outside Ejule were 'all’ destined for Ejule market cannot be absolutely true as the
people of Akpanya, Ibajiand Gbogbetraded more readilywith Igbo of Northern
Nsukka than Ejule. This was due to activities of criminals and road bandits who easily
attacked traders and sellers along trade routes. Though, Ejule, due to its geo-strategic
location is often considered as the trade emporium for the Igala, was a centre of horse
fair, melting pot of internal trade routes and markets, storage depots, transit market
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and the home base of the major traders. British colonial administrators noted thus
about Ejule market “Ejule market is by a long way the most important….it is the
melting place of traders from the North, South, East and West of Nigeria, where
Hausas from Kano and beyond, who come chiefly to sell horses meet their Ibo
customers, and Tiv meet Yorubas from Kabba. The market is held every eight day and
is well attended; It is a kind of whole-sale market in that goods are bought and sold in
much larger units than is usual.’’40
As already stated in the introductory part of this research, the traditional
means of exchange dominant in pre-colonial Igalaland include the use of subsistence
goods (such as yam, beniseed, maize, cassava, melon, and prestige goods which
include iron rods, cowries, cloth, camels, medicine, and slaves, (men and women)
which constituted a distinct source of exchange in form of cementing intergroup
relations and payment of debts. All these economic commodities passed from one part
of Igala to another through trade routes. Thus, several trade routes emerged linking
different parts of Igalaland during this epoch. For instance, we had the Enugu Ezike-
Akpanya- Ejule route which connected Igalaland with Northern Igbo Nsukka,
Okpuje- Idah- Anyigba route, Adoka-Ankpa-Anyigba route that link Idoma with the
Igala. Also the Pandah-Andani-Igga-Etteh-Ibaji routes were equally important in
movement of goods and people.41Traders usually married along these trade routes
while community security measures were instituted to help checkmate the activities of
criminals and other highway marauders.
3.5 Socio-Political Setting
The saying that Man is a political animal is an incontrovertible fact. Thus,
early man had deviced different methods and means of governance. It was through
political governance that man differed from animals. Some pre-colonial African
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ethnic groups including the Igala developed centralized political institutions that
engendered accountability, justice, equity, transparency, good governance, peace and
security.46
Pre-colonial Igala political administration revolved around a divine kingship,
the Atta, (literally ‘’father’’), and his royal councillours headed by the Achadu
(prime-minister) among others 47. The Atta Igala was (and is still) a king with
unparallel supernatural powers and authority whose influence during this epoch
extended outside Igala land to people like Igbo, Idoma and Benin. According to J.O.
Ijoma, “the king’s (Atta) role in traditional Igala political system fell into two major
divisions. He was the head of the royal clan and head of centralized system of
territorial administration.” As a result of these responsibilities, he is presumed the
father of all Igala and performs daily mediation role between the ancestors and the
living.48 T.A. Miachi observed that because of these politico-ritual roles, the Atta is
“seen and treated as the personification, embodiment and earthly representation of the
Igala ancestors’’49. Furthermore, Atta’s political influence and power is boosted as he
is the custodian of Igala land symbolized in his control over the shrines dedicated to
the land shrine, (erane) .He symbolizes the moral and spiritual welfare of Igala as a
member of the same political community.
Apart from the above functions of the Atta in pre-colonial Igala, he equally
wielded economic authority. Since all Igalaland (ane-Igala) belongs to him. Most
economic resources from it, and products of economic trees on it like palm oil, taxes,
prosopisAfricana (okpehe), kolanuts (obi), ivirgia (ugba) were taken to him at the end
of every year. The Atta was also seen as the highest judicial arbiter in pre-colonial
Igala. His decisions and resolutions on any dispute or disputes were final. He reserved
the exclusive right to give out or confer royal titles to members of the royal clans.50 In
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fact; there are reports and copius evidence which suggesrs that the Atta was not
accountable or subservient to any other body apart from God. A.I. Okpanachi, and
S.O. Usman, quoted Atta Obaje Ocheje, sort of telling the Resident Colonial officer in
the haydays of Indirect Rule (1925-45), thus:
if you make mistake, the Governer at Kaduna will correct you, if the
one at Kaduna makes mistake the Governer-General will correct him,
and if the one in Lagos makes mistake, your king in your country will
correct him. But if I, the Atta make a mistake, only Ojo Chamachala
(God) can correct me.51
The Atta was therefore a divine king, second in command, only to God in terms of
power and authority in pre-colonial Igala kingdom. His words were Laws and his
Laws were ubiquitous, hence, people maintained peace and social cohesion.52 Besides,
the Atta title holders in the king council were formally responsible for collecting
tributes (enw’ire) from specific villages or districts that were traditionally liked with
each title holder. These titled councilors were also responsible for mobilizing the
royal army in time of war and in major expeditions, accompanied the king into the
battle.
The next in the chain of command of authority to the Atta was, (and still, is)
the Achadu. The Achadu is similar to the prime minister in parliamentary system of
government. He (Achadu) is the chief administrator of the Igala kingdom overseeing
its day-to-day administration. He does this with the aid of members of his own royal
councellors, palace officials and slaves. As the prime minister, he receives tributes on
behalf of the Atta, settles disputes and tries all serious criminal offences that threaten
the peace and security of the area under his jurisdiction.53
As the executive administrative head of Igalaland, the Achadu appointed and
still appoints members of his own maximal lineage to a range of hereditary titles
similar to those of the Atta’s royal ruling clan. In fact, by the 16th century, following
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the consolidation of Igala kingdom, his power increased to that of controlling all the
offices and titled fiefs in some districts of Igalaland especially in Adoru and Ogugu
districts. Some of the titled heads were mainly, but not limited to the Adoru district
and some of these include:
Title clan centre
Abaigbo Akpanya
Atakubi Ukpabioko
Oche Atekpa Oyo
Oche Ugbokiti
Onuilo, Akolo.
Boston argued that even though the historical links between these clans and
the Achadu remain controversial, yet they claim a kin connection with the Achadu by
saying that they are Om’achadu, that is, children of Achadu.54
Furthermore, during the pre-colonial era, the Achadu exercised considerable
judicial functions which stimulated good political governance and an effective justice
administrative system. He achieved this by maintaining a court at Igalogwa-(in Idah),
were he regularly met with his titled councilors, to settle disputes arising within their
area of jurisdiction.Also, he maintained diplomatic relations between Igala and her
neighbours by ensuring that all petitions for titles and judicial investigation into
boundary matters were channeled through him (Achadu) before these reached the
Atta.55 Also, in order to promote peace and harmony in Igalaland. The Achadu,
engaged in routine ritual consultation and veneration of the ancestors. He performed
there rituals during annual festivals like Ocho or Ogane where he acted as the
custodian of the land shrine (erane), which in Igala political philosophy, belongs to
the Atta.
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The Atta and Achadu Igala through political collaboration ensure that there is
stability in all parts of Igalaland. M. Clifford, a British District officer posted to Igala
in 1919 observed that the form of government exercised by the Atta was simple and
efficient. At the centre was the Atta himself as the priest /king with the Achadu as the
chief executive. Then the hereditary officers of the state (Kinsmen of the relgning
Atta) and a council composed of the nine chieftains. 56
Apart from the Atta and Achadu, there are other traditional institutions of
authority. These included the beaded chiefs (ama onus), unbeaded village heads
known as Madaki/Gagos and the youth (achokolobia). The ama onus (beaded chiefs)
served as intermediaries between the Atta and Achadu and the people. As
representatives of the Atta and Achaduin their domains, they ensured the peace and
security of people and property in their domains. They also performed judicial and
legislative functions. In this perspective, they entertained civil and criminal cases and
adjudicated on such cases. In consulation with a council of elders, they award
punishments in the forms of fines and banishment. For instance, cases of armed
robbery and murder were highly meted with severe punishments under the watch of
beaded chiefs who presided over such cases. Also, the Ama Onus maintained public
spaces like village squares, markets, shrines and deities.
Below the beaded chiefs in the organogram of political authority were the
Madakis or Gaggos who were usually appointed by the colonial administartors in
collaboration with the beaded chiefs to preside over the affairs of a halmlets. They
helped in rapid dispensation of information from the beaded chiefs to the village
members. They in some cases, doubled as the town crier who passed critical public
information from the Atta through the beaded chiefs to the people. Furthermore, the
youth (Achokolobia) served as important agents of development and political
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authority. They effected and executed the decisions and policies of the chiefs and
helped to maintained public spaces through activities like clearing of markets, streams,
building of village squares and maintenance of footpaths. At the clan level, clan
heads were the repository of soio-political powers and authority. They venerated clan
shrines (ebo-oji), helped in the distribution of clan and family lands and played
significant roles in matrimonial issues.
The Igala society just as common with other pre-literate African societies was
defined and uniquely distinguished by her rich social and cultural values. In fact, the
Igala society just as T.A. Varvar notes about the Tiv, was a complex and highly
organized group of people whereby social, cultural and political-economic forces
where closely knittly and integrated and worked as a complex whole.57 For instance,
the Atta Igala served as both religious (spiritual) and political head of the Igala
people. Also, social institution like shrines and deities, masquerades, age-grades
societies and others were formidable forces that played a a role in governance.58 In
fact, as J.N. Ukwedeh observes in his book on the pre-dynastic era in Igala land, that
governance was carried out at the head of the family who played leadership and
religious roles in the form of mediating between the ancestors and the living, also, as
the Atta venerated the earth shrines, clan elders were responsible in deciding issues
relating to diseases, land, settlement of clan disputes, providing security, Law making,
preservation and transfer of historical knowledge to the younger ones through
organized festivals, among others. Marriage in Igala land at this epoch was
characterized with the certain sequence of rituals, obligation and ritses.
In pre-colonial Igala land, a young man does not approach a lady he wants to
marry directly, he will first have to notify his father and mother who will in turn
initiate conjugal arrangements with the suitor’s family. After this stage, the man will
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on a routine basis be rendering some basic services to the girls parent such as assisting
in farm work, fetching of firewood, water, and clearing of the surrounding of the (yet
to be confirmed) in laws (ana) house, help in building or collecting grasses for
building of their houses such as kitchen and anukwu (the man’s main house). This
process usually last for four or more years before the girl is handed over (in marriage)
to the father or clan head (Ogujoolopu) of the boy through a kind of “middleman”
known as (Atogba-oya). This intermediary is usually a distinguished and highly
respected man in the society and in cases of mal-treatment of the girl, or
misdemeanour from either man or woman, both parties (bride and groom families)
reach each other through Atogba-Oya. According to Audu Abah, there was virtually
no kind of services he did not render to his in-law and that it was during an era that
the institution of marriage was maintained…..unlike now that wife, husband and in-
laws no longer have respect for each other….You see a man fighting with his father
in-law and even at times beating the mother in-law…..things have changed and
modernity has devastated our (Igala) social-cultural values.
He argued that during their time, marriage was not anyhow affair, noting that
before a man can marry or be adjudged capable of marrying; his father will buy pig
for him to rear for two years. The essence of this was that if he can take care of a pig
and accommodate pig’s misdeamanours, it means he can keep a woman as women are
like pig in terms of behaviour and only men who are courageous, accommodating,
forgiving with deep sense of understanding can keep a woman at home for ever
(which is the essence of marriage).59
After marriage, pregnancy was expected within few months and when it
occurs, traditional health attendants consulted who concocted herbs for the woman.
The pregnant woman was expected to boil and routinely drink such herbs. After six
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months of pregnancy, a woman may begin to bath and rub some herbs in order to
protect the unborn baby. The woman may be barred from eating some meats like
Rabbits which is believed to be responsible for giving births to criminally oriented
children, also some amulets or ring soaked in shrine or family deity maybe worn on
the neck or waist of the pregnant woman.
The essence of this was to prevent the unborn baby from witches and wizard
attack or evil spirits (alijenu).60Afterdelivery, the child is nursed and when he grows
usually renders assistance first to the grand parents. In most cases, they stay
permanently with their grand parents helping in farming and domestic chore (in the
case of woman). The need for more children in pre-colonial Igala was because more
labour was needed in Agriculture and other allied industries and this promoted the
ideology of polygamy in Igala land.
In the area of religion, pre-colonial Igala just like other African societies
practiced the African Traditional Religion (ATR) which involved the worship of
shrines anddieties. The Atta had and was the general overseer or head of shrines (Ata-
ebo) of all Igala. He venerated the ancestors at different places such as Idah, Inachalo,
Oganyi, Agwa, Edeh, and in his palace among others. The achadu also performed
spiritual functions on-behalf of the entire Igala mediating between the ancestors,
(Ibegwu) and the living. At village level, there were numerous village shrines which
were highly worshipped by the people.61 For instance, in Akpanya area, we had
Onyirima, Okanabo, Adollo, Ohe, and etc while at Afurugo, and there exist a shrine
called Eshi. These shrines help in protecting and promoting societal harmony, love
and unity. Beside, it was a tool for judicial arbitration and used in dispensation of
justice.
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For instance, a person or group of people accused of stealing (oji) or
witchcraft (ochu) or been a wizard or alleged to have committed murders could go
and swear before these shrine or deity to claim his innocency. If the person or people
who swear(s) die within thirty (30) days, it is believed that such accussed had truly
committed the act, in which he/she or they was or were accused and if he/she or they
did not die, his inoncence is celebrated in grand style.62 Culturally, pre-colonial Igala
was rich, and preserved its culture through various forms. Culture as a way of life of
people could be gleaned in Igala from how the people dress, their language, dance,
proverbs, masquerades, age-grades, celebration of new bore baby, and treatment of
the dead (burial rites), respect for elders and traditional rulers, food style, means and
mode of communication (language) among others.63
Igala language was a distinct aspect of the people’s non-material culture
through which communication was enhanced. People related with each based on what
they hear and see. Although other languages like Hausa, Igbo, Bassa, etc were spoken,
Igala was the dominant. It was a medium of communication between the living and
the dead (ancestors). During burials, festivals, house-warming, proverbs, singing,
drumming, it was used. Furthermore, cultural festivals existed in a part of Igala. It was
a period of thanksgiving, appreciation and appeasement of the ancestor. It was a way
of thanking them for protection, guidance and bountiful harvest prast year and
pleading for continuous provision and security. It is in this perspective that we have
festivals; cultural dance and wrestling other kinds of entertainment were carried out.
The Oganyi and Ocho which the Atta, Achadu and their royal councilors preside over
at Idah is a typical example. Masquerades in Igalaland played different socio-cultural
functions. Apart from been an embodiment of history and a mechanism for historical
preservation and transmission, it was an agent of social control.
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Masquerades appeared and flogged in some cases people who go contrary to
societal norms such as stealing, wife battering, rape, murder and others. Also,
masquerade provided security to the people while women who cooked late at night
(dinner) were flogged. During festive periods, masquerades were a source of
entertainment, pride and joy to the Igala. It was part all parcel of the people.64 Pre-
colonial Igala had absolute belief and trust in ancestral beings which they represented
(symbolism) in form of stones, wooden objects, living trees which most often were
covered round with cloth (mainly white and red cloth) metal objects and pots.
Welcoming of new born baby (ies) was also special delicacies is prepared, wine and
dry gin made available if the baby dies immediately, the cadaver (corpse) is cut with
sharp object to prevent the ‘return’ of the baby in the subsequent pregnancy of the
woman.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter has examined the the Igala socio-political and economic systems
on the eve of British colonial rule. In this perspective, the chapter has addressed the
pattern of social structures and traditional governance systems which permeated the
Igala society. Furthermore, the economic organization of the people was also
identified and analysed to show the changes and continuities that merged on the eve
of British colonial administration. From the analysis in this chapter, it is crystal clear
that the Igala society developed articulate socio-political and economic systems that
supported harmonious co-existence, intergroup relations and agro-allied activities.
The Atta political institution had since the pre-colonial era played diverse socio-
political and economic functions. Apart from the Atta, political powers or authority
equally devolved at different layers ranging from the Achadu to the traditional rulers
(amonus) to gagos/madaki, clan (olopu) and family levels. On the eve of British
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colonial rule, new dynamics emerged which altered the pendulum of hitherto
traditional socio-political and economic settings intended to meet the requirements or
desires of the colonial state. This chapter has appraised these issues and demonstrated
how the Igala organized themselves within these various strata.
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CHAPTER FOUR
COTTON PRODUCTION AND MARKETING ON THE EVE OF BRITISH RULE
4.0 Introduction
This chapter examines the patterns of cotton production and marketing in
Igalaland of Central Nigeria on the eve of British Colonialism. The essence is to
illuminate the changes and continuities that were orchestrated by the integration of
Igala economy into the global capitalist system and how such integration particularly
influenced cotton production and trade.
4.1 Early History of Cotton in Central Nigeria and Igala land
The history of cotton in Central Nigeria generally and in Igalaland in
particular dates back to the pre-colonial era.1Although the precise date of when cotton
first entered this region remains unknown due to paucity of literature. However,
available oral and archival sources, show that cotton production as well as textile
culture might have been brought by ancient immigrants from collapsed Empires such
as Mali, Songhai, where a large cotton industry existed in the 14th century.2 The
diffusion of cotton production technology through Mali into Nigeria was probably
aided by itinerant merchants and Islamic scholars who in addition to religious
engagements had mastered the crafts of weaving and dyeing.3 The Transaharan Trade
routes were the probable means through which cotton entered Nigeria.
According to Adeteye Adesida, a colonial cotton administrator at Auchi
Textile Training Centre, in a letter to the Director of the Department of Trade and
Industry at Kaduna, on the history of cotton shows that the history of cotton is ancient
in Nigeria. He specifically observed that:
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The history of cotton in Nigeria as recorded dated as far back as 15th
century. It was through the pen of the one Spanish explorer, Al Hassan
Ibn Mohamed Al Wezaz Al Fusi better known Leo Africanus, born at
Greneds in Spain in 1494, that we first read something about African
cotton. In his report he says cotton was grown in what we now call
Nigeria.4
Leo Africanus in his “description of Africa” which was written after his visit in the
early years of the sixteenth century to river Niger, along whose banks he “discovered”
that, the various types of crops included cotton.5 In tracing the earliest references to
cotton in West Africa, Baiden argues that why some species of cotton maybe
indigenous to Nigeria, some were imported from Asia. These he noted were: the
Gossypiumarboretum and Herbaceum. Gossypium arboreum were introduced from
India through the India ocean trade route while Herbaceum species was from Levant
and Arabia during the Moslem conquest of North Africa.6 The former was represented
by two races:
(a) SUDANESE- the senaar cotton tree of Egyptian literature-in the
Sudan and West Africa, and (b) INDICUM on the east African
coast; the later by Ascerifolim and Africanum in the savannah
country of West Africa… The various peoples, who introduced
Islam into West Africa from the North and Nort-west, probably
also, brought with them those cotton species, which eventually
became much more spread… As far south as Abeokuta: providing
the cotton with which the inhabitants of earlier West African
empires built up their flourishing textile industries.7
With the abolition of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, concerted efforts were made by
Christian Missionaries, European colonial merchants and governments to ensure that
the native consolidate on the opportunities in legitimate trade associated with cotton
textile production.8Legitimate commerce which emerged as a result of Industrial
Revolution in Britain made the use of human labour in agricultural plantations and
industrial complexes unprofitable. With the industrial revolution, machines replaced
human labour. As a result, slave labour had to decline.9 This was in addition to
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humanitarian interventions and Lord Mansfield law of 1807 which abolished slavery
in the United States of America.
Therefore, Cotton became a special crop which had to be developed in Nigeria
following the emergence of ‘legitimate’ commerce. The centrality of cotton was due to
its indispensible roles in production of fabrics, oil and other allied products. For
instance, between 1851 to 1859 one Thomas Clegg, a Lancashire merchant traded
successfully in cotton and went as far as Abeokuta. He encouraged the native people
to grow cotton. This was primarily to discourage slave trade which was going on
during this period and possibly to increase Lancashires’ supplies of raw materials for
weaving. It is estimated that Clegg imported not less than 3,5000 bales at close of this
period.10
Thus, as Maiden has observed, during the 18th and 19th centuries, two new
species of cotton, namely: G-Barbandense and G-Hirstutum had spread across Nigeria
from the cotton belt of the New World, United Syayes of America, (USA) had spread
profusely to many North central communities competing with the old Asiatic varities.
G-Barbandense was found all along the African coast and also in the orchard bush and
forest region of the hinterlands. This specie was predomidant in the Nigerian
agriculture economy, providing the raw materials for the local spinning and weaving
industries.11
Maiden further stated that G-Barbadense had three types, namely G-Vitifolium,
U-Peruvianum and Brasiliere. The Brasiliere, however, had no commercial value. It
was from G-Vitifolium that the Ishan Aspecies, was evolved by the Agriculture
Department of Nigeria and grown in the Western and Northern regions as chief
commercial crop. Others speices like Upland, Allen, Sun-Flower, Floradora and Black
Ratiler were from G-Hirsuthum.12 By the beginning of the 20th century, thehistory of
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cotton in Nigeria witnessed a remarkable turn-around. In February 1902, the BCGA
was formed and formally inaugurated on June 12th 1902. In later years the Association
contributed immensely to the development of cotton in Nigeria through support to
farmers, provision and development of new special and cotton seeds and in storage
trade and marketing of cotton. By 1921, the British Empire Cotton Corporation took
over the experimental or scientific role of cotton development from BCGA. ECGC set
up agricultural farm model centres and invented new speices of cotton which were
cultivated in different parts of Nigeria.13
According to M.S Adbulkadir, the origin of cotton textile production in Igala
land is quite ancient. He asserts that cotton became fashionable in Igalaland from
around the early 12thand 14th centuries. Prior to the emergence of cotton, early man in
Igala independently developed the techniques of cloth production using bast fibre,
bark, and raffia palm.14This development probably predates 4th and 9th AD of Nok and
Igbo Ukwu arheological discovery.In other words, this pre-cotton development
demonstrates that Igala textile is of antiquity:
Bark was obtained through cutting of tree’s outer coat with cutlass
which was later felted and oxidized with local reagents to smoothen
and soften the already felted fibre for human body. Raffia in Igalaland
as in elsewhere in Africa was peeled from the leaves of the Raffia
palm,while basts fibres were obtained by retting the stem of certain
dicotyledonous plants. From this era of the utilization of bark of fibrous
plants for textiles, the use of animal skin was probably also introduced.
This must be linked to the introduction of iron technology which
brought significant improvement in hunting. Some of the animals
whose skins served as cloth include; Lion, bush-cow, and other
domestic animals. However, following the introduction of cotton
probably before 12th AD textiles production in Igalaland changed.15
Another tradition on the early origins of cotton holds that cotton textiles production
ideas spread to Igala area from the ancient Kwararafa confederacy.Kwararafa was one
of the earliest confederacies that flourished in central Nigeria around the 9th and 15th
centuries and the Jukun occupied the last stage of the Confederacy with its
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headquarters in Puje.16 Cotton was highly prized among the Jukun which they
processed and used in the production royal regalia. It was therefore from the
Kwararafa and later Jukun that cotton cultivation and processing spread to the
Igalaland. In fact, as J.S Boston rightly observed, Igala-Jukun relations dates to pre-
literate era and they (Jukun) are credited to be the eponymous founders of the Igala
dynasty, and their techno-industrial techniques were transferred to the Igala from the
earliest time, including cotton textile production and associated techniques.17
Apart from this, there also exist, the Hausa/muslim perspective on the origin
of cotton production in Igala land. Oral accounts particularly from Ejule and Adoru
districts, strongly hold that the history of cotton production and trade in these
regionsare traceable to the Hausa migrant traders and Islamic preachers who entered
Igalaland as early as 13th century.18 These set of people including Nupe and Gbagi
settled in different parts of Igalaland especially Idah, Dekina, Ife and Ejule. It was at
Idah and Ejule that they practiced their trade primarily because of the large population
of these towns and the rich alluvia soil which supported cotton production. According
to Audu Adejoh, beyond being responsible for the introduction of cotton, the Hausas
were also responsible for the spread of weaving and dyeing arts in early Igalaland
which the Igala later acquired and became experts in cotton cultivation, cloth weaving
and dyeing.18 This oral account is corroborated by the reports of early European
visitors to Igala land which acknowledged that Igala had a flourishing and vibrant
cotton textile industry in the 13th Century. There was increased migration of Hausa
into Igalalaland by 14th through to the 19thcenturies for religious and commercial
purposes and manyexpert cotton farmers, dyers and weavers were part of these.19
They contributed immensely in the diffusion of diverse weaving and dyeing
techniques into Igalaland.
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However, by 19th Century, the Igala had become experts in weaving and
dyeing and were even exporting the techniques to the Igbo and Idoma areas. For
instance, Venice Lamb and Judy Holmes in their book acknowledged the cotton
potentials of Igala and equally showed a beautiful cotton cloth woven at Idah by a
Hausa known as Dina.20Also, by 1841, a British administrator, Mr. Trotter was
amazed by the developed nature of Igala economy and listed the various farms and
manufactured products including cotton which were sold at various markets in
Igalaland. Commenting on the cotton textile products processing technique of cotton
dyeing pit in Idah, Trotter states that the cloth is kept saturated in the pit for a forth
night, and sometimes three weeks, and certainly the colours are most beautiful, but as
they had not the aid of chemistry of supply the proper mordant, they are not
permanent21
4.2 Traditional Systems (Organization) of Cotton Production
Cotton production as a special strand of indigenous agriculture in Igalaland
was complex in terms of organization. The complex organization of traditional system
of cotton production in Igalaland reflected the unique economic and socio-cultural
systems of the people. In this case, cotton production in Igala was gendered. It was
also seasonal with cotton farmers existing as either full-time or part time farmers
while land ownership was usufruct.22
As M.S Abdulkadir clearly abserves, tradition Igala cotton industry occupied a
strategic position in the entire gamut of Igala agriculture and society.23 It was through
the local production of cotton that several textile centres flourished in Igala area and
the fabrics produced were highly valued as they served diverse purposes. Thus,
Abdulkadir states that:
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Clothing has long been part of the definition of social status among the
Igala and so production was particularly important cotton clothing was
the most important, but there were others such as silk, raffia and the
bark cloth. Cotton was produced in many areas in Igalaland, but the
major producing districts were Dekina, Oguma, Olia, Idrisu, and Ife.
Cotton was also traded.24
During the pre-colonial period, cotton production in Igalaland was predominantly
cultivated by the men. Men were involved in clearing of the land and in tilling of the
soil. Cultivation was carried out with the aid of hoe while clearing of the land was
done with the aid of cutlass. Land clearing for cotton was usually performed during
dry season mainly during the months of February through April.25 Due to abundance
of land, bush following was common. The essence of bush fallowing was to esnsure
high yield; as soil left uncultivated after some years of cultivation was assumed,
correctly too, to regain its nutrients. This usually lasted for two tothree years. Bush
fallowing also helped to curtain the spread of cotton infestations. Cultivation, of
cotton, was manually done in traditional Igala society by men during the rainy season
(that is, from the months of May/June-August).26 Igala cotton farmers engaged in both
mono-cropping and inter-cropping depending on whether one was a full-time farmer
or part-time farmer. Full-time cotton farmers dedicated large tract of land to cotton.
Although this does not mean absolute full-time farming as some also farmed staple
food crops like yams, maize and cassava.
Oral accounts hold that there were very few full-time cotton farmers in
Akpanya, Odolu and Alloma areas prior to the advent of British colonialism. 27 This
was because, the value and prices and consumption of cotton were locally determined
and often fluctuated. It was, however, the advent of colonialism and subsequent
interventions of the BCGA in the early twentieth century that opened Igala cotton
industry to the international market and therefore got many Igala farmers to
experiment with cotton cultivation.
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On the other hand, the part-time cotton farmersin Igalaland combined other
agricultural production activities with cotton farming. The reason for this wasdue to
the need to diversify localsources of income and create opportunities for greater
seasonal yield. Under this system, an individual farmer cultivates series of staple
crops like yam, maize, beans, cassava and even hunting with cotton production. Under
this system, a small portion of land is dedicated to cotton farming under this system
and harvested cotton is often for personal use.28
After cultivation, women and children were used in planting of cotton seeds.
The involvement of children in planting however, depended on whether it was heaps
or ridges that were made. The traditional methods of using legs and sticks to create or
dig a hole in the ridges or mounds to insert the seeds were common plantimg methods.
Planting of seed cotton was usually carried out immediately or few days after it had
rained, and mainly either early in the morning or late in the evening. Prior to the
advent of colonial rule, there was no application of herbicides and fertilizer after
planting. Only animal dungs (pen manure) were occasionally applied to cotton.A
probable reason for this could be because of the practice of bush fallowing, which
enhanced soil viabilityand made the use of fertilizers and even animal dungs
unecessary.29
Weeding of cotton farms started seven to eight weeks after cultivation. In this
regards, women and children were mostly engaged in weeding. However, in cases
where large tract or acres of land is under full-time cultivation, men were usually
involved in weeding. The major tools used for weeding were small cutlass and hoes
while children used bare hand to avoid damage to cotton stem.30 Also, cooperative
labour (ailo) was used in both cultivation and weeding stages in traditional Igala
cotton industry particularly during the colonial period. The table below shows the
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crop yied statistics including that of cotton from Igalaland of central Nigeria on the
eve of colonial rule.
Table 3. Estimates of yields from the schedule of crop yield statistics excluding
seed requirements
Crop Yields Ibs per acre
Cotton 65 Ibs per acre
Beans 110 Ibs per acre
Maize 630 Ibs per acre
Cassava 3000 Ibs per acre
Source: NAKPROF/LOKPROF/1624. p.8.
Arising from the increased activities of BCGA and its buying agents, there
was an increase in the the prices of cotton and attracted many Igala into cotton
cultivation. Usually, weeding of cotton farm was performed twice before harvest. The
first weeding was carried out mostly within the first seven to eight weeks after
planting while the second weeding was carried out four weeks to harvest. Weeding
was very important in cotton textile production as effective weeding is necessary for
high yield and productivity. The table below shows the price of cotton and other
agricultural produce in Igalaland on the eve of British colonial rule.
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Table 4. Prices of cotton and other crops at Igala (Akpanya) Market
Crop Measure Weight Average Price Price Per Ib
Cotton Basket 5 Ibs 4d 0.80d
Beans Mudu 3 Ibs 1.25d 0.42d
Cassava Heap 58 Ibs 2d 0.03d
Koko Yam Heap 34 Ibs 3d. 0.09d
White Yam Heap 57 Ibs 8d. 0.14d
Red Yam Heap 25.5 Ibs 3d 0.12d
Sekita Yam Heap 31 Ibs 4d 0.13d
Maize Basket of Grain 52.5 10.5d 0.19d
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/1624. p.9.
Harvesting of cotton in Igala land was manually done and men, women and
children were involved in harvesting. The various stages involved included picking,
ginning, opening and clearing. As Adetye observes,
Picking was done and still is being done by hand. When the cotton is
ripe for picking, the farmer, his wife and children, if any, do the
picking into large baskets, ready to be dried in their huts or farms. If
the cotton is for sale, the wife takes the cotton to the market after she
should have done the “cleaning by hand” if the cotton is to be
processed into yarn, then ginning cones.31
Ginning of cotton in Igala land is ancient and this underscores the centrality of
traditional methods of ginning prevalent in many parts of Igala land, aimed at
removing the cotton seed. This is done on a piece of flat hard wood of about nine to
eighteen metres (9 x 18 ms) with an iron rod of about twelve metres (12m) long. This
iron rod is used to press the cotton hard on the surface of the piece of wood, on which
the fibres are separated from the seeds. As Abdulkadir observes, ginning could also be
done on a flat-stone (Oji-apata). “in Igalaland, ginners in the hinter land operated on
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blocks of wood, while those in the flat rocky areas specialized in ginning on flat
stones.”32 Opening and clearing also known as cording was one after ginning the
cotton link or fibre were carded using the string and a bow against the cotton this was
done by combing the cotton fibres between two brushes which cleared the fibre and
aligned in the same direction cording was often done on a clear good to boast the
commercial value of such a cotton.
4.3 Land, Technology and Labour in Traditional Igala Cotton Industry
Land is one of the indispensible factors of production. This is because it is on
land that other major economic activities of man such as farming, trade and craft
production are anchored upon. Land was and still is a critical asset in traditional Igala
society because it served several purposes. First, the economic value of land made it a
unique commodity which even though could not be bought or sold, helped in defining
the wealth and significance of an individual in the society. Second, land was highly
venerated or deified in Igala land. Different gods were linked to land. Third, land was
held in high esteem because it provided a socio-historical badge upon which members
of the society identified themselves. As a result, to be without a land is to be denied
inheritance in a given family.33
Fundamentally, the traditional land tenure system in Igalaland had immense
implications for the development of Igala cotton industry. Although in theory, the
Attah Igala owned all the land in Igalaland, in practice, land ownership rights
dovetails within the ambience of the controlling powers of the family head. They
were to allocate land to family members. The family heads roles were hereditary and
worked closely with village chiefs (Onus) in handling land issues. It is impossible for
an individual to settle in a village without the consent of the village chief. During the
pre-colonial period, land was surplus and had in technical sense no serious viable
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commercial economic value. Cotton was farmed basically for the domestic market.
Igala cotton farmers produced the necessary cotton which the native Igala and Igbo
weavers bought and used for the manufacture of diverse cloths. The abundance supply
of land coupled with the fact that cotton was an annual crop largely enhanced cotton
production.34
In a colonial report on Adoru Igalaland tenure system conducted in 1951,
Assistant District Officer, H.M. Orde, summarized Igalaland tenure system as follows:
In the olden times, all land was controlled by the bead-holder. But any
local man had full rights over his own land. If he wanted more he
could take any unfarmed bush without the need to ask anyone. If he
left a farm to lie fallow it would still be his, however long he left it.
On his death his sons would inherit all his land, and the eldest would
divide it among them. If any local, wanted land not at present farm but
belonging to someone else, he could ask for it, but would never pay
anything either money or produce. The owner of the land could turn
out the borrower if he wished, butwould seldom so; more often he
would come and share the land with him. The borrower would not
acquire any rights over the land; he could not lend it to any one else
without the consent of the “owner’s” permission. Whenever land is
lent, the right to take the fruits of any economic trees goes with the
land. 35
If a stranger came to a village he would normally start by staying with someone who
knew and could vouch for him. Then he would probably be given a land to build a
house, and only after this would the question of a farm be raised.36 Then if he found
someone willing to give him farm land, they would go together to the Village Head
and the Bead holder who would approve the loan of land. The stranger would bring
some produce (if there were any palm trees on the land, this would be palm oil
otherwise yams) to the bead holder each year. If he failed to comply with this custom
or caused trouble in any way he could be turned out. If not his sons would inherit the
land, but would remain “strangers” forever.37
In different parts of Igala land especially Akpanya, Odolu, Alloma, Ogane
Enugu, Ibaji, Dekina and Imane areas which had large concentration of Igbo cotton
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migrant farmers during the early twentieth century, the aforementioned land tenure
system significantly played out. There are oral accounts of some Igbo cotton farmers
who after being offered land to farm, married Igala women from their host village.38
Unlike in the South Western Yoruba Cocoa and South Eastern Oil palm belts which
resulted in land pressures as a result of plantation farming, there was no such case of
land conflicts arising from pressure or competition for cotton plantation. The table
below shows the acre of land under cultivation in Igalaland on the eve of British
colonial rule.
Table 5. Eight farms, worked by eighteen hoes, were measured and giving the
following average per acreage per hoe
Crop Average Acreage Value
Cotton 0.87 acres 3/9
Beans 0.62 acre 2/5
Cassava 0.87 acre 6/6
Koko Yams 0.31 acre 16/10
White yams 0.66 acre 35/10
Red yams 0.38 acre 14/10
Sekita yams 0.28 acre 14/2
Maize 1.42 acre 14/2
Pepper/Okra Estimated income per hoe 7/6
Annual Agricultural Income.
962 farmers @ 5.16=5579.12.0
Total £ 5.16.0
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/1625. p.9
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In other words, cotton production in colonial Igalaland, for several reasons,
did not alter the customary land tenure system. This was because cotton production
did not require permanent holding of land like the other cash crop production. It was
land hunger and plantation agriculture that primarily ignited individualization as
against communal ownership of land in other parts of Nigeria was the sale or lease of
land was encouraged. However, in Igala land particularly as regards cotton production,
ownership of land was immaterial since these conditions were absent, and the tenure
system rarely limited a farmer’s production capacity.39
Another area in the Igala cotton industry were land played out was in
cooperative and community cotton farms. In the cooperative farms, a member of a
cooperative could easily freely give out his or her parcel of land to be used for the
cultivation of cotton. What such a member had to do was to notify the family head
and village head of their desire to use a designated parcel of land for cooperative
farming.40 It is expected that members of such cooperative society present kola nuts
and palm wine to the family and village heads mainly after harvest. It is instructive to
note that such land does not become the property of the cooperative society but
reverts back to the family owners. In the case of community or village cotton farms,
the land used for such purpose is owned collectively by every member of the village.
The land is never a property of the village head as he is a mere trustee or overseer of
the land. In a situation whereby the community land is over used and becomes
unfertile, individual members willingly gave out sufficient land for the purpose of
cotton cultivation.41
In terms of the technology used in the Igala cotton industry, it is imperative to
assert that indigenous technology played immense role in the production process.
Local craftsmen particularly blacksmiths, basket makers, potters and others craftsmen,
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using locally sourced raw materials, were able to manufacture cutlass, hoes, baskets
and pots which were used for the cultivation and processing of cotton.42 The clearing
of cotton farms was done through the use of local cutlass (opia) which the Igala
blacksmith produced with ease. Cutlasses of different shapes and sizes were
manufactured. Clearing of land usually started from June to July. Big cutlasses were
used for clearing thick forests and in cutting down of trees while smaller ones were
used for cutting grasses and shrubs. Fire was also used to burn big trees. After
clearing of grasses, hoes equally manufactured by blacksmiths were then used for
making ridges upon which cotton were planted.
The next stage after the making of ridges was the planting of seeds. In this
case, about three to four cotton seeds were buried in the ridges at an indefinite or
speculative spacing. The seeds usually germinated within one week. After this stage,
the next was weeding which usually started after seven to eight weeks after planting
of seeds. Women and children with the aid of small cutlasses and hoes carried out the
weeding. However, in some cases where there was large hectare of land under
cultivation, men usually participated in weeding. For unmarried cotton farmers,
family relatives and hired labour were used in weeding of cotton farms.43
Generally, labour in the Igala cotton industry was obtained in diverse forms.
These included; family labour, cooperative labour and hired labour. Family labour
involves the integration and utilization of the available labour within a given
household. This usually involves the labour of the man, his wife or wives, children
and relatives. During the early twentieth century, polygamy was predominant in
Igalaland because of the need to have more labour engaged in agriculture.44
Consequently, farmers married more wives in order to have more children who will
be used in the various agro-allied production processes. Cooperative labour in the
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order hand involves a situation whereby able-bodied men within the same village and
age-bracket commit to farm for each other on a rotational basis. During such farming
process, food and drinks could be provided by the person whose turn it was to be
farmed for. However, this was not always mandatory as arrangements, duties and
obligations of cooperating members were collectively decided.45 The table below
shows the average labour inputs expended on cotton production and the output
measured in terms of acreage per household in this area on the eve of British colonial
rule.
Table 6. Showing comparative cotton production labour inputs and yields in
man-days per acre in Igalaland
See cotton Yam Groundnuts
Preparation 16.6 46.3 28.3
Sowing 7.0 21.3 6.1
After cultivation 10.0 16.0 7.1
Harvesting 7.2 39.2 50.4
Sub-total 40.8 122.8 91.9
Decortication -- -- 44.0
Total 40.8 122.8 135.9
Source: Agricultural: Adapted and Modified from Annual Report, Yandev Plantation, Benue
Province 1929, 9th Annual Bulletin of Department of Agriculture NAK/Ministry/628/Sc. p.3.
Following the advent of British colonialism and the subsequent introduction of
foreign currencies as valuable medium of exchange, hired labour became pronounced.
The monetization of the economy and the consolidation of cash crop production
created the fecundity for the proliferation of hired labour.
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4.4 Challenges Faced by Cotton Farmers in Igalaland and Meassures Adopted to
Adrress them
Cotton production and trade in Igalaland just like in other parts of Northern
Nigeria witnessed certain challenges particularly on the eve of British colonial
administration. The emergence of British colonialism ruptured the traditional
economic structure of the Igala through the introudtcion and consolidation of new
agricultural initiatives. The cotton industry industry prior to the emergence of colonial
rule mainly served the local industrial textile complexes. However with colonial cash
crop driven agriculture, cotton produced in this region were rechanneled towards
satisfying the industrial needs of Britain. As a result of this, the Igala cotton farmers
came in direct contact with need challenges which were externally motivated. In other
words, peasant cotton farmers in Igalaland on the eve of British colonial rule faced the
challenge of exploitation orchestrated by expatriate firms, challenge of storage and
lack of incentives, incessant fluctiuation in prices and the problem of Nigerian civil
war. Generally, these challenges were created by both internal and external factors.46
Cotton farmers in Igalaland were exposed to the vagaries of fluctuations in the
international markets. The architects or perpetrators of this exploitation were the
Licensed Buying agents, expatrate firms especially John Holt and United African
Company (UAC). The LBAs as offshoots of the octopus imperial marketing firms
perfected obnoxious strategies to manipulate and exploit the farmers. Some of their
strategies which constituted a major negative challenge to the farmers included the
issuance of advance payments to cotton farmers, the designation and gazzetting of
cotton markets and the monopolization of cotton trade. The farmers could not
actually decide how or where to sell their cotton. Only the expatriate firms and
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through the LBAs and BCGA made the laws and established markets were cotton
could be sold. 47
Besides, the indigenous cotton farmers received no appreciable incentives like
improved machines and agro-allied chemicals for large scale cotton cultivation. The
only agricultural incentive offered was the free exotic Allen cotton which did not
reach all the farmers in all cotton farming or producing communities in Igalaland.
There are reports in some quarters that some local chiefs who distributed the free
cotton were in some cases selective and partial in distribution. Some farmers who
were not in the good book of the chiefs were often sidelined in the distribution of free
cotton seed. Another challenge was the fact that the free Allen cotton failed the
farmers in some cases. The failure of Allen speice in some parts of Igalaland have
been attributed to ignorance of the farmer to examine the soil type before cultivation
and also the lack of adequate agricultural extension officers to educate the farmers. As
a result of this, many farmers mixed or intercropped both the native specie with the
exotic Allen specie thereby undermining the quality seed afters harevest. The
implication of this was that the LBAs usually paide ridiculously prices for the natives
spcies and in some cases outrightly rejected or refused to buy the mixed brand as they
were not good for the Lancashire industrial needs. 48
Another major challenge which cotton farmers in Igalaland faced on the eve of
British colonial rule was the issue of lack of access to farm inputs. All the cotton
farmers in this region depeded solely on the use of locally manufactured implements
like cutlasses and hoes. The colonial state and the BCGA did not provide tractors or
other sophisticated farm implements to promote large scale production. The
implication of this was underutilization of land arising from limited labour supply.
Human labour which was expended on the Igala cotton industry was limited. This
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probably accounts for the nonexistence of cotton plantations on Igalaland and the
inability of the Igala cotton farmers to match their American and Indian counterparts’
interms of overall annual acreage production. 49
In the bid to overcome these challenges, Igalaland cotton farmers designed
survival measure. These measures included the use of protests and other resistant
measures to demand for an end to the exploiatation of the farmers. In Akpanya area,
the 1940 uprising was as a result of collapse prices of major economic crops. In
Dekina, Ojoku and Ankpa areas of Igalaland, there were several cases of protests and
revolts against the imposition of taxes. It is instructive to note that even though the
natives articulated their grieveances within the ambit of taxation, the collapse of
prices of their major cash rops like cotton, oil palm and others lay at the roots of their
protests.50 Some cooton farmers equally deviced the means of storaging their cotton
over the next year. Consequently, the farmers stotred and mixed the raw cotton of the
previous year with that of the new season. The essence of this was to make better
profits.
4.5 Conclusion
The history of cotton textile production is ancient in Igalaland and central
Nigeria in general. The centrality of cotton the socio-economic and cultural matrix of
the peoples’daily life makes cotton an indispensible produce in the society. Therefore,
this chapter has attempted, from archival and oral sources illuminates the nature of
cotton production and trade on the eve of British colonial trade in Igalaland of central
Nigeria. The emergence of British colonialism engendered rapid metamorphosis in
the economic and socio-political organization of the Igala with cascading effects on
the traditional Igala cotton industry. This chapter has demonstrated how the changes
were initiated in diverse areas of Igala society. In addition, this chapter has also
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examined the challenges that faced the Igala cotton farmers on the eve of British
colonial rule and how they responded to such maldaies.
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CHAPTER FIVE
BRITISH COLONIAL RULE, COTTON PRODUCTION AND TRADE IN
IGALALAND 1900-1960
5.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the nature of British colonialism and the transformation
of cotton production and trade in Igalaland of central Nigeria 1900 – 1960. The
analysis here is to understand how colonial policies and programmes affected cotton
production and trade. Furthermore, the issues of disarticulation of cotton industry,
exploitation and the negative consequences of world economic depression on the
Igala cotton farmers and society in general coupled with the role of BCGA, ECGC
and the marketing boards in the adaptation, modification of colonial policies arising
from native reactions to exteraml shocks were analyzed. Furthermore, this chapter
also refracts from colonial documents, the experiences of the peasants and how the
peasant cotton farmers were exploited and the role of the colonial state in the
mediation of the exploitation hobnobbing between the peasants and the British
companies especially in the bid to balance interests. In this perspective, this chapter
also interrogates, briefly, how and why amidst uncontrolled exploitation, the coping
strategies the peasants adopted (such as adulteration of cotton and migration) and the
responses of the colonial state. The role of the local agency (Igala Native Authority)
in production process, particularly cotton production and trade is also discussed).
5.1.1 British Colonial Agricultural Policy
Agriculture occupied an important place in the British colonial development
scheme in Nigeria. The reason for the pre-eminence of Agriculture was based on the
fact that it provided major source of employment to majority of Nigerians with over
90% of the GDP and 85% of the country’s foreign exchange earnings. Besides,
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agriculture equally provided the basic raw materials for both local and external
manufacturing industries in colonial Nigeria. These agricultural crops which occupied
significant place in this region during the halcyon days of British colonial
administration included cotton, palm oil and palm kernels, cocoa, rubber, groundnuts,
benniseed among others. These crops were highly needed for the production of
industrial and consumer goods in Britain. The outbreak of the First and later the
Second World Wars made the demand for ammunitions highly imperative and
necessary. Cotton and palm kernels were used in the textile and weaponry session of
the British sectors. Cocoa, Palm oil and Groundnuts were used for the production of
foods, confectionaries and other consumables.1
The colonial authorities contemplated between plantation agriculture and
peasant driven agricultural production in colonial Northern Nigeria. After due
consideration of the pros and cons, they settled for peasant based agriculture. To them,
the complex nature of land coupled with insufficient labour made plantation
agriculture unnecessary. As Njoku correctly observes, “the British government
believed that… farmers were capable of satisfying the export produce demands of
British industries provided that the appropriate climate was created for them” 2 In
other words, Agricultural production was left in the hands of local farmers who
cultivated the export crops using indigenous technologies. The export crops were
expressly destined for the metropolitan industries and concerted efforts including
legislations and institutional frameworks were made to ensure the monopolization and
export of cash crops by British representatives. Agriculture policy in this region
therefore focused on “how to increase the volume of export crop production and also
improve the quality of export crops from colonial Nigeria’. As a result, domestic
staples received little or no attention from the British colonial government.
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Njoku surmises that the British colonial Agricultural policy centered squarely
on production for export by the native farmers. And despite the central contributions
of the peasant farmers, the British colonial authorities did very little to improve
production techniques of the peasants and paid lip services to domestic staple
production. As a result, expatriate firms especially from Britain such as John Holt,
Paterson Zochoniz PZ, United African Company and others dominated the export
market in colonial Nigeria. Because of the centrality of these aforementioned export
agricultural crops to the techno-industrial need of Britain, the colonial state
established agricultural training institutes and model farms were new species of crops
and animals could be experimented and new agricultural ideas passed easily through
the extension workers to the rural farmers. This situation led to the establishement of
Moore Plantation in Ibadan and at Samaru in Zaria area. Others like model farm
experimentation centre and Livestock training institute were the established at Yandev
and VOM in Benue and Plateau regions respectively.3 The British Cotton Growing
Association BCGA was instrumental in the establishment of Model farm in Yandev.
BCGA also established smaller extension centres in Igala region.
The expatriate firms imported sophisticated processing machines which would
help in the processing of these raw materials (export crops) locally in order to curtail
the burden of transporting unprocessed crops to Britain. Consequently, mechanical
devices like palm oil mills, ginning machines, hydraulic balers, cocoa seed dryers, and
ground nut decorticators were imported by the expatriate firms. Also, in the bid to
ensure high quality of crops, the colonial government introduced agricultural produce
monitoring team. The duty of the produce inspectors were to ensure that export crops
from Northern Nigeria were of high standard required by the big industries in Britain.
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Price differentials were introduced to encourage peasant farmers toward high quality
production.
Generally, because of the need for unfettered production and export of cash
crops to Britain, the colonial government saw the need to develop the transport sector.
Therefore, colonial agricultural policy in Nigeria went hand in hand with the
development of the various means of transportation. Transportation was important for
the timely delivery of raw materials from Nigeria to Britain. As a result of this,
railways, inland water way and roads were developed. These transport systems
connected centres of agricultural production from the hinterland to the coaster regions
for onward shipment to Britain.
5.2 British Colonialismand Cotton Production in Igalaland of Central Nigeria
Cotton production in Northern Nigeria in general and Igalaland in particular
witnessed intense transformation as a result of the entrenchment of colonialism. Prior
to 1900 when effective colonial administration began there was the indigenouscotton
industry which provided enough raw cotton which served the local textile weavers in
the entire Northern Nigeria. For instance, Cotton from Igalaland at this time was
exported to neighbouring Igboland and even Kano where they were weaved and dyed
and sold across Nigerian communities.
However, by 1900, there was the revocation of the Charter of the Royal Niger
Company (RNC). By 1902, the BCGA was formed in London to champion the course
of cotton production in British colonies. By 1906, BCGA established a cotton ginnery
in Lokoja.4 The establishment of the ginnery in Lokoja had spasmodic effects on Igala
cotton industry. First, BCGA licensed buying agents were the major actors in the
propagation of cotton culture in Igalaland. Through collaboration with colonial
personnel and Native Authority leaders (traditional rulers/chiefs), the BCGA
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distributed free cotton seeds, to the farmers and centralized the purchases (trade) by
ensuring that no any other company outside its Licensed Buying Agents engaged in
cotton trade in Igala land.5
Through this monopolization of cotton trade, the Igala farmers had their
choices and right to participate in free trade limited. Besides, the BCGA through the
LBAs had designated cotton markets and gazette prices. Through this legislation, it
was an offence liable to arrest, fine, imprisonment for an individual or group of
individuals to purchase cotton outside the designated cotton stations or withoutduly
licensed.6
British colonialism led to the disarticulation of the Igala cotton industry. As
Ake A Political Economy of Africaand Rodney How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
observes, disarticulation of economy entails incoherence or lack of complementarity
in the production process. Disarticulation connotes the absence of regional or sectoral
complementarity and reciprocity. How did British colonialism engender
disarticulation in Igala cotton industry? This disarticulation was created deliberately
by the British colonial authority committed to meeting and preserving the industrial
needs and ideology of Britain during the colonial epoch. Firstly, Igalaland under
colonial rule was conditioned to produce raw cotton which was needed in British
textile industries in Lancashire. Also, Igalaland under the colonial economic and
industrialization policy of Britain was to remain perpetual consumer of British
manufactured textile products. In other words, Igalaland was to farm cotton for export
and consumer imported expensive fabrics.7
This scenario of unequal trade exchange created a situation whereby cotton
production in Igalaland never spurred the development of textile industries in colonial
Igalaland. There were therefore no backward and forward linkages in the production
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process. From 1906 to 1914, BCGA made frantic efforts to introduce exotic cotton to
the area. This was due to the perceived fact that the local species were of poor
industrial quality.
Another impact of British colonialism on the Igala cotton industry was in
terms of monetization of the economy and the distortion of markets. In the bid to
enhance effective and efficient production of cotton, new currency was introduced
and the locals were mandated to pay taxes and purchase foreign imported
commodities in the new British currencies. Through this means, Igala farmers had no
option but to cultivate cotton for export. It was through sale of cotton and other cash
crops that they could generate the needed money to offset the colonial obligations.
There are oral accounts of cotton farmers who prior to the consolidation of
colonialism processed their produce in the form of textile but because of the height
and demand for taxes had to abandon weaving.8
Furthermore, colonialism led to the underdevelopment of Igala cotton industry.
Through exploitation of locals, prices of cotton were artificially fixed and subjected to
the prevailing international markets without taking into consideration the local
peculiarity and dynamics in Igalaland. In Igalaland, the British companies kept the
price for cotton artificially low.Abdulkadir observes that by 1909, the few local
weavers were paying higher prices for cotton compared with the British companies.
He states that in Igalaland:
The local producers of cotton cloth paid much higher prices for local
cotton than the companies – Niger Company and John Holt – and the
BCGA. While firms were paying 1d. per 1b. of cotton, it was selling in
the local markets for between 2s. 6d and 3d per 1b an effective
increase of between 150 per cent and 200 per cent and above what the
companies were paying9
In the bid to ensure that these local cotton consumers (Igala textile workers) do not
become a threat to British textile needs, the colonial authorities hurriedly initiated a
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legislation to monopolize cotton trade and guarantee the monopoly of the British
firms. Abdulkadir observes that:
In order to rectify the situation, and guarantee (British) firms
monopoly in cotton purchases, all Residents in the Northern Provinces
were instructed by the High Commissioner in 1916 to forbid the
buying of cotton by any individual except the Niger company, John
Hold, and the BCGA.10
By the end of 1916, selling cotton outside buying stations was flatly prohibited. The
immediate effects of this prohibition on Igala cotton industry and trade during this
period was that it undermined the confidence of the farmers to produce. The native
farmers could not understand why they should not freely sell their cotton to
whomever and wherever they wanted. Besides, this prohibition confirmed to the local
farmers that they were been exploited by the British companies who paid lower prices
for the cotton. The farmers were more predisposed to selling their cotton at the local
markets where the indigenous cloth makers offered higher prices but the enactment of
this prohibitive law placed them in a precarious situation.
The integration of Igala economy into the global capitalist system during the
colonial period created serious problem for the cotton industry particularly during the
economic depression and inter-war periods. From 1914 through 1918 (First World
War) and world economic depression (1929-303) the prices of cotton in Igalaland fell
drastically. Most of the cotton farmers suffered untold hardship as the British
companies could not buy up the all large cotton produced. In fact, there was acute
scarcity of currencies and this led to the resurgence of barter system of trade in many
Igala communities. A colonial report states that:
The amount of money in circulation became less and less. Today, trade
in Ankpa is conducted almost solely by means of barter and the
substitution of brass-rods for currency. These rods, which had been
hoarded for years, are being dug up and can be seen in all markets in
the area. A rod is now worth 1d compared to 5d five years ago. Despite
this very real shortage no reduction in tax incidence has been made.11
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This lamentable economic situation negatively affected cotton production and trade in
colonial Igalaland. It was weird for the native to understand why money could
suddenly become so scarce in a hitherto viable economy.Colonialism created an
unfavourbale condition for the cotton farmers who suffered untold hardship arising
from a sudden fall in the prices of this produce. This was possible because the
colonial system tied the Igala rural economy to that of Britain and by extension the
international market.
5.3 Peasantry and the Dialectics of Colonial Cotton Production in Igalaland
Peasants were at the centre of cotton production in the entire Northern Nigeria
and in Igalaland in particular. In the absence of mechanized plantation agriculture, all
the cotton that were produced in colonial Igalaland and ginned at the Lokoja ginnery
before onward exportation to Britain were cultivated by them. Using local farm
implements (hoes and cutlasses) and manual labour, they tilled the land, planted
cotton, welded and harvested the crop which the LBAs purchased. With little or no
incentives, they consistently produced the required tonnage which sustained the
cotton needs of the Lancashire.12
However, they (peasants) remained poor without any efficient bargaining
power with the buyers of their crop (LBAs). Although pivotal in the entire gamut of
production process, they were at the mercy of the British companies and their LBAs.
They lackedrequisite information and even were such information existed, they lacked
the mental capacity to analyse such information.13Because British colonialism thrived
on exploitation, the peasants became their instant victims. In the cotton industry, the
manipulation and exploitation of peasants was achieved through certain strategies and
instruments. These include: (a) persuasion (b) force and (c) legislation.14 In their quest
to ensure that the Lancashire cotton needs were particularly after the decline
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orchestrated by the American Civil War and boll weevil infestation, the colonial
administrators employed persuasion to encourage the peasants to cultivate cotton for
export. Free cotton seeds were distributed and its potentials in generating increased
revenues/profits over bloated.
As was the norm, the distribution of free cotton seeds was provided by BCGA
through its local agents. The seeds were usually transported through canoe and lorries
to the district heads/chiefs across the various cotton producing villages in Igala land.
It was the duty of the chief to judiciously share the seeds to farmers in his domain.15
The chief(s) were persuaded to encourage their people to plant cotton at all cost. In
most cases, they were mandated to set-up village cotton forms from where revenues
could be generated to lessen tax burden of communities. The table in the next page
shows the tons of cotton seed which was distributed freely to peasants in Igala land.
The table further shows the people and pattern of free cotton distribution in Igala land,
their consignee, dump, required tons of seed, ginnery, mode of transportation and a
general remark.
Table 7: Showing Cotton seed Distribution in Igala Division
Igala
Division
Consignee
Igala N.A,
Village Head
Dump Tons Seed
Required
Ex-
Ginnery
Transport Remark
District Idah 2 Lokoja Canoe For Idah ½, Gwalowo ½,
Odoro 1.
District Head Bagana 93 Lokoja Canoe For Bagana(M)12 1/2 ,
Abajikolo(M) 40,
Olliya(M) 10, Ogbonicha
3, Inye 10, Ogodu 12 ½,
Ojugo(M) 5.
District Head Shintaku 25 Lokoja Canoe For Oguma 3 ½, Gboloko
1, Dekina 2 ½,
Etutekpe(M), 7 ½. Ogane-
Enugu 7, Egume 2 ½, Ejule
1.
Source: NAK/Ministry of Agriculture/ COT.23 Vol.I
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From the table above, it is clear that the entire district did not receive the same
quantity of seed cotton from the BCGA in collaboration with the imperial state and its
local agency (Native Authority). First, the cotton were sent to the village heads in tons
and transported through either lorry or canoe. In Idah District for instance, Adoru got
the largest quantity. This perhaps accounts for the central role of farmers in Akpanya,
Adoru, and Avurugo and Agba villages of Adoru district in Igala cotton industry,
especially from the southern part of Igala land. Also, from the Bagana cotton belt,
Abejukolo received the highest quantity of seed cottons totalling 40 tonns while
Bagana had 12 and Olliya and Inye 10 tonns each.16
In Shintaku axis, Ogane-enugu as the largest cotton farming village received
five tons of seed cotton for onward distribution to farmers. It is imperative to state
that the decision of the colonial state in collaboration with the BCGA to offer free
cotton seeds to Igala farmers was, among other things, aimed at boosting cotton
production, trade and revenues particularly through produce tax from Igala Division.
Besides, it is also instructive to note that the bulk of the cotton produced were
expressly destined for the Lancashire market and even within the marketing chain,
British commercial firms dominated the trade in Cotton.17 Therefore, the free seed
distribution was not actually free as the giver reaped double profit from the freely
given cotton after harvest. This was achieved through the manipulation of the local
cotton market through fiat legislations which obliterated the natives in the marketing
chain.
In the case where a given community collectivelyand communally established
a cotton farm, the peasants within such a community, compulsorily donated one to
two days freely to work in such a farm without any remuneration. Such a farm existed
in Akpaya area of Adorn District. Sunday Egwu observed that:
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Male youth above 18 years worked in cotton farm at Odumogwu twice
every week. It was an offence punishable by fine or confiscation of
property or eviction from the village for an individual to abscond from
such responsibility … except one is seriously sick … from clearing of
land to cultivation and harvesting, were all carried out by the peasants
farmers… most of whom were migrant Igbo farmers… though this was
later abolished in the 1940s.18
The peasants also suffered exploitation and manipulation in the hands of the
middlemen. The middlemen paid lesser prices which were below the gazetted prices.
Although the middlemen were paid commission by the companies upon every ton
delivered, they designed dubious means such as use of baskets instead of weighing
scale in remote villages to buy cotton and under-pricing. There was also the system of
advance payment.19 In most remote villages which the middlemen went to buy cotton,
they often ended up buying cotton by merely guessing the weight or some times with
a spring balance but irrespective of grade. In Igalaland, cotton was graded on the basis
of its type either as Grade I or Grade II. However, most peasants rarely did not
distinguish between the two Grades and often the middlemen paid same amount for
both but at the stations, he separated the grades and receives differences in prices
which he never paid the peasant. In other words, middlemen often paid less than the
gazetted price of cotton to peasants in rural colonial Igalaland.20
In fact, the activities of middlemen undermined cotton production and
promoted exploitation of the farmers. They paid lower prices to farmers and used cash
advances to them at ridiculous prices and edged out the farmers from reaping full
profits of their labor by taking their produce to the market. The middlemen
exploitation was acknowledged by the colonial administrators. For instance, in a
secret file, the chief produce inspection officer, Mr. Heckeller, in a letter to the
permanent secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Northern Nigeria expressed worries
over the notorious activities of middlemen where he declared that:
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This matter has been raised time and time again in the past, and I
myself have expressed the view on many occasions that if only the
Licensed Buying Agent could discipline their own cotton Buyers at the
gazetted cotton markets to prevent them issuing cash advances to the
‘yan barranda’ a great deal of middlemen activity could cease, and the
farmers themselves could then be in a position to bring their own
cotton to the market to sell it to the buyer of their choice, which is what
the markets are designed for.However, the marketing activities of the
baranda buyers have vitiated this system and have led to serious
problems and fallings in the cotton marketing scheme.21
Apart from the unbridled exploitation of the peasants by the middlemen, the colonial
state tax policies further worsened the plight of peasant farmers especially the cotto
producers. Tax regime in Igalaland was gendered. Moreso, Igalaland paid higher taxes
compared with Nsukka and Idoma areas of Southern and Benue Provinces
respectively. This made many peasant cotton farmers to migrate to South West
Yorubaland, were they worked in cocoa plantation and paid lesser taxes.22 Aikoye
observes that excessive manipulation and exploitation of peasants by the middlemen,
state and its agents failed to spur cotton production in trade and sustainable
industrialization in Igalaland. He clearly observes that:
A major reason advanced for the decline of Igala cotton was alleged
large scale exploitation of the peasant farmers by trading companies
and their agents through over taxing and low prices… majority of the
farmers did not know what happened to the cotton they produced even
at the ginnery, the producers were equally not aware of the global
market mechanism in relation to the cotton they produced… the
marketing system was such that price mechanism failed to spur the
peasant farmers to produce more.23
The dialectical trajectory of cotton production in colonial Igalaland was such that the
peasant farmers rarely did not reap profits from their cotton. British companies and
their agents made profitable fortunes from the sweat of the Igala cotton farmers. The
precarious placement of the peasants and their displacement in critical decision
making stages and/or chains of production processes generated social upheavals in
different parts of Igalaland. Archival reports on the State of districts in Igalaland from
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1920s through the 1940s are riddled with reports of uprising usually led by peasants
and women.
Another critical point of intersection between the peasants and the colonial
state apparatus which engendered unbridle exploitation was through the agency of
marketing board.24 The Cotton Marketing Board also known as Northern Nigeria
Cotton Marketing Board (NNCMB) was established in 1949 with powers to make
marketing arrangements for seed cotton, fix seasonal prices of cotton, hire and fire
Licensed Buying Agents (LBAs), announce opening and closing dates of cotton
matters and other related functions.Extant literature on the Board and its activity in
Nigeria abound and thus need not detain us here. What is however, left to state here is
to demonstrate how the Board impinged on Igala peasant cotton farmers.
The law establishing the Board by virtue of its provisions alienated and
disempowered the peasants in Igalaland. Although the peasants cultivated cotton, only
the Board had the exclusive right to declare when and where cotton was to be sold and
closure of buying season. It was an offence to sell cotton either before official
opening or after closure of the cotton seasons.25 In fact, licenses were only issued to
LBAs by the Board. Cotton farmers in desperate need of money before the official
opening of cotton season had no option but to resort to borrowing or seeking credit
facilities from LBAs. Ocholi Enemaku observed that:
For farmers in need of money after the closure of cotton market could
sell off their next year harvest by taking advancement payment from
the Achanyama (middlemen) with promise to deliver the agreed
quantity of cotton first the following year irrespective of the prevailing
prices.26
The LBAs who were hired by the Board also undermined the capacity of the peasants
to reap from the fruits of their labour. The LBAs roles ranged from grading, bagging,
storage, transport and others. Through the use of weighing scale, they manipulated the
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peasants who due to ignorance do not understand the readings of the scale. There
were cases of altering of the readings of the scale by the LBAs. This was intended to
help the LBAs purchase cotton at prices below their original weight and value.
5.4 British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) in Igala Cotton Industry and
Farmers’ Responses
The British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA) was formed in 1902 in
Manchester with Sir Alfred Jones, the then chairman of Elder Dempter Shiping Links
as its first president.27 The formation of BCGA followed the earlier appointment in
1902 by the Oldham chamber of commerce, a special committee to examine the
possibilities of cotton cultivation on a wider scale throughout the British
Commonwealth. The Committee’s report was adopted and BCGA was thus
inaugurated on June 12, 1902 with a guarantee fund of £ 50,000.28
Two major factors were responsible for the formation of BCGA. These were
the outbreak of the United States of America (USA) Civil War which disrupted the
supply of cotton to the Lancashire textile industry. The second factor was the Boll
Weevil epidemic or infestation which led to Lancashire cotton famine of 1902 and
affected about 700 mills and thousands of textile workers lost their jobs.Immediately
after its inauguration, BCGA swiftly moved to Nigeria and Northern Nigeria was
choosen based on its excellent rich soil and climatic conditions which supports
agriculture.29 Prior to this time, British colonial administrators had written glowing
assessment reports on the economy and cotton potentials of Northern Nigeria. One
report stated optimistically that: “The possible salvation of the British cotton trade lay
apart from Sudan, in Northern Nigeria and Igalaland in particular which could
produce millions of bales of cotton”.30
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As a result of this optimism created by on the spot assessment reports of
colonial personnel, the imperial government entered into negotiations with the BCGA
to establish model farms and ginneries across Nigeria. As a show of commitment, the
Government increased the amount of the Guarantee Fund from £ 50,000 to £ 100,000
and created new legislations which gave BCGA monopoly over cotton trade in
Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. By 1904, it received a Royal Charter with capital
of £ 500,000.31
By 1906, BCGA established a ginnery at Lokoja which was to coordinate
production and trade in both Kabba and Benue Provinces to the Lancashire industrial
raw material needs. Between 1906 and 1912, new Allen Cotton seeds were distributed
across Igalaland by BCGA. The essence of this was to replace native special which
BCGA complained was not too good for industrial use and yielded poor quality lint.
However, the new Allen cotton was not suitable for Igala soil and farmers who
planted it in the first two seasons suffered great losses. As a way forward, some Igala
farmers resulted to intercropping/planting both Allen cotton with the native cotton.
This admixture was not good for the industrial need and BCGA had to give in on the
promotion of Allen in Igalaland and concentrated on the Upland species. Thus, from
1906 to 1920, BCGA in Igalaland was committed more to creating necessary
foundations which sustained the development and expansion of cotton and cotton
trade in Igalaland. New roads were opened up and older roads rehabilitated to ease
movement of colonial administrators and cotton. Maiden summarized BCGA
functions as follows:
The Association in the meanwhile undertook to purchase all seed
cotton at fixed minimum prices, to establish buying points and ginning
centres, and to pay all expenses, including the cost of seed and
agricultural implements. Experienced engineers were then sent out
from England to set – up ginning plant, and a manager appointed to
carry out various administrative duties, such as the organization of a
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buying agency and to foster the interest of various government
departments and the commercial firms.32
In Igalaland and Northern Nigeria generally, the BCGA pioneering efforts at
promoting cotton development through plantation failed woefully. Certain difficulties
which undermined plantation model in Igalaland by BCGA hinged on land, labour
and high cost of maintenance. The decision to abandon the development of cotton
plantation by BCGA followed an export report by Mr. H. W. Himbury, which
recommended to the BCGA to encourage cotton cultivation through peasant
farmers.33
As a result of this, the BCGA entered into collaboration with Igala Native
Authority to help encourage peasant farmers to cultivate cotton. Media propaganda
was used particularly through the use of traditional media to
communicate/disseminate the potentials and interest of BCGA and British
government in cotton. The first step adopted by BCGA towards the pursuit of cotton
cultivation in Igala area was through the provision of new cotton seeds. The seeds
were distributed based on the number of cotton farmers and yields from villages.
However, the village or district heads were the focal persons through which new seeds
reached the peasant farmers.34
Besides, BCGA provided ginning facilities which aided in the processing of
cotton for exports. Consequently, the Lokoja Ginnery was established to serve the
Igala and other cotton producing committee within the Benue and Kabba provinces of
colonial Northern Nigeira. Edoh and Attah observe that the ginner at Lokoja had the
capacity to gin 50,000 bales of cotton daily while Igala region contributed enormously
to meeting the daily cotton needs of the ginnery. Commenting on the role of BCGA in
Igalaland Edoh and Attah declare that:
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The BCGA encouraged the distribution of seeds of the best American
cotton species to the peasant farmers… In order to expand cotton
production in Igalaland, it was suggested that large plantations of
cotton be established. However, it was discovered that plantations
worked by African labour was not possible rather the best option was
to encourage peasant farmers to grow cotton in indigenous industry…
in the absence of European based plantations, experimental plantations
were established… at Lokoja, Acharu and Ichaja (sic). They proved
useful in disseminating information on improved cotton production to
the peasants. The labourers trained at the plantations helped in
promoting cotton culture as they returned to their villages as cotton
producers and recommended cotton growing to their neighbours.35
Furthermore, the establishment of Ginnery at Lokoja further boosted the colonial
economy and cotton production in Igalaland for two reasons. First, it made it possible
to separate the cotton seed from the cotton lint. The cotton seed was then distributed
to the farmers for planting. Secondly, it enabled the colonial government to ship only
the lint without the seed to Lancashire industries thereby reducing freight charges.
Another role of the BCGA in Igala cotton industry was the provision of trade
and trading facilities. From the time when BCGA was formed upto 1922, it acted as
the sole purchaser and exporter of cotton on behalf of the colonial government. Other
merchant companies like United African Company (UAC), Niger Company and John
Holt were incorporated into its buying network on commission basis. Apart from
buying and exporting, BCGA played active role in grading and pricing of cotton to
ensure that what was paid to peasant farmers were minimally commiserate to what
was obtainable in other parts of Nigeria. By 1922, cotton was thrown open to the
merchant firms to buy just like other cash crops. However, this was short-lived as the
merchant firms began to corner the market, exploit the peasant farmers through
undepricing and middlemen manipulation.36
Thus, by 1949, the Nigerian Cotton Marketing Board (NCMB) took over the
arrangement for buying of cotton in Igalaland and Nigerian in general. The Cotton
Marketing board changed the arrangement and appointed the merchant firms to serve
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as LBAs, the Board fixed the prices and designated cotton markets provided other
facilities to promote cotton production and trade. Beside, the Board took charge of
selling cotton lint in the international market through the Nigeria Produce Marketing
Company. The only duty of BCGA under the new board arrangement was ginning.
From this period, BCGA became the sole ginning agent of Nigeria Cotton Marketing
Board (NCMB).
Reactions or Responses of the peasant to the policies, decisions and programs
of the BCGA in Igalaland were multifaceted. The peasants being aware of the
unbridled manipulation and exploitation perpetrated by BCGA and its agents resulted
to the adulteration of cotton. Spoiled cotton were mixed freely with the good ones
which were sold to the LBAs.37 Others resulted to adding small stones to increase the
value of cotton when placed on the weighing scale. The adulteration of cotton by the
Igala peasant angered the BCGA which in collaboration with imperial government
enacted law to punish perpetrators of such acts.
Another way in which the Igala peasant farmers responded to the introduction
of new cotton by BCGA was to mix the short staple with the Allen staple. Edoh and
Attah noted that:
The Igala peasant farmers even mixed the long staple with the short
staple lint of the local variety, which resulted in the production of low
lint, not wanted in Lancashire… local variety produced good quality
lint much better than the long American variety38
By and large, due to the powerlessness of the the Igala peasants particularly in taking
decisions on how coordination of marketing and pricing systems for their produce,
they became subjects of exploitation and abuse in the entire gamut of British
colonialism in Igalaland. Unfortunately, even though the colonialists knew about the
precarious placement of the peasants, they failed to take any pragmatic decision that
could better their lot and as result they remained at the periphery especially in reaping
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the profits associated with the production and distribution of cotton and other cash
crops in this region and in the entire colonial Nigeria.
In terms of labour input, there was the peasantization of labour. This
culminated to a situation whereby the BCGA depended absolutely on the human
labour for the cultivation of cotton. Human labour was expended in preparation of
cotton, sowing, after cultivation (like weeding), and harvesting. The table in the next
page provides an insight into the comparative laour inputs and cotton yields in mans-
days per acre in this region.
Table 8. Showing comparative cotton production labour inputs and yields in
man-days per acre in Igalaland
See cotton Yam Groundnuts
Preparation 16.6 46.3 28.3
Sowing 7.0 21.3 6.1
After cultivation 10.0 16.0 7.1
Harvesting 7.2 39.2 50.4
Sub-total 40.8 122.8 91.9
Decortication -- -- 44.0
Total 40.8 122.8 135.9
Source: Agricultural: Adapted and Modified from Annual Report, Yandev Plantation,
Benue Province 1929, 9th Annual Bulletin of Department of Agriculture,
NAK/Ministry of Agriculture/ COT.23 Vol.I
From the table above, it is clear that enormous inputs went into the production
of cotton. In the same vein, the table belwo shows the production leve and income
measured in terms of profit maximization per average household. From the figures
above, seed cotton compared favourably with groundnut though with mionr
differences in terms of return per man or per houshelod and per acre. What accounts
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from the favourable manifestation of groundnuts in this region could be attributed to
good weather and climatic conditions and favourable rainfall. Furthermore, the initial
disposition of the indigenous farmers towards the cultivation of exotic Allen cotton
specie which the BCGA introduced maybe responsible for the unequal comparative
returns in terms of income per household per acreage in Igalalaland and Northern
Nigeria in general.
Table 9. Showing the pattern of Production in terms of cost of outputs, annual
income per acreage of cotton in comparison to Groundnuts
Seed Cotton Groundnuts
Man-days per acre 40.8
Average yield per acre 98.0 135.9
Cost in man days per Ib 0.416 780.0
Market value per Ib 1.500d 0.174
Return per man-day 3.60d 1.071d.
Return per acre 12s. 3d 6.15d
Source: Agricultural: Adapted and Modified from Annual Report, Yandev Plantation,
Benue Province 1929, 9th Annual Bulletin of Department of Agriculture NAK/Ministry
of Agriculture/ COT.23 Vol.I
5.5 Cotton Transportation in Colonial Igalaland
Transportation was from the onset of British colonialism in Nigeria, a critical
sector. The transport sector received early colonial attention because of its centrality
in the facilitation of movement of people, and raw materials from one place to
another.39 Cotton production and trade in Northern Nigeria and Igalaland in particular
thrived because of the concerted efforts made by the colonial state, imperial trading
companies and the natives towards its development. The reasons for the
modernization of the pre-colonial transport systems were to help expand trade,
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enhance rapid movement of colonial officers, engender security and ease movement
of people. The transport networks that were operational in Igalaland during this epoch
included; head porterage, river and road.
Unlike in the Kano, Zaria, Makurdi, Oturkpo, Mina and other Northern areas
that witnessed railway development, Igalaland had none. In spite of the unavailability
of trail system in Igalaland, this region made significant contribution towards the cash
crop needs of Britain.Prior to the twentieth century era of effective colonial
domination, head porterage and river transportation were the dominant means of
transport. In this regards, people conveyed these cotton and other goods by head from
farm to home and places of exchange (markets). Usually, women and children carried
farm produce meant for exchange and trekked several kilometers to the market. Some
head porterage to reputable markets in Igalaland took some native one to two days.
Some of these markets included Ejule, Afor Gamgam, and Eggah market.40
The preponderance of rivers which criss-crossed many Igala villages coupled
with well-developed indigenous technological skills in canoe making promoted the
use of rivers as viable means of transport in Igalaland. Water transportation is ancient
in Igalaland and the colonial authority in collaboration with the expatriate companies
like Niger Company, John Holt and others developed further the inland waterway
networks. They made efforts to clear snags and cataract which inhibited easy
movement of canoes along the river Niger. The essence of this was to facilitate the
evacuation of raw materials and ease the movement of colonial personnel.
Cotton transportation in Igalaland during the colonial era benefited
enormously through the use of canoes. For instance, cotton was moved from the
hinterland to Shintaku to Lokoja through the means of water transport. Besides, most
of the evacuation routes were accessible by canoe (river). For instance, in Abajikolo
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cotton belt, “Route B” was entirely through river transport covering a distance of 13
miles from Amagede to Lokoja. Also in Bagana, axis, covering a distance of 55 miles
was made possible through canoe (Bagana-to-Lokoja sea route). Similarly, canoes
were used to transport cotton from Ogane-enugu to Lokoja covering a distance of 28
miles through Amagide.41
Table 10: Cotton Transport (Evacuation Routes in Igalaland) and the Mode of
Transport Used
Name of
Market
Evacuation Route to Lokoja Ginnery Differential
Breakdown
Total
Differential Per
ton to the
nearest 3d.
Abajikolo Route A
To Ayangba: 42m. D.S.@ 1/1 ½ d.
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. @ 10 ½ D.
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe 5%
Tare
2. 7. 3
118. 6
11. 6
1.10 1.2. 0
Route B
To Amaged: 13m. D.S. @1/1 ½ d
Amagede to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d per bag
5% Tare
14. 7 ½
1. 8. 9
2. 2 2. 5 . 6
Bagana Route A
To Ayangba: 55m . D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d 3 . 1 . 10 ½
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d 1 . 18 . 6
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
10. 6
10. 6
5 . 7 5 . 1 7 . 6
Route B
Bagana to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d. per bag
5% Tare
1 . 8 . 9
1 . 5 1 . 10 . 3
Ofugo To Ankpa: 13m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 85m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
. 14 . 7 ½
3 . 14 . 4 ½
. 11 . 6
5 . 0 5 . 5 . 6
Ogodu To Shintaku: 76m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
3 . 6 . 6
0 . 11 . 6
3 . 10 ½ 4 . 2 . 0
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Ogane
Enugu(Aloko)
Route A
To Ayangba: 22m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
Route B
To Amagede: 28 m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
Amagede to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d per bag
5% Tare
1 . 4 . 9
1 . 18 . 6
11. 6.
3. 9
1. 11 . 6
1. 8. . 9
3 . 0
3.18 . 6
3 .3 .3
Olia To Ankpa: 25 m . @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 85m
A.S @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
1 5 10 ½
3 . 14 . 4 ½
11 . 6 .
5 . 7 5 . 17 . 3
Source: NAKK/366 BVOL.II
Apart from water transportation, there was also the development of road
network. Special funds were made by the imperial government and the Native
Authority towards road development. By 1913, the Nsukka – Idah earthen road was
cleared. Between 1920 and 1927, Ejule-Idah and Ejule-Angba-Akpanya road were
rehabilitated.42 Therewas constant budgetary allocation by the Igala Native Authority
towards road maintenance. The Public Work Departments (PWD) was in charge of
road development and maintenance.For instance, by April 1949, 142.13.7 refund was
made by Native Authority in respect of maintenance of road for April. By July and
August 1949, the refunds, in respect of road maintenance, were 427.11.10 and 514.00
respectively43 The Etobe-Ejule-Akpanya road of 29 miles were opened and further
improved by laterite surfacing in 1949. By 1951, an additional budget for the
maintenance of Etobe-Ejule, - Akpanya road, gulped £575.12.4. Also, additional
£1,200 was made available in 1952 to repair bridges and culverts in the road.
Generally, there was steady increase in budgeting provision to road construction in
Igalaland from £ 3850 to the tuneof£5518 in 1950.44
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Apart from government involvement in the development of major roads,
communities through the Native Authority also constructed and maintained roads.
Village heads were mandated to mobilize their youths to communally contribute
labour to road construction. These roads were feeder roads which linked up with
major roads and helped in the transportation of raw cotton and colonial administrators
across Igalaland. Some of these communal roads which played significant role in
cotton trade and general cash crop evaluation in Igalaland are listed below:
(i) Dekina – Ollowa. Five miles completed through communal labour and opened
to traffic in 1950. It had two bridges and culverts paid out of District Fund.
(ii) Abocho to the Etobe-Ejule road which is about 12 miles long.
(iii) Etutekpe-Ogane-Enugu road completed in 1949 and opened to traffic in 1950,
13 miles with culverts and bridges paid out for from the District Fund.
(iv) Ogane-enugu-Iyale (10 miles),
(v) Ogwadu-Ellube (6 miles) opened to traffic in 1950.
(vi) Ellube-Ulaja (4 miles) ditto
(vii) Lafiya link to join Ellube-Olla road (10 miles) work commend in 1950 and
(viii) Oguma-Sheriya-Akunde road, the work from Oguma to the river bank and
bridges completed.45
Next in the chain of cotton transportation in Igalaland was the Marketing
Board and its Licensed Buying Agents (LBAs). The Board provided the customized
bags which were used for packaging and covering the cotton. The middlemen
mobilized the needed resources particularly Lorries (bed ford) to convey cotton from
cotton seations to the ginnery at Lokoja.46
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Table 11: The size of Bags Used for the Conveyance of Cotton to the Ginnery 1965
40’ x 40’
£
30’ x 30’
£
30’ x 20’
£
New Tarpauline Actual Cost 83 48 33
1954 19 12 21
1955 25 14 14
1956 56 21 9
1957 83 48 6
Source: NAK/366BVOL.II
It is imperative to note that the above prices are based on the actual cost of
new tarpaulins reduced by 33. 1/3 % of their value each year to the nearest pound
subject to lower limits representing the average local auction value of a tarpaulin.
Due to the large quantity of cotton from the Igala areas, there were reports of
inaccuracies of records tarpaulin. It was reported that the inaccuracies have been:
Caused in the recording of tarpaulin numbers, on the store issue
vouchers, and return vouchers. This was often due to the store keeper
or his clerks having to record the issue of several thousand tarpaulins
in a few weeks and the representatives of LBAs being anxious to
receive a specified total of tarpaulins quickly rather than to check the
voucher entries against the numbers on the tarpaulins with store keeper
to the satisfaction of both.47
In nutshell, the development of cotton in colonial Igala land thrived primarily because
of effective transportation and marketing system which occupied center-satege in
British imperial development initiatives in this area. It is germane to note that since
the exit of the British colonialists, concerted efforts have not been made to develop
the transport infrastructure and the general economy of the rural Igala villages which
have the potentials in production of diverse cash crops includinmg cotton.
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5.6 Igala Native Authority and Cotton Production
Native Authority administration was a system of governance through the use
of traditional institution (local agency). This was designed by the British colonial
authority in Nigeria and a modification of the indirect rule system which gained
currency through the Native Authority ordinance of 1937. The Igala Native Authority
comprised of the Atta (Igala), the Achadu (who served as his prime minister) and
council of chiefs who oversees the two districts that made up the Igala division of
Kabba Province in Northern Nigeria.
The Igala Native Authority was the second richest Native Authority in
Northern Nigeria after Kano Native Authority. This was probably because of the
divine power of Atta which eased revenue collection and economic activities. Igala
Native Authority comprised of the following districts; Idah, Odolu, Itobe, Ugulawo,
Ibaji, Igalamela, Igulaogba, Ankpa, Engema, Ife, Ogugu, Imane, Ojoku, Olamaborro,
Dekina, Bassa Nge, Briadu, Okura, Mozum and Bassa-Komo. As an institution, Igala
Native Authority performed socio-political and economic functions which ranged
from judicial, police, hospital, agriculture, finance, forestry etc.48
Among the various roles which Igala N. A. played in agricultural development,
was in the areas of cotton cultivation and trade that stood out. The decision of Igala N.
A. to actively intervene in cotton cultivation and trade was orchestrated by the 1947
Native Administration policy Acts which clearly apportioned duties between the
government of Nigeria and N. A. This was further given fecundity by the
establishment of cotton marketing board in 1949. The centralization of cotton trade by
the board inevitably brought the N.A. into active involvement in cotton development.
The areas in which Igala N.A. intervened in cotton cultivation during the
colonial and early post-colonial eras were through legislation (for instance the
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enactment of Igala N.A. cotton marketing rule 1951, establishment of N.A.
model/experimental farms across the division, support for infrastructural development
especially N.A. road construction, tax and other market and produce
initiatives.Perturbed by the incessant exploitation of the peasants by middlemen
(LBAs), the Igala N.A. began in 1950 the process of enacting a N.A. cotton marketing
rules to govern cotton trade in Igalaland. The rule became operational in 1954 (known
as The Igala Native Authority (Cotton marketing) No.4 of 1954). The law provides
necessary explicit definition of terms like approved buying point which meant a place
or market approved by the N.A. for the buying of cotton for export by Natives.
The law states in section three (3) that:
No person shall buy or sell cotton for export or for resale for export
except (a) over a scale; and (b) either (i) at premises occupied by him
under a certificate of occupancy granted under the provision of the
land and Native Rights Ordinance or (II) at approved buying point.49
The law further states that only natives can buy cotton for export. However, such a
native must have a valid license. Such licenses were not transferable and must be
renewed annually. More specifically, in the first schedule of the ordinance, it
identified the approved markets across fire notable cotton producing distracts in Igala
area. These markets included:
Abejikolo Market
Bagana Market
Ayangba Market
Ogwoda Market in Ife District
Olla Market
Akwecha Market
Egume Market
Elubi Market in Okura District
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Anyagba Market
Iyale Market
Odu Market in Dekina District
Ogane-Enugu Market
Odabi Market
Ikka Market
Afogamgam Market in Enjema District
Awulu Market
Ejule Market in Alloma District.50
In 1947, Igala N.A received 35 tons to be distributed. It is on record that the
Igala came second only to Idoma N.A which had 40 tons. The table 12 below speaks
volue cotton seed for plantation requirements are: 95 tons at Lokoja ginnery 40 tons
Zaria ginning the distribution seeds is as follows
Table 12: Cotton seed by Native Authority (in tons: 1947)
1
2
3
4
5
Igala N.A
Nassarawa N.A
Idoma N.A
Wukari N.A.
Lafia N.A
35 tons
15 tons
40 tons
3 tons
2 tons51
Source: NAK/MH/361. p.16.
The native authority in Igalaland played significant role in the development of
agriculture and cotton in particular in Igalaland. Apart from distributing free seeds of
cotton to farmers across the land, it also appointed agricultural extension officers who
toured the various districts and villages in Igalaland educating, supervising and
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advancing arguments for modernization of agriculture. In other words, the extension
officers monitored the performance of farmers as regards the newly introduced and
distributed cotton seeds. Before their arrival in nay district, the village head would
mobilize farmers in his house or village square where the Agricultural extension
officer addressed the farmers on the best farming practices and the potentials in the
cultivation of cotton. The extension officers usually documented in report form
agricultural situation in the various parts of Igala land which the submitted to the head
of N.A agricultural department at Idah.
Similarities and Differences in Cotton Production in Igalaland with other
Northern Nigeria Sovieties: from the analysis above, it is clrystal clear that there are
similarities and differences in the dynamics of cotton production and trade in the area
located within the larger Northern Nigerian region. First, it is important to note that
what happened in Igalaland was an extension of the common economic ideology of
British colonial administrators in Nigeria which in most cases were the same. This is
because it was the same economic motive that undergirded the emergence and
consolidation of colonialism in Nigeria. In Nortehrn Nigeria, cotton production and
trade was under the rubrics of the colonal agricultural policy couched under the
Northern Nigerian ministry of Agriculture and Trade. In otherwords, the British
colonial state had similar cotton development policy in all the coton producing areas
like Tiv, Idoma, Wukari, Lafia, Zaria, Bauchi, Sokoto and others. The policy was
anchored upon production for export. The British Cotton Growing Association
(BCGA) and Empire Cotton Growing Corporation (ECGC) were the dominant actors
in the development of cotton in Northern Nigeria and Igalaland in particular. Their
duties revolved around provisoin of free cotton seeds to farmers, provisoin of
incentives, media and marketing propoagnda primarily to encourage many peasant
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farmers to cultivate cotton, legsialtive functions such as designation of cotton markets
and gazette of cotton prices in addition to issuance of licenses to LBAs. These duties
of BCGA and ECGA were same both in Igalaland and in other parts of Northern
Nigeria.
On the contrary, while John Holt and UAC were the dominant imperial
marketing frims that monopolized cotton trade in Igalaland, in other parts of Northern
Nigeria, their presence were minimal. In the Zaria and Sokoto and Kano areas, there
was the heavy presence of other expatriate buying firms and NA cooperatives.
Although the Igala NA took over the buying of cotton after the defunct of the imperial
firms, this only began after Nigerian Independence in 1960. Thus, it can be said,
correctly too that the Igala NA was a late participant in the entire gamut of cotton
production and trade in Northern Nigeria.
5.7 Conclusion
The emergence of effective British colonialism in Nigeria and Igalaland in
1900 following the revocation of the Royal Niger Charter culminated to rapid
transformation in the economic and socio-political mien of the people including in
area of cotton production and trade. By 1902, the British Cotton Growing Association
(BCGA) was formed with the sole mandate of developing cotton production and trade
in Igalaland and all other British colonies. This was given further fecundity in 1921
when the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation (ECGC) was established to consolidate
on the activities of BCGA by focusing on the scientific and technological innovations
or issues germane and imperative to cotton development in all British colonies.
The activities of these imperial agencies coupled with other colonial
infrastructures and institutions put in place by the colonial governmentled to the rapid
transformation of cotton production and trade in Igala land which had debilitating
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consequences on the local cotton industry. In other words, this chapter surmises that
British colonialism was highly exploitative in Igala land and that it undermined the
development of a cotton industry that responded to both forward and backward
linkages in the production process. Instead, Igalaland produced cotton for the
industrial needs of Britain and no effort was made by the colonial sate to ensure that a
home grown local textile industry and trade emerged from the high tonnage of cotton
produced yearly in Igalaland. Furthermore, the peasants did not reap the full benefits
of their labour in cotton as the middlemen in collaboration with the imperial
companies cornered the market through arbitarary cotton regulation and price fixing
by the BCGA. The role of the Native agency was also appraised.
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CHAPTER SIX
THEWORLDWARS AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION AND THEIR IMPACT
ONCOTTON PRODUCTION IN IGALALAND
6.1 Introduction
Cotton Production and marketing in Igalaland in particular and Nigeria in
general underwent intense metamorphosis arising from the integration of the economy
into the global capitalist system. As a result of this, the series of events that occurred
in the international scene such as the First World War (1914-1918), Great Economic
depression (1929-1930s) and the Second World War (1939-1945) coupled with the
various British post-world war recovery polices and programmes and ultimately the
Structural Adjustment Programmes of July 1986 had immense implications for the
Igala cotton industry which has not received adequate attention in the literature.
Therefore, this chapter is basically concerned with the interpretation of the
consequences of these aforementioned global events and how they impinged on the
native Igala cotton industry. Besides, this chapter also examines the impact of cotton
production and trade on Igala society
The essence of this chapter is to investigate how the indigenous Igala cotton
farmers responded to the various colonial administrative and trade policies occasioned
by instability in world markets. It is imperative to assert that the monopolization of
cotton trade in Igala land by British merchant companies and the BCGA and the
inseparable link of the Igala economy to the global system exposed the local cotton
farmers to exploitation arising from incessant vagaries or fluctuations incotton prices
orchestrated by the World Wars and the economic depression. This unsavoury
scenario worsened the suffering; poverty and manipulation of the local farmers who
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had shifted base to the growing of exchange crops like cotton in order to meet
colonial and personal obligations in socially transformed society.
6.2 The World Wars, Great Economic Depression and the Igala Cotton Industry
The First and Second World Wars (1914-1918 and 1939-1945) interspaced by
the global economic depression had cataclysmic effects on the global economy which
had immense repercussions for rural African societies, particularly those in Africa
under effective of European colonialism. Although African societies were never
directly responsible for the outbreak of the wars and economic depression, they
suffered untold hardship as a result of the Wars.1
This was as a result of the staggering proportion of European warring parties
(nations) involved and their sheered size of influence across African societies
including Igalaland. Prior to the Wars and even after the Wars, Britain had an
excessive domineering role in Nigeria. Nigeria was a British colony and as a result
was both directly and indirectly involved in the prosecution of the Wars. For instance,
Nigeria as a viable British colonial outpost donated soldiers who fought alongside
Britain in both the First and Second Wars. Second, Nigeria produced the raw
materials and financial resources which enabled the British government to emerge
victorious in both Wars. The Tin which were mined in Jos and the cotton produced in
Igala land and other parts of Central Nigeria were used in manufacturing of
ammunitions and military uniforms.2
In order to appreciate the impact and consequences of the World Wars and the
depression period on the Igala cotton Industry, it is imperative to identify the
accompanying economic policies and programmes of the colonial state and how they
affected the local cotton farmers. Some of the policies to be examined include the
policy of capitalist trade monopolization, reduction in social infrastructure provision,
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drastic financial recovery measures particularly the intensification of taxation on
farmers and farm produce, arbitrary fixing of prices, scarcity of currency, the role of
marketing boards and their nefarious impact on cotton production among other issues
which intermingled to undermine viable cotton and general economic development
during these epochs shall be examined.
Prior to the outbreak of the First World War in 1914, Nigeria had come under
effective colonial administration. The machinery of colonial state had been
institutionalized and the West African Frontier Force (WAFF), the military arm of the
colonial state, in collaboration with the colonial Police Force was busy in the
pacification of pockets of regions that resisted British colonial rule.3 The economy
was fairly in good shape with the dominance of cash crops such as cotton, palm
produce and groundnuts. Although the mode of trade and payment were largely by
barter, available statistics show that African primary exports to Britain stood at 3.7%
in 1913. However, there was a decline in export volume from 3.7% to 3.2 in 1914 and
further 2.7 in1929.4This decline was a result of the negative consequences of the
World Wars and the Great Economic Depression which culminated to the reduction in
export trade and the liquidation of some merchant companies in Nigeria and Igalaland.
Apart from these, the World Wars also led to the closure of some European markets
and the collapse of shipping lines and general fall in prices of agricultural produce
including cotton. This scenario further undermined the economic prosperity of Igala
farmers who had long depended on the opportunities created by the emergence of
cash crops to sustain their families and offset colonial obligations. In nutshell, the
First World War brought about a drastic fall in the income terms of trade in Igalaland
and central Nigeria in general.
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In fact, more challenging to the local farmers was the monopolization of
cotton trade by British companies following the outbreaks of the wars. These trading
firms arbitrarily fixed the prices at which cotton were to bought and sold. This
monopoly was obtained through fiat administrative manipulations and collaboration
with the imperial government. The essence of trade monopoly was to ensure
unfettered export of cotton and other cash crops from Igala land to Britain. The
challenge with such monopolization was that it prevented and limited the
opportunities of the local cotton farmers to trade with other European and non-
European traders that could offer better prices for cotton and other produce. During
these turbulent periods, trade in the entire Igala division was monopolized by two
trading firms, namely; John Holt and Niger Company. Their areas of commercial
operations across the Division which in a 1927 report was stated as;
Table 13: Areas of Operations of European Merchant Companies in Igalaland
Idah John Holt Niger Company G.W. Christian
Itobe John Holt Niger Company
Mozum John Holt Niger Company
Bagana - Niger Company
Amageddi John Holt -
Source: NAK/Lokprof/19/1927. p.15.
Although there were pockets of thriving Japanese and Lebanese trading
companies in Lagos and in some Northern parts of Nigeria, there were surreptitiously
obliterated by British colonial administration acting on the instruction of home
government through fiat legislative measures. Such attempts at monopolization started
earlier in 1841 treaty signed between Britain and the Attah of Igala which led to the
ceding of some parts of Igala land to Britain. Another motive for this treaty was also
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intended to advance British commercial interest particularly with those involved in
cash crops in Igala land.5
Further treaties were signed and pursued by the colonial administrators shortly
after the outbreakof the World Wars. The low prices offered by these British trading
firms for Igala cotton had immense consequences in the socio-economic welfare of
the cotton farmers. Many farmers determined to pay taxes had to sell their cotton at
ridiculous prices while others abandoned their cotton in the farms and migrated to
Yoruba Cocoa plantations in the South Western part of Nigeria.
Reporting in 1927, a colonial Divisional Officer (DO) stated, thus on the state
of trade and economy in Igala Division:
The Niger Company report an increased purchase of palm kernels over
the previous year but a falling off in the sale of piece goods, hardware
and sundries, attributed to an increased flow of these articles to Ejule
Market from the Eastern railway. Cotton purchases at the Benue
Stations continue to decline, due to the limit on purchase price imposed
by economic considerations. …Messrs John Holt and Company
Limited report an increase in both produce and retail trade at their
various stations, albeit the fall in price offered for produce(as
compared with last year’s average) has discouraged producers living
outside the normal ‘buying radius’ this must have had a corresponding
adverse effects on potential sales. Comment is made on the high
percentage of dirt and shell which necessitates extra picking to bring
the percentage within purchasing limits.6
Thus, arising from the frustration over the sudden fall in prices of cotton, Igala cotton
farmers began to adulterate their cotton meant to be sold to the British trading firms.
The farmers left high volume of dirt and shell which increased the size but reduced
the quality of cotton.7 The BCGA through its ginnery in Lokoja, recommended that
adequate sensitization of the farmers be carried out to enlighten the farmers on the
negative consequences of adulterating their cotton. Arrest and fines were also
recommended.8 It is important to underst and the reasons for adulteration of the cotton
grew of the frustration of the farmers whose major means of livelihood in a colonial
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economy had been dashed. The introduction of weighing scale which confused the
farmers and often did not involve removing the entire cotton before determining their
prices also probably predisposed the farmers to adulterate their cotton.
However, by 1928, the process of monopolization was nearly completed in
Igalaland. By 1928, the Niger Company and later the United African Company (UAC)
took over all other firms engaged in commercial transactions in Igalaland except John
Holt and the British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA). The companies acquired
include G.W. Christian and Company, John Walkdem and Company, J.D. Fairly
Limited and Trading Association of Nigeria Limited. The essence of this was due to
the negative consequences of the depression which made these smaller companies to
go insolvent and the need to maximise profits through the dismantling of competitions.
By 1937, drastic administrative measure was made to prevent non-British produce
cotton buyers or agents from purchasing cotton or other export crops from Igala land.
This led to fixation of cotton prices at low rates. Unfortunately, the farmers had the
only option of selling to these imperial firms despite the ridiculous prices offered for
cotton.9 The economic slump continued and the native farmers remained disillusioned
and confused on the prospects of their produce. Mr. H.W. Part, a Senior District
Manager of UAC in 1938 openly confessed that:
The greatest disappointment has been cotton for which the price
offered by firms is so low that the people prefer to sell in the local
markets or use it for weaving…Raw cotton purchased at Bagana
amounted to nearly double the quantity sold to us in spite of the low
prices we were offering.10
The impact of the depression was so severe that some cotton farmers, out of
frustration burnt their cotton in the farms and some left the cotton unattended to in the
farm. There were also reports that some farmers who took their cotton to the markets
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abandoned their raw cotton in the markets because of the almost worthless prices
offered.
Another means through which the First World War affected cotton production
in Northern Nigeria in general, and Igalaland in particular was in terms of massive
reduction in prices of exports. Table 14 reveals that the volume of the the first exports
of cotton in this region following the introduction of exotic seeds by BCGA in 1910
was 74 and rose to 168 bales in 1911. There was a further increase in export volume
from 1061 in 1912 to 909 bales in 1913. In fact, as result of the reduced crop in 1913,
local spinners purchased most of the crop in 1914 and by 1915 the crop was only
1128 bales.11
Table 14: Summary of Export of Cotton from the Northern Province
Year Cotton Export volume(in bales)
1910 74
1911 168
1912 1061
1913 909
1914 ---
1915 1128
1916 10,746
Source: NAK/MH/346. p.13.
In 1916 due to the negative effects of the First World War which made the
economic activities, particularly those geared for export difficult for the farmers,
witnessed a sudden increase. Export of cotton increased from 1128 bales in 1915 to
10,746 bales in 1916. Maiden R.L.B offered some reasons for this upsurge in export
volume of cotton from Northern Province and by extension Igala land during this
period of war. He linked the increase to excellent weather and climatic conditions
which favoured production within this year. Secondly, Maiden also links this increase
to the payment of a good price against that of groundnuts and lastly, he asserts that
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more imported cotton goods also became available which incidentally made the
cotton farmers to become more conscious and aware of the importance of cotton as an
export crop.12
However, Maiden’s assertions are flawed on the basis of price incentives for
this produce. This is because the large volume of cotton exports from this region in
1916 was made possible as a result of outrageous low prices which the British trading
firms paid and as a result had no commensurate positive impact on the socio-
economic welfare of the farmers. The export volume was so high because the farmers
had cultivated large expanse of land with a hope of improved sales and price based on
the propaganda of the BCGA which urged farmers through the colonial administrators
and village heads to persuade the farmer to cultivate cotton.
Following the slump in cotton prices at the International Market and the
inability of British trading firms to offer favourable prices for the local cotton, farmers
began to sale to the local markets. Local textile manufacturers in Kano and Zaria
offered higher prices than those of the trading firms. In fact, by 1914, local spinners
purchased most of the crop in 1914. The BCGA which had the monopoly right in
cotton marketing encountered immense challenge as a result of the outbreak of the
War in 1914. Maiden clearly observes that:
On the outbreak of War in 1914, when the price of cotton slumped, the
BCGA was confronted by a grave situation. It decided to gurantee an
equitable buying price for the cotton farmer, which in spite of
reductions in rail and shipping freight, was likely to show a
considerable financial loss. Fortunately, marketing conditions in
England improved and the losses to the BCGA were not so heavy as
was at first feared.13
The local cotton industry even competed and outpaced the dominance of foreign firms
in the purchase of raw cotton. The native textile industries in different parts of Igala
were thriving as the war made the import of finished textile materials too expensive.
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Also the closure of European markets and shipping companies also meant that few
companies were left in the business to import of finished Lancashire products. A
colonial report on the conditions of the local industry by 1918 declareed thus:
In 1918, about seventy per cent of the cotton grown in Nigeria was not
being exported but was being used for local consumption. In most of
the Kano markets, it was a rare thing in those days to see anything but
native-made cloths. Whenever there has been a dearth of imported
cloth and its cost has risen, there has also been a considerable increase
in demand for locally woven cloth, thus, affecting the amount available
for export.14
The stiff competition thrown up by the local dynamics coupled with the role of
foreign textile associations particularly the Manchester Textile Association and the
role of BCGA, efforts were made to hasten the development of new ginneries across
North central Nigeria. BCGA which started operation in1902 had by 1906 established
series of ginneries across Nigeria including Lokoja. It was the Lokoja ginnery that
served Igala land and even cotton produced in the Benue province. By 1914, the first
eleven bales of Allen Long Staple were produced by the Agricultural Department at
Maigana. Between 1915 and 1921, the following were the export figures of the newly
established varieties during the next seven years.
Table 15. Showing Export Northern Province (bales),
Year Export Northern Province (bales),
1915 26
1916 121
1917 433
1918 855
1919 2248
1920 3380
1921 6871
Source: NAK/MH/346.
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The direct involvement of the colonial state in cotton production through the
establishment of new ginneries across Nigeria in general and Igala land in particular
presented another challenge for the Igala cotton farmers particularly during First
World War years. It led to the neglect of the native farmers to their fate. While
aggressive tax policies were implemented, the farmers earned miserable incomes from
their sales. Although the local buyers offered prices, such returns on harvest were
insignificant. For instance, most of the farmers spent large chunk in paying taxes
which remained high despite a slump in export prices. Statistics of tax rates across
Igala land from 1914 to 1918 remains on the high side. The high incidence of tax led
to revolts and dismissal of local chiefs who could not cooperate with tax collectors to
forcefully extract surpluses natives.15
The British colonial authorities steadily increased tax rates in Igala land and
the Igala paid much higher than what her Idoma and Igbo neighbours paid as tax. The
reason for this was linked to the effects of the War on British economy thereby
making external sourcing of revenues very expedient coupled with the need to propel
the natives to cultivate cash crops. Comparatively speaking, “in Ankpa Districts, a
man and his wife paid a total of 6/, (six shillings) while in corresponding district of
Idoma only 2/6 (two shilling six pence) was paid. The Nsukka incidence is even
lower”16
In 1922, worried by the farmers’ dissatisfaction in the low prices of cotton,
there was an institutional attempt at boasting the quality of cotton meant for export.
This scenario led to the introduction of Cotton grading system. The grading system
was meant to encourage farmers to produce better quality cotton by more careful
sowing, handling and picking all cotton meant for export. The cotton was categorized
into two grades. These include; N.A.I and N.A. 2. The prices for these two grades
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varied accordingly. A guaranteed price paid of 2.1/2 d per Ib for Grade I and 2d for
Grade II.17 The incentives attached to grade I made farmers to cooperate and show
renewed interest in trading with the British imperial trading firms. Besides, grading
and its corresponding prices also increase the desire of farmers to keep their cotton
free from leaf and dirt in order to secure the better premium paid for Grad I.
Following the end of the First World War in 1918, there was brief moment of
improvement in development but this was short following the emergence of the
worldwide economic depression in 1929. However, the colonial state intervention in
transportation and communication particularly through the development and extension
of railways to Idoma land and the clearing (dredging) of river Niger and Benue, there
was a record of progress in cotton development within North central Nigeri and Igala
land in particular. The table in the next page shows the figures of cotton export from
Northern Nigeria and Estimate from Igala land
Cotton Export Figures
Table 16: Export Figures of Cotton, 1922-1927
Year Export Figures Northern
Province(bales)
Estimate of Exports from
Igala land(bales)
1922 8173 3500
1923 12221 4800
1924 14071 6000
1925 27088 9200
1926 37079 15500
1927 …. ….
Source: NAK/MH/346. p.15. (NB: The figures on the Igala are modified estimates)
The sudden increase in the export volume can be linked to a number of issues.
First, the end of the war ushered in peace which enhanced agricultural production
especially cotton. Besides, there was the establishment of more ginneries across the
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North central Nigeria regions in addition to the Lokoja ginnery which had earlier in
1906 been established and was operating at installed capacity. For instance new
ginneries using pneumatic batteries and hydraulic bailing presses were established at
Funtua, Mallamfashi and Talata Mafara.18
However, year 1927 was a dark period in the annals of cotton exports as the
prices further plummeted and unfavourable weather and climate further undermined
production. Maiden observes that ‘there was considerable falling-off in the export
figures, owing primarily to unfavourable growing conditions-with consequent low
yields and less cotton being bought for export because of the low prices being paid.
This was also a poor year for food crops
In 1928 there was no record of export of cotton to Britain. This is strange as
there was an improvement in the growing conditions. However, there are reports that
the peasant farmers were scared by the food shortage of 1927 which spread like wide
fire across Igala land and Northern Nigeria. As a result of the fear of impending
famine and the hunger associated with it, the hitherto cotton farmers concentrated
their energies on food rather than cash crops. Moses Ochonu further adds that there
was a drastic fall in prices of cotton from 2.1/2-3d to 3/8-3/4 between 1928 to 1929
which further drove farmers away from contemplating cotton cultivation. He captures
the sudden reasons for paradigm shifts from cash to food crops by peasant farmers
thus:
The falling prices made the expansion of production irrational except
when when necessary to meet tax demands and unforeseen family
economic needs. Since cotton beans…could not be eaten, the partial
shift to food crops remained a rational option open to farmers…the
resulting fall in cotton…production became a source of serious
concern to the British authroities .by gradually increasing the acreage
of food crop cultivation and reducing that of export crop cultivation,
many farmers were choosing food security over colonial tax obligation
and increasing elusive export crop profits 19
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From the foreoing, it is crystal clear that the First World War (1914-1918) impinged
on the economy of Northern Nigeria and equally had diverse implications for the
Igala peasant cotton farmers. Ultimately, the imperial economic ideology was geared
towards securing the colony for the benefits of the imperial state. And this involved
the creation of necessary mechanism to tie the Igala economy and cotton Industry to
the apron strings of the British capitalist system which was quite exploitative. This
was even made worst by the outbreak of the Great Economic Depression in 1929,
which further blighted the plight and fortunes of the native Igala cotton farmers.
How and why the Bristish colonial authorities adopted, adapted and
entrenched certain policies during the depression laden era and how such policies and
programmes shaped the contours of Igala cotton industry is the central thrust of the
section below.
6.2.1 The Great Economic Depression and World War II and theirImpact on the Igala
Cotton Industry, 1929-1945
The World-wide economic depression which started in 1929 and the Second
War (1939-1945) had enormous cataclysmic effects in Africa which also reverberated
across various Nigerian societies including Igalaland. The spread of the negative
consequences of the economic slump to Nigeria and Igala land was due to the skewed
manner in which the native economy was integrated into the global capitalist system.
This integration started through the Trans-Saharan and Transatlantic slave trade and
later the epoch of legitimate commerce which paved way for the consolidation of
effective British colonial administration. Colonialism particularly its economic policy
of cash crops which culminated to the radical departure of the native from food crops
production to production for export meant that the local economy was regulated by
events in the international markets and no the local dynamics. 20
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Therefore, fluctuations in prices or market failures overseas had direct impact
on the local farmers. Africanist scholars like Walter Rodney, How Europe
Underdeveloped Africa and Claude Ake A Political Economy of Africa, have
sufficiently documented how African economy got integrated into the global capitalist
system, therefore, the issue of how the local economy became an appendage of the
imperial powers and its subsequent shock arising from the depression and the World
War need not detain us here. However, it is important to passively, remark that the
Igala economy had before 1929 been adequately integrated into the global capitalist
system through trade policies, monetary and financial mechanism as various political
and diplomatic relationships had been consolidated between the British imperial
powers and the Igala. This section focuses on how the contradictions and challenges
that accompanied the depression and the World War affected the Igala cotton industry.
The global economy depression of 1929 and the the Second World War had
radical negative effects on the Igala economy and society and the cotton industry in
particular. The depression culminated to a sudden fall in the prices of agricultural
produce especially export produces like cotton, Palm produce among others. The fall
in prices of these export produce which had for years been a major source of income
for the farmers generated immense shortfall in their cash income. While prices for
these export crops remained low, the prices for imported finished produced like textile
materials were very expensive. This blighted the socio-economic welfare of the
natives who were unable to meet their colonial and personal family obligations. For
instance, Import statistics from for 1930 and 1933 for main items like kerosene, salt,
soap, machinery and textiles show that there was a sharp reductions in consumption
by Nigerians and Igala in particular. Within these years, there was a decline of 58%
and 26% for kerosene and salt and 57% for soap and 39% for textiles respectively.21
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Another reason corroborated for this astronomical decline in consumption and
standard of living of the cotton farmers is linked to the acute shortage of currency in
circulation amidst collapsed prices of export crops. This unfortunate scenario led to
the resurgence of domestic slavery in Igala land and acute hunger driven diseases
such as Itidagba and Oga Ikwu, common diseases associated with deficiency of salt
and malnutrition.22
Consequently, many of the hitherto Igala farmers had to abandon cotton
production for food crops production. They reasoned, correctly too, that there was no
need cultivating a crop with almost worthless value. Although few people cultivated
cotton within this dark moment, they only used it for personal purposes such as for
weaving, medicinal purposes and for little sales within the domestic market. Although
many were sceptical about the potentials and prospects of cotton during the
depression years, quite a few were optimistic and farmed cotton in mixed method
alongside other crops usually in small acreage.23
The table in the next page shows the conduction of cotton export from
Northern Nigeria and Igala land during the halcyon years of the depression.
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Table 17: Export of Cotton from Northern Nigeria and Igala Area 1929-1939
Year Export of Cotton(bales) Estimate of Export from Igalaland(bales)
1929 … …. … … … …
1930 …. … … …. … …
1931 …. … … …. … …
1932 5465 2880
1933 22801 11055
1934 24870 13749
1935 50,000 24000
1936 … … … … … …
1937 41770 20819
1938 25,422 12000
1939 21,333 13800
Source: NAK/MH/346. PP 15-16. Figures on Igala adapted from NAK/6006 Vol.1-IV
Although from a period of lull in 1928, the years 1929 and 1930 witnessed
moments of slight improvements in export, however, the prices offered by the trading
firms were outrageously low. Therefore, the farmers sold at give-away prices as
cotton seeds could not be eaten locally. But 1931 and 1932 were unfortunately, bad
years for all crops across Nigeria including cotton. This was a result of the severe
infestation of locusts which damaged all crops coupled with poor distribution of
rainfall and a drastic fall in prices created by a world slump. Although export figures
fell to 5,465 bales in 1932, there was a slight improvement in 1933 in which 22,801
bales were exported which later increased to 24,870 in 1934 and all time high figure
of 50,000 in 1935.24
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Several reasons could be offered for the upsurge in exports for 1935. First, this
was a period of slump in food prices, due to over production and this factor could
have encouraged more farmers to cultivate more of cotton. There was also the
expansion of cotton cultivation in other parts of Northern Nigeria apart from the Igala.
For instance, places like North Zaria, South Katsina and East Sokoto had become the
most productive cotton areas in the core Northern Province. Maiden also observes
that within these periods:
Competition to buy cotton became much keener and the widespread
activities of ubiquitous middlemen resulted in the grades being mixed
indiscriminately, with the consequent falling-off in the staple quality.
New regulations governing the reform and the reorganization of the
cotton marketing system were also introduced at this time…New
marketing regulations appeared to have had a good effect on the
grading , much higher proportion of Grade 1 being purchased.25
However, it is strange to note that during the years of peace; particularly 1937 to 1939
witnessed a steady decline in export figures of cotton from this area as depicted in the
table 17 in preceding page. For instance, export figures declined from 41,770 in 1937
to 25,422 in 1939 and further declined to 21,333 in 1939.26Various factors are
responsible for this nosedive. These include; the prevalent of high prices being paid
for groundnuts, poor rains, resulting from cotton being planted late and a large
proportion of the crop being absorbed by the local weaving industry and by the
neighbouring French territories. There are reports that those engaged in the local
cotton industry were then always prepared to pay more for cotton than the exporters,
whose current prices were governed by the rise and fall of world prices.27 At the same
time, during the period of world depression, it was the demands of the local industry
that had helped to maintain the interest in cotton production, whose expansion became
more rapid, once the world prices improved.
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Other negative implication of the worldwide economic depression and the
Second World War on the Igala cotton Industry was the acute shortage of currencies it
engineered and sustained in Igalaland. The British imperial governemnet in its attempt
to overcome the economic crisis began a drastic tight monetary policy and regulated
the volume of currency in circulation in the region and Nigeria in general. This further
led to the re-emergence of cowries and barter system of trade which undermined
effective and efficient cotton trade, particularly among the Igala. By 1932, Brass-rods
were widely used in Igalaland. The acute shortage of currency in circulation
compounded the woes of the cotton farmers who were suffering dual dilemmas of
fallen prices and currency scarcity. Thus, even native farmers who were determined to
sell at ridiculous prices to the few expatriate trading firms or the native buyers from
Kano and Zaria often had to indulge in barter with its associated peculiar problems.
District Officer writing on the situation in Igala land in late 1930s stated that:
The effects of trade depression began to be felt, the amount of currency
in circulation became less and less. Today, trade in Ankpa market is
conducted almost solely by means of barter and subsistence of brass
for currency. Hordes of these rods are being dug up and there is a
noticeable increase in its use especially in Ogugu and Ola Maboro. A
rod is worth 1d compared with 5d five years ago28
The resurgence of barter trade in Igalaland during the Depression and interwar years
produced devastating effects to diverse interlocking chain of people involved in the
web of cotton production and marketing in this region. These effects affected the
cotton farmers, consumers and marketers in diverse over-arching ways. While the
farmers had to abandon, albeit temporarily, production of staple food crops, the local
cotton entrepreneurs had to reduce the quantity of purchase due to scarcity of
currencies. In fact, even the brass rod which resurfaced as result of the depression
suffered further depreciation in value as the marketable value dropped by 80%
thereby leaving the hopes of the natives hanging. More worrisome was the fact the
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refusal of the Department of Marine and the Nigerian Railway to honour or purchase
the brass-rods from Igalaland on the account of their poor quality. Abdulakdir painted
the consequences of this unfortunate development in the general economic history of
Igala thus:
The general shortage of coins forced the producers to sell their goods
at low prices to those with coins or to sell through middlemen, or
exchange the brass Manillas which they got from the trading
companies at low rates. All these meant that the producers had to
accept real prices even lower than they already low market prices for
their produce in order to get the coins necessary for paying taxes.29
From the foregoing, it is obvious that the external dynamics of the world economic
depression influenced the pattern of cotton production and marketing in Igala land by
undermining the smooth mode of payment. This was demonstrated with the acute
shortage of currencies and the sheered tight monetary policies of the British imperial
government.
If the depression ennobled scarcity of currencies in Igalaland, the most
devastating consequences of both the world depression and the Second War
undermined cotton production and marketing through the introduction of taxation in
Igala land. The British authorities and administrators from the onset advocated that
colonies must be financially self-sustaining. They openly confessed that the natives
must be able to provide the financial and material resources needed for the smooth
and efficient colonial governance and administration. Prior to tax collection, the
colonial administrators would always organize a census exercise. This involved the
systematized counting of all individual in a particular part of Igala land.30
Consequently, during census, both adult males and females including children
were counted. Also counted were the blind and lepers. The essence of census in
twentieth century Igala by British administrators was to ensure that they had adequate
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and proper figures of the population of the people to ensure balance in tax collection.
In order to ensure demographic accuracy, the colonial administrators mandated
traditional rulers to ensure that all the people within their domain were counted. In
some cases, the Colonial Demographic Officers were encouraged to ensure that they
visited all the remote areas of each District. If the colonial administrators felt that the
figures given of a particular district is inaccurate or too small, a recount was
immediately carried out by new set of assessors.31
Table 18 gives a summary of the census exercise carried out in Igala land by
the British colonial administrators in 1930
Table 18. Population of Igala and Tax Incidence, 1930
District Adult
Male
Adult
Female
Total
π
Adult
Male
Adult
Female
Total
π
Increase Decrease
Adoru 3363 3460 11041
Amara 3617 2948 8529 3522 3930 11750 644
Amata 2816 6103 17354 2941 3047 8846 317
Ankpa 5848 5752 16493 5671 5893 17720 366
Bassa
Komo
5246 5311 17278 5381 6090 18161 1668
Bassa Nge 4953 3606 10182 4988 5205 15935 - 1343
Biraidu 3466 4642 12369 3559 3659 12228 2046
Dekina 4055 3426 9209 4139 4783 14880 2511
Enjema 2948 5730 18627 2782 3156 8728 481
Ibaji 5522 1688 3826 7062 8142 22542 3915
Idah 1481 2354 6282 1487 1758 4783 957
Igalogwa 2103 3372 9750 2231 2462 9806 3524
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Source: NAK/LOKPROF/96/1930.
Π includes children and “exempts”
In fact, because census exercises were primarily carried out for tax purposes,
every census figure is reconfigured to reflect estimate of tax incidence. Through a
comparative analysis of census figures and tax returns, the colonial administrators
were able to determine the growth in population and make probable financial
projections and place tax demands on each district based on census estimates. Also
through this means, they colonial administrators were able to detect frauds in tax
collections and administration.32
Furthermore, the British colonial administrators in Igala land also justified the
imposition of high taxes on the Igala because they were naturally lazy in the midst of
abundant fertile soil and arable land which supported agricultural productivity. Smith
in his assessment report of Adoru District of Idah division observed about the people
thus:
their character leaves much to be desired…the men appallingly
lazy…they farm just for food, drink, and seed and a little over in cases
of maize,… the young men amuse themselves going from village to
village, drinking all that they can get and running after such women as
happens to be without husbands either pro tem or permanently..They
are naturally very lazy 32
Imani 3363 706 1991 3197 3162 10613 863
Mozum 678 6468 1870 680 782 2376 3385
Ogugu 6158 6464 18701 5866 6343 18575 1126
Ojoko 3058 3770 10193 2953 3521 8141 2052
Ojoku 3209 3229 8933 2961 3050 9137 204
Okura 3100 3598 9961 3189 3715 10609 648
Ola
Maboro
4464 4354 12778 4477 4272 11444 1334
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The world economic slump of 1929-1930s created immense problems for the Igala
and Colonial tax administrators. First, the economic depression led to the catastrophic
fall in the value of palm produce. Couple with this was the lack of alternative crops.
These culminated to the high spate of tax evasion and violence in Igalaland. For
instance, between 1929 and 1934, the price of a ton of palm kernels fell from £13 to
£4. 10. 0. The latter price made the processing of palm kernels almost impossible.
Many people in Akpanya area left their palm trees in the bush to waste as there was
practically no gain in processing it when its returns were nothing to write home about.
Furthermore, in Adoru District, a petrol tin of palm oil which fetched 5 shilling in
1932 fell drastically lamentably to 1/1 shilling33
On the whole, British Colonialism had debilitating impact on the Igala cotton
industry and Nigeria in general. Taxation been one of the major economic weapons of
the colonialgovernment to exploit the hapless native, had great consequences on the
socio-economic welfare of all those involved in the entire value chain of cotton
production and marketing. Firstly, the British tax systems and policies in Igala land
contributed greatly to the economic underdevelopment of the Igala economy
particularly the native cotton industry. Through the excessive fixation and consistent
re-adjustment and increase in tax incidences the Igala adults were pauperized
economically. Many adults who were living in Igala land but could not cope with tax
demands had to migrate to other parts of Nigeria where tax incidences were lower. In
Adoru, Ankpa and Ola Maboro districts, the migration pattern was to the South
Western part of Nigeria where many of them worked in the Cocoa plantations.
“WEST” and “WARRI” became popular cognomen for referring to process of Igala
migrantion to Yoruba land in especially in Ankpanya and Ola Maboro areas. 34
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According to Sylvanus Ejiga, who spent twenty years in Idanre of Ondo State,
life in the cocoa plantation was good and better than what was obtainable in
Ankpanya Igalaland. He stated that it was due to the high incidence of tax by the
British and the incessant molestation by the district and village heads and tax scribes
that made him to migrate to Yoruba land. He further stated how he lured other twelve
people from Ankpa and Itchi in Nsukka area to Idanre.35More worrisome is the fact
that most of the money realized from taxes were not used for the development of Igala
land instead monies were returned to the British Treasury and used for economic
reconstruction and financing of other critical infrastructure in Britain.
In addition, the British taxation in twentieth century Igalaland culminated to
the exploitation of women and laid the foundation for women exploitation in Igala
land. While women were exempted from paying tax in the Nsukka parts of Igboland,
the Adoru women had their tax incidence increased. This led to the Ankpanya
women revolt of Feburary 1939 in which over six hundred women from Ankpanya
and Amaka zones of Adoru District marched singing war songs to Nsukka to register
and declare their collective resolve not to pay tax. The women occupied the office of
the Divisional officer in Nsukka. They trekked with majority barefooted for over
fourteen hours to and from Nsukka.35Due to the presence of heavy armed police men,
the women were persuaded to eschew violence as the government would promptly
look into their grievance. After the civil disobedience movement, some women were
arrested but released after two days of interrogation. Shortly after this episode, the
British colonial administrators insisted that the women must pay their tax as before
but promised that there would be assessment before the next year. This protest led to
the migration of many Igbo women out of the town. Similar tax violence was
recorded in Ofante, Ankpa, Biraidu, and Dekina in the twentieth century.
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The Second War (1939-1945) just like the depression influenced the condition
of cotton production and marketing in Igala land in particular and north central
Nigeria in general. The reason for the extensive consequences of the War on the Igala
cotton industry and economy in general was due to the warped manner in which the
native economy was forcefully integrated into the British imperial and global
capitalist system.
The impact of the Second World War and its dialectical nexuses with the Igala
cotton was first manifested, externally in Britain. The first challenge for the cotton
industry started with the decline and sudden closure of the Lancashire textile industry.
It is imperative to note that the Lancashire textile industry had, prior to the war
remained the major buyer of Nigerian cotton. In fact, the BCGA, a major actor in the
entire gamut of colonial cotton production and marketing in Nigeria and Igala land
was established by operators of the Lancashire textile industry. However, shortly after
the outbreak of the Second War War in 1939, Lancashire’s trade export experienced a
depressing downward trend. The reason for the decline in Lancashire dominance and
operational activities was largely due to the coat-throat competition with Japan and
her low wage standard. Although Japan directly entered the war and her economy
suddenly obliterated, the Lancashire textile industry and British government did not
capitalize on this opportunity as the British imperial government became preoccupied
with war efforts.36
As a result of the excessive concentration of the energies and resources of the
British government to the prosecution of the War, her economy including a larger
proportion of her textile mills collapsed. The reason for the closure of Lancashire
textile mills was necessitated by the need to release many hitherto textile workers for
the British Armed Forces and for the ammunition factories or being switched to the
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need to war needs production. Consequently, this sudden decline in the British Textile
mills orchestrated by the outbreak of the War meant bigger challenges for the local
cotton industry in diverse ways.
Fundamentally, there was the aggressive financial drive by the colonial
authorities to ensure that colonies provided the needed human and material resources
for the prosecution of the War. In Igala land, the war led to increase in tax incidence,
reduction and in some cases stoppage of public works projects and the subsidization
of agricultural inputs. Furthermore, able-bodied Igala men who were hitherto
involved in cotton farming were mobilization as war combatants (soldiers).
Acting on the instruction of the imperial Government, the Igala Native
Authority was mandated to persuade her people, willing, to volunteer and join in the
British soldiers to help win the war. Some of the names of Igala ex-soldiers who
fought during the Second War and their demobilization numbers include Ali Ojeje
(Ex-NA 49758), Abu Audu (Ex-NA 99940), Shaibu Imani (Ex-NA 47742) among
others.37 It is probable that one of the reasons for the enlistment of Igala soldiers in the
Second World War was due to the poor state of the economy manifest in the collapse
of export crops. The great economic depression coupled with crop failures, famine,
locust infestation, poor prices for cash crops and general unemployment may have
caused dissatisfaction in the minds of many Igala youth who decided to join
soldiering with a view to defeating Adolf Hitler and his allies. In other words, the War
propelled many farming youthful population to migrate and enlist into the colonial
Army thereby undermining active cultivation of cotton and other agricultural produce.
Another impact of the Second War on Cotton production and marketing was
that it led to government interventions in cotton trade and marketing in Igala land and
Nigeria in general. Due to the problems which the war created for the Lancashire
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textiles, the Nigeria government shortly after 1941 fixed the price of seed cotton well
below world prices.39 This policy was initiated in order to avert inflation and to
discourage cotton cultivation at the expense of food crops. However, as the war raged,
on and the world supply of oil seeds became highly deficient, the colonial authorities
re-channelled the energies of the peasant farmers to the growing of more groundnuts.
Therefore, the condition of local cotton farmers and exporting firms, the
imperial government mandated the shipping giants to reduce the shipping space
allotted to cotton from Nigeria. This policy shift was aimed at consolidating the
urgent need for oil seeds and the optimization of new found cotton opportunities in
Belgian Congo by the British Government. As a result of these measures, Igala cotton
farmers responded through a shift from the cultivation of cotton to the cultivation of
groundnuts and benniseeds. 40
Table 19: Cotton Export figures for the World War II Years
Year Northern Nigeria Export
figures (bales)
Estimate of Export from
Igala(bales)
1939/1940 48,337 8200
1940/1941 65,432 12,900
1941/1942 19,172 7,140
1942/1943 24,719 9,300
1943/1944 17,596 7600
1944/1945 12,462 3000
1945/1946 33,793 10,200
1946/1947 32,640 12,220
Source:MH/346. (NB: the Igala figures are compiled and modified estimates,NAK/6006/S.1-
V)
The decline of the cotton industry for export, that had been built up so
patiently over the years, was of course, very disappointing particularly as most of the
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war years, from the table above, produced good growing seasons. Although the local
industry consumed a large proportion of the volume produced within these years, the
prices were not too favourable, though fairly above what trading firms offered. When
the war ended in 1945 following the defeat of Nazism and Adolf Hitler, the global
economy recovered from the economic turmoil occasion by the war and there was the
need to rejuvenate cotton production and marketing in areas where it had flourished
prior to the war years.
In spite of the end of the war in 1945, the export volume for 1946/1947 season
was so poor compared with the previous season. Maiden observes that this decline
was caused by ‘a continued shortage of imported cotton goods, some of the factories
in Britain still being in the process of conversion back to textiles, with the resultant
heavy absorption of the season’s crop by the local industry and the widespread
infestation of pink Bollworm. This infestation continued into the following season.
1947/1948 with ravages by other pests, larvae being found in most of the seed cotton
enroute to the ginneries’41 From 1900 to 1923, BCGA had been the main exporters
from Nigeria but after 1923, the colonial authority felt that cotton should be treated as
other produce and that buying thrown open to other commercial firms, who became
the Associations Agents.
6.3 The Colonial State, Trading Companies and Cotton Production and Trade in
IgalaLand
The colonial state, scholars like Walter Rodney, Calude Ake, Moses Ochonu
and Sani Abdulakdir42 have surmised was an all-consuming and powerful agency for
the management of the affairs of the imperial power. The state, they observe, took
absolute control of the legislative, judicial and executive functions with little or no
input from the natives. Although the indirect rule system of administration existed in
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Northern Nigeria, the decision and policy frameworks were designed and made by the
colonial personnel.
The colonial state and trading companies played diverse roles in the Igala
cotton industry in particular and Nigeria in general. In order to appreciate the specific
place of the state in colonial cotton production and trade, emphasis shall be focused
on facilitative, legislative and institutional functions of the state as regards cotton.
Generally, the British imperial government created strong institutional agency like the
BCGA and Empire cotton Growing Corporation (ECGC) with specific mandates of
finding and pursuing strategies through which cotton could be developed in Nigeria.
The BCGA was also saddled with the task of buying cotton in the region. In this
regards, the BCGA established a ginnery in Lokoja in 1906. From Lokoja, the BCGA
had middlemen and Licensed Buying Agents in various parts of Igala land.43
BCGA also provided free exotic cotton seeds which were distributed to the
Igala farmers through the Native authority representatives (local village chiefs). The
association (BCGA) also made special grants towards the development of road
infrastructure in Igala land. This was necessary in order to ensure that cotton seeds
were evacuated from remote villages to the ginnery with much ease. The BCGA in
collaboration with the Igala N.A agricultural department established model farm
centres, also known as agric stations at Ankpa, Idah and Akpanya areas of Igala land
with the primary motive of seed experimentation and propaganda aimed at persuading
farmers to grow cotton.
The BCGA from the establishment of ginnery at Lokoja bought all the Igala
cotton. It acted as the sole purchaser and exported of cotton on behalf of the colonial
government. The other merchant firms that were trading in the division were
incorporated into its buying network on commission basis. In 1922, cotton was
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however thrown open to the merchant firms to buy just like the other produce. In
1949, the Nigerian Cotton Marketing Board (NCMB) took over the all the
arrangement for buying of cotton. It was this board that appointed the merchant firms
to serve as its Licensed Buying Agents (LBAs). 44
In addition, the Board also announced the prices for the different grades of
cotton and equally determined the markets from which the agents could buy cotton. In
addition to these, it also took care of selling the lint cotton on the world market
through the Nigerian Produce Marketing Company. The BCGA was therefore, under
this arrangement only left to serve as the Board’s ginning agents. In Igala Division,
there were LBAs located at Abejukolo, Ogane-enugu, Ogbonisha, Ogodu and Oliya.
There were sub agents at Ejule, Alloma, Idah and Adoru axis who interfaced with the
rural farmers.45
Table 20 below shows the number of Licensed Buying Agents (LBAs) and
designed cotton markets in Igala division of Kabba Province.
Table 20: Colonial Cotton Markets and Number of Licensed Buying Agents in
Igalaland
Location Ginning Number of LBAs
Abejukolo Lokoja 1 Igala N.A Coop
Ogane-Enugu Lokoja 2 IPTC
Ogodu Lokoja 2 Igala Coop and IPTC
Oliya Lokoja 2 IPTC: ITC
Ogbonisha Lokoja 2 Igala Coop and IPTC
Source: NAK/MH/361/
The British colonial authority in Igala land also imposed obnoxious tax
policies to ensure that Igala farmers remained perpetual producers of cotton and other
cash crops for the commercial needs of Britain. Furthermore, the British colonial
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administrators in Igala land also justified the imposition of high taxes on the Igala
because they were naturally lazy in the midst of abundant fertile soil and arable land
which supported agricultural productivity. Smith in his assessment report of Adoru
District of Idah Division observed thus about that the people:
their character leaves much to be desired…the men appallingly
lazy…they farm just for food, drink, and seed and a little over in cases
of maize,… the young men amuse themselves going from village to
village, drinking all that they can get and running after such women as
happens to be without husbands either pro tem or permanently…They
are naturally very lazy45
Therefore, as a result of the disparaging and maligning remarks been made about
Igala by the British colonial administrators, they reasoned and concluded that the only
solution to the natural laziness of the Igala was to impose on them enormous tax rates.
According to the Colonialists, through the compulsory payment of tax, the people will
be forced to become more productive and enterprising. Even when the touring officers
and the Atta clamoured for a reduction in tax rates following bitter complains and
demonstrations in different Igala villages and districts, the District officer of Igala
division in 1933, Mr. G.M Clifford for instance was upset and vehemently opposed to
a reduction in the hope that an increase in tax rates will stimulate the people to
cultivate an area larger than that which merely suffice for their needs.
He stated that the soil is fertile and with the planting of beeniseed, perhaps
ground nut, the present incidence should not be a harder thing but it proved difficult in
Ankpa area were the people violently revolted. The touring officer in his reported
disagreed with the D.O but could rarely do anything to alter the opinion of his boss.
He criticized Clifford’s opinion arguing that “it is difficult to change the habits of
generations in the space of a year or two”.46
In Igala land, the colonial administrators with support from their local
comprador collaborators carried out in depth and routine assessment of the state of the
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economy and society in general. In determining the economic prosperity and values of
crop yields, they British assessors visited farms and took measurements of farm sizes
and made probable projection on yields based on certain interviews with native
farmers. They also took time to count the number of economic trees in all districts and
villages across Igala land. Economic trees like palm trees, Kola nuts, Ivirgia (Ugba),
prosopis Africana (Okpeye) were carefully counted. In order to determine future
prices of such economic trees and produce, the colonial administrators and assessment
officers visited rural markets from where current prices were obtained and recorded.
It is unfortunate to state the colonial administrators do not take into considerations
unforeseen disasters like Locust invasions, epidemic diseases or poor rainfall pattern
that could blight the economic resources of the local people even after such
assessment has been made.
Indeed, routine census exercises were carried out and in cases of poor census,a
recount was done. In determining the amount to be paid as tax by the people,
assessment officers usually British District or Assistant District officers were
employed with supports provided by local chiefs (Onus and Maddakis). The functions
of the local chiefs were to ensure that all taxable adults within their domain were
made available for count during tax assessments or census.47 It was a criminal offence
punishable by fines or imprisonment for a Local chief to conceal information
regarding the population of taxable adults within his area of jurisdiction.
In fact, many chiefs were dethroned and some severely fined for negligence on
issues of tax within their district. Once the Local chiefs received instructions from the
colonial administrators on when tax collection is to begin, proper announcement
through the aid of town criers are made throughout the villages and in market centers.
The chain of information flow was horizontal, starting from the Colonial
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administrators through the Native authority through the District head. In Akpanya
area, the District scribe was the officially appointed tax-collector but he only
accepted money in the presence of the Village Head; he issued individual receipts, the
counterfoil of which were checked against his cash-book as safe guard against fraud.48
It is worth noting also that, the paramount ruler of Igalaland- Atta Igala was
involved in tax administration in twentieth century Igala land. He paid monthly visits
to districts within his dormain. During such visits, he discussed the tax situation with
each individual Onu. Any culpable slackness by Onus and village heads was
punishable by removal from office or fine. In 1932, two senior Onus and five junior
Onus were dismissed in Ankpa districts and the District Officer (D.O) reported about
this punitive measures thus “never has such concentrated action been applied to
Ankpa and I am satisfied that every effort possible is been made to accelerate
collection of the tax”49 there were also the tax messengers or scribes who are critical
agents in tax collections and administrations. The messengers did not handle tax
money; however, they are touring continually and keeping the administrative officers
with tax situation in outlying parts.
Next in the chain of tax management and administration were the tax mallams
who submit weekly returns to the Touring officer. In 1933, the Touring officer of
Ankpa Mr. Backhouse, stated that he received the following roles from tax mallams;
information on Total tax, amount collected, amount outstanding, amount collected
during the previous seven days, number of days spent by each Onu away from his
headquarters and lastly any action by Onu in units which have failed to produce tax
during the previous seven days. The touring officer is an interface and thus comments
on these returns personally every week.50 Proactive measures were put in place to
ensure and enforce tax collection. The measures were tightened up even more during
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the depression and world war periods. For instance, by 1933/1934 tax year in the
Ankpa Districts of Igala land, the following people were involved in tax collection in
the district.
Table 21People involved in Tax Collections in Ankpa Igalaland 1933/1934 Tax
Year
Mr. Backhouse, A.D.O Touring Ojoku, Imani
Ohem’Ogbolo, Resident Councillor Ola Maboro & Ankpa Districts.
Adejoh, Government Messenger
Odekina Ata, Councillor Okenyn, Ejinya & Ikoja
Mr. Hopkin, A.D.O Touring Akwacha, Ife &
Braima, Government Messenger, Enjenma District
Musa, Government Messenger
Mr. Counsell, A.D.O Touring Ogugu District
Musa,Government Officer ,, ,, ,,
Ndako, Government Messenger ,, ,, ,,
Egena Ata, Councillor Ojoku District
Odoma Ata, Ola Maboro(Iga)
Suli, Government Messenger ,, ,, ,,
Momo, Government Messenger, ,, ,, (Inyelle)
Agbari, N.A messenger ,, ,, (Ade)
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/366
The imposition of taxation generated ripple effects on the Igala cotton industry.
For instance, the imposition of taxes on the Igala and the coercive cum oppressive
nature of its collection made the whole exercise of tax a nightmare for the Igala. In
many parts of Igala land, people often ran into the bush upon sighting a tax officer.
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Because of tax, many people in Akpanya had to migrate to remotest parts and thick
forests for habitation. In such cases, entrances to such isolated settlements were very
difficult and usually bushy. Example of such was Odoku and Enugu Ogbayaga in
Akpanya area of Adoru district. As stated by Cartland and Counsell, the “Igala have
been quick to regard tax remission as the reward for obstinacy and the natives hated
with passion the sudden intimidation, arrest and disruption of their socio-economic
and political structures and activities by the British administrators and did all they
could to evade tax.”51
In Akpanya area of Adoru district, the women revolted in February 1939.
During this revolt, the Women doggedly refused to pay tax. The women, numbering
over seven hundred, marched under the scorching sun to Nuskka, the closet District
headquarters to them to table their grievances. Also, by 1933 in Ankpa, the villagers
vowed not to pay tax anymore. They fought tax messengers and rebuked local chiefs
who collaborated with the British colonial administrators in ensuring that they were
taxed. However, the reason for the usual confrontations and problems between the
British colonial administrators and the natives were beyond laziness factor. The effect
of the world economic depression in Igala land even heightened the tension.
The world economic Depression of 1929-1930s created immense problems for
the Igala and Colonial tax administrators. First, the economic depression led to the
catastrophic fall in the value of palm produce. Coupled with this was the lack of
alternative crops. These led to the high spate of tax evasion and violence in Igala land.
For instance, between 1929 and 1934, the price of a ton of palm kernels fell from £13
to £4. 10. 0. The latter price made the processing of palm kernels almost impossible.
Many people in Akpanya area left their palm trees in the bush to waste as there was
practically no gain in processing it when its returns were nothing to write home about.
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Furthermore, in Adoru District, a petrol tin of palm oil which fetched 5 shilling in
1932 fell drastically lamentably to 1/1 shilling52
Table 22.State of Tax Assessment and Collection in Igala Land upto 30 June
1930
District Amount
Collected,1929-
1930 (£)
Recount
1930-31
(£)
Amount Paid
(£)
BalanceS
(£)
Adoru 1362. 4. 0 1383. 16. 0 774. 15. 0 609. 1. 0
Amara 1464. 8. 0 1490. 8. 0 378. 1. 0 1112. 7. 0
Amata 1176. 8. 0 1223. 9. 0 1213. 4. 0 10. 5. 0
Ankpa 2295. 4. 0 2312. 16. 0 643. 11. 0 1669. 5. 0
Bassa Komo 2201. 0. 0 2294. 4. 0 546. 13. 0 1747. 11. 0
Bassa Nge 2168. 12. 3 2167. 16. 0 799. 19. 6 1367. 16. 6
Biraidu 1414. 8. 0 1443. 12 0 1436. 2. 0 7. 10. 0
Dekina 1745. 8. 0 1784. 8 0 1775. 11. 0 8. 17. 0
Enjema 1228. 1. 4 1187. 12. 0 583. 11. 0 604. 1. 0
Ibaji 2250.8. 0 2431. 0. 0 1780. 7. 0 650. 13. 0
Idah 657. 4. 0 675. 1. 0 534. 3. 0 140. 18. 0
Igalogwa 879. 6. 0 938. 12. 0 367. 18. 9 570. 13. 3
Imani 646. 18. 0 953. 17. 0 8. 0. 0 945. 17. 0
Mozum 346. 0. 0 365. 10. 0 200. 0. 0 167. 10. 0
Ogugu 1236. 11. 6 1831. 7. 0 ------ --- --- -- 1831. 7. 0
Ojoko 1365. 12. 0 1314. 4. 0 1294. 6. 0 19. 18. 0
Ojoku 1246. 11. 10 1202. 4. 0 178. 10. 0 1023. 14. 0
Okura 1339. 12. 0 1381. 7. 0 1113. 9. 9 267. 17. 3
Ola Maboro 855. 10. 0 1312. 7. 0 - - - 1312. 7. 0
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Various
fishermen etc
251. 10. 6 300.0. 0 70. 0. 0 230. 0. 0
TOTAL £26130. 17. 5 £27993. 10. 0 £13698. 2. 0 £14295. 8. 0
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/196/1930
In fact, from the table 22 above, it is lucid to see that even in the midst of this
global economic meltdown which negatively affected the economic and social
wellbeing of the Igala, the British colonial administrators unfortunately increased tax
rates instead of reducing it. Under a normal atmosphere, one would have expected
that the British officers, been aware that the principal source of income of Igala had
been blighted, they should have reduced the tax incidence. although the Assistant
District officer of Ankpa, Mr Backhouse confessed in 1932 that in “his opinion, the
present tax incidence in the Ankpa Group are too high under existing economic
conditions”53 however, the Divisional Officer of Igala, Mr. G.M.Clifford was opposed
to such advice of reduction in the hope that an increase will stimulate the Ankpa Igala
to cultivate an area larger than that which merely suffices for their needs.
The tax regime was so stringent that many adults could not pay while others
had to migrate to Yoruba land. It should be noted that those who could not pay were
not forgiven or had their tax debt cancelled, instead they were made to pay in arrears
with interests and further punishments. By 1931 for instance, the outstanding
estimate of uncollectable tax was over £ 1,500. By 31st March 1933, the outstanding
balance due from Ankpa Group alone was £3,600 but government was unable to
collect the estimated balance citing the massive evasion and migration as major
reasons. Besides, by 31st may 1933, it was forecasted that it will be necessary to ask
Government to remit an uncollectable balance of from £ 2500 to £2800. Year earlier,
the story was worse.54
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In the 1931/1932 tax year as shown in the table below, total tax demand was
£10358; the amount of uncollectable tax written off was £1126. As can be seen in the
table, Ankpa district had the highest tax demand of £2423 followed by Ogugu with a
total tax demand of £1689 while Imani had the least tax demand of £918. On the other
hand, Ogugu district had the highest amount of uncollectable tax written-off £365 and
Amara (ife) the least written off £61.55 Table 23 in the next page shows the nature of
tax demands in colonial Igalaland.
Table 23. Tax Demand and Actual Uncollectable Amounts Written off in Igala
Districts 1931/1932 Tax Year
District Demand
(£)
Uncollectable amounts written-
off (£)
Amara(Ife & Akwacha 1517 61
Enjema 1214 Nil
Ankpa 2423 177
Ojoku 1271 80
Imani 918 93
Ola Maboro 1326 350
Ogugu 1689 365
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/366
Even with the challenges imposed on the natives by the world economic
depression of 1929-1930s, the British colonial authorities steadily increased tax rates
in Igala land and the Igala paid much higher than what her Idoma and Igbo
neighbours paid as tax. The reason for this is linked to the effects of the depression on
British economy thereby making external sourcing of revenues very imperative and
the need to propel the natives to cultivate cash crops. Comparatively speaking, Mr.
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Backhouse noted in 1933 that “in Ankpa districts, a man and his wife paid a total of 6/,
(six shillings) while in corresponding district of Idoma only 2/6 (two shilling six
pence) was paid. The Nsukka incidence is even lower.”56
Tax policies in Igala area of colonial Nigeria was so severe that the inability of
a district to pay was faced with further hasher punishments. In some cases, the district
head was fined or imprisoned or out rightly dethroned. In fact, it was a criminal
offence for a district head not to inform the colonial authorities early when problems
that threatens the smooth collection of tax is in the offing. In 1929 in Akpanya area of
Adoru district, the quasi District Head Idoko Ate was imprisoned for creating tensions
that disrupted tax collection in Akpanya. He was later dethroned and a new District
head, Abah Okolo was appointed in late 1929.57 In Biraidu district, Sidney Seeton
reported that:
The people of Enugu village area are again turbulent and refusing to
pay tax. When this happened previously, a certain trouble –maker
called Omajari was given six months imprisonment by the Native court
and warned not to return to Dekina District, and the Village Head (V.H)
Adofo was dismissed and given the same orders.58
Similarly, in Ojoko district of Ankpa, Captain Fox reported that the District Head
Atumeyi Ocheje has been quiet but that “Ekele, who is a dissident leader of a faction
opposed to the District Head and had successfully evaded arrest and tax had returned
to the district. Fox stated that
I have so far left him alone in order to avoid causing any feeling of
unrest which would hinder the collection of the tax, but I am having a
watch kept on him, and I am awaiting a suitable opportunity to arrest
him and his principals, for as long as he is left in the district so long
will the opposition to the District head remain even though as it is now
passive.59
By 1930, the Onu Ojoku was fined £10 for his regrettable negligence that led to the
embezzlement of Tax by Oguche Okakala.60 It should be noted that embezzlement of
tax was a major challenge that faced the British colonial administration in Igala land.
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In fact, by 1940, a tax Mallam, Audu Wushishi, the chief tax scribe in Igala Central
Provinces was sentenced to nine (nine) months imprisonment for stealing collected
tax.61
Other areas of interventions of the colonial state in cotton production and trade
in twentieth century Igala land were in the areas of Legislations, propaganda and
construction of roads to link up farming communities to the commercial centres. The
colonial administrators mandated and persuaded the village headmen and titled
holders to encourage their community members to cultivate cotton. Free cotton seeds
were distributed through the Igala chiefs to the farmers. This availability of free
cotton seeds ensured that large acres of land were brought under cultivation. Apart
from the traditional rulers, local means of mass communication especially through the
use of town criers and town hall kind of meeting between the colonial agricultural
extension officers, BCGA and Native authority staff were pursued. Between 1946 to
1950, it was estimated that about 10,000 to 1,000 acres were under cultivation in
Igala land.62 During the survey of Maiden in 1956, this figure of acreage under
cultivation had doubled.
The colonial state in the bid to transform cotton production and trade in Igala
land equally engaged in infrastructural development initiative. New roads were
constructed in different parts of Igala. In an assessment report on the state of roads in
1929, a colonial personnel reported that the opening of new roads have improved the
pace and pendulum of trade in the entire division. He stated that
The roads that are being made are resulting in the opening up of the
hinterland behind Idah and in this connection, it is interesting to note
that where at one time all Idah produce was carried in the head loads, a
considerabl amount is now being bought at Ogumi, Aynagba and Ejule
and carried in by Motor Lorry. The completion of road from Nsukka
and the surrounding district in the Southern Provinces to Idah would
result in increased importation of cotton and palm produce into Idah
station.63
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As a result of the centrality of road in economic development, the imperial
government mandated commercial firms to make financial contributions to
infrastructural development. Within the context of cotton, for instance, the BCGA
made special grant to support the development of road transportation. Maiden
observes that:
In 1952, the Igala N.A received £7010 from the Marketing Board for
the reconstruction of Ankpa-Bagana road, including a £3,000 at
Abajikolo and last year from the Vote under my own control I paid this
N.A another £1200 to cover the extra work of completing this
important work. This is the only outside financial assistance that this
province has received up to date for its cotton evacuation roads.64
Trading firms played active role in storage and Transportation of cotton, Marketing,
Propaganda, seed distribution and hiring of agents. In terms of storage facilities, the
Board provided tarpaulins which were loaned to the LBAs and also took
responsibility for Storage.these and other roles are discussed below.
The licensed buying agents are entirely responsible at all times for the storage
and care of the cotton purchased by them from the purchased time until the time of
delivery to the port transit shed down to the ginnery. As contained in a 1958
Marketing Memoranda endorsed by the Northern Regional Marketing Board,
Tarpaulins are loaned by the Board for covering cotton solely to protect the Board’s
interests. As a result of this, it was the duty of the licensed buying agents to
requisition for Tarpaulins to cover the produce in his care to prevent damage by wind
or rain whenever these may be to occur in the places for which tarpaulins are issued.65
In Igalaland, the Tarpualins were loaned to LBAs at certain amounts
depending on the prevailing prices of cotton seeds. LBAs obtained them from the
various production Inspection stations. The tarpaulins are not to be used in any other
places or for any other purpose without the express permission of the Board’s
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executive. The Tarpaulins were provided in three sizes as follows: “40 ft x 40 ft, 30 ft
x 30 ft and 30 ft x 20 ft”.66 Usually, because the number of tarpaulins loaned was
based on the tonnage of seed cotton to be covered, loans were only made when and
where these tonnages are declared correctly on the approved requisition form.
Requisition to borrow tarpaulins were submitted in triplicates on the approved forms
and sent to the Northern Regional Marketing Board through their representatives
(LBAs) at the produce stations. Issuance of the tarpaulins was made by the Board
through the Tarpaulin store keeper.
After the end of every cotton season, tarpaulins are to be returned in good
conditions. Before they are returned, they must be removed from the pyramid or
dump, spread out, brushed, dried and folded neatly so that the number stencilled at the
centre is visible on the outside, roped up and stored in a dry place. Due to the
centrality of this facility, LBAs are particularly requested not return all the tarpaulins
issued to them for one station or ginnery until all cotton there have been delivered, but
to return them as and when they cease to be used for coverage. This is in the LBAs
own interest since the Board store keeper can more readily accept small quantities
back into the Store, at short notice and there is less likelihood of damage to the
tarpaulins while in the LBAs hand, for which he would be held responsible. Below is
a table showing a five year cost of Tarpaulins in this region.
Table 24. Cost of Tarpaulins Used for Cotton Bagging and Storage,
40’ x 40’
£
30’ x 30’
£
30’ x 20’
£
New Tarpauline Actual Cost 83 48 33
1954 19 12 21
1955 25 14 14
1956 56 21 9
1957 83 48 6
Source: NAK/366 Vol.II
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It is imperative to note as contained in the above table 24 that the prices are
based on the actual cost of new tarpaulins reduced by 33.1/3 % of their value each
year to the nearest pound subject to lower limits representing the average local
auction value of a tarpaulin. Due to the large quantity of cotton from the Igala areas,
there were reports of inaccuracies of records tarpaulin. It was reported that the
inaccuracies have been:
Caused in the recording of tarpaulin numbers on store issue vouchers
and return vouchers. This was often due to the store keeper or his
clerks having to record the issue of several thousand tarpaulins in a few
weeks and the representatives of LBAs being anxious to receive a
specified total of tarpaulins quickly rather than to check the voucher
entries against the numbers on the tarpaulins with store keeper to the
satisfaction of both.66
In terms of transportation in Igalaland, payments to cover the cost of transportation
was made directly through the Licensed buying agents based on a weekly
acknowledgements of seed cotton delivered to Lokoja ginnery submitted to the
Northern Regional Marketing Board office by the BCGA on the authenticated freight
differentials. However, in case of abnormal transport costs, a licensed buying agent
was obliged to incur abnormal evacuation costs and could make claim for repayment
with full supporting facts. Different routes for transporting cotton from Igala area to
the ginnery were identified and payments were made based on the route taken by the
transporter. Often, there two or more routes and the decision on which of the routes
to take depended on the state of the roads, season and quantity of cotton to be
evacuated.67 During rainy season, some routes were inaccessible. For instance, in
Abajikolo cotton zone, the Board identified two routes, which it designated route “A
and B”.
The Route A was from Abajukolo to Ayangba with a distance of 42 miles and
Abajukolo to Shintaku covering a distance of 44 miles and Shintaku to Lokoja by
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canoe (5 Tare). In the Bagana axis, there also existed two Routes which were used for
the conveyance of cotton to the Lokoja ginnery. The route was a 55 miles and 44
miles repsectively distance from Bagana to Ayangba and Bagana to Shintaku and
Shintaku to Lokoja.68
In Ofugo cotton producing area and station, the distance and evacuation route
to Lokoja ginnery took the shape of Ofugo-Ankpa (13 miles) and Ofugo to Shintaku
covering a distance of 85 miles and Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe(5 % Tare). In
Ogodu, the distance to Shintaku was 75 miles. Ogane-Enugu had two evacuation
routes. The Route A was from Aloko to Ayangba comprising 22 miles and to shintaku
(44 miles) and Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe. Route B was from Ogane-Enugu
(Aloko) to Amagede covering a distance of 28 miles and Amagede to Lokoja by
Canoe. On the other hand, the Ollia station had only one route which was to Ankpa
(23 miles) to Shintaku (85 miles) and shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe.69 Table 25
summarizes the Cotton Area evacuation Marketing Transport routes and differential
in Igala land.
Table 25: Cotton Markets, Evacuation Routes and Cost in Transport
Differentials
Name of
Market
Evacuation Route to Lokoja Ginnery Differential
Breakdown
Total
Differential Per
ton to the
nearest 3d.
Abajikolo Route A
To Ayangba: 42m. D.S.@ 1/1 ½ d.
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. @ 10 ½ D.
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe 5% Tare
2. 7. 3
118. 6
11. 6
1. 10 1. 2. 0
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Route B
To Amaged: 13m. D.S. @1/1 ½ d
Amagede to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d
per bag
5% Tare
14. 7 ½
1 . 8. 9
2. 2 2. 5 . 6
Bagana Route A
To Ayangba: 55m . D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d 3 . 1 . 10
½
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d 1 . 18 . 6
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
10. 6
5 . 7 5 . 1 7 . 6
Route B
Bagana to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d. per
bag
5% Tare
1 . 8 . 9
1 . 5 1 . 10 . 3
Ofugo To Ankpa: 13m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 85m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
. 14 . 7 ½
3 . 14 . 4 ½
. 11 . 6
5 . 0 5 . 5 . 6
Ogodu To Shintaku: 76m. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
3 . 6 . 6
0 . 11 . 6
3 . 10 ½ 4 . 2 . 0
Ogane
Enugu(Aloko)
Route A
To Ayangba: 22m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 44m. A.S. A.S. @ 10 ½ d
1 . 4 . 9
1 . 18 . 6
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Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
Route B
To Amagede: 28 m. D.S. @ 1/1 ½ d
Amagede to Lokoja by Canoe @ 1/3d
per bag
5% Tare
11. 6.
3. 9
1. 11 . 6
1. 8. . 9
3 . 0
3.18 . 6
3 .3 .3
Olia To Ankpa: 25 m . @ 1/1 ½ d
To Shintaku: 85m
A.S @ 10 ½ d
Shintaku to Lokoja by Canoe
5% Tare
1 5 10 ½
3 . 14 . 4 ½
11 . 6 .
5 . 7 5 . 17 . 3
Source: NAK/ MAKPROF/ 366 B Vol. II
The table below shows the various cotton Markets across the cotton producing Districts
in Colonial Igala land
Place Market District
Abejikolo Market In Ife District
Bagana Market
Ayangba Market
Ogwodu Market
Olia Market
Akwacha Market
Egume Market In Okura District
Elubi Market
Ayangba Market
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Iyale Market In Dekina District
Odu Market
Ogane Enugu Market
Odabi Market In Ejenma District
Ikka Market
Afogamgam Market
Awulu Market
Ejule In Alloma District
Source:NAK/ MH/361 NL 5501-H5 P2
Kabba Province Cotton Meeting held at Lokoja on 3rd May 1956 present were
Mr D.FH, MacBride, Senior Resoident, Chairman, Mr D.B. Wright SDO, Mr P.
Mulholland SAO, Mr D.J. Muffett D.O Igala division, Mr GG Hume, Manager UAC
Lokoja, others were Mr PM Banks, Agent, John Holt, Lokoja, Mr CC Johnston,
Produce officer, Igala, Mr D.A Walker Production officer Igala and M Onuche
Opaluwa Igala N.A Representative while Omechi representated Igbirra Division.70
The Chairman of the meeting, MacBride observed that the purpose of the
meeting was to discuss matters connected with the marketing and development of
cotton within the province and Igala land in particular and to make possible
recommendations from interested parties in Britain. It was observed that at Ogane
Enugu, LBAs were engaged in sharp practices which undermined and exploited the
native cotton farmers while Etutukpe should replace Iyale which was about 4 miles
distant. This was intended to save mileage and road maintenance grants. There were
also decisions to open new cotton markets due to the emergence of cotton growing
areas especially between Abajikolo and Ofugo.
Road maintenance was necessary to enhace easy movement of cotton. Igala
N.A usually made claim on road grants from the NRMB to cover revenues needed for
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the upkeep of the roads. The roads which received maintenance grants from the state
as a result of the cotton include Bagana-Abajkolo-Olia-Ofugo-Ankpa (covering of a
total of 49 miles) and Ogane-Enugu-Etutukpe (16 miles).71
Table 27: Northern Region Seed Cotton Purchased 1957/1957 Season (Igala
Division)
Markets Tons CWTS CRS LBAS
Abaji 134 12 2 15
Abejukolo 360 13 1 16
Bagana 178 6 3 24
Ofugo 165 16 - 8
Ogane-Enugu 52 4 2 16
Ogodu 83 15 - -
Olia 68 4 1 4
Source: NAK/MH/341 Vol. II
From a breakdown of cotton purchase for this season, the same archival
documents shows that Kabba province had a total of 1,605 tons compared with the
Benue Province which had 893 tons. The reasons for this remarkable differences may
not be unconnected with the propaganda of the BCGA in collaboration with the Igala
NA which encouraged the farmers to commit enormous effort to its cultivation.
Furthermore possible factor may be due to the rich alluvial loamy soil and the
distribution of free cotton seeds to farmers through Igala chiefs (Onus). Besides,
there were also reports of pest infestation in Idoma and Tiv areas of Benue and this
could have hampered productivity and season tonnage particularly for this
aforementioned year.
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Table 28: Northern Regional Marketing Board 1957-1958: Purchases of Seed Cotton
from
Grade Quantity Purchased During
Period
Cumulative Purchases to date
N.A. 1 99 95074
N.A. 2 174 19689
N.A. 3 120 6727
Total N.A 393 121490
Benue 6 2557
Total 399 124047
Source: NAK/MH/341 Vol. II
Table 29: Producer Prices Paid in Recent Years for cotton
The following are the minimum producer prices in pence per pound paid for
seed cotton in the Northern Region in the past five years.
Grade 1953/1954 1955/1955 1955/1956 1956/1957 1957/1958
N.A. I 6.0 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.0
N.A. II 5.8 5.6 5.6 5.5 5.5
N.A. III 5.4 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.0
Benue 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.0
Source: NAK/MH/341.Vol. II.
Since the 1953/1954 season, the prices received by the producers have been
abated by 1/10th of a penny per pound on the account of produce sale Tax. A general
note on the operations of 1957/1958 season shows that sales of lint to the end of June
were 77,506 bales leaving at that date approximately 150,000 bales still unsold. The
comparable position in the 1956/57 season was 118,300 bales which were sold
leaving unsold at 17000 bales. This unfortunate scenario affected prices of cotton
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locally. Prices averaged 26.64d. per 1b. N.A. I. bales as against 27.33d per 1b N.A.1
bale last year.70 This made many farmers to store their cotton. A colonial intelligence
reports stated as follows:
The Board’s selling organization indicate that prices have now fallen to
an N.A. I. f.o.b equivalent of about 24.50d per 1b; the buyers are
proving difficult to find and there are indications that the prices will
even fall further below this already poor rate.72
Table 30: Showing Cotton seed Distribution in Igala Division
Igala
Division
Consignee
Igala N.A,
Village
Head
Dump Tons Seed
Required
Ex-
Ginnery
Transport Remark
District Idah 2 Lokoja Canoe For Idah ½,
Gwalowo ½, Odoro
1.
District
Head
Bagana 93 Lokoja Canoe For Bagana(M)12
1/2 , Abajikolo(M)
40, Olliya(M) 10,
Ogbonicha 3, Inye
10, Ogodu 12 ½,
Ojugo(M) 5.
District
Head
Shintaku 25 Lokoja Canoe For Oguma 3 ½,
Gboloko 1, Dekina
2 ½, Etutekpe(M), 7
½. Ogane-Enugu 7,
Egume 2 ½, Ejule 1.
Source: NAK/Ministry of Agriculture/ COT.23 Vol.I
From table 30, it is clear that all the district did not receive the same quantity
of seed cotton from the BCGA in collaboration with the imperial state and its local
agency (Native Authority). First, the cotton were sent to the village heads in tons and
transported through either lorry or canoe. In Idah district for instance, Adoru got the
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largest quantity. This perhaps accounts for the central role of farmers in Akpanya,
Adoru, Avurugo and Agba axis in Igala cotton industry especially from the southern
part of Igala land. Also, from the Bagana cotton belt, Abejukolo received the highest
quantity of seed cottons totalling 40 tonns while Bagana had 12 and Olliya and Inye
10 tonns each. In Shintaku axis, Ogane-enugu as the largest cotton farming village
received five tons of seed cotton for onward distribution to farmers.
It is important to state that this decision of the colonial state in collaboration
with the BCGA to offer free cotton seeds to Igala farmers was among other things
aimed at boasting cotton production, trade and revenues particularly through produce
tax from Igala division. Besides, it is also instructive to note that the bulk of the cotton
produced were expressly destined for the Lancashire market and even within the
marketing chain, British commercial firms dominated the trade in Cotton. Therefore,
the free seed distribution was not actually free as the giver reaped double profit from
the freely given cotton after harvest. This was achieved through the manipulation of
the local cotton market through fiat legislations which obliterated the natives in the
marketing chain.
6.4 Nigerian Civil War and the Structural Adjustment Programme(SAP) and their
Impact on the Rural Igala Cotton Industry, 1960-1986
The local post-independent socio-economic and political development in
Nigeria coupled with externally imposed World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) neo-liberal economic policies of the Structural Adjustment Programme
(SAP) had immense impact on the dynamics of cotton production and trade in
Igalaland, particularly from 1960 to 1986. By independence in 1960, agriculture was
the mainstay of the Nigerian economy. Cotton, Groundnuts, Cocoa, Rubber, Palm
produce and other export crops were the fulcrum upon which national development
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was anchored upon. Igala land made useful contribution in the entire Northern Nigeria
cotton industry. The cotton from Igala area provided the needed revenue for the
Northern regional government in Kaduna. Oral accounts shows that prior to the
discovery of crude petroleum and the subsequent oil boom, the Igala division served
as rich source of raw cotton and palm produce which were viable foreign exchange
earner for the newly independent Nigeria.73
This period witnessed the resurgence of Native Authority and cooperative
societies in cotton production and trade in Igalaland. The Igala Native Authority in a
bid to boast her revenues and create direct employment through agricultural
transformation established cotton farms in Idah, Ejule, Imane, Odoru areas. The
District Heads in collaboration of Igala Native Authority agricultural officials oversee
these model farms. The farms were aimed at propagating the culture of cotton and its
potentials to the people.
The N.A officials reasoned and correctly too, that with cotton cultivation, the
people stand a better chance of promoting their standard of living through improved
source of revenue through crop sales. The N.A in the bid to reap the benefits
associated with cotton development and trade established the Igala Native Authority
Cooperative Society (INACOS) formed in 1958. Other cotton entrepreneurs in
collaboration with some rich marketers also formed the Idah Produce Trading
Company (IPTC) founded in 1960. Apart from these, there was also the Igala
Cooperative Union (ICU) formed in 1962 committed to the mobilization and
advancement of trade and commerce in Igalaland. Few years to independence in 1960
upto the 1980s, these cooperative societies were the only authorised institutions
permitted to engage and coordinate trade in cotton in Igala land. In other words, they
inherited the defunct role of the colonial LBAs. In fact, they took over the assets of
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the defunct LBAs (UAC and John Holt) and assumed and performed their functions
particularly in the areas of cotton purchasing, selling, and even cultivation.74
Although exact number and address of the members of these cooperatives
remain sketchy, oral accounts show that they were diverse. IPTC had over one
hundred while the ICU had over two hundred. Some prominent members of ICU in
its early days include Attah Anu, Onuh Kekele, Alhaji Oseni Tokula, Alhaji Salifu
Omale, Usman Akuta, Awodi Achetu. Others include Oyibo Ikalaku, Yusuf Adah,
Aduku Onojo among others.75 The favourable prices of cotton in Nigeria during the
first five years of Independence made members of these cooperative societies to reap
high returns on investment in cotton productiona and trade from Igala land. This
sudden profitable margin and the subsequent propaganda attracted many more people
into these cooperatives.
This expansion and increase in membership also led to expansion in terms of
areas of trade coverage. Members of these societies penetrated cotton producing
villages with weighing scales to buy raw cotton. In the bid to avoid unnecessary
competition, these cooperatives had spheres of influence. For instance, ICU covered
central Igala cotton belt (comprising of Ife, Oliya, Mozum, Bagana, Ankpa) while
IPTC covered Idah and southern Igala cotton belt (comprising of Idah, Ibaji, Alloma,
Ejule, Akpanya, Odoru district). They also expanded the cotton market by
establishing new markets or stations in places like Olla, Avurugo, Angba, Enjema,
Ikka among others.
In the bid to maximise profit and boast members’ returns on investment, these
cooperative societies took over the transportation aspect of cotton trade. They bought
new lorries and Bedford truck which they used for the evacuation of the cotton. It is
important to note that by independence, the ginnery at Lokoja had collapsed and
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cotton from Igala land were directly transported to Kaduna where new textile
companies had been established (Kaduna textiles in 1958). The Kaduna textile mills
experienced a boom in its first decade and Igala cotton cooperative societies were
major suppliers of raw cotton.
Despite the early economic benefits and prospects of cotton in Igala land and
Nigeria in general, the outbreak of the Nigerian Civil War (1967-1970) blighted and
disrupted production and trade. The causes and effects of the Nigerian civil war have
received adequate scholarly attention and should not detain us here. What is however
left to discuss here is how the civil war affected the rural Igala economy and by
implication impinged on cotton production and trade in Igala land. The civil war led
to the disruption of farming and trade activities including cotton cultivation.76During
the war, there was the mass exodus of Igbo migrant workers from Igala back to Igbo
land. This was based on the call of the Biafra leader, Major Odumegu Ojuku that all
Igbos residing in othrer parts of Nigeria should return home (to Igbo land). It is
imperative to note that many of the migrant Igbo farmers in Igala land specialized in
the cultivation of cotton and other cash crops. There were large Igbo migrant
communities in some border areas like Akpanya, Odoru, Ibaji, Ankpa. Other parts of
Igala land with high concentration of Igbo migrant farmers included Alloma, Ejule,
Olamaboro, Dekina and Ofu. However, with the outbreak of the war, almost all the
Igbo migrants left Igala land.77
As Momoh observed, the Nigerian Civil War affected Igala cotton industry
and trade in two ways. First, it led to the loss of viable markets as there were literally
no buying agents ready to traverse the remote villages to buy cotton. Besides, most
border markets which equally as buying centres or stations were closed as a result of
attacks by Biafran soldiers. Second, the civil war diverted the attention of the newly
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independent government of Nigeria from economic development to defence issues.
The Northern Nigerian government as a result of the war paid minimal attention to the
newly established textile mills in Kaduna.78
The war disrupted farming activities in Igalaland. There were fears and rumors
of attacks and many villagers ran to the forest especially in Akpanya area. It is also
important to note that many of the migrant farmers were full time cotton farmers in
Igala land. In Abejukolo, Ejule and Inye, the Igbos dominated the farming of cotton.
According Ugwu Chukuma, who resided in Akpanya area but fled back to his Nsukka
village during the war “we abandoned our crops and property thinking that the war
will end soon…we were more than one hundred farmers from my home town who
were living and farming here…we all left and our farms were and property were
stolen and destroyed…I made huge money from cotton sales yearly but we all left the
land because of the war.”79
Another corollary post-independence economic development which directly
impacted on the Igala cotton industry was the discovery of crude and the subsequent
oil boom. It has long been established that the discovery of crude oil led to the
collapse of Nigerian agriculture including the cotton and textile industries. With the
oil boom, the Federal government shifted efforts in the development of local cotton.
The government suddenly began the importation of raw cotton from India, China and
Indonesia for the newly established Arewa textile mills in Kaduna. The reason given
by government was that because of the Civil War, local production cannot meet the
raw material needs of the mills. The opening up of the market through the import of
cheap raw cotton for the mills led to a sharp fall in local prices for Igala cotton. This
created a loss of interest in the minds of Igala cotton farmers.
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Table 31 Prices of Cotton During the Oil Boom period
1970/1971 1971-1972 1972/1973 1973/1974
Grade N.A Idah 6.175d 6.5 Not available 6k
Grade N.A. II 5.17d 5.5 Not available 5k
Grade N.A. III 4.65d 5.0 Not available Not available
Source: Idah MANR, COT-I/VOL. II
The prices of cotton seed as shown in the above table in reality does not in any
way motivate people to go into cotton farming or even sustain those who were
engaged in it. Besides, although these prices were the approved prices, the
cooperative societies and their sub-agents even paid lesser amounts to farmers. The
farmers had no alternative avenues towards selling their produce, therefore, Igala
cotton farmers were left at the mercy of the oligopolistic operations of the cooperative
societies and their agents. Though the farmers knew that they were been under paid
and exploited, they had no power to seek redress through negotiation or effective
bargaining and pricing system.81
If the Civil War and oil boom affected the Igala cotton industry, it was the
introduction of the Strutural Adjustment programmes (SAP) in Nigeria in July 1986
that signaled the collapse of the industry both locally and nationally. Olukoshi
observes that the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) was largely an adaptation
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank economic reform
introduced in Nigeria in July 1986 by the IBB regime to help the regime access the
foreign loans from western capitalist financial institutions.In the same perspective,
Mike Obadan states that:
SAP was an international monetary fund, IMF-World Bank supported
policy package aimed at restructuring and diversifying of the
productive base on the economy in order to curtail dependence on the
oil sector, and enhance non-export base and bring the economy bulk to
non-inflationary growth….the major strategies for achieving the
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objectives of SAP emphasized market-oriented development strategy
with focus on private sector led development, small government,
efficient resource allocation and determined prices including interest
and exchange rates. The specific measures implemented included
exchange rate or Naira devaluation, liberalization of the economy, and
export trade, abolition of agricultural commodity marketing boards,
cut-back in extra-budgetary spending and adoption of tight fiscal
policy, reduction in subsidies privatization and commercialization of
public enterprises82
Thus, in order to realize these lofty objectives, certain strategies were to be adopted
by the Nigerian Government. Officials of the Britton Woods institutions (that is the
International Monetary Fund, IMF and World Bank) were to monitor the process of
implementation of SAP. It should be stressed that this was part of the stringent
conditions attached to the IMF/WB loans which accompanied SAP. In a nutshell,
some of the strategies for the Implementation of SAP include “Rule of the Market,
Cutting public expenditure for social services, deregulation,
commercialization/privatization, elimination of public goods/community goods,
removal of subsidies and abolition of agricultural marketing boards, devaluation of
currency (Naira).”83
Indeed, Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAP) specifically affected the
Nigerian cotton and textile industries and the Igala industry in particular in several
ways. First, it led to the liberalization of market and as a result cheap cotton and
textile materials flooded the Nigerian market from Europe, America and Asian
countries. The implication of this was that local farmers without agricultural subsidies
could not compete with favorably with their foreign counterparts. This unfortunate
scenario forced many farmers to abandon the cultivation of cotton in Igalaland.
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6.5 Impact of Cotton Production and Trade on Igala Economy and society, 1960-
1986
Since the pre-colonial period up to the colonial era, cotton occupied an
important place in the socio-economic, cultural and political development of Igala
land. Prior to the advent of British colonialism and the consolidation of effective
alien colonial administration in Igala land from the nineteenth through the early
twentieth centuries, cotton production was an especial aspect of agricultural
production which majority of the people engaged in. In other words, Cotton provided
a viable source of employment opportunities for many farmers who made large
financial fortunes through either the sale of cotton seeds or through partiocipation in
the various chains of trade associated with cotton. 84
In various parts of Igalaland, there were distinguished individuals who became
rich and thus wealthy in the society because of their involvement in cotton farming.
Some of these people included Osheru Adama, Momoh Sani and Okpanachi Akanya
in Akpanya area of Adoru District in Idah division. In Ife area of Igalaland,
prominent names of individuals who excelled in cotton farming were Attah Egila,
Aduku Onojo (in Bagaji area of Ife), Omale Aduku (In Ajame Ochani area of Ife),
Omaye Oka (Olago area), Oyibo Ikalaku (Agojeju) Abdulahi Ajanaga (Oliya).85 Some
of these individuals became early commercial entreprenurs and farmers in their areas
and even made pilgrimages to Mecca in Saudi Arabia. Others married many wives
and bough bicycles and built houses mainly from cash returns generated through sale
of cotton seeds.
Apart from the farmers, there were people within Igalaland who were
employed by the expatriate trading firms such as John Holts, United African
Company (UAC), Niger Company, etc as Middlemen and Licensed Buying Agents
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(LBAs) in various parts of Igala land. The role of the cotton Licensed Buying Agents
were among other thing to traverse remote villages of Igala land to buy cotton from
the farmers for the trading companies. In other words, the Licensed Buying Agents
served as representatives of the trading firms in the villages. They were to educate the
farmers on the best methods of cotton processing before been offered for sale. Besides,
they were also responsible for providing market information especially on price
differentials and fluctuations in the international market.86
Apart from this, they were to guide and ensure that the cotton produced from
the villages by farmers was of good quality and unadulterated. They also played
financial role by offering advanced credit services to farmers who made be in dire
financial needs with a promise to repay with cotton at a later date. The colonial
government regulated the activities of middlemen and Licensed Buying Agents
through mandatory registration and issuance of operating license. In this perspective,
it was an offence punishable by fine or imprisonment or both for an individual to
operate as a Cotton buying agent without a license. These Middlemen and Licensed
Buying agents received commission or allowance upon every tons of cotton
purchased. The allowance paid a Buying Agent, however, depended on the grade of
cotton purchased. For instance, in 1957/58, they got seven per cent of all deliveries
made per ton. Aikoye observes that “When net producer price on Grade NA I was
£45.14.8d, buying allowance stood at £5.13.11d.87
By 1973, buying allowance for the same grade cotton was N11.50k” the
implication of this was that the development and internationalization of cotton trade
ennobled many hitherto unemployed natives to become employed as agents of the
various trading companies. Although exact data on the number of Igala middlemen
and Licensed Buying Agents during colonial and post-colonial epochs, oral accounts
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show that there were some individuals who became famous as a result of being
Licensed Agents. Some examples of this include; Musa Adama in Angwa area of
Idah, Late James Itodo of Ofante central in Olamaboro, Idakwo Ogala in Akpanya
area among others. Through the huge allowance received, some licensed agents
diversified their sources of income by engaging in transport services. Some bought
Bedford Lorries and Canoes and Ferries which they used to transport cotton and other
cash crops to evacuation centres particularly to the ginnery at Lokoja.88
More importantly, cotton also played immense role in the domestic textile
industry of Igala land. It is instructive to note that prior to the internalization of cotton
trade through the the involvement of British Cotton Growing Association(BCGA) and
other expatriate companies, Igala had a well-developed traditional textile industry that
relied on the use of locally grown cotton to produce clothes of different colours and
sizes. Through the use of local handlooms, weavers and dyers manufactured beautiful
apparels such as Achi, Okpe, Obete, among others. The Achi was and is still used for
social events such as marriages, house warming, naming ceremonies among other.
Furthermore, Okpe was a sacred and highly revered cloth which was and is still used
as shroud while others use it for mystical and other supernatural purposes. The okpe is
also the Atta exclusive royal apparel.89 Other textile materials produced by Igala
weavers through the use of cotton is known as Obete. It is a kind of crotch and skirt-
like cloth which could be sewn in the forms of sleeveless shirts, caps and large cloths
for the body. Njoku reiterating the significance of cotton in socio-cultural mien of
Nigerian societies and Igala in particular avers that:
Cloth featured prominently in the settlement of bride wealth,
and....popular genres of traditional clothes need to be included in the
payment of bride price,… at every funeral, cloths were hung in all
corners of the room were corpse was laid.....cloth is still very much a
measure of wealth among theIgala (Emphasis in italics is mine).90
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In the areas of inter-group relations, cotton played a significant role in providing a
viable fecundity for trade between Igala and her neighbours. Igala cotton farmers,
weavers and dyers were distinguished in their crafts that many of them migrated to
neigbouring Igbo villages of Nsukka, Ibagwa Ani, Alor, Udenu, Aboh among others
were the help propagate the ideas of local trade, indigenous science and technology.91
In the area of dyeing, clear cut similarities and dissimilarities exist between Igala
textile industry and others in Nigeria.
Among the Igala, men dyed actively and even exported their manufacture and
transferred technology to other parts of Nigeria. Igala dyers by the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries were outstanding in their crafts in Nsukka-area of Igboland.
A.E. Afigbo observed specifically thus about Igala expert dyers:
Igala men were excellent dyers in the Benue valley…Igala cloth was in
high demand by Igbo titled men and chiefs and as a result the Igala
dyeing experts settled in Igboland, especially in Nsukka and earned her
their living by dyeing yarn and finished cloth…some married into
prominent families along the route to ensure their safety, extend their
business contract. Thus, a professional Igala dyer known in Nsukka as
Amedu Onoja and married one onyeri onyishi from edemani and
settled at Igaagwa-Ani.92
Besides, cotton promoted migrant agriculture practice in different parts of Igala land.
Due to the scarcity of arable land in most neigbouring Igbo communiities, migrant
farmers from Nsukka, Edemani, Ihakpu Awka, Enugu-Ezike, Obollo and Opi
migrated to Igala land where there is abundance of surplus land for farming. These
migrant farmers were responsible for the establishment of prosperous Igbo migrant
villages in areas like Akpanya, Adoru, Alloma and others.93 Apart from cotton,
migrant farmers also planted palm trees, Kola nuts and other cash crops. It is
instructive to note that such cash crops planted by the migrants farmers in Akpanya
and others areas of Igalaland never became the absolute property of the migrants but
the property of the Igala community within which such migrant settlement is located.
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For instance in Enugu Ogbayaga and Oko-Idu areas of Akpanya, migrant Igbo
farmers came mainly from Ihakpu, Obukpa and Enugu Ezike areas of Nsukka villages.
Mr. H.M. Orde, in his 1951 assessment report of Adoru district observed that this was
a purely Igbo village in which the Igbo farmed yam, cotton, cassava etc. Some of the
migrant farmers even intermarried and organized cultural activities like annual
festivals and masquerades issues in certain time of the year. 94
Another area in which cotton played a significant role in the Igala society
during the period under study was in the terms of the promotion or advancement of
commerce and urbanization. Igala land during the colonial period was one of the
major producers of cotton in Northern Nigeria. This accounts for the location of
cotton ginnery at Lokoja by the BCGA in 1906. The BCGA in turn had designated
cotton markets in various parts of the Igala land like Idah, Ejule, Dekina and Dekina.
European trading companies like John Holt, UAC, helped in the development of cash
crop trade in different parts of Igala land.95
They built trading posts, market stalls and offices in Igala land. Besides, the
consistent conveyance of cotton and other cash crops from remote villages by the
Middle men and Licensed Buying Agents made the areas where these foreign firms
had offices busy hubs or centres of commercial activities. As a result of their activities,
there was massive movement of people and goods to and fro Idah, Ejule, Dekina,
Ankpa and other areas.96 In other words, the activities of British trading companies
which engaged in the buying of cotton and other cash crops contributed to the
intensification and consolidation of internal and external trade which equally
influenced urban growth in Igala land.
Similarly, cotton also enhanced the promotion of Anglo-Igala trade relations
particularly from the late nineteenth century up to the late twentieth century.59The
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sudden decline in volume of cotton imported by the United Kingdom (UK), from the
United States of America (USA) as a result of the negative consequences of the
American Civil War wreaked havoc to the Lancashire textile industry. This made the
British government to turn her attention to Northern Nigeria and Igala land in
particular in the search for cotton. This quest for cotton and other cash crops
culminated to the British government signing of trade treaties, establishment of
trading posts and other trade facilitative measures with the Igala. The BCGA and
Cotton Empire Growing Association (ECGA) staffs were actively involved in the
administration of Igala division. In fact, BCGA and ECGA staffs even though
working for private entities were treated and received equal recognition as the
colonial personnel.
The volume of cotton exported from Igala land increased in 1926 from 82000
tonns to 10580 in 1928. Shortly after the depression, the volume of cotton export
from Igala division to the ginnery at Lokoja almost doubled. This is attributed to the
post war drive of the colonial government particularly with the establishment of a
Cotton Marketing Board in 1949. The activities of the Board was also enhanced in
Igala area following the promulgation of A Native Authority Cotton ordinance of
1951 which empowered the Igala Native Authority to enact rules and regulations to
govern cotton trade in the entire division. With this ordinance, the British provided
special cotton development financial incentives through the Colonial Development
Welfare Fund (CDWF) to help develop cash crop in Igala land. BCGA also made
special financial grants to help finance road development which will boast easy
transportation of cotton.97
Through cotton, the state, native authority, traditional rulers and trading firms
became integrated and committed to rural economic development in Igala land. It is
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instructive to note that shortly after the Second World War, one of the post war
recovery measures of the British imperial government particularly in her colonies was
to advance local economic development initiative especially through agriculture and
trade. As a result, village heads and bead holders in Igala land were mandated to
establish community or village cotton farms.61 The essence of this was to help
promote the culture of cotton and economic viabilities of villages.
It was also reasoned that with high yield and return, villages could sell off
their communally owned cotton to subsidize the tax charges apportioned to such a
village. The colonial administrators therefore believed that one of the ways through
which tax default could be avoided was through the promotion of cotton cultivation
and the centralization or regulation of its trade. It was a result of this that cotton
became a uniting commodity which bonded the interest of the colonial administrators
with the Native agency (Atta political institution) with that of the commercial
companies.98
Cotton also had some medicinal roles in Igala society. Prior to the advent of
British colonialism, the mental and physical wellbeing of the people were taken care
of through the use of herbs, leaves of plants, roots and other animate and non-animate
objects. The process of preparing such herbs included boiling, grinding, chewing or
immersion of powered plant or animal products in the body. Oral accounts in Igala
land abounds on medical potentials and role of cotton seeds, leaves and roots. In
Akpanya area for instance, Eze Godwin observes that his late father who was a
herbalist used cotton seed in preparing medicines against fever and head ache.99
Also, cotton roots when boiled worked against dysentery. When roasted and
mixed with other condiments, it has the power to combat or fight alijenu spirit.
Alijenu spirit Eze Godwin noted usually attack little children and single ladies and
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often makes them excessively aggressive and restless.100 Under intense condition,
Alijenuspirit could lead to death or sudden abnormal behavior especially in young
ladies. Because of the whitish nature of cotton, when the wool is used to prepare a
charm for an individual, there are chances of that such a person might experience
good luck or success in business, farming or other endeavors. Although it is beyond
the reach of the researcher as a Christian to authenticate this assertion in practice,
many informants affirmed that cotton serve several medicinal values.
Generally, cotton played numerous siginificant roles in Igala society and even
globally. The preeminence of cotton in the socio-economic and cultural mien of
human society accounts for the emergence of the first industrial revolution in Britain
in the textile cum cotton industry. Aikoye avers that this is primarily because of its
unique features:
Such as strength, ease of care, colour and retention. Cotton is put into
multifarious uses the world over. The longer fibres are processed into
yarns for making fabrics. These are also put to apparel uses such as
trousers, shirts, underwear, dresses, caps. They are also put to
household uses such as production of bath towels, bed spread, pillow
cases, fish nets, rugs, twines, upholstery101etc
The preponderance of cotton in many central Nigeria communities including the Igala
have been traced to several reasons. These reasons include: the need for profit
engendered through trade exchange, demand for raw cotton created and sustained by
indigenous textile manufactures and external commercial/trade interest from other
regious such as Hausaland and Igboland generally, this was given fecundity by the
activities of native entrepreneurs who engaged actively in cotton marketing in various
ports of Igalaland. Indigenous cotton production flourished in Igala land because of
the indespensible economic and social roles of cotton products- fabrics. Traditional
rulers, herbalists, women, men and children wore Igala hand-woven cloths which
were by-products of cotton. It is instructive to note that without cotton, this would
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have been impossible. As Abdulkadir has observed, the Igala people were famous for
production of very high and expensive quality cloths, using home grown cotton. This
commanded a very high demand from neighbouring communities, particularly the
Igbo.
Apart from employment creation, archival documents on the export tonnage of
cotton from Nigeria show that enormous evenues were generated by the Nigeria
colonial state through the sale of cotto. The table 3 below shows the report of cotton
production in Nigeria in bales particularly from 1908 to 1955. From the data below, it
can also be clearly seen that Nigeria’s involvement in cotton production and export
during the colonial period was huge. The United Kingdom (UK) imported nearly, one
third more of Nigerian cotton in 1955 than in 1954 and Nigerian’s shipment
accounted for almost nine percent of Britain’s total cotton imported during that
year.102
Table 32 :Reports of cotton production in Nigeria (in bales of 400 ibs)
Year Bales Amount £
1908 5,736 53,317
1909 12,582 103,270
1910 6,740 78,479
1911 5,736 66,935
1912 10,932 102,931
1913 15,903 159,223
1914 14,124 150,791
1915 6,743 56,352
1916 18,635 24,949
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1917-50 === ==
1951 76,000 ==
1952 100,000 ==
1953 === ==
1954 568,88 ==
1955 753,639 9,880,000
Source: NAK/MH/352
From table 32 above, it is very clear that cotton generated appreciable revenue
to the government. Employment was also created to the native either as farmers or
marketing agents. Furthermore, cotton production in Nigeria and subsequent export to
the United Kingdom contribute immensely to the boasting of UK internal revenue
base on the transport sector of the UK Particularly for those involved in shipping
made great forstand from fruight changes. A source observes that:
During 1955 the UK Landing of raw cotton from Nigeria, all cotton
lights/and one quarter-inch staple-totaled 753, 639 (of 100 1bs) valued
at €9880, 000 as compared with 568, 887 contals. Britain’s raw cotton
import in 1955 amounted to 8,506,226…Nigeria’s share accounting for
a far larger proportion.103
Although exact data on the cotton export from Igala within this period is scanty, oral
accounts confirms that the cotton from Igala was exported in high tonnage to the
Lokoja ginnery which were later shipped to Britain. The peasnts and cotton native
Igala cotton entreprenurs acquired fame and fortune because of cotton. Therefore, it is
incontrovertible fact that the cotton export generated revenue to the Igala native
Authority through the payment of local produce tax by the farmers. Men and women
were gainfully engaged in various stages of cotton production processes.
From the foregoing analysis, it is very clear that cotton occupied an important
place in the Igala society and even globally. This also accounts for the several
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interventions and mechanism which the British colonial government implemented in
order to develop the Igala traditional cotton industry. More importantly, cotton textile
production in colonial period, provided the basis upon which Anglo-Igala trade
relations was anchored upon.104 Apart from oil produce, rubber and groundnuts,
coton was a major export crop from Igala land and as result facilitated trade between
Britain and Igala land. In the entire cotton exported from Northern Nigeria, Igala land
made one of the highest contributions in terms of tonnage. About 50% of the export
volume below came from Igala land. This was basically the reason why a cotton
ginnery was established at Lokoja in 1906 to addrsss the needs of the natives. The
table 4 below shows the first export of cotton from Northern Nigeria in which Igala
land played active role.
Table 33.First Export of Cotton from the Northern Province
1910 74 bales (400 Ibs each)
1911 168 bales (400 Ibs each)
1912 106 bales (400 Ibs each)
1913 909 (400 Ibs each)
Source: NAK/MH/346.p.13.
As a result of the reduced crop in 1913, local spinners purchased most of the
croop in 1914 and in 1915, the crop was only 1128 bales.105 The outbreak of First
World War in 1914 affected economic and industrial activities of Britain, cotton
indusive. There was also the report of excellent groundnut growing condition which
used many farmers away from cotton. Groundnuts had a well developed internal
market just like cotton. By 1914, the first Allen long staple were produced by the
Department of Agriculture at Maigana and its cultivation contributed immensely to
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boasting Northern Nigeria’s cotton export the table below shows the export figures of
this period in Northern Nigeria.
Table 34: Cotton Export 1915-1921
1915 26 bales
1916 121 bales
1917 433
1918 855 bales
1919 2248 bales
1921 3380 bales
1921 6871
Source: NAK/MH/364
Table 35: Cotton Export Figures for the War and Post War Years
1939/1940 48,337 bales
1940/1941 65,432 bales
1941/1942 19,178 bales
1942/1943 24,719 bales
1943/1944 17,596 bales
1944/1945 12,462 bales
1945/1946 33,793 bales
1946/1947 32,640bales
1947/1948 18,447 bales
1948/1949 47,742 bales
1949/1950 57,507 bales
Source: NAK/MH/364
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From tables above, it can be seen that there was a steady surge in the tons of
cotton produced in this region within these periods. From Hyla Myints theory of vent-
for-surplus, it can be deduced that the emergence of facilitative and institutional
measures such as new cotton species by the BCGA and its subsequent propagation
into the rural areas accounts for the increase. In addition, there was also the issue of
road construction which opened most pasrts of Igala land coupled with increased
population arisng from both internal and external dynamics. Internal dynamics
manifested in the form of increased demographics while external dynamics was in the
form of migration. The Table below shows the demographic changes in Igalaland,
1939-1940.
POPULATION OF IGALA, 1939 & 1940
Adult Male Adult Female Children Total
1939 68,107 75,369 67,374 210,850
1940 68,780 74,042 79,459 222,281
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/1555
1951/1952 Taxable Adults in Igala land
Men Females Assessment
1950-1951 78,927 86,096 £54,274
1951-1952 79,490 86,510 £60,584.11.6
Increase 563 414 6,310.11.6
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/3270/S.1
From the census figure above for 1939, it can be see that there was an increase
in population from 210,850 in 1939 to 222,281 in 1940. The implication of this was
that more hands were involved in agriculture particularly cotton which enhanced
production of export.
Thus, in terms of infrastructural development, cotton textile production in
colonial Igala land was highly significant. In the bid to enhance easy transportation of
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cotton from rural Igala hinterlands, new roads were constructed and old ones
rehabilitated. The imperial cotton merchant companies paid special tax to a
consolidated fund which was specifically meant for road transport development. In
this perpspectives, cotton transport routes were identified and maintained. It is
instructive to note that some of the roads which were opened up by the colonial
government in order to expand cotton production equally promoted the economy and
social wellbeing of the natives. Through these new developed transport routes, there
was easy movement of people including the colonial administrators, police and
natives alike from one place to another. This also ensured that the LBAs moved easily
to the hinterlands to buy farm produce (cotton) from the natives.106
Table 36: Northern Region Seed Cotton Purchased 1957/1957 Season ( Igala Division)
Markets Tons CWTS CRS LBAS
Abaji 134 12 2 15
Abejukolo 360 13 1 16
Bagana 178 6 3 24
Ofugo 165 16 - 8
Ogane-Enugu 52 4 2 16
Ogodu 83 15 - -
Olia 68 4 1 4
Source: NAK/MH/341 Vol. II
From a breakdown of cotton purchased for this season contained in the same
archival document shows that Kabba province had a total of 1,605 tons compared
with the Benue Province which had 893 tons.107 the reasons for this remarkable
differences may not be unconnected with the propaganda of the BCGA in
collaboration with the Igala NA which encouraged the farmers to commit enormous
effort to its cultivation. Furthermore possible factor may be due to the rich alluvial
loamy soil and the distribution of free cotton seeds to farmers through Igala
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chiefs(Onus). Besides, there were also reports of pest infestation in Idoma and Tiv
areas of Benue and this could have hampered productivity and season tonnage
particularly for this aforementioned year. The table below gives a breakdown of N.A
cotton authority purchases in Igala land for 1957/1958 cotton season.
Table 37: Northern Regional Marketing Board 1957-1958: Purchases of Seed
Cotton from
Grade Quantity Purchased During
Period
Cumulative Purchases to date
N.A. 1 99 95074
N.A. 2 174 19689
N.A. 3 120 6727
Total N.A 393 121490
Benue 6 2557
Total 399 124047
Source: NAK/MH/341 Vol. II
This table on the activities of Marketing Board shows that significant impact
was made in terms of cotton trade. With a total tonnage of 121490, the LBAs made
appreciable gains through commison which the Board paid to them. Besides, these
trade volumes also demonstrate the resilience of the native to respond to the call by
the Board to cultivate more cotton. Some the the roads that recievd attention during
the colonial period in Igala land as a result of cotton textiles production and trade
included, for instance, the Abajikolo- Bagana and Iga-Okpaya roads and the Ogane-
enugh-Oshigbudu. Roads. These routes were clearly identified and secured through
Native Authority police to avert attacks thereby, indirectly, ehnacing the internal
security of the natives
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6.7 Conclusion
The integration of African economies into the global capitalist system
particularly during the era of colonialism produced chains of (un)intended
consequences for the African societies whose production and trade networks were
webbed to the apron strings of western capitalist system. In Nigeria in general and
Igala land in particular, it was in the areas of cotton production and trade systems that
the British created and sustained a center-periphery unequal economic relationship
which benefited Britain and contributed to her techno-industrial development
(particularly in the Lancashire industry). Nigeria through this means, was made a
perpetual producer of raw material (Cotton) and a consumer of finished or
manufactured products from Britain (in this case textile materials and its associated
by-products).
From this chapter, it is clear that in this pattern of unequal relations, events in
Britain and by external in the international system has direct consequences of the rural
Igala society. This played out clearly in the Igala cotton industry during the First
World War and Second World War. These wars affected local cotton production and
prices but the colonial system offered no alternative economic productive system to
the native as they only needed to produce cash crops in order to remain relevant in the
colonial economy. In between these two wars, was the debilitating consequences of
the great economic depression in which the Igala cotton industry witnessed a massive
nosedive. The depression led to scarcity of currency and astronomic fall in prices of
cotton and other cash crops. In the bid to survive, the colonial authority increased tax
rates and used brute force to extract compliance. In all these moments of economic
meltdown and global social unrest, the Igala society, economy and the cotton industry
in particular underwent series of transformation which contributed to the
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underdevelopment of the industry. This scenario also played out in the activities of
the British colonial state and its trading firms which inhibited the growth and
sustenance of viable cotton industry. This chapter has attempted to examine how
external events influenced the development of Igala cotton especially in a colonial
capitalist system.
By and large, the integration of Igala economy into the global capitalist system
through the British effective colonization impinged on the dynamics of cotton
production and trade in Igala land. The British designed all the necessary financial,
institutional, legislative and policy frameworks which ensured that cotton production
and trade in Igala land were geared expressly for the international market. As a result
of this, events in the international market or scene generated direct repercussions or
effects on the local Igala peasant cotton farmers. It was in this regard that the First and
Second World World Warss interspersed by the world economic depression
haddisastrous implications for the local cotton producers in Igala land. The sudden
fall in the prices of produce coupled with excessive manipulation and collapse of the
socio-economic survival nets of the farmers as a result of these international events
wrecked havoc in the Igala society especially as regards the welfare of cash crop
farmers. This chapter also demonstrated the impact of the colonial state in Igala
cotton and trade industry especially in areas of cotton marketing and infrastructural
development.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE
7.1 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter provides a synopsis of the key issues discussed in all the chapters
of this thesis. This was achieved through a chapter-by-chapter summary and a
conclusion of the central arguments of this study. Furthermore, this chapter also
identifies the key findings of this research and asserts the contributions of the study to
the general body of knowledge and also itemizes in the bibliography the various
sources of data consulted and used in this study. In other words, this section contains
the bibliography which dwells on the nature and list of oral interviews, archival
documents and list of books and journal articles used.
From the foregoing analysis, it is obvious that the history of cotton textile
production and trade in Igala land of central Nigeria is an age-long economic
endeavor. Prior to the advent of European colonialism, cotton was well domestically
by peasants in Igala land through the use of indigenous technology. The favorable
weather and climatic conditions provided the fecundity for the cultivation of cotton
and other crops. Cotton during this epoch (pre-colonial) stimulated backward and
forward linkages in the production process thereby demonstrating how dynamic pre-
colonial Igala economy was organized. For instance, the cultivation of cotton spurred
production in the weaving and dyeing industries which further necessitated the
emergence of cotton entrepreneurs (forward and backward linkages).
However, with the emergence of colonialism and the effective occupation of
Igala land, the Igala cotton Industry and trade was transformed, albeit negatively. This
created room for the integration of Igala economy into the global capitalist system
which consolidated and sustained the exploitation and underdevelopment of the
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economy and society. Consequently, British Cotton Growing Association (BCGA)
and their agents in collaboration with the colonial state ensured that cotton production
and trade from Igala land was expressly and exclusively made for the British
Lancashire industrial needs. Unlike during the pre-colonial era in which all cotton
produced in Igala land was intended for the domestic market, the colonial period
witnessed an era of intense muzzling of the local textile industry and emphasis was
shifted to export of raw cotton at cheap prices and import of British finished textile
fabrics or materials at exorbitant prices thereby consolidating the Marxian center-
periphery unequal relations which accounts for the poverty and underdevelopment of
Igala land even up to the contemporary period.
Contrary to the post world war economic development of British colonies
rhetoric, the colonial state from the Igala cotton industry experience undermined the
building of sustainable cotton and textile industry in Igalaland. The cotton marketing
board, their middlemen and agents exploited the peasnts. The collapsed of global
economy during the World wars and the world economic depression led to the
collapse of rural Igala economy and cotton industry and trade in particular. Igala
native Cotton farmers suffered untold hardship arising from this even as the colonial
state intensified efforts towards tax collection and forced labour. The post-
independence leadership in Nigeria instead of reforming the cotton industry to create
conducive environment for the farmers to reap the dividends of their labour,
lamentably continued in way of the erstwhile British colonial authority.
As a result, the inherited the regionalized Marketing Boards and continued to
expropriate the peasants through produce tax. Efforts were not made to develop a
local textile industry in Igala land that will consume the raw cotton that were
produced by the farmers, instead production were still for export to service the need
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of the Lancashire textile mills. This unsavoury scenario was further worsened by the
outbreak of the Nigerian civil war (1967-1970) and the subsequent introduction of the
Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) which led to the dismantling of the all the
agricultural marketing boards including that of cotton, devaluation of national
currency, removal of agricultural subsidies among others. Generally, if Nigeria is to
achieve sustainable economic development through rural development and
agricultural transformation, cotton remains an especial crop which must be given
urgent attention as it is capable of generating foreign exchange to the government;
create employment opportunities, urbanization and social security.
7.2 Contributions to Knowledge
This study has made useful contributons to knowledge in several ways.
Fundamentally, this study has made a useful attempt at interpreting the history of
cotton production and trade in Igalaland, 1902-1986 and has equally demonstrated the
resilience of Igala peasants who through the use of indigenous technology cultivated
cotton in large quantities which were exported to Lancashire by BCGA. More
importantly, the fact that Igala peasants were able to produce enough cotton that
sustained the British Lancashire textile industries raw material needs. This exposes
the high level of resilience, dynamism and ingenuity of African (Igala) peasants in a
market-cash crop driven economy.
This study has made further positive contribution to knowledge by showing
the multifaceted roles of the colonial state, imperial marketing companies and their
local agents in the creation of the vent for surplus which greatly accounts for the surge
in cotton production and trade in Igalaland. Furthermore, through the analysis of the
impact of world wars and the world economic depression, this study has shown that
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depression whenever and wherever it occurs, affects people and their economy
differently.
This study using cotton to demonstrate the nature of agricultural change that
occurred when Igalaland came under effective British colonial administration and
shows how the peasants responded to the various initiatives, and official policies that
the colonial administrators, imperial trading firms and agents introduced to cotton
production and trade. The modernisation of transport,t particularly in regard to
construction of new road networks, development of port and inland waters in Igala
areas coupled with the introduction of new exotic cotton seeds created the vent for
surplus which accounts for increase in cotton production and trade in Igalaland within
the period under study. This study has equally shown the dynamics of African
farming system during the colonial epoch especially with regards to the capacity of
the Igala peasants using local technology to increase cotton production. As a result of
this, it can be seen that this study has positively contributed to the extension of
historical knowledge on the Igala economic history
From a gender perspective, this study has also made important contribution on
the role of women in Igala economy particularly in area of cotton production.
Although women voices in colonial cash crop production and trade are usually silent
in extant Igala economic literature, this study provides a useful historical hindsight on
how Igala women engaged in the various stages of cotton production, processing and
trade. This is important in appreciating and documenting the place of women in the
economic development of Igala land of central Nigeria.
Furthermore, this study has equally provided a viable platform for further
studies on cash crop production and trade especially cotton in Igala land with a view
to understanding the challenges and prospects in the development of this crop in
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contemporary Igala land. With the high rate of poverty and economic
underdevelopment in Igalaland, it is important to note that diversification of the
economy is important and cotton remains one of the critical crops with enormous
potentials for rural transformation. It is on this basis that this study asserts the need for
further studies in cotton production in Igalaland and in the 21st century especially with
government renewed efforts at revitalizing agricultural production with its value
addition to the national economy and social development.
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APPENDICES
Demographics of Population, Gender, Tribes and Taxes in Igala land, Colonial
to Post-Colonial Epochs
Population of Igala 1929-1930 and 1930-1931
1929-1930 1930-1931
District Adult
Male
Adult
Female
Total
π
Adult
Male
Adult
Female
Total
π
Increase Decrease
Adoru 3363 3460 11041
Amara 3617 2948 8529 3522 3930 11750 644
Amata 2816 6103 17354 2941 3047 8846 317
Ankpa 5848 5752 16493 5671 5893 17720 366
Bassa
Komo
5246 5311 17278 5381 6090 18161 1668
Bassa
Nge
4953 3606 10182 4988 5205 15935 - 1343
Biraidu 3466 4642 12369 3559 3659 12228 2046
Dekina 4055 3426 9209 4139 4783 14880 2511
Enjema 2948 5730 18627 2782 3156 8728 481
Ibaji 5522 1688 3826 7062 8142 22542 3915
Idah 1481 2354 6282 1487 1758 4783 957
Igalogwa 2103 3372 9750 2231 2462 9806 3524
Imani 3363 706 1991 3197 3162 10613 863
Mozum 678 6468 1870 680 782 2376 3385
310
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/96/1930
Adoru District Census Figure 1940-41 and 1941-42
Year District Houses Adults
Males-
Females
Children
Males-
Females
Infirm
Males-
Females
Blind
Males-
Females
Lepers
Males-
Females
Total
Population
Ta
1940-
1941
Adoru 545 3248-
2828
1558-
1730
85-184 19- 10-9 9671 1055:1-
1941-
1942
Adoru 530 3176-
2713
1493-
1618
30-37 2- 3-2 9074 1021:9:6
Decrease 15 72-115 65-112 55-147 17- 7-7 597 33:11:6
Source:NAK/LOKPROF/1624. p.19.
NB: Totals for adult males and females include N.A. officials and their wives and the mission
employees who were assessed at Idah and excluded from total given.
Ogugu 6158 6464 18701 5866 6343 18575 1126
Ojoko 3058 3770 10193 2953 3521 8141 2052
Ojoku 3209 3229 8933 2961 3050 9137 204
Okura 3100 3598 9961 3189 3715 10609 648
Ola
Maboro
4464 4354 12778 4477 4272 11444 1334
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Adoru District Tax and Population Statistics 1949-50
Village
Area
Tax
Payers(Male)
Tax
Payers
(Female)
Total
Population
TotalTax
£-s- d
Tribes
(Igalas)
Tribe
(Ibos)
Others
Adoru 373 413 1374 256-8-6 1245 29 100
Egabada 80 110 330 63-15-0 327 2 1
Olla 280 252 748 179-18-0 246 501 1
Akolo 44 50 142 31-13-0 60 82 -
Alakwa 285 185 621 159-17-6 286 335 -
Ogbolim 146 106 388 85-11-0 309 79 -
Angba 279 214 793 167-44-0 684 91 18
Ojuwo 173 94 399 91-2-0 370 29 -
Amaka 397 362 1045 256-12-0 979 66 -
Nokwa 75 65 207 47-7-6 4 203 -
Akpanya 2382 1738 5537 1395-15-0 1632 3904 1
Ugwaka 360 297 920 222-10-6 161 759 -
Aburge 246 189 671 147-10-6 24 647 -
Unachi 16 11 40 9-3-6 - 40 -
Ekpoloko 318 257 874 194-16-6 482 392 -
Okponoji.I 178 150 517 111-1-0 496 20 1
Okponoji
II.
27 27 105 18-4-6 105 - -
Total 5,659 4, 520 14,711 3,438-10-
0
7,410 7,179 122
NAK/LAF/DIV/ACC/28. p.VII.
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Demographics of Population, Tax and tribes in Adoru District, Igalaland, 1950-1951
Village Area Tax
Payers(Ma
le)
Tax
Payers
(Female)
Total
Population
TotalTax £-
s- d
Tribes
(Igalas)
Tribe
(Ibos)
Others
Adoru 368 419 1357 275-13-0 1208 36 113
Egabada 86 106 327 69-7-0 320 3 4
Akolo 51 53 149 37-13-6 79 66 4
Olla 259 252 741 185-6-6 231 510 -
Alakwa 310 214 706 191-3-0 357 348 1
Ogbolimi 145 108 384 92-3-0 302 82 -
Angba 351 280 951 229-12-6 811 124 16
Ojuwo 171 109 416 102-5-6 396 20 -
Amaka 411 374 1129 285-0-6 1057 72 -
Akpanya 2601 1931 6100 1648-19-6 1748 4348 4
Ugwarka 356 295 931 236-15-0 174 757 -
Aburge 251 183 681 158-3-6 22 659 -
Unachi 20 7 49 8-2-0 - 49 -
Nokwa 68 64 195 47-18-0 5 190 -
Ekpoloko 311 232 831 197-16-6 440 391 -
OkponojiI 173 145 508 115-12-6 484 24 -
Okponoji II 19 22 90 14-16-6 90 - -
Totals 5,951 4,794 15,545 3,896-8-6 7,724 7,679 142
NAK/LAF/DIV/ACC/28. p.VII.
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Adoru District Census Figure 1913
Adult Males 3990
Adult Females 4886
Children 2996
Total 11,872
NAK/LOKPROF/1340.p.10.
POPULATION OF IGALA, 1939 & 1940
Adult Male Adult Female Children Total
1939 68,107 75,369 67,374 210,850
1940 68,780 74,042 79,459 222,281
NAK/LOKPROF/1555
1951/1952 Taxable Adults in Igala land
Men Females Assessment
1950-1951 78,927 86,096 £54,274
1951-1952 79,490 86,510 £60,584.11.6
Increase 563 414 6,310.11.6
NAK/LOKPROF/3270/S.1
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Year 1963 Population Census Figures of Idah, Ankpa and Dekina LGAs, Igalaland.
Population Census Figures 1963 (Idah Local Government Area)
Name of District Grand Population
Adoru 38,070
Idah 27,742
Igalamela 38,904
Itobe 11,894
Ibaji 46,296
Igalogwa 42,863
Ugwolawo 33,531
Totals 231, 300
Source: P E Okwoli, Adoru District of the Igala Kingdom, p.82.
Population Census 1963 (Ankpa Local Government Area, Igalaland)
Name of Districts Grand Population
Ankpa 54, 244
Imane 23,935
Enjema 40,300
Olamaboro 48,632
Ife 28,262
Ojoku 23, 408
Ogugu 36,076
Ogodu 10,020
Total 264877
Source: P E Okwoli, Adoru District of the Igala Kingdom, pp 82-83.
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Population Census 1963 (Dekina Local Government Area, Igalaland)
Name of Districts Grand Population
Dekina 43,701
Okura 45,118
Biraidu (Abocho) 34, 986
Total 123805
Source: P E Okwoli, Adoru District of the Igala Kingdom, p.85.
Estimates of yields from the schedule of crop yield statistics excluding seed
requirements
Crop Yields Ibs per acre
Cotton 65 Ibs per acre
Beans 110 Ibs per acre
Maize 630 Ibs per acre
Cassava 3000 Ibs per acre
Source: NAKPROF/LOKPROF/1624. p.8.
Prices of cotton and other crops at Akpnaya, Igala Market
Crop Measure Weight Average Price Price Per Ib
Cotton Basket 5 Ibs 4d 0.80d
Beans Mudu 3 Ibs 1.25d 0.42d
Cassava Heap 58 Ibs 2d 0.03d
Koko Yam Heap 34 Ibs 3d. 0.09d
White Yam Heap 57 Ibs 8d. 0.14d
Red Yam Heap 25.5 Ibs 3d 0.12d
Sekita Yam Heap 31 Ibs 4d 0.13d
Maize Basket of Grain 52.5 10.5d 0.19d
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/1624. p.9.
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Acreage and Value of Crops
Eight farms, worked by eighteen hoes, were measured and giving the following average
per acreage per hoe
Crop Average Acreage Value
Cotton 0.87 acres 3/9
Beans 0.62 acre 2/5
Cassava 0.87 acre 6/6
Koko Yams 0.31 acre 16/10
White yams 0.66 acre 35/10
Red yams 0.38 acre 14/10
Sekita yams 0.28 acre 14/2
Maize 1.42 acre 14/2
Pepper/Okra Estimated income per hoe 7/6
Annual Agricultural
Income. 962 farmers @
5.16=5579.12.0
£ 5.16.0
Source: NAK/LOKPROF/1625. p.9.
Table showing comparative cotton production labour inputs and yields in man-days
per acre in Igalaland
See cotton Yam Groundnuts
Preparation 16.6 46.3 28.3
Sowing 7.0 21.3 6.1
After cultivation 10.0 16.0 7.1
Harvesting 7.2 39.2 50.4
Sub-total 40.8 122.8 91.9
Decortication -- -- 44.0
Total 40.8 122.8 135.9
SourceAgricultural: Adapted and Modified from Annual Report, Yandev Plantation, Benue Province
1929, 9th Annual Bulletin of Departmentof Agriculture NAK/Ministry/628/Sc. p.3.
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Table showing the pattern of Production in terms of cost of outputs, annual income per
acreage of cotton in comparison to Groundnuts
Seed Cotton Groundnuts
Man-days per acre 40.8
Average yield per acre 98.0 135.9
Cost in man days per Ib 0.416 780.0
Market value per Ib 1.500d 0.174
Return per man-day 3.60d 1.071d.
Return per acre 12s. 3d 6.15d
Source: Agricultural: Adapted and Modified from Annual Report, Yandev Plantation, Benue
Province 1929, 9th Annual Bulletin of Departmentof Agriculture NAK/Ministry/628/Sc. p.3.
